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Ruptures in Painting after the Sack of Rome: 




 The Sack of Rome of 1527 was the greatest disruption to the history of sixteenth-
century Italian art.  Sufficient attention has been paid to its ramifications in terms of the 
diaspora of artists from Rome that disseminated “Mannerism” throughout Europe and 
monumental papal projects executed in its wake, including Michelangelo’s Last 
Judgment (1534-41), Perino del Vaga’s decoration of the Sala Paolina in Castel 
Sant’Angelo (1545-47), and the propagation of a more disciplined use of classicism in 
architecture and literature by the papacy of Pope Paul III.  Focus on these consequences, 
of a grand scale, emphasizes the impact of the event for papal history but has obscured to 
some extent a set of works that was directly and immediately affected by the Sack of 
Rome: paintings by artists who were dispersed from Rome, produced in cities of exile.  
These paintings by displaced artists are the subject of my dissertation.  Repercussions of 
the Sack disrupted the practice of painters who were forced to flee the ruined city, 
including Polidoro da Caravaggio, Perino del Vaga, Giovanni da Udine, Giovanni 
Antonio Lappoli, Vincenzo Tamagni, Parmigianino, Rosso Fiorentino, and Sebastiano 
del Piombo.  The first post-Sack paintings of three of these artists, executed for private 
patrons (rather than under papal or imperial direction as in the cases of Giovanni da 
Udine and Perino), signal the disruption of the Sack through both marked stylistic 
innovation and iconographic manipulation: Parmigianino’s St. Roch with a Donor in 
Bologna, Rosso’s Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross in Sansepolcro, and Sebastiano 
del Piombo’s Nativity of the Virgin in Rome.  In these altarpieces, each artist exhibits a 
 
distinct change in his creative production and disturbs the iconography of a well-
established sacred subject by inserting an aberrant and conspicuous reference to Rome.  
Together, these examples suggest that, while the artists do not illustrate the event of the 
Sack itself in their works, they mark their paintings as products of a specifically post-
Sack context, in which the identity of the three painters as refugees from Rome was an 
essential component.  This study raises the problem of the roles of historical trauma and 
of biography in art historical investigation.   
 Chapter One examines contemporary writings about artists and the Sack and 
explores the extent to which an artist’s association with the event was both a deeply 
personal issue as well as a public aspect of identity.  The cases of Polidoro, Lappoli, and 
Tamagni are presented here as complementary cases to the chapter studies of 
Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano.  Chapter Two investigates Parmigianino’s 
production of the St. Roch altarpiece in Bologna, where his new monumentality and 
dramatic effect combine with an incongruous inclusion of antique costume to assert his 
artistic lineage to and recent departure from Rome.  Chapter Three studies Rosso in 
Sansepolcro and the ways in which his Lamentation signals his distance from Rome – 
both physical and artistic – through appropriation of local culture and through his 
inversion of the figure of the Roman soldier.  Chapter Four follows Sebastiano back to 
Rome after exile where he resumed the project for the Nativity that had been interrupted 
by the Sack.  His emulation of the art of his former rival, Raphael, introduces an aberrant 
classical component that acknowledges at once the nostalgia for pre-Sack Rome inherent 
in his commission and the transformation, initiated as a result of the Sack, of the 
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Painting, Trauma, and Dispersal 
 
 A reported twenty-two thousand German, Spanish, and Italian troops invaded 
Rome in May of 1527 under the order of the emperor Charles V.1  The Sack was the 
greatest disaster to Rome in more than a millienium and comprised eight days of vicious 
sacking and nine months of occupation.  In the days and months following the invasion 
on May 6, the event became a pervasive topic of correspondence in Italy and across 
Western Europe.  Pietro Aretino, in Venice, wrote to Duke Federico Gonzaga, in Mantua, 
decrying the Sack.  He declared it worse than “the ruin of Carthage and of Jerusalem and 
that of Troy,” and he composed a poem lamenting the tragedy.2  Erasmus, in Basel, 
condemned the “unheard-of barbarity” of the Sack to Jacopo Sadoleto, in Carpentras.  
Eulogizing Rome as the “common mother of all peoples,” Erasmus wrote, “assuredly, 
this was more truly the destruction of the world than of a city.”  He too compared the 
attack on Rome with greatest episodes of violence in history: “We have seen Rome 
sacked more cruelly than it was in ancient times by the Gauls or by the Goths... Was there 
                                                
1 On the political and military history of the Sack, see Judith Hook, The Sack of Rome 1527 (Hampshire 
and New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2004 [1st ed. 1972]), and E. R. Chamberlin, Sack of Rome (London: 
B. T. Batsford, 1979). 
2 Pietro Aretino, letter to Federico Gonzaga dated 7 July 1527: “Ma la passione che diede quella bona robba 
di Monna Laura a Ser Petrarcha fu più dolce che questa che ci dà Roma coda mundi per gratia de li 
Spagnoli et dei Tedeschi, che per dio bisogneria che per isfogarsi le parole fosseno spiedi et archibusi... 
Hora degnatevi legerla, che secundo che dicono l’infinite et nobilissime persone che in così fatto caso 
hanno mendicata la vita, la ruina di Cartagine et di Jerusalem et quella di Troia dovette essere minore, 
perchè ci sono stati offesi più Dei che huomeni, et non bisogna ch’io vi rammenti il pianto mentre che 
legerete l’exicidio de la commune patria, perchè io so quanto vi dole il publico danno, per esser voi solo 
amico de la Italia et mal concia Chiesa.”  Alessandro Luzio, Pietro Aretino nei primi suoi anni a Venezia e 





ever such savagery among the Scythians, the Quadi, the Vandals, the Huns, or the 
Goths?”3  Baldassare Castiglione hotly debated the justification of the Sack in a famous 
exchange with the emperor’s secretary, Alfonso de Valdés.4  Letters composed by 
contemporary witnesses give voice to the personal tragedies that took place amid the 
monumental political, military, and cultural disturbance.  One, written by the Venetian 
Giovanni Barozzi to his brother Antonio on 12 May 1527, reports that Giovanni has been 
imprisoned by Spaniards in Rome.  Giovanni begs his brother to send as much money as 
he can, for he has been given twenty-six days to pay his ransom of one thousands ducats, 
                                                
3 Erasmus’s letter to Jacopo Sadoleto dated 1 October 1528, was first published in the Opus epistolarum; 
see Charles Fantazzi, trans., The Correspondence of Erasmus. Vol. 14: Letters 1926-2081 (1528), annotated 
by James M. Estes (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974-), no. 2059, 366ff.  The passages of the 
letter that address the Sack are given here in English translation:  
How many calamities this fatal tempest in human affairs brings with it, most distinguished Bishop!  
What shall we lament or whom shall we console?  What part of the world can escape this violent blast?  
Or who among the forces of good is not himself in need of a consoler?  We have seen Rome sacked 
more cruelly than it was in ancient times by the Gauls or by the Goths.  We have seen the leader of the 
church, Clement, treated with greatest inclemency, and we still see the two most powerful monarchs of 
the world set at variance by irremdiable hatred and, if the rumour be true, challenging each other to 
single combat... 
 I saw how important it was for the scholarly world and for religion that such spritis were saved 
from this fire.  Concerning Bembo, I have not yet laid aside my anxiety, since I am uncertain of his 
fortunes.  But I congratulate you particularly, whom some divine power propitious not only to you but 
also to higher studies and religion has rescued from the storm – and would that it had rescued you 
entirely!  I hear that a great part of you has perished, namely, your library rich in rare works in both 
languages.  I can draw a home-grown conclusion about how grave a loss this has been to you, 
especially since it is irreparable. 
 What unheard-of barbarity!  Was there ever such savagery among the Scythians, the Quadi, the 
Vandals, the Huns, or the Goths that, not satisfied with plundering whatever riches they could find, 
would in their fury to burn books, a sacred profession?  In this event I grieve not only for the plight of 
a friend but for my own as well.  Consider that whatever was lost there was taken from me and all men 
of learning.  The catastrophe that befell the city of Rome was the catastrophe of all nations, since it 
was not only the citadel of the Christian religion and the nurturer of men of talent and, if I may say so, 
the tranquil domicile of the Muses, but also the common mother of all peoples.  Who, indeed, even if 
he were born in another world, was not received, nurtured and brought up in the peaceful bosom of that 
city?  Who, though coming from the most remote corner of the world, thought of himself as a stranger 
there?  Further still, to how many was that city dearer, sweeter, and happier than their own native land?  
Or what person is so uncivilized that that city does not send him back to us more peaceful and 
civilized?  Or who has ever lived there for any period of time who did not leave reluctantly, who did 
not gladly seize the opportunity to return there when it was offered him or try to find it if it was not 
offered?  Assuredly this was more truly the destruction of the world than of a city. 
 
4 See the exchange between Castiglione and Valdés in John E. Longhurst, trans., Alfonso de Valdés and the 






under threat of death: “se non pago i me farano in pezi.”  He has seen and endured 
unimaginable tortures in the last six days, he writes, and he begs his brother not to leave 
him to die so miserably.  Giovanni implores Antonio to send money and to write to 
everyone he knows to send money, for he has run out of paper.5  Letters like this abound, 
each telling a different story of the atrocities that befell Rome.  
 Amid the looting, burning, and breaking of beautiful things during the Sack of 
Rome, some new works of art came into being: German soldiers forced Parmigianino to 
make drawings in ink and in wash; Spanish soldiers made Perino del Vaga paint pictures 
in gouache; others, holding Baldessare Peruzzi captive, made him paint a posthumus 
                                                
5 I diarii di Marino Sanuto (Bologna: Forni Editore, 1969-70), vol. 45, 237ff.  The letter warrants full 
transcription: 
Antonio fradel carissimo. 
Credo che tu habi inteso la calamità et lo exterminio di Roma.  Tutta è stà messa a sacho da spagnoli et 
lanzinech, morti 17 milia persone, molti episcopi, do cardinali.  Per Roma non se vede se non morti, 
hormai 3 et 6 zorni che se sachiza. Hanno fatto tutti presoni salvo pochi che sono in castello.  Mai fo 
una si miserabile et lacrymosa cosa, oltra che pigliano tutta la roba.  Fanno i homeni presoni, danno 
tormenti, et che non paga la taglia immediate [sic] amazzano la più parte.  Io son preson de spagnoli; 
me gavevano messo taglia 1000 ducati, dicendo che io era offitial.  Me hanno dato do trati di corda, et 
poi il focho sotto ai piedi.  Dio volesse che io fosse morto piutosto che vederme in tanta calamità.  Pur 
me hanno fatto, che me ho messo taglia ducati 140, aliter [sic] me farano a bochoni.  Io ho perso il 
tutto, ma di questo non me curo.  Io non voria morir sì tosto.  Già 6 zorni che non manzo salvo pan et 
aqua et cum penuria; sì che, el mio caro fradelo Antonio, a ti mi ricomando, non mi lassar morir sì 
miseramente.  Ven li quelli soldi de liona (?), vendi la caseta di Lena o impegna.  Scrivi a Marieta, et 
dili che io quando veni a veni a Venetia li mandai ducati 100, et che in sta mia miseria la non me 
abandoni per l’amor de Dio.  Guarda se Anzolo ha qualche denaro, se tu credesi ben mendicar un 
pocho in qua un pocho in là, per amor di Dio non mi abandonar, perchè se io periso perirà el 
vescovado et tutti li officii.  Scrivo alcune lettere ad alcuni di quali trazerai quel più danaro è possibile, 
aziò che tu me liberi de sta captività et da la morte.  Me hanno dato tempo 26 zorni, et se non pago i 
me farano in pezi, sì che el mio fradelo, aiutame per l’amor de Dio, aiutame per l’amor de la Nostra 
Donna più tosto è possibile, perchè vedendo loro una parte del danaro, forsi se placerano.  Tutti romani 
et done et puti sono presoni, et chi non paga amazano.  Il sacho di Zenoa, el sacho di Rodi fo una 
zentileza a par de questo.  Sta matina, il cardinal Colona vene in Roma, et obstante che ‘l sia inimico, 
tamen visto li corpi morti e la miseria et tutte le case rote et sachezate, se cazò a pianzer.  El Papa, qual 
è in castello, se voria dar a costoro, et tutta la roba.  Lor li ha risposo che i vuol la sua persona ne le 
man et farlo in pezi.  Tamen che io pagasi la taglia et non fosse morto sì miseramente non me curaria.  
Aiutame el mio Antonio, aiutame per l’amor de Dio et presto.  El luogo dove son preson è la stantia del 
signor missier Piero Salamais spagnuol nuntio de Ferdinando, arente lo auditor de la camera.  Iterum 
mi ricomando. 
The postscript begins: “Voleva scriver a molti altri, ma non ho pur carta; sichè parla con don Arcanzolo el 
qual so me darà qualche cosa.  Madona Laura forsi non mi abandonerà...”  Sanuto publishes numerous 
letters written in the aftermath of the Sack; see also the texts cited in the notes to the memoir of Marcello 





portrait of the Duke of Bourbon, commander of the attack on Rome, perhaps from the 
corpse itself, which lay in the Vatican after his death on the first day of the invasion.6  
None of these works survives.  Vasari recounts the episodes in his individual Lives of 
these artists, and in doing so he underlines the well-known fact that the Sack was not only 
a catastrophic event that shook all of Western Europe but was, at the same time, a 
personal experience endured by those who were in Rome on the sixth of May 1527.  The 
complexity of the relationship between the Sack of Rome, artists, and art has long been 
acknowledged.  Some artists wrote explicitly about their first-hand experience.  
Benvenuto Cellini and Raffaello da Montelupo, for example, in their respective memoirs, 
detail their involvement in the warfare as hired bombardiers in the besieged Castel 
Sant’Angelo.7  The texts are at once documents of what went on in the fortress, insights 
into the artists’ own reactions to the event, and evidence that their experience of the Sack 
was something that artists were motivated to share with others.  Sebastiano del Piombo, 
who was also in Castel Sant’Angelo, described the consequences of the Sack for his own 
mental state in the best known passage on the subject, written to Michelangelo: “As of 
yet I do not seem to myself to be the same Bastiano that I was before the Sack; I am still 
                                                
6 Giorgio Vasari, Le vite de' più eccelenti pittori, scultori e architettori nelle redazioni del 1550 e 1568, ed. 
Rosanna Bettarini, Paola Barocchi, et al. (Florence: Sansoni, 1966-87), vol. 4, 538: “Quanto disagio ebbe 
per allora si fu che, essendo un di loro molto amatore delle cose di pittura, fu forzato a fare un numero 
infinito di disegni d'acquerello e di penna, i quali furono il pagamento della sua taglia;” vol. 5, 135-36: “Ma 
nientedimeno fece per alcuni soldati spagnuoli tele a guazzo et altre fantasie;” and vol. 4, 323-24: “avendo 
trovato quegli impiissimi barbari che egli era un dipintore, gli fece un di loro, stato affezionatissimo di 
Borbone, fare il ritratto di quel sceleratissimo capitano nimico di Dio e degli uomini, o che gliele facesse 
vedere così morto o in altro modo che glielo mostrasse con disegni o con parole.” 
7 Benvenuto Cellini, Vita di Benvenuto Cellini scritta da lui medesimo, ed. Giuseppe Molini (Florence: 
Tipografia All’insegna di Dante, 1830), 73ff: “Venuto la notte, e i nimici entrati in Roma, noi che eramo 
nel castello, massimamente io che sempre mi son dilettato veder cose nuove, stavo considerando questa 
inestimabile novità e incendio, la qual cosa quelli che erano in ogni altro luogo che in castello non la 
possettono nè vedere nè immaginare.”  Riccardo Gatteschi, Vita di Raffaello da Montelupo (Florence: 
Edizioni Polistampa Firenze, 1998), 124-25: “il mio maestro serviva in suo scanbio, e vedutomi me chiamò 
e mi disse si volea pigliare danari per bonbardiere, che mi farebbe dare 6 schudi il mese: mi consigliava lo 




not able to regain my mind [tornar in cervello], and other things.”8  Evidently the 
relationship between the Sack and artists had both public and profoundly personal 
components.  But what did the experience of the Sack – and the telling of it – mean for 
art?   
 There is no need to reiterate the importance of this event for sixteenth-century art, 
even if the complex connection between the Sack of Rome and subsequent imagery 
remains to be fully understood.9  The event initiated a diaspora of artists from Rome.  
Imperial soldiers massacred thousands; plague came in the summer months, and everyone 
who could flee to safety did so – including Pope Clement VII, who escaped to Orvieto 
after months of imprisonment in his own Castel Sant’Angelo.  As artists fled, they 
disseminated practices developed in Rome throughout Italy and beyond, and this 
dispersal is crucial to any study of this period of Western art.  Regarding the Sack in art, 
André Chastel observed that no contemporary painting or engraving illustrates the Sack 
until decades later; he called it a “conscious or unconscious repression” of the event in 
images, remarkable in light of the abundance of writing about it in all forms of letters, 
                                                
8 Letter of 24 February 1531, Sebastiano in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence, Il carteggio di 
Michelangelo, ed. Giovanni Poggi, Paola Barocchi, and Renzo Ristori (Florence: Sansoni, [1965-83]), vol. 
3, 299 (no. DCCCXI).  See note 58 for full passage and translation notes. 
9 The problem of the Sack of Rome and art has been the subject of focused study in: André Chastel, The 
Sack of Rome, 1527, trans. Beth Archer (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983); Charles Stinger, 
“Epilogue: The Sack and Its Aftermath,” in The Renaissance in Rome (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1985), 320-38; Daniel Arasse, “Il sacco di Roma e l’immaginario figurativo (con 2 figg.),” in Il 
Sacco di Roma del 1527 e l'immaginario collettivo, ed. Alberto Asor Rosa (Rome: Istituto Nazionale di 
Studi Romani, 1986), 43-60; Manfredo Tafuri, “Roma coda mundi. Il Sacco del 1527: fratture e 
continuità,” in Ricerca del Rinascimento: principi, città, architetti (Turin: Giulio Einaudi editore, 1992), 
223-53; Minna A. Moore Ede, “Religious Art and Catholic Reform in Italy, 1527-1546,” D. Phil. thesis, 
University of Oxford, 2002 (could not consult this source); and Antonio Pinelli, “6 maggio 1527: Il sacco 
di Roma,” in I Giorni di Roma: nove grandi storici raccontano nove giornate cruciali per la storia di Roma 




poems, dialogues, pamphlets, and memoirs.10  In truth there would have been scarce 
occasion to illustrate the event, which even the emperor Charles V considered to be a 
humiliating episode on account of the excessive violence of the imperial soldiers.11   
 Since the sixteenth century, trauma – even if not always named as such – has been 
part of the discussion of the relationship between the Sack and artists.12   Sebastiano was 
not the only one to draw attention to his post-Sack mental state.  Vasari, too, 
acknowledged the disturbing effects of the event on artists’ mental conditions.13  Art 
historians continue to contend with the issue of trauma in the story of the Sack.14  To be 
                                                
10 Chastel, Sack of Rome, 41.  In 1555, Hieronymous Cock published a volume of the Victories of Charles 
V, which featured engravings designed by Martin van Heemskerck; two plates illustrate episodes of the 
Sack: one, the death of Charles de Bourbon, and the other, the siege of Pope Clement in Castel 
Sant’Angelo.  See Bart Rosier, “The Victories of Charles V: A Series of Prints by Maarten van 
Heemskerck, 1555-56,” Simiolus:Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art 20, no. 1 (1990-91): 24-38.  
On the Sack of Rome and literature, Kenneth Gouwens, Remembering the Renaissance: Humanist 
Narratives of the Sack of Rome (Boston: Brill, 1998), and Massimo Miglio, ed., Il Sacco di Roma del 1527 
e l'immaginario collettivo (Rome: Istituto nazionale di studi romani, 1986). 
11 In a letter to John III of Portugal, dated 2 August, 1527, the emperor attempts downplay and to distance 
himself from the shameful actions of the imperial soldiers against Rome and against the Holy See: “Despite 
the efforts of their leaders to dissuade them, they performed the insult you have heard about, although, to 
tell the truth, it was not as bad as our enemies have made it out to be... we have felt such pain and sorrow 
over the disrespect shown to the Apostolic See that truly we would be much happier to be the conquered 
than to be the winners of such victory.” Longhurst, trans., Alfonso de Valdés and the Sack of Rome, 97.   
12 Neither with the use of the term “trauma” nor with “self” do I invoke their twentieth-century 
psychoanalytic conceptions.  For both I intend their simplest meanings, of the effect of violent experience, 
in the first, and an individual’s personal identity, in the second.  On conceptions of the Renaissance “self” 
see for example John Jeffries Martin, Myths of Renaissance Individualism (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2004).   
13 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 265.  See below on Vasari and his Life of Vincenzo Tamagni. 
14 For example, Roberto Longhi, “Ricordi dei manieristi,” Da Cimabue a Morandi (Milan: Arnoldo 
Mondadori Editore, 1973), 730: “Che avevano in corpo costoro?  Non vorrei trarre oroscopi artistici, come 
oggi è di moda, da avvenimenti e calamità varie del tempo; ma se di più d’uno dei ‘manieristi’ si sa per 
certo che a Roma lavorò con lo stocco dei lanzichenecchi alle costole; di qualche altro che si salvò 
fuggendo (quando non ci rimise la buccia), quasi si vorebbe chiamarli dei ‘traumatizzati’ del Sacco di 
Roma!”  Chastel, Sack of Rome, 174: “The ‘trauma’ of 1527 should therefore be taken into consideration 
when judging the inclination to inertia and apathy that so astounded Sebastiano’s contemporaries... it is 
precisely those somber, pathetic, starkly treated works – such as Jesus Bearing the Cross, in its numerous 
versions – that raise so many questions;” Arasse, “Il sacco di Roma,” 48: “Sebastiano del Piombo, è stato, 
anche lui traumatizzato dall’avvenimento; il suo stile conosce allora una svolta decisiva, attestata dalla 
Pietà di Viterbo e dalle versioni del Cristo portacroce e confermata dalla sua famosa lettera scritta nel 




sure, attempts to project psychological interpretations onto the works of these artists have 
been problematic.  Scholars have linked artists with trauma at times too casually, without 
precise justfication, as in the case of Rosso Fiorentino and the “disturbing” appearance of 
his first post-Sack painting, the Lamentation in Sansepolcro, or with historical 
inaccuracy, as in the case of Sebastiano and the “somber” pictures of the Viterbo Pietà 
and Christ Carrying the Cross, which, in fact, were painted before the Sack.15  
Scholarship in response to this approach demanded segregation of biographical elements 
from artistic interpretation.  But this too raised problems.  The resistance to the 
biographical encroaching on the artistic pushed scholars to look, at times, too far from the 
work of art in its context: the unusual appearance of Rosso’s Sansepolcro painting has 
been linked to a Latin text that no evidence suggests he or any of his associates in 
Sansepolcro encountered.16  There is no doubt that the relationship between the Sack and 
the artists it affected had a deeply personal side.  But can this “personal side” – can 
biography – be a causal factor in an artist’s creation of art?  On the other hand, can 
biography be definitively disqualified as one?   
 In his study of the Sack and art, Chastel addressed this problematic relationship 
and the inevitable distance between the “man” and what he produces, an artist and his art; 
                                                                                                                                            
York: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 130: “There can be no doubt that the Sack was a traumatic event 
for the city and for all those who lived through it.  It should not be seen as the turning point for culture, 
however, for the outlook of the High Renaissance had been chastened, not defeated.” Pinelli, “Il sacco di 
Roma,” 174-75: “Se però vogliamo trovare un corrispettivo artistico del clima di penitenza che si respirava 
a Roma in questi ultimi anni clementini ancora traumatizzati dalla violenza dello shock subìto, non 
possiamo che rivolgerci alla serie infinita di dolenti Cristi portacroce, dipinti da Sebastiano del Piombo in 
quegli anni.” 
15 On Rosso, see Chapter Three; on Sebastiano, Chapter Four. 
16 Chapter Three discussees this supposition by Roberto Ciardi.  An inventory of Rosso’s possessions dated 
1531 names a number of books in his collection, but it does not list the text in question, Pomponius 




ultimately, however, Chastel focused primarily on the development and dissolution of 
“Clementine Rome” before and after the Sack.  In my project, the issue of artistic 
biography and its intersection with creative production is central.  Vasari’s description of 
what happened to Vincenzo Tamagni’s artistic ability after his experience of the Sack, 
discussed below – as well as the persistence of “trauma” in modern art-historical 
investigation of this moment – necessitates that this relationship between an artist and his 
art be part of the discussion.  While much of this thesis is concerned with illuminating 
historical and conventional factors that shaped the paintings of the displaced artists, the 
intersection between the painter’s “self” and his art underlies the project as a whole.  It is 
impossible to adduce concrete evidence of personal trauma in the paintings studied here, 
but it is undeniable that some artists were profoundly disturbed by the event.  Admittedly, 
such a correlation cannot be documented through traditional methods.  But neither can it 
be decisively excluded from the larger contexts of interpretation.  One challenging 
question that runs through this study is this: can the disturbance to an artist’s life be 
directly related to the disturbance in his creative production?  That is, did the experience 
of the Sack of Rome itself change the way some artists made art?  I propose that it is 
through asking these difficult questions that a fuller understanding of these “post-Sack” 
works of art can be achieved. 
 Millard Meiss’s investigation of painting after the Black Death pursued a similar 
question on the effect of the plague on the production of painting.17  His hypothesis that a 
group of artists responded collectively to the disaster with a retrospective shift in style  
                                                
17 Millard Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena after the Black Death. The Arts, Religion, and Society in 




was criticized for generalizing a varied set of painters.18  This critique affected 
subsequent art historical investigation of the Sack of Rome and art, and scholars have 
consistently emphasized the diversity of artists’ experiences and the consequences of the 
events of 1527.  But the project of tracing myriad minute repercussions for every artist 
affected by the Sack would give no indication of the enormous significance of the event 
for art; indeed, such a task would seem to subvert the magnitude of it.19  Thus scholars 
have approached the issue of the Sack and art as a problem of grand scale.20  While 
historians acknowledge the diverse individual dimension of the event, studies on the Sack 
and art focus mainly on the monumental papal projects commissioned in the years of 
recovery after 1530, primarily Michelangelo’s Last Judgment (1534-41), which has been 
seen to represent, in some ways, the penitence of the post-Sack papacy,21 and Perino’s 
                                                
18 See E. H. Gombrich, “Review: Painting in Florence and Siena after the Black Death by Millard Meiss,” 
The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 11, no. 4 (June, 1953): 414-16, for example, which draws 
attention to the problem of interpreting images that are less naturalistic than the standard advanced by 
Giotto as “retrospective.”  
19 Arasse, “Il sacco di Roma,” 45-46, addresses the conflict between locating direct but minor consequences 
of the Sack in art and subverting the significance of the event for the history of art using the example of 
Lorenzo Lotto’s Nativity (Siena, Pinacoteca), which features the unusual iconography of the umbilical cord 
of the Christ child: “durante i terribili giorni del maggio 1527 diverse reliquie furono rubate dai soldati 
imperiali e, tra queste, il cordone ombelicale di Gesù, custodito in San Giovanni in Laterano, sparì e non fu 
ritrovato prima del 1557: si può così dire che siamo di fronte ad un quandro devoto nel quale si ritrova una 
delle più preziose reliquie della cristianità romana; la Natività del Lotto costituisce una conseguenza 
innegabile, nel campo dell’arte, del Sacco di Roma.  È comunque paradossale cominciare una riflessione 
sulle risonanze immaginarie, nel campo delle arti figurative, del Sacco con un particolare così minimo, in 
un quadro relativamente secondario; ci si aspettano conseguenze altrimenti importanti, meno 
sproporzionate.” 
20 Ludwig von Pastor, History of the Popes: From the Close of the Middle Ages (St. Louis: Herder, 1949-), 
vol. 12, 628ff., emphasized the penitent atmosphere in Rome in the wake of the Sack; subsequently 
Frederick Hartt, “Power and the Individual in Mannerist Art,” in Studies in Western Art. Acts of the 20th 
International Congress of the History of Art (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), 222-38, and 
others, highlighted this general context of penitence as one major consequence of the Sack. 
21 In addition to Pastor, History of the Popes, 628ff., and Hartt, “Power and the Individual,” 222-38, see 
also Chastel, Sack of Rome, 199ff.; Stinger, “The Sack and Its Aftermath,” 323-25; Charles Burroughs, 
“The Last Judgment of Michelangelo: Pictorial Space, Topography, and the Social World,” Artibus et 
historiae 16, no. 32 (1995): 55-89; Hall, After Raphael, 132ff.; and Anne Leader, “Michelangelo’s Last 





decoration of the Sala Paolina at Castel Sant’Angelo (1545-47), which has been 
understood as a pictorial effort to reclaim the power of the Church under Pope Paul III 
after the calamities of Clement VII.22  Indeed ideologies of the post-Sack Church have 
been seen to have shaped the very use of classicism in architecture and literature toward a 
more disciplined usage.23  Art had played a major role in the events of the Sack, as a 
weapon of political propaganda that in part instigated the conflict and as one means by 
which the papacy recovered its image – and power – in its wake.24  Tracing this narrative 
is essential to understanding how the Sack transformed the image of the papacy and gives 
appropriate emphasis to the importance of the event for history.  But such an approach is 
limited to reconstructing the story of the Sack and the Church and focuses on projects 
dated some ten and twenty years after the event.  It leaves out artists who were closest to 
the Sack: those who were in Rome when the soldiers came and were forced to flee, 
whose lives and practices were indelibly altered in cities of exile, and who painted for 
private patrons who had little to do with the directives of papal-imperial propaganda.25  
The displaced include painters who are leading representatives of this period of Italian 
                                                
22 Arasse, “Il Sacco di Roma,” 55ff.  “Per la tattica pittorica della sua decorazione e per la struttura 
informativa che sviluppa, 10 anni dopo il ‘trionfo’ dell’imperatore e 20 anni dopo il Sacco, la Sala Paolina 
dà, attraverso la pittura, una forma fissa a quel rovesciamento della storia, a quella rivincita simbolica del 
papato.” 
23 Tafuri, “Roma coda mundi,” argues that a major ephocal shift can be recognized in the use of classicism 
in architecture (and extending to literature), although he does not locate the origin of this shift in the 1527 
event alone; the tensions of the debate around classicism predate the Sack and also evolved independently 
of the Sack.  Classicism in Clementine Rome was used with sophisticated experimentation in literature and 
architecture, with the exploration of multiple models and a generally more esoteric audience for the limited 
architectural projects, mostly restorations.  The reign of Paul III, however, brought an urge toward an 
abstraction of the classical to a rule, on a single model from which deviations could be identified like 
heresies, aimed toward a mass audience with immediate legibility. 
24 Chastel, Sack of Rome, reconstructs the role that art played in the events of the Sack, from political 
propaganda that instigated conflict to the recovery of papal authority through artistic projects. 
25 Chastel, Sack of Rome, 169-78, offers a general survey of the artists who were in Rome. As is discussed 




art, such as Rosso Fiorentino, Parmigianino, Sebastiano, and Polidoro da Caravaggio.  
These artists and the works they produced after the diaspora of the Sack have never been 
brought together for focused study.  Some, in their cities of refuge, created public 
paintings almost immediately, and it is to these first works – created outside of papal-
imperial authority – that this project is devoted. 
 About twenty artists of reputation were in Rome on May 6, 1527 (see 
Appendix).26  They did not all leave at once, and exactly when each escaped is 
impossible to trace.  Sebastiano, Cellini, and Raffaello da Montelupo were with Pope 
Clement in Castel Sant’Angelo before they fled.  Extremes of violence are common: 
Rosso was stripped, beaten, and forced into hard labor; Giovanni Antonio Lappoli 
witnessed the murder of his companion and was then himself imprisoned; Marco Dente 
was killed.27  And yet at least three chose to remain in occupied Rome for some time 
before leaving.  Perino del Vaga, Il Baviera, and Caraglio collaborated on a series of 
engravings of the Loves of the Gods; presumably, with few alternatives in the chaotic 
months after the invasion, the project appeared lucrative enough for them to continue 
working under the difficult conditions in Rome.28  As many fled to their patria as escaped 
                                                
26 What is known of these artists during and immediately after the Sack and the documentary source are 
presented in the Appendix.  The artists “of reputation” are figures about whom Vasari wrote in his Lives of 
the Artists, whether in an independent biography or within another artist’s Life.  Vasari withheld mention 
of the Sack in his Lives of several artists, however, who were known to have been in Rome during the 
Sack, and this is discussed below. 
27 Not mentioned in Vasari, the death of Marco Dente is recorded in Don Pietro Zani, Fidentino, 
Enciclopedia metodica critico-ragionata delle belle arti (Parma, 1817-24); see Richard Fisher, Introduction 
to a Catalogue of the Early Italian Prints in the British Museum (London: Chiswick Press, 1886), 462. 
 
28 Baviera and Caraglio had begun the project in 1526 with Rosso, who produced two designs before a 
dispute with Baviera terminated his participation.  Perino produced the rest of the designs.  Little is known 
about the project, and a complete first-state set does not exist; because of the nature of graphic erotica, the 
prints were censored and destroyed, as happened to I modi.  There were likely twenty-one designs included 
in the set, and it is unknown when or by whom the poems that accompany the engravings were composed 




to new cities.  Some had great success, like Giulio Clovio, who entered a monastery in 
Mantua to become prolific in the art of illumination, and some did not, like Marcantonio 
Raimondi, who returned to Bologna but whose subsequent production was limited and is 
almost entirely unknown today.  Six eventually returned to Rome.  Several never set foot 
in Rome again.29 
 Eight continued to paint.  Giovanni da Udine and Perino entered papal and 
imperial service soon after leaving Rome: Giovanni, after returning briefly to Udine to 
pursue architectural design, was summoned back to Rome to paint for Clement again;30 
Perino finally left Rome in late 1527 or early 1528 for Genoa, where he designed and 
decorated Andrea Doria’s Palazzo del Principe, built essentially to host the emperor 
during two visits in the wake of the Sack.31  Perino and Giovanni da Udine were 
                                                                                                                                            
the others after the printing of the first state and never combined with a poem.  Janus, identified by his 
double face and set of keys, was both the founder of and, with his death, the protector of the city of Rome.  
It is tempting to suggest that its subject matter may have been problematic in the wake of the Sack of 
Rome, and thus the print was removed from the series.  On the series, see Madeline Cirillo Archer, The 
Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 28, Commentary (Italian Masters of the Sixteenth Century) (New York: Abaris 
Books, Ltd., 1995), 97ff. Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 10-17, suggests that Baviera was protected, 
in a way, from destitution because he possessed plates of Raphael’s designs, highly-demanded images 
which he may have printed and sold to sustain himself.  On Baviero de’ Carocci, called Il Baviera, and 
Gian Jacopo Caraglio, see Chapter Three.   
29 Peruzzi, Giovanni da Udine, Sebatiano, Perino, Giulio Clovio, Cellini, and Raffaello da Montelupo 
returned to Rome at various points after the Sack. 
 
30 Together with Perino, Giovanni da Udine had been painting the vault of the Hall of the Pontiffs in the 
Vatican palace when the Sack interrupted the work.  In Udine, where Vasari reports he intended to stay for 
a long time, he designed the clocktower for the torre dell’Orologio in the Piazza Contarena (now Piazza 
della Libertà).  By October 1528, Clement, who had himself just reentered Rome after the long exile of the 
papacy in Orvieto, called Giovanni back to Rome and put him to work on small-scale decorative projects. 
The artist writes in his Libro dei Conti, under the date 30 ottobre 1528: “I’ ho d’aver del beiatisimo papa 
Clemente ducati d’oro cinquanta, che sono per pitura di 5 penoni grandi deli trombeti dela guardia.” See 
Nicole Dacos and Caterina Furlan, Giovanni da Udine 1487-1561, 3 vols. (Udine: Casamassima, 1987), 
vol. 1, document XII.  Giovanni continued to work under papal patronage in Rome and Florence until 
Clement’s death in 1534, when he returned to Friuli.  Dacos and Furlan dedicated the third of the three 
volumes of their monograph to a biography of the artist. 
31 In Rome, in late 1527 or early 1528, Nicola Vicentini convinced Perino to move to Genoa to work for 
Doria.  Doria hosted Emperor Charles V in Genoa in 1529 and 1533, and in addition to the decoration of 
the palace with Roman themes, Perino was also responsible for the ephemeral decorations for these two 




restricted, to some degree, by the political significance of their productions in the Palazzo 
Doria and in Castel Sant’Angelo.  Without the constraints of major political imperatives, 
the cases of the other six painters offer a sort of cross-section of projects executed in 
different cities by artists linked by experience of the event and by displacement, although 
each was certainly also subject to the diverse demands of patrons.  Rosso, Parmigianino, 
Sebastiano, Polidoro, Vincenzo Tamagni, and Lappoli each worked for a private patron, 
local confraternities or individual donors, some just months after dispersal.  Sebastiano 
was the most delayed, reviving a project that had been interrupted by the Sack about three 
years later, evidently not having produced any other works of art in the interim.32  It 
appears that altarpieces were the primary type of commission obtained by these painters, 
although several of the altarpiece projects had been initiated before the Sack, and in some 
cases the displaced artists entered projects that had been intended for other artists.  
 A distinction among these paintings is immediately apparent and dictated the 
selection of three cases as the subjects of my chapter studies.  Sebastiano, Parmigianino, 
and Rosso produced pictures that are notably different from any painting they had created 
before – Parmigianino’s St. Roch with a Donor in Bologna, Rosso’s Lamentation at the 
Foot of the Cross in Sansepolcro, and Sebastiano’s Nativity of the Virgin in Rome (figs. 
2.1, 3.1, 4.1).  Each in its own way signals a change in artistic practice: a new 
monumentality combined with dramatic effect, in the case of Parmigianino; exaggerated 
refinement in handling and costume, with a new conception of the body of Christ, in 
Rosso; and retrospective emulation of the art of a former rival, in Sebastiano.  These 
                                                                                                                                            
Armani, ed., Perino del Vaga tra Raffaello e Michelangelo, exh. cat., Palazzo Te, Mantua (Milan: Electa, 
2001), 197ff.  On Andrea Doria and Genoa with respect to Emperor Charles V, see Arturo Pacini, Genova 
di Andrea Doria nell’impero di Carlo V (Florence: L. S. Olschki, [1999]). 




works mark a rupture in the creative production of each painter, almost exactly 
contemporaneously in different cities.  The chapter studies explore the post-Sack works 
and their innovations within the diverse local contexts in which the artists painted.  The 
three altarpieces remain in situ. 
 The first paintings of Tamagni and Lappoli do not exhibit comparable innovations 
in style.  Tamagni’s Assumption of the Virgin with Saints Sebastian, Roch, and Thomas in 
Montalcino and Lappoli’s Adoration of the Magi in Arezzo document that these two 
artists resumed painting in a style similar to that which they had practiced before going to 
Rome – although not exactly (figs. 1.13 and 1.10).  They offer alternative models against 
which the pictures of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano can be compared and 
evaluated.  Polidoro, who fled to Naples, is more difficult to treat because his first post-
Sack paintings are lost.  The evidence of two drawings for these paintings, however, 
suggests that he might serve as a fourth case for focused study, although ultimately the 
appearance of his pictures can only be speculated.  Polidoro, Lappoli, and Tamagni are 
discussed in fuller detail in the first chapter of this dissertation. 
 Polidoro’s drawings also reveal a second commonality among the post-Sack 
works of Rosso, Parmigianino, and Sebastiano, which is, again, absent from the pictures 
of Tamagni and Lappoli.  In Polidoro’s designs for two separate projects of the Madonna 
with Souls in Purgatory, he included in the background a circular fortress that is legibly 
representative of Castel Sant’Angelo, in smoke or in flames (figs. 1.1-1.4).  These 
passages put three peculiar details in the paintings of Rosso, Parmigianino, and 
Sebastiano under a new light.  These artists, too, inserted an iconographic element that is 




markedly from the pictorial tradition of the subject, have no scriptural, contractual, or 
traditional justification, and refer pointedly to Rome.  Like Polidoro’s building, they are 
conspicuous but ultimately peripheral; not one dominates its composition.  They appear 
in different forms – a mismatched costume in Parmigianino’s painting, an unwelcome 
character in Rosso’s, anachronistic architecture in Sebastiano’s – and each manipulates 
conventions of the established iconography, indeed conflicts with the iconography of the 
subject, to pronounce an allusion to Rome.  Individually they stand as peculiarities in the 
altarpieces.  Considered together, with Polidoro’s drawings, they suggest that, in the 
wake of the Sack, such passages in public pictures by artists who had been exiled from 
Rome were legible, and topical, to contemporary audiences as allusions to recent 
history.33  The present may be seen to invade the sacred image through these passages.  
Such aberrations might be seen to mark these pictures as specifically post-Sack 
productions.34 
 Polidoro, Lappoli, and Tamagni are essential complements to the chapter studies 
that serve to broaden and diversify the context of paintings “of dispersal.”  Contemporary 
                                                
33 The instances studied here must be differentiated from the kinds of “topicality” discussed in Ernst 
Gombrich, “Topos and Topicality in Renassiance Art,” Annual Lecture of the Society of Renaissance 
Studies), delivered at University College, London, 10 January, 1975 (not published; privately circulated by 
the Society for Renaissance Studies, London, 1975).  Gombrich criticized interpretations that project 
topical references onto complex iconographic programs (Ghiberti’s second door of the Florence Baptistry, 
and Correggio’s Camera di San Paolo).  Such serial iconographic programs are distinct from the well-
established sacred subjects depicted by Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano in their altarpieces (the legend 
of St. Roch, the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross, and the Birth of the Virgin), in which the aberrant 
iconographical details addressed in this dissertation are incongruent, anachronistic, and/or contradictory. 
34 Daniel Arasse, “Lorenzo Lotto dans ses bizarreries: le peintre et l’iconographie,” in Lorenzo Lotto. Atti 
del convegno internazionale di studi per il V centenario della nascità, ed. Pietro Zampetti and Vittorio 
Sgarbi (Treviso: Comitato per le celebrazioni lottesche, 1981), 365-82, explores the way that aberrant 
iconography – that is, iconography that is not just obscure or whose meaning has been lost over time – can 
be understood in connection with the psychology of the artist: “L’hypothèse de ma recherche est que, pour 
identifier avec quelque vraisemblance historique, le travail spécifique de la psyché de tel ou tel créateur du 
Cinquecento, on peut et l’on doit se fonder sur des obscurités iconographiques irréductibles, sur des 
contradictions, des innovations ou des bizarreries iconographiques dont le caractère aberrant ou anomal 




writings on the Sack and artists contribute further to establishing this context, for the few 
surviving examples shed light on how an artist’s association with the Sack was a part of 
artistic identity.  These texts – of Vasari, Sebastiano, Cellini, and Raffaello da Montelupo 
– together with the cases of Polidoro, Lappoli, and Tamagni, are presented in fuller detail 
in Chapter One.  The chapter studies proper begin with Chapter Two, which takes as its 
subject Parmigianino and his transfer to Bologna.  The altarpiece of St. Roch with a 
Donor in the church of San Petronio has long been recognized as a radical work in the 
artist’s oeuvre.  This section, however, examines the stylistic departures of the painting 
for the first time within the specific context of Parmigianino’s career in Bologna after the 
Sack.  Challenges to the artist’s professional image as a refugee from Rome as well as the 
disturbance to his artistic practice, particularly in printmaking, precipitated an entirely 
new approach to the composition of his first Bolognese picture, in which he exercises 
pronounced dramatic effect and monumentality, paired with a studied complexity in 
anatomical form and stance.  Parmigianino’s innovation in practice complements his 
design of an unusual costume for St. Roch: the artist substitutes the conventional half-
boots of the medieval St. Roch with a pair of antique-style sandals. 
 Chapter Three studies Rosso’s Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross, painted in 
Sansepolcro for the confraternity of S. Croce.  Its appearance is so unexpected in his 
oeuvre that the picture has been interpreted by some to reflect the artist’s disturbed 
mental state after the disaster, a view that others have protested.35  Close study of the 
painting in relation to contemporaneous artistic production in Sansepolcro brings to light 
the significant impact of local art on the unique qualities of the Lamentation, including its 
emphatic compositional complexity, pronounced refinement in handling and costume, 
                                                




and a new conception of the body of Christ.  Rosso’s status as an exile from Rome – 
which led to difficulties in securing the commission – provides a perspective through 
which to consider his rejection of his former Roman style to, instead, appropriate 
elements of the local.  This tension with his Roman practice, in turn, corresponds to his 
inclusion of a figure of a Roman soldier in the altarpiece, to whom the artist has given a 
particularly grotesque face.  The soldier’s very presence at the scene of the Lamentation 
is unusual, and Rosso complicates the figure further by inverting his traditionally heroic 
and classical form. 
 Chapter Four is devoted to Sebastiano, whose commission to paint the Nativity of 
the Virgin in the Chigi chapel of Santa Maria del Popolo was interrupted by the invasion 
of Rome.  The picture has yet to be studied within the context of the wake of the Sack, 
despite the fact that when Sebastiano returned to Rome and to this commission, it was 
revived as an explicitly post-Sack project that aimed to reclaim the achievements of 
recent Roman painting.  Two major forces contributed to shaping the circumstances 
under which Sebastiano painted, and they offer a means of understanding Sebastiano’s 
surprising choice to borrow aspects of style from the art of his former rival in Rome, 
Raphael, in the architectural construction of his composition.  The first of these is the 
apparent nostalgia embedded in the contract for his commission; the second is a 
contemporaneous architectural endeavor pursued by Clement after the Sack, which was 
immediately relevant to Sebastiano’s subject of the Birth of the Virgin: the construction 
of the sacello of the Santa Casa of Loreto, initiated in gratitude for Clement’s salvation 




considered.  Sebastiano presents the scene of the Birth of the Virgin not in ancient 
Nazareth but in view of Bramantesque architecture that recalls Julian Rome. 
 To be sure, the cases of these three artists are not exactly parallel.  Sebastiano’s 
project in particular spans a longer period of time after the Sack and involves a return to 
Rome; the situation of post-Sack Rome cannot be compared to that of any other city in 
the wake of 1527.  The absence of documentation for Parmigianino’s commission in 
Bologna, in contrast to the richy documented projects of Rosso and Sebastiano, means 
that essential aspects of Parmigianino’s first post-Sack painting cannot be understood 
fully.  As the details of each case are presented and examined, the diversities among the 
art of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano after the Sack will become clearer still.  
However, together, the paintings emerge as a base on which a new view of post-Sack art 
might be established: the art of the diaspora from Rome as one means of understanding 
the event, as both a disturbance and catalyst for regeneration.  The paintings studied here 
may complicate Chastel’s observation of the “repression” of the Sack in art.  These artists 
may not have illustrated the event itself, but they appear to have acknowledged their 
contexts of production in a specifically post-Sack moment.  The artists draw attention to 
themselves as displaced from Rome by bringing Rome into their pictures.  It is significant 
that none of the artists originally came from Rome.  By the time Parmigianino, Rosso, 
Sebastiano – and Polidoro – took refuge in cities of exile after the Sack, they had been at 
least twice displaced, from their respective patria and again from their adopted city of 
Rome. 
 Artistic identity, I argue, is one essential aspect of the professional contexts in 




shape through the presentation of their paintings.  The projection of artistic image in this 
time of transition was as critical a force behind their creative expression as other factors, 
such as exposure to new media, whose effects may be more readily seen and evaluated.  I 
propose that the specific artistic choices made by Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano 
effectively gave expression to their professional identities as post-Sack artists through 
these paintings.  They drew attention to the disruptions in their own lives and careers 
through conspicuous disturbances in their art.  The assertion of artistic identity was 
certainly not the only force driving artistic decisions, however, nor was it necessarily the 
dominant one.  The multiplicity of meaning in these works of art is fundamental: artists 
could employ a single element to simultaneously forward an aspect of artistic identity and 
fulfill constraints of the commission. 
 My selection of Rosso, Parmigianino, and Sebastiano as the subjects of the 
chapter studies may appear to reinforce the priority of artists central to the standard 
narrative of sixteenth-century painting over “minor” figures like Tamagni and Lappoli.  
The evidence of the paintings justifies the division between those artists who responded 
to the disturbance of the Sack in an innovative manner and those who did not.  The more 
established reputations and professional connections of Parmigianino, Rosso, and 
Sebastiano directly affected the opportunities they encountered and conditions under 
which they worked.  Ambition and the motivation to innovate may also be involved in the 
choice of destination: Lappoli and Tamagni returned to their native cities of Arezzo and 
San Gimignano, respectively, while the others confronted the challenges of other places – 




Again, Sebastiano returned to Rome rather than settling in a new city, but there is no 
doubt that post-Sack Rome was a very different place from what it had been. 
 The focus on the years immediately following the Sack, from May of 1527 to 
1528, in the cases of Parmigianino and Rosso, and to the early 1530s, with regard to 
Sebastiano, is intended to complement previous studies that engage with the “post-Sack 
period” on a longer term, well into the reign of Pope Paul III.  My study distinguishes the 
period immediately following the events of the Sack as an extraordinary one, in which 
the consequences of recent history shaped the production of artists who were violently 
disturbed by the disaster.  In highlighting this brief period in the wake of the Sack, I hope 
to illuminate the nature of the disturbance to painting that followed this event, even if, in 





Correspondents and Counterparts 
 
1. Contemporary Accounts of Artists and the Sack 
 News of what took place during the Sack spread throughout Italy and Europe 
rapidly, through personal letters and through a surge of “improvised newspapers” and 
pamphlets.36  News, as well, of which individuals fled Rome and to where they fled also 
circulated in some ways.  Rosso, for example, discovered that his former patron in Rome 
had escaped to Sansepolcro, and so the artist followed him there; Vasari and Lappoli 
would each in turn seek out Rosso in Sansepolcro at different points in 1528.  As will be 
discussed further in the chapter studies, the identities of artists as refugees from Rome 
affected their opportunities for work and the terms of commissions they earned in their 
cities of exile.  Although neither the contract for Rosso’s Lamentation nor that for 
Sebastiano’s Nativity directly addresses the artists as survivors of the Sack, the details of 
the documents draw attention to the artists’ post-Sack situations in different ways. 
Contemporary writings about the Sack are abundant, but, collectively, the texts are 
reticent about how the relationship between the Sack and artists was viewed, and how the 
Sack was seen to have affected art and artists.  Fragments in the writings of artists 
themselves appear to be the only clues to understanding this relationship, and still only 
partially.  But the evidence of these texts – the biographies of Vasari, letters of 
Sebastiano, and autobiographies of Cellini and Raffaello da Montelupo – offers essential 
insight into contemporary views about the event and art. 
                                                
36 Chastel, Sack of Rome, 18ff., suggests that the modern concept of “journalism” was born in the rapid and 




 Vasari’s Lives are the main source for the experiences of artists during and after 
the Sack.  Artists may have given him verbal accounts of their experiences.  Rosso, for 
instance, may have recounted his story to Vasari when the biographer traveled to 
Sansepolcro in 1528, and Parmigianino, among others, may have relayed his version of 
the events when Vasari went to Bologna in 1530.  Vasari mentions the Sack in the Life of 
almost every artist who was in Rome in May 1527.  His exceptions, however, which are 
discussed below, are notable and suggestive.  The texts of Sebastiano, Cellini, and 
Raffaello supplement Vasari’s third-person narratives with first-person accounts.  
Sebastiano’s letters to Pietro Aretino, written from within Castel Sant’Angelo in May 
1527, and his letter to Michelangelo of 24 February 1531, are the closest in time to the 
events of the Sack and the most personal in nature.37  His letters to Aretino describe the 
conditions inside the pope’s fortress during siege, while his words to Michelangelo, 
instead, reflect upon his post-Sack state, four years after the event.  The autobiography of 
Cellini was written between 1558 and 1566,38 and that of Raffaello da Montelupo was 
written in the early 1560s.39  Raffaello’s autobiography ends abruptly with the description 
of the Sack and the words, “When these events took place, I was about twenty-three years 
                                                
37 The first letter from Sebastiano to Aretino is dated 15 May 1527, and the second is dated only 1527.  
Both are published in Pietro Biagi, Memorie storico-critiche intorno alla vita ed alle opere di F. Sebastiano 
Luciano, sopranominato del Piombo (Venice: Giuseppe Picotti, 1826), 40 (first published in Lettere scritte 
al signor Pietro Aretino. Venezia per Francesco Marcolini, 1552, book 1, fols. 12 and 13). 
38 Cellini’s autobiography recounts the events of his life until the year 1562.  The autobiography was first 
printed in Italian in 1728, and translations of the text appeared in English in 1771, German in 1796, and 
French in 1822.  See on the publication history the introduction to the text by John Pope-Hennessy in 
Benvenuto Cellini, The Life of Benvenuto Cellini Written by Himself, trans. John Addington Symonds 
(London: Phaidon, 1995).   
39 Although Raffaello (born 9 July 1504) states that he is sixty-four years old at the time of his writing, 
external documents confirm that he died by 1566, at which point he would have been 62 years of age. See 




old, more or less. . ..”40  These words appear at the bottom of a manuscript folio, and 
whether or not he had intended to write more, or if subsequent pages are missing, is 
unknown.   
 The texts of Sebastiano, Cellini, and Raffaello together give a vivid view of what 
went on at Castel Sant’Angelo during the siege.  In the hours after the Sack began, 
commanders of the papal forces recruited bombardiers from among the hordes of people 
who sought shelter in the fortress; Raffaello weighed the decision to flee the city or to 
work as a bombardier for six scudi per month.41  Cellini tells of the great pleasure he got 
from seeing the spectacle of the Sack, the joy he brought to Clement by his shooting of 
soldiers below, and of secretly melting down gold and sewing jewels into the pontiff’s 
                                                
40 “Quando accadevano questi avvenimenti potevo avere 23 anni, poco più o poco meno...” Gatteschi, Vita 
di Raffaello da Montelupo, 126. The autograph manuscript of Raffaello’s autobiography is conserved in 
Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, MS II, I, 231.  Before Gatteschi’s translation and 
transcription, the text was published and transcribed by Giovanni Gay, Carteggio inedito d’artisti dei secoli 
XIV, XV, XVI (Florence: Presso Giuseppe Molini, 1840), vol. 3, 581ff. 
41 Raffaello describes his decisions: counseled to flee Rome by his friend Piero Lapini, Raffaello agreed to 
do so, citing the risk of murder on the roads leading out of Rome; invited to work as a bombardier at Castel 
Sant’Angelo for six scudi per month, Raffaello weighed the unfavorable situation of being locked in the 
fortress and leaving his friend, Lapini, alone outside.  Ibid., 124-25: “vinono i lanzi e presono e sachegiorno 
il Borgo e tuta Roma, e il giorno inanzi che loro entrasino vinne quel Piero Lapini a chasa mia chon 
persuadermi che volesimo fugire questo pericolo, e andarcene verso Tigoli, che di già si vedeva tuta Roma 
sotto sopra, e beato a chi poseva sgonberare robe dove più li parieno sichure, benchè non sene salvassi altre 
che quelle che si misono in Castello.  A me mi pareva bene il suo consiglio, ma ancora forse più pericoloso, 
perchè alle strade si asasinava crudelmente.  Così lasai la mia casetta senza aver tenpo a salvare niente, che 
de disegni naveva tanti per avere ritrate tute lanticaglie di Roma, cherono asai.  Tuti lasai, e quel puto quasi 
finito, e letto e ogni altra cosa, solo dua camice e mie panni lani, la cappa e la spada e pugnale, e così 
cenandiamo inverso Castello, dove era gran fracasso nel passare le conpanie del capitano Lucantonio da 
Terni, che tornavano di Prati a scharamuciare col avanguardi de’ Lanzi che venivano, e navie presi tre o 
quatro prigioni, e ne dicevano male, con dire che l’era una gran canaglia, così pasando il portone viddi il 
mio maestro drento alla porta del Castello, che tenea il logo di bonbardiere dun suo fratello, ditto maestro 
Guglielmo, e per esere andato a Fiorenza percerte sua facende, il mio maestro serviva in suo scanbio, e 
vedutomi me chiamò e mi disse si volea pigliare danari per bonbardiere, che mi farebbe dare 6 schudi il 
mese: mi consigliava lo facessi, dubitando per altra via non capitassi male.  Io stavo sospeso, da una parte 
mi pareva il meglio, e mi parse nel animo giudicare fussi bene ubidire al mio maestro: così entrai e subito 
mi fe’ contare 60 guli d’argento; el mio conpagnio volse restar fuora, e intenderassi come li seguì a lui: e a 





robe.42  Sebastiano, in his letters to Aretino, describes the pathetic state of Clement, who 
would have benefited, the artist admits, from taking Aretino’s advice.43  But these texts 
are perhaps more important for what they reveal about artists and the Sack: sculptors 
applied their artistic skills to executing military tasks; artists like Sebastiano and Cellini 
had direct access to the pope within the fortress (Raffaello says little of his interactions 
with Clement); the experience of the Sack from within the walls of Castel Sant’Angelo 
was something that the artists wanted to share with others, both during the episode itself, 
through correspondence, and thirty years later, as an episode in a memoir. 
 The sources of Sebastiano, Cellini, and Raffaello are also crucial because of 
Vasari’s suppression of the Sack in his biographies of these three artists, whose 
involvement in the events of the Sack, in papal service, is well known.44  Vasari does not 
dedicate a full biography to either of the sculptors, despite their renown, presenting 
Raffaello’s history in a Life shared between Raffaello and his father, Baccio,45 and 
                                                
42 Cellini, Vita, 76ff.: “Venuto la notte, e i nimici entrati in Roma, noi che eramo nel castello, 
massimamente io che sempre mi son dilettato veder cose nuove, stavo considerando questa inestimabile 
novità e incendio, la qual cosa quelli che erano in ogni altro luogo che in castello non la possettono nè 
vedere nè immaginare.” He brought great pleasure to Clement, he writes, by dividing a man in half with a 
blow of his artillery (81): “Il papa, ce tal cosa non aspettava, ne prese assai piacere e maraviglia.”  Cellini 
gives a detailed account of his secret mission to hide the jewels, with the help of the pope’s servant, and to 
melt down gold (83-84): “il Cavaliere ed io rinchiasi nella detta stanza, mi messono innanzi i detti regni 
con tutta quella gran quantità di gioie della camera Apostolica; e mi commesse, che io le dovessi sfasciare 
tutte dell’oro, in che le erano legate.  Ed io così feci; di poi le rinvolsi in poca carta ciascune, e le cucimmo 
in certe farse addosso al papa e al detto Cavalierino.  Dipoi mi dettono tutto l’oro, il quale era in circa 
dugento libbre, e mi dissono, che io lo fondessi quanto più segretamente che io poteva.  Me ne andai 
all’Agnolo, dove era la stanza mia, la quale io potevo serrare, che persona non mi dessi noia; e fattomi ivi 
un fornelletto a vento di mattoni.”  The sculptor also suggests that he was responsible for killing the Duke 
of Bourbon from his vantage point on the wall of the Campo Santo: “Così fatto dua volte per uno, in mi 
affacciai alle mura destramente, e veduto in fra di loro un tumulto istraordinario, fu che da questi nostri 
colpi si ammazzò Borbone.”   
43 See Chapter Three on the contents of these letters.   
44 Vasari also omits mention of the Sack in his short passage on Marco Dente of Ravenna, who, according 
to documents in Ravenna, died during the invasion.  On the death of Marco Dente see Fisher, Introduction, 
462.   




Cellini’s embedded in the summary, “Degli Accademici del disegno, pittori, scultori e 
architetti e dell’opere loro, e prima del Bronzino.”46  Even in his substantial Life of 
Sebastiano, Vasari conspicuously avoids direct mention of the Sack.  In discussing the 
portrait of Clement that Sebastiano painted in 1526, Vasari calls it the portrait of Clement 
in which he was “not yet wearing the beard,” alluding to the beard of penitence that 
Clement grew after the Sack and wore until his death – a public symbol of his post-Sack 
state.47  But Vasari does not call the Sack by name.  His suppression of the event calls for 
explanation.  Perhaps Cellini, Raffaello, and Sebastiano’s own accounts of the experience 
had become sufficiently known by the time Vasari came to publish his expanded edition 
in 1568 that he left them out of his own writing, but this does not necessarily explain his 
exclusion of the event in their biographies of the 1550 edition.  Nor does the relative 
brevity of his biographies of Cellini and Raffaello excuse the omission, for there are 
instances in which Vasari seems to go out of his way to mention the consequences of the 
Sack elsewhere, with regard to a lesser known artist,48 and to moderately known works of 
art.49  Perhaps as a political gesture Vasari sought to censor the direct association of 
Cellini, Raffaello, and Sebastiano with the most humiliating episode of Pope Clement 
                                                
46 Ibid., vol. 6, 231-55.  Cellini’s biography spans pages 244-45. 
47 Ibid., vol. 5, 94: “Sebastiano intanto, essendo unico nel fare ritratti, mentre si stava con queste speranze, 
fece molti di naturale; ma fra gli altri papa Clemente, che allora non portava barba.”  Naples, Museo e 
Gallerie Nazionali di Capodimonte.  Claudio Strinati, Bernd Wolfgang Lindemann, et al., eds., Sebastiano 
del Piombo. 1485-1547, exh. cat., Palazzo Venezia, Rome, and Gemäldegalerie, Berlin (Milan: Federico 
Motta Editore, 2008), cat. no. 47. 
48 Ibid., vol. 4, 265, brings up an artist, Schizzone, about which nothing else is known, to emphasize the 
debilitating effect of the Sack on his artistic abilities.  See below on Vasari’s Life of Vincenzo Tamagni of 
San Gimignano. 
49 For example, in Vasari’s acknowledgement of a ruined a landscape painting Perino had produced in the 
marble chapel of Minerva, he mentions that the damage was caused by flooding after the Sack.  Ibid., vol. 
5, 121: “èvvi oltre ciò un paese nelle tenebre, contrafatto con molta discrezione et arte. E se a questa opera 
non avesse la inondazione del diluvio, che venne a Roma doppo il Sacco, fatto dispiacere coprendola più di 




VII’s reign, his imprisonment in his own fortress; Vasari had, after all, dedicated the first 
edition of his Lives to Ottaviano de’ Medici.50  The Lives, in tension with the writings of 
Sebastiano, Cellini, and Raffaello, suggest that these three artists shared a stigma or 
association with the events that was loaded, complicated – perhaps best left out.  The 
precise nature of this remains an open question, but these texts imply that the relationship 
between artists and the Sack was sometimes fraught. 
 Sebastiano, Cellini and Raffaello do not acknowledge, explicitly, the effect of the 
experience of the Sack on their production of art.  The warfare distracted them from art-
making, as might be expected.  Cellini writes that he channeled all of his talent and 
passion for art and music into his military execution.51  Raffaello laments the interruption 
of his work on a sculpture of a Young Hercules, and he regrets that he was forced to 
abandon the half-finished sculpture in his home when he fled to Castel Sant’Angelo.52  
Sebastiano appears to have stopped making art until at least 1530, even though, during 
his exile, he was asked more than once for a painting, by Federico Gonzaga and by his 
brother, Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga, the two on opposite sides of the papal-imperial 
                                                
50 Vasari was particularly close with Ottaviano (1484-1546), who had married into the ruling line of the 
Medici family.  See Ibid., vol. 6, 372ff.: “venni a Fiorenza, dove fui dal detto Duca ricevuto con buona 
cera, e poco appresso dato in custodia al magnifico messer Ottaviano de' Medici; il quale mi prese di 
maniera in protezzione, che sempre, mentre visse, mi tenne in luogo di figliuolo: la buona memoria del 
quale io riverirò sempre e ricorderò come d'un mio amorevolissimo padre.” 
51 “Il mio disegnare e i mia begli studii e la mia bellezza di sonare di musica tutte erano in sonar di quelle 
artiglierie; e s’ i’ avessi a dire particolarmente le belle cose, che in quella infernalità crudele io feci, farei 
maravigliare il mondo.”  Cellini, Vita, 82.   
52 Gatteschi, Vita di Raffaello da Montelupo, 124: “Incominciai a scolpire un Ercole bambino che strangola 
il serpente per conto di messer Domenico Boninsegni, fiorentino, che in quel periodo era tesoriere di papa 
Clemente; essendo amico di mio padre, cercò di favorirmi dandomi quel lavoro.  Avevo pensato, una volta 
finita l’opera, di mostrarla al pontefice, così da ottenere qualche altra commissione.  Ma la mia buona o 
cattiva sorte che fosse, fece in modo che prima ancora di finire il lavoro arrivassero i Lanzichenecchi che 




divide.53  However, soon after the military threat ended and the papal-imperial political 
conflicts were resolved, all three returned to papal service as artists.54 
 Cellini describes the impact of the violence on Raffaello, during their employment 
as bombardiers.  While the other gunmen in Castel Sant’Angelo were despairing under 
the imperial siege, Cellini writes, he alone manned the guns and cannons that had been 
abandoned by the others; he mentions Raffaello da Montelupo in particular, who was so 
disturbed by fear that he hid himself in a corner, paralyzed in terror.55  He conveys the 
desperation of his colleague, against which he contrasts, to his reader, his own resilience 
and courage.  The single contemporary passage that directly addresses the effect of the 
violence of the Sack on artistic ability, specifically, is offered in Vasari’s Life of 
Vincenzo Tamagni, painter of San Gimignano.  “Vincenzo,” Vasari writes,  
being in very good repute in Rome, there took place in the year 1527 the ruin and 
sack of that unhappy city, which had been the mistress of the nations.  
Whereupon, grieved beyond measure, he returned to his native city of San 
Gimignano; and there, by reason of the sufferings that he had undergone, and the 
                                                
53 See Chapter Four.  When Sebastiano joined the papal court in Orvieto in 1528, Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga 
requested that Sebastiano produce a portrait of him; the artist agreed but told the cardinal that he must delay 
until the arrival of some supplies.  It does not appear that Sebastiano ever produced the portrait, nor the 
painting that Federico Gonzaga requested from him twice, in 1524, and in October of 1527. 
54 Sebastiano may have produced the double-portrait drawing of the Emperor and Pope at the 1530 
coronation in Bologna before returning to Rome and the Chigi project; this drawing and the challenge of 
dating it are discussed in Chapter Four.  Cellini, after fleeing Rome, made a seal for Duke Federico in 
Mantua and medals for various patrons, including for Clement in Rome after 1530, one of which represents 
Christ saving St. Peter; the subjects of medals for Clement are presumed to have been chosen by Clement.  
See Philip Attwood, “Cellini’s Coins and Medals,” in Benvenuto Cellini: Sculptor, Goldsmith, Writer, ed. 
Margaret A. Gallucci and Paolo L. Rossi (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 111.  Raffaello 
was sent by Clement to Loreto in 1530 to aid in the production of sculpture for the sacello of the Santa 
Casa, which will be discussed further also in Chapter Four.  Clement had commissioned a number of 
sculptures from Baccio Bandinelli to install on top of Castel Sant’Angelo, to commemorate his protection 
within the fortress during the Sack; Paul III commissioned Raffaello da Montelupo to sculpt a colossal 
Archangel Michael (1536) to perch on top of Castel Sant’Angelo.  On the sculptural decoration of Castel 
Sant’Angelo after the Sack see Chastel, Sack of Rome, 179-215. 
55 Cellini, Vita, 228: “ed io sanza esser premiato per quel conto, mi gittai vigorosamente alle artiglierie, che 
i bombardieri e’ soldati di munizione avevano abbandonato, e messì animo a un mio compagnuzzo, che si 
domandava Raffaello da Montelupo, isculture, che ancor lui abbandonato s’era messo in un canto tutto 




weakening of his love for art, now that he was away from the air which nourishes 
men of fine genius and makes them bring forth works of the rarest merit, he 
painted some things that I will pass over in silence, in order not to veil with them 
the renown and the great name that he had honourably acquired in Rome.  It is 
enough to point out clearly that violence turns the most lofty intellects roughly 
aside from their chief goal, and makes them direct their steps into the opposite 
path; which may also be seen in a companion of Vincenzio, called Schizzone, 
who executed some works in the Borgo that were highly extolled, and also in the 
Campo Santo of Rome and in S. Stefano degl’Indiani, and who was likewise 
caused by the senseless soldiery to turn aside from art and in a short time to lose 
his life.  Vincenzio died in his native city of San Gimignano, having had but little 
gladness in his life after the departure from Rome.56 
 
According to Vasari, Vincenzo’s artistic decline was a result of two things: the first geo-
physiological, his distance from the “air” of Rome that nourishes artistic genius, and the 
second mental, the degenerating effect of violence on the mind.  The biographer’s refusal 
to discuss his evaluation of Vincenzo’s post-Sack work makes the judgment difficult to 
understand.  His remarks on the distance from Rome suggest that he observed that 
Vincenzo turned away from the “Roman” qualities he had employed as a member of 
Raphael’s workshop, and that this was a loss.  Vincenzo’s post-Sack painting will be 
discussed below in light of Vasari’s criticism, which is provocative but problematic and 
                                                
56 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 265: “Essendo Vincenzio in bonissimo credito in Roma, seguì, 
l’anno MDXXVII, la rovina e il sacco di quella misera città, stata signora delle genti: perchè egli, 
oltremodo dolente, se ne tornò alla sua patria San Gimignano.  Là dove, fra i disagi patiti e l’amore 
venutogli meno delle cose dell’arti, essendo fuor dell’aria che, i begli ingegni alimentado, fa loro operare 
cose rarissime, fece alcune cose, le quali io mi tacerò per non coprire con queste la lode ed il gran nome che 
s’aveva in Roma onorevolmente acquistato. Basta che si vede espressamente che le violenzie deviano forte 
i pellegrini ingegni da quel primo obietto, e li fanno torcere la strada in contrario: il che si vede ancho in un 
compagno di costui, chiamato Schizzone, il quale fece in Borgo alcune cose molto lodate, e così in Campo 
Santo di Roma e in Santo Stefano degl’Indiani; e poi anch’egli dalla poca discrezione de’soldati fu fatto 
deviare dall’arte, ed indi a poco perdere la vita.  Morì Vincenzio in San Gimignano sua patria, essendo 
vivuto sempre poco lieto dopo la sua partita di Roma.”  Translation from Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the 
Painters, Sculptors and Architects, trans. Gaston du C. de Vere (New York and Toronto: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1996), vol. I, 777-78.  It is uncertain to which sites Vasari refers when we mentions the “Campo Santo” and 




had major repercussions for subsequent scholarship on Tamagni and his work.57  Vasari 
recognized a direct connection between the external event of the Sack and the internal 
capabilities of artists.  Moreover, he writes about the phenomenon in general terms, in a 
way that acknowledges that it is not limited to the experience of these two artists, even if 
he mentions only Vincenzo and Schizzone by name (“le violenzie deviano forte i 
pellegrini ingegni da quel primo obietto”).  Vasari does not implicate any other artist in 
the degeneration he observes but instead allows the cases of Vincenzo and Schizzone to 
stand for the phenomenon in general. 
 Sebastiano’s letter to Michelangelo is, famously, the most personal response by 
an artist to the event.  Sebastiano reflects on the Sack and its aftermath and wants to 
convey to Michelangelo, in his letter of 24 February 1531, his state of resignation after 
having endured such an ordeal. “Menichela,” Sebastiano writes of a man who came to see 
him in Rome on Michelangelo’s behalf, can attest to his devastated state, if his own 
words do not convey it clearly:  
After so many sorrows, hardships, and dangers [referring also to Michelangelo’s 
experience of the Siege of Florence, another consequence of the Sack], Almighty 
God has left us alive and well in His mercy and pity.  A fact truly miraculous 
when I think over it; everlasting thanks to His Divine Majesty... now that we have 
been through fire and water, and experienced things one could never have 
imagined, let us thank God for all things, and for the little life that is left to us; at 
least, let us spend it in what quiet way we may.  Verily, we must put no faith in 
fortune, she is so perverse and sad.  I am come to this; for aught I care the 
universe may be ruined.  I should laugh at everything.  Menichella will tell you by 
word of mouth of my life and how I am.  As of yet I do not seem to myself to be 
the same Bastiano that I was before the sack; I am still not able to regain my mind 
[tornar in cervello], and other things.58   
                                                
57 In fact modern scholars have followed Vasari in omitting discussion of his work after the Sack.  See for 
example Nicole Dacos, Les Loges de Raphaël. Chef-d’oeuvre de l’ornement au Vatican (Milan: Editoriale 
Jaca Book SpA, 2008), 260, who ends her discussion on the artist: “Le sac de Rome dut mettre un terme à 
ses aspirations romaines.  Il mourut peu après.” 
58 “Hora, compar mio, che siamo passati per aqua et per fuoco et che havemo provato cosse che mai se lo 





Four years after the event itself, in his first correspondence with Michelangelo since the 
invasion, the trauma of the Sack is one of the first things Sebastiano writes about.59  
While this admission offers no direct connection to Sebastiano’s approach to his art-
making, it demonstrates that this experience, his post-Sack state, was something to be 
shared between artists, collaborators, and colleagues.  It also contributes to the 
conception of the Sack as a marker of history.  Sebastiano distinguishes the era “inanti el 
sacco” from the present one, the era after the Sack.  Presumably this was a common 
distinction, of the world before, and the world after, the events of May 1527.  Giovanni 
da Udine, writing in his diary decades later, demonstrates that he also saw the Sack in this 
way.  In an entry under the date “5 maggio 1552,” in which he discusses matters of his 
maternal heritage, the artist inserted “dopo lo sacho di Roma, 1527,” between the lines of 
his text.60   
                                                                                                                                            
quella quiete che si po: che in vero è da far un pochissimo conto de le acione de la fortuna, tanto è da far un 
pochissimo conto de le acione de la fortuna, tanto è trista e dolorosa.  Io mi son ridotto a tanto, che potria 
ruinar l’universo, che non me ne curo et me la rido de ogni cossa.  Menichela ve referirà a bocca la vitta 
mia e l’esser mio.  Ancor non mi par esser quel Bastiano che io era inanti el sacco; non posso tornar in 
cervello ancora et cet.” Letter of 24 February 1531, Sebastiano in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence, 
Carteggio, vol. 3, 299 (no. DCCCXI).  Translation is based on Charles Holroyd, Michel Angelo 
Buonarroti, with Translations of the Life of the Master by His Scholar, Ascanio Condivi, and Three 
Dialogues from the Portuguese by Francisco d’Ollanda (New York: Scribner & Sons, 1903), 206, with the 
exception of the last phrase, from which Holroyd omits “ancora” and “et cet”, and gives a weaker 
translation to “tornar in cervello,” offering: “I do not as yet seem to myself to be the same Bastiano that I 
was before the sack.  I cannot collect my thoughts.”  
59 The known correspondence between Michelangelo and Sebastiano ends with a letter dated 19 April, 
1525, from Sebastiano to Michelangelo in Florence, and begins again six years later with the well-known 
letter of 24 February, 1531.  While there may be letters that do not survive after that of April 1525, it is 
clear that the letter of February 1531, is the first after the events of the Sack because of Sebastiano’s 
opening sentiments that refer to his survival of the events – now almost four years ago. 
60 “5 maggio 1552. . . Massime che tal cassa le ditta mia sorella per eser ben materno aria forse potuto 
adimandar la sua parte, che saria stata la terza parte d’essa casa, a ben che molti ani fa per man di ser 
Antoni Belon la mi facesse una fineremision de tuti li beni paterni e materni insieme chon mio fradello, 
messer Pavolo, canonicho di Cividale e fu del... dopo lo sacho di Roma, 1527 [in interlinea], ma da lei non 






2. Polidoro, Lappoli, and Tamagni 
 The post-Sack paintings of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano must be seen in 
contrast to and as complemented by the corresponding work of their colleagues, Polidoro, 
Giovan Antonio Lappoli, and Vincenzo Tamagni.  Taken together, these six artists 
establish a diverse context of painting after the displacement from Rome, in which the 
altarpieces of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano stand out for their innovation.  On the 
evidence of his drawings, Polidoro, as has been acknowledged above, might be 
considered somewhere in between the chapter studies and Tamagni and Lappoli.  The 
cases outlined here intend to set the stage for the more extensive investigations of the 
chapter studies.  In certain ways the lives of these artists are intertwined with the post-
Sack careers of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano, and several elements raised here 
will reemerge at later points.   
 
Polidoro 
 Polidoro earned success in Rome, primarily through painting imitative antique 
reliefs on façades with Maturino, who, shortly after the Sack, died of plague.61  During 
the Sack, Polidoro fled to the Kingdom of Naples, where he came close to starvation for 
                                                
61 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 466: “E s'io volessi nominare tutte l'opere loro, farei un libro intero 
de' fatti di questi due soli, perché non è stanza, palazzo, giardino né vigna dove non siano opere di Polidoro 
e di Maturino... Ora, mentre che Roma ridendo s'abbelliva delle fatiche loro, et essi aspettavano premio de' 
proprii sudori, l'invidia e la fortuna mandarono a Roma Borbone, l'anno 1527, che quella città mise a sacco.  
Laonde fu divisa la compagnia non solo di Polidoro e di Maturino, ma di tanti migliaia d'amici e di parenti 
che a un sol pane tanti anni erano stati in Roma. Per che Maturino si mise in fuga, né molto andò che da' 




lack of work.62  He struggled to survive by contributing to projects executed by local 
workshops, and Vasari reports that he was able to find some work in decorative fresco 
painting, now unknown.63  It appears that he secured two successive commissions, in late 
1527 or early 1528, for the same church and of the same subject, in a format in which he 
had little previous experience: altarpiece paintings for the high altar and a side chapel of 
Santa Maria delle Grazie, the church of the fish vendors of the Pescheria, which had been 
expanded from a single chapel in 1526.64  According to Vasari, the church may have had 
a secondary dedication to “Sant’Angelo,” the Archangel Michael.65  The subject for both 
now-lost altarpieces was the Madonna delle Grazie, or the Madonna of Souls in 
Purgatory; the high altarpiece was to incorporate the miraculous icon for which the 
church was named.  This was a subject of deliverance that – like effigies of St. Roch and 
St. Sebastian – was popular in times of crisis, and the number of images of the Madonna 
                                                
62 Ibid., vol. 4, 466: “Polidoro verso Napoli prese il camino, dove arivato, essendo quei gentiluomini poco 
curiosi delle cose eccellenti di pittura, fu per morirvisi di fame.” 
63 Ibid., vol. 4, 466-67: “Onde egli lavorando a opere per alcuni pittori, fece in S. Maria della Grazia un San 
Pietro nella maggior cappella; e così aiutò in molte cose que’ pittori, più per campare la vita che per altro.  
Ma pure essendo predicato le virtù sue, fece al conte di [...] una volta dipinta a tempera, con alcune 
facciate, ch’è tenuta cosa bellissima; e così fece il cortile di chiaro e scuro al signore [...], et insieme alcune 
logge, le quali sono molte piene d’ornamento e di bellezza e ben lavorate.” 
64 Ibid., vol. 4, 467, differentiates between the two projects in the church of the Pescheria, one a small 
painting and the other, at the high altar, in pieces: “Fece ancora in S. Angelo, allato alla Pescheria di 
Napoli, una tavolina a olio, nella quale è una Nostra Donna et alcuni ignudi d’anime cruciate, la quale di 
disegno più che di colorito è tenuta bellissima; similmente alcuni quadri in quella dell’altar maggiore di 
figure intere sole, nel medesimo modo lavorate.”  His acknowledgement of the church “allato alla 
Pescheria” as dedicated to “S. Angelo” has raised questions of a secondary dedication of the church, first to 
the Madonna delle Grazie, and the other to the Archangel Michael; see below.  On Polidoro’s production in 
Naples see Pierluigi Leone de Castris, I dipinti di Polidoro da Caravaggio per la chiesa della Pescheria a 
Napoli (Naples: Electa, 1985), and Ibid., ed., Polidoro da Caravaggio fra Napoli e Messina, exh. cat., 
Museo e Gallerie Nazionale di Capodimonte, Naples [1988-89] (Rome and Milan: De Luca Edizioni d'Arte 
and Arnoldo Mondadori, 1988), 63ff.   
65 In describing Polidoro’s works in the church of the Pescheria, Vasari referred to the site as “S. Angelo, 
allato alla Pescheria di Napoli,” which scholars including Leone de Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e 
Messina, 63, have interpreted as Vasari’s acknowledgement of the dedication of the church to both St. 




delle Grazie in the area datable to this time of plague and famine attests to the devotional 
needs of the Neapolitan populace.66  This context explains how Polidoro could have been 
commissioned to produce two works of the same subject for a single site.   
 Polidoro appears to have significantly altered his artistic practice.  From working 
in antique-style fresco painting, decorative production, and narrative scenes of sacred 
subjects in Rome, in Naples he planned a monumental altarpiece in oil, which it appears 
would have measured more than three meters high and at least two and a half meters 
wide.67  As seen in the compositional drawing for the altarpiece, in Windsor (fig. 1.1), he 
had planned the high altarpiece as a Bildtabernakel with angels around the icon; Souls in 
Purgatory represented by nudes emerging from a river; the patron saints of fishermen, 
Peter and Andrew, on either side; and a background with a view of a bridge and a circular 
fortress billowing smoke.68  For reasons unknown, instead of this enormous single field, 
                                                
66 Leone de Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e Messina, 83: “In quegli anni, nella Napoli tormentata dalla 
peste e dalla carestia provocata dalle manovre d’assedio dei francesi di Lautrec, l’iconografia della 
Madonna delle grazie, o del suffragio, o delle anime purganti – già molto cara alla devozione meridionale – 
dové subrie un notebole ulteriore rilancio, così come quelle per i santi protettori e salvifici Michele, 
Sebastiano, e Rocco.”  See for example the contemporary depictions of the Madonna delle grazie by Marco 
Cardisco in Grottaglie, chiesa dei Gesuiti, illus. fig. 36, and in Naples, Santa Maria delle grazie a 
Caponapoli, illus. fig. 37. 
67 Ibid., 64-65, emphasizes Polidoro’s transformation of his practice in the new context of Naples, 
contrasting Polidoro’s artistic change to the continuity in the production of other artists [unnamed] who left 
Rome after the Sack: “Nell’affrontare tutti questi nuovi problemi e nel vivere contemporaneamente una 
serie di esperienze – dai drammi quotidiani della città straziata dalla peste e dalla carestia al differente 
clima devozionale – che doverono sembrargli ad essi strettamente complementari Polidoro si trovò a 
rivedere in maniera radicale il suo proprio ruolo di produttore d’immagini ed il senso stesso del suo operare 
artistico; di conseguenza – e in misura non paragonabile a quanto contemporaneamente occorreva agli altri 
scampati dal Sacco, travolti dagli eventi ma sostanzialmente risarciti o confermati da molteplici elementi di 
continuità – a trasformare la sostanza del suo linguaggio figurativo.” 
68 On the Windsor drawing see also Martin Clayton, Raphael and His Circle: Drawings from Windsor 
Castle (London: Merrell Holberton, 1999), cat. no. 62.  Clayton refrains from acknowledging the “circular 
fortress” in the drawing in terms of its resemblance to Castel Sant’Angelo, long observed by other scholars, 
including Lanfranco Ravelli, Polidoro Caldara da Caravaggio (Bergamo: Edizioni “Monumenta 
Bergomensia”, 1978), cat. no. 128, who, however, before the discovery of the St. Andrew and St. Peter 
fragments, dated the drawing to Polidoro’s Messinese period; Ravelli observed that the background 
anticipates similar interests in views of Rome of later artists: “Assai notevole il paesggio, con la veduta 




Polidoro executed the composition as a polyptych, in which he painted the scene of Souls 
in Purgatory as an independent panel.69  What this panel looked like, and how close it 
came to the design – if it included the fortress, for instance – is unknown.  The two 
surviving fragments, the flanking St. Peter and St. Andrew, embody a new devotional 
mode in Polidoro’s production, in their somber, meditative characters (fig. 1.5 and 1.6).70  
This is made particularly clear by comparison with Polidoro’s last project in Rome, 
fresco paintings in the chapel of Fra Mariano in San Silvestro al Quirinale, for example 
the Scene from the Life of Mary Magdalene (fig. 1.7).  The frescoes are not components 
of an altarpiece, but the change in Polidoro’s approach to sacred figures in Naples is 
evident in comparison with these Roman works.  In the wide landscape view of the 
fresco, the saint is miniscule.  Neither she nor the monumental saints Polidoro painted in 
fictive niches in the chapel, which resemble classical sculptures, anticipate the grave and 
deeply reflective appearance of his Pescheria saints.71 
                                                                                                                                            
nello sfondo id uno dei suoi famosi dipinti, quello raffigúrante un Paesaggio con Orfeo ed Euridice del 
Louvre, ricorda da vicino il motivo polidoresco.” 
69 The rationale behind the choice of a polyptych is unknown but may have been the impracticality of 
executing such an enormous composition in a single panel, or perhaps the request of the patrons.  By 1630, 
the panel of Souls in Purgatory was in the private collection of Giovan Simone Moccia.  See Giulio Cesare 
Capaccio, Il forastiero (Naples, 1630-34), 858: “Giovan Simone Moccia Cavaliero di Porta nova; e con 
diligenze, e spese, conservò quella bellissima tavola di Polidoro, dove sono dipinte l’anime del Purgatorio, 
che con tante fatiche si hebbe dalla chiesa di S. Maria delle Gratia nella pietra del pesce, cosa di molto 
valore.”  Two tondi depicting the Annunciation also survive and may have been part of the assemblage, 
both Naples, Museo e Gallerie Nazionali di Capodimonte; Leone de Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e 
Messina, cat. nos. V.9 and V.10, illus. 
70 Pierluigi Leone de Castris, “Polidoro all Pietra del pesce,” in Ricerche di storia dell’arte (Rome: Nuova 
Italia Scientifica, 1983), 21-52, published his discovery of the two panels of St. Andrew and St. Peter, 
which he related directly to the compositional drawing now in Windsor.  This discovery clarified the 
situation of Polidoro’s work at the church of the Pescheria as involving two discrete projects, as described 
by Vasari, one as a polyptych and the other as a small painting.  Up to this point Polidoro’s production for 
the church and the role of the two drawings in Windsor and in Vienna had been debated.  See Leone de 
Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e Messina, 66, on the debate in literature and on the dating of the high 
altarpiece project. 
71 On the chapel of Fra Mariano in San Silvestro al Quirinale see for example Lanfranco Ravelli, Polidoro 




 Polidoro’s plan for the second Pescheria project, the “tavolina” of the Madonna 
delle Grazie, is recorded in the compositional drawing in Vienna (fig. 1.2).72  In it, the 
Madonna and Child descend toward a group of nudes, which, as in the Windsor drawing, 
emerge from a river against a background with a view of a bridge and a circular fortress 
billowing smoke.  The repetition of this architectural feature suggests that he had not 
used it in the high altarpiece composition, although it is possible that he incorporated it 
into both.  The reiteration of this edifice in both plans confirms his particular interest in 
the motif.  The sketched-in fortress relates to Polidoro’s study of Castel Sant’Angelo and 
other Roman buildings on a sheet now in Montpellier (fig. 1.8).73  Polidoro frequently 
inserted antique architecture into sacred images, both before and after the Sack,74 but the 
two compositional drawings for the Pescheria projects are the only representations of a 
recognizable edifice in an imagined state of turmoil.75  The allusion to a burning Castel 
Sant’Angelo may have been particularly poignant within this devotional context, in 
which the theme of deliverance was of supreme importance, and in a church which, 
                                                                                                                                            
Scienze Lettere ed Arti, 1987), 44-45, and Cynthia Stollhans, “Fra Mariano, Peruzzi, and Polidoro da 
Caravaggio: A New Look at Religious Landscape Painting in Rome,” The Sixteenth Century Journal 23, 
no. 3 (Autumn, 1992): 506-25. 
72 On the Albertina sheet and related drawings see Leone de Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e Messina, 
82ff.  The dating of the project to 1527 – and not to Polidoro’s Messinese period in 1528 and after – is 
confirmed by the derivations from the drawing by local artists, such as the painting of the same subject 
painted by Marco Cardisco for the cathedral of Massalubrense, the commission for which is dated 1527.    
73 On this drawing see Ravelli, Polidoro Caldara da Caravaggio, cat. no. 72, illus. 
74 For example “ideal” Roman architecture in the San Silvestro al Quirinale frescoes, see Ravelli, Polidoro 
a San Silvestro al Quirinale, 44-45, and Achim Gnann, Polidoro da Caravaggio (um 1499-1543): die 
römischen Innendekorationen (Munich: Scaneg, 1997), 174.   
75 As Ravelli, Polidoro Caldara da Caravaggio, 158, points out, Nicolas Poussin depicted a similar image 
of Castel Sant’Angelo billowing smoke in the background of Orpheus and Eurydice of 1648, Paris, Musée 
du Louvre, illus. Pierre Rosenberg and Keith Christiansen, Poussin and Nature: Arcadian Visions, exh. 
cat., Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (New York and New Haven: Metropolitan Museum of Art 




according to Vasari, had a secondary dedication to “Sant’Angelo”: Pope Clement had 
recently been saved from the imperial invasion by the protection of Castel Sant’Angelo.76  
The Kingdom of Naples was a source of political conflict during the Italian wars, and the 
powers of the papacy, the emperor, and France fought to secure control of it.  The events 
that took place in May of 1527 were connected to the conflict in and over Naples.  
Polidoro’s invocation of the disaster of Rome in the altarpieces relates directly to the 
suffering of the Neapolitan populace; French forces would again attempt a siege of the 
city in 1528.  Through invoking an architectural symbol of Rome in a state of crisis, 
Polidoro associates the suffering of the local populace, the parishoners of the church of 
the Pescheria, to the turmoil in Rome.  Polidoro himself had been delivered from the 
disaster, and his viewers may have also made this connection between the painting and 





 Scholars have criticized Vasari for inflating Lappoli’s significance in his history 
of art, citing Vasari’s Aretine bias as the reason why such an apparently minor artist, 
largely seen as derivative of Rosso, whose corpus is comprised of possibly four paintings 
                                                
76 Leone de Castris, ed., Polidoro fra Napoli e Messina, 66, relates the passage directly to the Sack of 
Rome: “in basso le anime purganti e sullo sfondo una misteriosa visione di Castel Sant’Angelo in fiamme 
che ritornerà anche nel disegno dell’Albertina per la paletta dipinta nella stessa chiesa, memoria certa dei 





and some drawings, would earn an independent biography in the Lives.77  It is true that 
little is known about Lappoli outside of Vasari’s text.  Lappoli cannot really be said to 
have had a “Roman” career as he left no examples of his work produced there; however, 
it should be noted that Lappoli’s success in Rome was to some extent limited by the 
disruption of the Sack.  He had arrived to Rome with the support of the papal secretary, 
Paolo Valdambrini, and was working on a presentation piece for Clement when the 
soldiers came.  Lappoli, with his painting in hand, and Valdambrini attempted to escape 
at the Porta S. Spirito, but Valdambrini was killed, the artist taken prisoner, and the 
painting lost.78  Lappoli escaped in the middle of the night and fled for his native Arezzo.   
After some threat of plague, he appears to have remained there.79  Discussion of the 
works of Lappoli is in effect a discussion of Rosso: two of the three or possibly four 
paintings attributed to Lappoli are based on drawings by Rosso, one before the Sack, the 
                                                
77 Eugene Carroll, “Lappoli, Alfani, Vasari, and Rosso Fiorentino,” Art Bulletin 49, no. 4 (Dec. 1967): 
297ff., derides Lappoli as a “decidedly untalented” artist whose “ineptness... completely destroyed the 
character of Rosso’s conception” with respect to drawings that Rosso supplied to Lappoli for paintings.  
David Franklin, “Documents for Giovanni Antonio Lappoli’s Visitation in Sante Flora e Lucilla in 
Arezzo,” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 41, no. 1/2 (1997): 197-205, discusses 
Vasari’s “unjustifiable” dedication of an entire biography to an artist of such “limited talent and relative 
insignificance.”  Franklin suggests that Lappoli stands as evidence for Vasari’s Florentine and Aretine bias, 
and that Vasari was able to use the Life of Lappoli to recount more of Vasari’s own life and works.  
Lappoli’s art has also been discussed in terms of its relation to the work of Pontormo, Bronzino, Salviati, 
and Vasari. 
78 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 182: “E già avendo quasi condotto a fine un quadro, dentrovi una 
Nostra Donna grande quanto è il vivo, il quale voleva messer Paolo donare a papa Clemente per fargli 
conoscere il Lappoli, venne, sì come volle la fortuna che spesso s'attraversa a' disegni degli uomini, a sei di 
maggio l'anno 1527, il sacco infelicissimo di Roma; nel quale caso correndo messer Paulo a cavallo e seco 
Giovan Antonio alla porta di Santo Spirito in Trastevere, per far opera che non così tosto entrassero per 
quel luogo i soldati di Borbone, vi fu esso messer Paolo morto, et il Lappoli fatto prigione dagli Spagnuoli. 
E poco dopo, messo a sacco ogni cosa, si perdé il quadro, i disegni fatti nella cappella e ciò che aveva il   
povero Giovan Antonio; il quale, dopo molto essere stato tormentato dagli Spagnuoli perché pagasse la 
taglia, una notte in camicia si fuggì con altri prigioni; e mal condotto e disperato, con gran pericolo della     
vita, per non esser le strade sicure, si condusse finalmente in Arezzo.” 
79 Ibid., vol. 5, 182: “venendo il medesimo anno in Arezzo sì gran peste che morivano 400 persone il 
giorno, fu forzato di nuovo Giovan Antonio a fuggirsi tutto disperato e di mala voglia e star fuora alcuni 




Visitation of 1524 (Arezzo, Badia delle Sante Flora e Lucilla, fig. 1.9), and one after, the 
Adoration of the Magi of 1528 (Arezzo, San Francesco, fig. 1.10).80  The latter Lappoli 
obtained from Rosso in Sansepolcro in 1528.81  Rosso’s drawings for Lappoli do not 
survive.  Both of Lappoli’s pictures, before and after the Sack, share qualities with the 
contemporaneous works of Rosso.  The Visitation resembles in some ways Rosso’s 
Marriage of the Virgin, for example in the compositional arrangement of the figures in a 
setting elevated by steps in the foreground, and the Adoration relates to elements in 
Rosso’s Sansepolcro Lamentation, such as the emphasis on ornate costume and a 
crowded radial figural composition.  Scholars have noted the similarities and have 
observed that Lappoli’s pictures appear to mirror the stylistic evolution of Rosso perhaps 
more than they assert the independent evolution of his own style.82  Lappoli’s case 
contributes to broadening the view of Rosso’s graphic production immediately after the 
Sack.  Lappoli’s Adoration, based on Rosso’s design, comes into play in Chapter Three, 
                                                
80 Anna Forlani Tempesti, “Avvio a Giovanni Antonio Lappoli disegnatore,” in Nuove ricerche in margine 
alla mostra: Da Leonardo a Rembrandt. Disegni della Biblioteca Reale di Torino. Atti del Convegno 
Internazionale di Studi, ed. Gianni Carlo Sciolla (Turin: Pozzo Gros Monti S.p.A., 1991), 94-105, attempts 
to rehabilitate the corpus of Lappoli and to examine specifically his output as a draftsman; the four pictures 
attributed to Lappoli are the two altarpieces, a so-called Self Portrait (Uffizi), and a (tentatively attributed) 
Dead Christ Supported by Nicodemus (Siena, Pinacoteca Nazionale). On the Visitation see Franklin, 
“Documents for Lappoli's Visitation,” 197ff.; on the Adoration see David Franklin, Rosso in Italy: The 
Italian Career of Rosso Fiorentino (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 177ff. 
81 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 183: “il Lappoli, sentendo che ‘l Rosso era al Borgo San Sepolcro, 
e vi lavorava (essendosi anch’egli fuggito di Roma) la tavola della Compagnia di Santa Croce, andò a 
visitarlo; e dopo avergli fatto molte cortesie e fattogli portare alcune cose d’Arezzo, delle quali sapeva che 
aveva necessità, avendo perduto ogni cosa nel sacco di Roma, si fece far un bellissimo disegno della tavola 
detta.” 
82 Carroll, “Lappoli, Alfani, Vasari, and Rosso,” 297ff., considers the similarities between Rosso’s and 
Lappoli’s paintings, which include aspects of the overall composition as well as details in the figures. 
Rosso’s Marriage of the Virgin relates to Lappoli’s Visitation in the general compositional scheme, the 
seated female figure on steps, and characteristics of individual figures.  The ornate costumes and crowded 
radial composition of Rosso’s Sansepolcro Lamentation relates to the similar qualities of Lappoli’s 
Adoration. Franklin, Rosso in Italy, fig. 141, illustrates a drawing in Rennes of studies of the feet of St. 
Francis at left in the Adoration as a copy after a drawing by Rosso.  If this was indeed the case, this 





in conjunction with a composition that Rosso produced for another artist, Domenico 
Alfani, immediately after the Sack, in Perugia – which was also an Adoration.  These two 
designs of the same subject bracket Rosso’s production of his own Sansepolcro 
Lamentation.  Together these three projects trace the trajectory of Rosso’s changing 
relationship with Roman elements in his artistic production after fleeing Rome.  
 
Tamagni 
 Vincenzo Tamagni might be considered a victim of Vasari’s narrative of the Sack.  
He offers an important complement to the chapter studies in two ways: the direction in 
which he took his artistic production after leaving Rome, and the treatment of his work in 
scholarship.  He arrived in Rome early in the second decade of the sixteenth century, 
joining Raphael’s workshop in the decoration of the Vatican Loggia.83  His appropriation 
of the stylistic qualities of the workshop is documented in the fresco paintings attributed 
to him at the Vatican and elsewhere, such as the Consecration of Solomon on the vault of 
the Loggia (fig. 1.11), and four portrait heads on a ceiling in the Villa Lante.84  It appears 
that he worked to acquire these aspects of style by copying drawings by Raphael.85  His 
                                                
83 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 263: “Vinenzio dunque, il quale per il grazioso Raffaello da Urbino 
lavorò in compagnia di molti altri nelle Logge papali, si portò di maniera che fu da Raffaello e da tutti 
gli’altri molto lodato.”  Vincenzo had worked under the tutelage of Sodoma from an early age, and may 
have arrived to Rome as early as 1512.  On Vincenzo’s Roman production see also Nicole Dacos Crifò, 
“Vincenzo Tamagni a Roma,” Prospettiva 7 (Oct., 1976): 45-50. 
84 Vincenzo collaborated with Giovanni da Udine on the decorations in the Villa Lante.  For the portrait 
medallions see Dacos Crifò, “Vincenzo Tamagni a Roma,” figs. 2-4.  See Dacos, Les Loges de Raphaël, 
256ff., on the attribution of the Consacration of Solomon to Tamagni, which she based on stylistic analysis, 
pointing out that only this scene has the same “awkwardness” of Vincenzo’s other known works.   
85 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 264, underlines Vincenzo’s connection with Raphael, describing 
that Raphael entrusted him with his drawings for the decoration of a façade for Giovanantonio Battiferro: 
“Aveva Vincenzio la sua maniera diligentissima, morbida nel colorito, e le figure sue erano molto grate 
nell'aspetto; et insomma egli si sforzò sempre d'imitare la maniera di Raffaello da Urbino: il che si vede 
anco nel medesimo Borgo, dirimpetto al palazzo del cardinale d'Ancona, in una facciata della casa che 




works assimilate with the paintings of his Roman colleagues in their collaborative 
decorations, but scholars have drawn attention to Vincenzo’s “outmoded” and at times 
“awkward” style.86  Vincenzo’s altarpiece painting stands in contrast to his Roman 
decorative work.  He returned briefly to San Gimignano from Rome in 1522 and 
produced a number of altarpieces there and in the surrounding area that appear archaic in 
comparison to his decorative production in Rome, with stiff figures, formulaic 
compositions, and simplied faces that appear to repeat a type.87  He may have executed 
the altarpiece of the Marriage of the Virgin (fig. 1.12) in Rome before the Sack, and 
while it clearly derives from the iconic composition of Raphael’s Marriage of the Virgin 
in its figural arrangement, this painting too features the same kind of stiffness and 
reiterated faces of his sacred pictures painted in his patria.88  Vasari does not mention any 
of Vincenzo’s altarpieces in his Life of the artist, although he does allude to this apparent 
duality of quality in Vincenzo’s production in San Gimignano and in Rome.  He closes 
his discussion of Vincenzo’s pre-Sack art with an indirect acknowledgement that 
Vincenzo may have produced high-quality works in Rome, but not elsewhere: 
with an endless number of other works throughout that city, the air and position of 
which seem to be in great measure the reason that men are inspired to produce 
                                                                                                                                            
ebbe da lui il disegno di quella facciata, et in Corte per mezzo di lui molti benefici e grosse entrate.”  On 
the drawings of Tamagni see David E. Rust, “The Drawings of Vincenzo Tamagni da San Gimignano,” 
M.A. Thesis, New York University, 1967.  Andrée Hayum, “Two Drawings by Vincenzo Tamagni,” 
Burlington Magazine 114 (Feb., 1972): 87-89, highlights drawings made by Vincenzo after compositions 
by Raphael. 
86 Dacos, Les Loges de Raphaël, 256ff., criticizes Tamagni’s “outmoded” style from his earliest works in 
Montalcino; and his “old fashioned manner” makes it easy to identify him among artists in Raphael’s 
workshop (258). 
87 See for example the Madonna del Rosario, Finalborgo, San Biagio, and the Nativity of the Virgin, San 
Gimignano, Sant’Agostino, illus. Leandro Ventura, “La Madonna del Rosario di Vincenzo Tamagni nella 
chiesa di San Biagio in Finalborgo. Esaltazione e superbia dinastica dei del Carretto, marchesi di Finale,” 
Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 38, vol. 1 (1994), 99ff., figs. 1 and 2.  





marvellous works there. Experience teaches us, indeed, that very often the same 
man has not the same manner and does not produce work of equal excellence in 
every place, but makes it better or worse according to the nature of the place.89 
  
These remarks precede Vasari’s description of Vincenzo’s degeneration once he left the 
“air” of Rome after the Sack and can be seen to prepare the biographer’s derision of 
Vincenzo’s post-Sack art, which was produced at a distance from the Eternal City.  It is 
true that Vincenzo’s first picture after the Sack, the Assumption of the Virgin with Saints 
(fig. 1.13), exhibits archaic qualities: flat areas of gold leafing, disembodied cherubic 
heads encircling the Virgin, and the formulaic faces of the saints – the faces of St. 
Sebastian and St. Timothy are identical in reverse.  These elements stand in stark contrast 
to his Roman decorations, particularly the frescoes at the Vatican.  But in light of the 
altarpieces that Vincenzo had produced before the Sack in San Gimignano and Rome, the 
archaisms of the Assumption do not appear so out of place.  In a sense the Assumption of 
the Virgin establishes a continuity with his earlier altarpiece production.90  Vincenzo’s 
response to the disturbance of the Sack appears to have been a return to former artistic 
devices.  The great change in Vincenzo’s post-Sack production in San Gimignano might 
be limited to his abandonment of all’antica decorative painting, which is presumably a 
consequence of patronage in San Gimignano more than anything else. 
                                                
89 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 264-65: “et infiniti altri lavori per quella città, la cui aria e sito par 
che sia in gran parte cagione che gl’animi operino cose maravigliose: e l’esperienza fa conoscere che molte 
volte uno stesso uomo non ha la medesima maniera, né fa le cose della medesima bontà in tutti i luoghi, ma 
migliori e peggiori secondo la qualità del luogo.” 
90 Tamagni appears to have reused similar figures and faces throughout his career.  In the Madonna 
Enthroned in San Gimignano, S. Girolamo (illus. Ventura, “La Madonna del Rosario di Vincenzo 
Tamagni,” fig. 8), for instance, the saint in the foreground on the left is clearly based on or related to the 





 In the nineteenth century, a Montalcinese historian, Clemente Santi, dedicated a 
study to Tamagni’s altarpiece of the Assumption of the Virgin with Saints in an effort to 
rehabilitate the painter’s reputation and the altarpiece from Vasari’s criticism.91  Santi 
praised the production of the painting in the wake of Tamagni’s tragic experience in 
Rome and claimed that the artist had painted his own portrait in the face of St. Roch, who 
appears to have been healed of all pain by the divine vision of the Virgin.92  The idea of 
the self portrait became part of local legend and conventional in art historical study of the 
picture.93  Santi’s claim has never been seriously questioned, even though his text appears 
to be the earliest mention of this, and he did not address his own source.  The claim is 
certainly suggestive.  It asserts the idea that the artist displaced by the Sack presented a 
personal dimension in his first post-Sack productions: here, he identifies himself with St. 
Roch, another pilgrim to Rome who had been miraculously saved from disaster.  It is, 
however, problematic.  The face of St. Roch in the Assumption is almost identical to that 
of St. John the Evangelist in Tamagni’s earlier Virgin and Saints, in the church of 
Sant’Agostino, San Gimignano (figs. 1.14-1.16).94  With the difference of a beard on St. 
Roch and the eyebrows of the Evangelist, which are inflected downward in a furrow 
                                                
91 Clemente Santi, “Sopra un dipinto a olio di Vincenzo da S. Gimignano. (Lettera di Clemente Santi da 
Montalcino al suo pregiatissimo amico sign. Avvocato Pietro Capei),” Antologia. Giornale di scienze, 
lettere e arti 42 (Apr., 1831): 135-37.  Santi was a local agriculturalist and historian who, with his heirs, 
developed the Brunello wine of Montalcino. 
92 Santi, “Sopra un dipinto a olio di Vincenzo da S. Gimignano,” 136: “Il bello della natura in S. Tommaso, 
il vero stato dell’abbattimento rappresentò Vincenzo nel volto del S. Rocco, in cui raffigurò se stesso; ma 
ogni suo dolore è, come dissi, dalla beata visione ammolcito.” This is a suggestive claim in light of the 
discussion in Chapter Two, on Parmigianino’s altarpiece of St. Roch. 
93 For example, Gaetano Milanesi, in his edition of Vasari’s Vite cited Santi’s claim, which perpetuated the 
idea widely; see Le vite de' più eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori, ed. Gaetano Milanesi (Florence: 
Sansoni, 1878-85), vol. 4, 505.  See also Roberto Guerrini, Vincenzo Tamagni e lo scrittoio di Montalcino 
(Siena: Rotary Club Siena Est, [1991?]), 11 and 51. 
94 Pictured with the Virgin are Mary Magdalene, St. Catherine of Siena, and St. John the Evangetlist at the 




rather than raised as in the face of St. Roch, the face of the earlier Evanglist reappears as 
that of St. Roch, including the same tilt of the head.  Santi’s claim may have been based 
on evidence now lost to modern historians; however, in the absence of such evidence, it 
must at least be scrutinized as a methodological issue.  Ultimately, in light of the 
recurrence of similar types of faces in his paintings, it seems untenable. 
 The kind of suspension of disbelief evident in the scholarship on Tamagni’s 
painting undermines the project of understanding the relationship between the Sack and 
artists.  The case of Tamagni, and the projected reading of a topical reference to the artist 
and his survival of the Sack, must be differentiated from the works of this project.  In this 
dissertation, each case study raises the challenging issue of topicality.  No document 
decodes the paintings of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano and confirms the insertions 
of Roman iconography as unequivocal and specific messages about the Sack of Rome. 
But unlike Tamagni’s Assumption, in which the face of St. Roch may well be just the face 
of St. Roch, the altarpieces of Rosso, Parmigianino, and Sebastiano force the question of 
topicality – for each artist manipulates his composition to draw attention to aberrant 
allusions to Rome, which demand explication outside of the subjects and their pictorial, 
scriptural, and theological traditions.  This explication is not necessarily that the artists 
refer to the Sack of Rome; an allusion to the Sack is not an a priori interpretation.  The 
chapter studies work through each altarpiece as a whole and examine how stylistic 
change and deviant iconography operate together within the specific contexts of Bologna, 
Sansepolcro, and Rome in this period.  Tamagni’s case is an essential foil for the 












Parmigianino and the Salvation of St. Roch 
  
 This is how the story of Parmigianino and the Sack of Rome has been told: unlike, 
for example, Rosso and Sebastiano, Parmigianino was “impervious” to the trauma of the 
Sack, and the single consequence of the events of 1527 for Parmigianino was his 
relocation to Bologna, where he painted pictures for important people.95  Vasari recounts 
the miraculous tale of German soldiers invading Parmigianino’s studio on May 6th, 1527, 
while he painted the Vision of St. Jerome (fig. 2.2).  They were so impressed by 
Parmigianino’s painting that, as ransom, they asked only for drawings by his hand.96  
                                                
95 Chastel, Sack of Rome, 174: it is “remarkable that some could have remained impervious to the event and 
avoided being traumatized by it, as surely happened in Parmigianino’s case.” Chastel contrasts this with 
“others,” who,  “more highly strung and more emotional, if not downright neurotic, revealed in the very 
treatment of their art a disturbing irritability and instability, as was probably true for Rosso.”  Mary 
Vaccaro, Parmigianino: The Paintings (New York: Umberto Allemandi, 2002), 15: the Sack “appears to 
have had little impact on Parmigianino other than precipitating his return to Parma.”  David Ekserdjian, 
Parmigianino (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2006),169-70, on one hand, accepts the 
possibility of psychological disturbance but does not see a corresponding effect on his art: “On a 
psychological level, it is hard to imagine the artist was not traumatized by his narrow escape from death 
during the Sack of Rome, when it was actually his drawings – according to Vasari – that saved him, but in 
terms of his art it is impossible to discern anything other than a seamless continutiy.”  Dominique 
Cordellier in Il Cinquecento a Bologna. Disegni dal Louvre e dipinti a confronto, exh. cat., ed. Marzia 
Faietti, Pinacoteca Nazionale e Sale delle Belle Arti, Bologna (Martellago: Mondadori Electa, 2002), 204, 
identifies a stylist change in Parmigianino’s art after the Sack but does not examine the causes that may 
have elicited such change: “Tuttavia, alcuni tratti del disegno sono caratterstici dello stile che Parmigianino 
portò a Bologna... L’artista, cacciato da Roma dal sacco della città nel maggio 1527, coltivò questo stile a 
Bologna fino alla primavera del 1530.”  One exception is Vera Fortunati, “Sguardi sulla pittura a Bologna 
nel Cinquecento: molteplicità di protagonisti e linguaggio nell’intreccio di eventi europei politici e 
religiosi,” in La Pittura in Emilia e in Romagna, ed. Vera Fortunati (Milan: Elecat, 1996), vol. 2, 303: the 
“terrore” of the Sack of Rome may explain the “aria allucinata del gigantesco San Rocco.”   
96 The similarity between Vasari’s account and Pliny the Elder’s story of Protogenes of Rhodes has been 
recognized (Natural History, Books 33-35, translated by H. Rackham (London and Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2003), Book 35, 36:103-105 (pp. 339ff.).  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 538: “in 
sul principio del sacco era egli sì intento a lavorare, che quando i soldati entravano per le case, e già nella 
sua erano alcuni Tedeschi, egli per rumore che facessero non si moveva dal lavoro; per che 
sopragiugnendogli essi e vedendolo lavorare, restarono in modo stupefatti di quell’opera, che come 




Eventually the artist left Rome for the safety of Bologna, where he spent three years 
painting for such figures as Emperor Charles V, to whom the artist presented a portrait, 
and Pietro Aretino, for whom he painted the Madonna of the Rose (fig. 2.3) – although he 
gave it to Pope Clement VII instead – which was so popular that fifty copies of it were 
known during Vasari’s lifetime.97  The felicitous eroticism of the Madonna of the Rose is 
startling in light of its sacred subject, giving no hint about the recent disaster that had 
brought Parmigianino to Bologna in the first place. 
 This account stands to be corrected.  To begin with, this story of Parmigianino’s 
“salvation by art” omits the fact that, although he was ultimately delivered to safety, he 
did not entirely escape the violence that his colleagues endured.  After producing an 
“infinite” number of drawings for his captors, he left his studio in search of his friends, 
and a second group of militants took him prisoner.98  He may have been imprisoned in 
the same mass hostage as Rosso, in the della Valle palace.99  After surrendering the little 
                                                                                                                                            
genti barbare rovinava la povera città, e parimente le profane e sacre cose senza aver rispetto né a Dio né 
agl’uomini, egli fu da que’ Tedeschi proveduto e grandemente stimato e da ogni inguiria difeso.  Quanto 
disagio ebbe per allora si fu che, essendo un di loro molto amatore delle cose di pittura, fu forzato a fare un 
numero infinito di disgni d’acquerello e di penna, i quali furono il pagamento della sua taglia.” 
97 Ibid., vol. 4, 541-42: “fece un quadro di Nostra Donna con un Cristo che tiene una palla di mappamondo. 
Ha la Madonna bellissima aria, et il Putto è similmente molto naturale, perciò che egli usò di far sempre nel 
volto de’ putti una vivacità propriamente puerile, che fa conoscere certi spiriti acuti e maliziosi che hanno 
bene spesso i fanciulli. Abbigliò ancora la Nostra Donna con modi straordinarii, vestendola d’un abito che 
avea le maniche di veli gialletti e quasi vergati d’oro, che nel vero avea bellissima grazia, facendo parere le 
carni vere e delicatissime, oltra che non si possono vedere capegli dipinti meglio lavorati. Questo quadro fu 
dipinto per messer Pietro Aretino; ma venendo in quel tempo papa Clemente a Bologna, Francesco glielo 
donò: poi, comunche s'andasse la cosa, egli capitò alle mani di messer Dionigi Gianni, et oggi l'ha messer 
Bartolomeo suo figliuolo, che l'ha tanto accommodato, che ne sono state fatte, cotanto è stimato, cinquanta 
copie.” 
98 Ibid., vol. 4, 538: “Ma nel mutarsi poi i soldati, fu Francesco vicino a capitar male, perché andando a 
cercare d’alcuni amici, fu da altri soldati fatto prigione, e bisognò che pagasse certi pochi scudi che aveva 
di taglia.” 
99 “Franciscus Maria Parmensis” is listed among the hundreds of hostages recorded in the palace on May 8, 
1527, transcribed in Jacques Bonaparte, Sac de Rome écrit en 1527 par Jacques Bonaparte, témoin 




money that he had, he was released, and his uncle Pier Ilario, fearing for his safety, sent 
him home to their native Parma.  Parmigianino settled instead in Bologna.100  It must also 
be underlined that the Sack of Rome forced the artist out of the city at a critical point in 
his Roman career.  He was on the cusp of unveiling his first major public work in Rome, 
the altarpiece of the Virgin and Child with Saints John the Baptist and Jerome, or the 
Vision of St. Jerome, in San Salvatore in Lauro.  He had invested extensive preparatory 
work on the project, surely expecting it to secure new patrons and projects and establish 
him in the competitive Roman market.101  But he was forced to flee before it could be 
installed.  To protect the painting from destruction, or from being stolen by the soldiers, 
Pier Ilario hid it in the refectory of the monastery of Santa Maria della Pace, and then he 
too fled Rome.102  This series of events puts Parmigianino’s foray into the Bolognese 
market under a certain light: no one in Bologna or Rome had seen, or could see for some 
time, his grandest and most important painting to date.    
                                                
100 Parmigianino may have returned to Parma for a short time before settling in Bologna.  Vasari, in his first 
edition of the artist’s life, recounts (Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 538): “Per che fu tal cosa cagione 
che Francesco ritornò a Parma per alcuni mesi, e non stette molto che se n’andò a Bologna a far lavori.”  
However, in the second edition, Vasari omits Parmigianino’s stay in Parma.  If Parmigianino did spend 
time in Parma after fleeing Rome, he does not appear to have produced any works of art.  Achim Gnann, 
Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen (Petersberg: Michael Imhof Verlag, 2007), vol. 1, 453, cat. no. 638, 
suggests that Parmigianino went to Parma and produced the drawing of the Madonna and Child with Saints 
Roch and Sebastian (Florence, Uffizi, inv. no. 1998 F) for the altarpiece of the same subject, executed by 
Michelangelo Anselmi, for the Cathedral of Parma (Parma, Galleria Nazionale, inv. no. 35).  No evidence 
supports this claim, and it appears that other artists in Bologna worked from the model of Parmigianino’s 
Uffizi drawing.  See notes 154 and 230 below.  On Anselmi’s altarpiece see Elisabetta Fadda, 
Michelangelo Anselmi (Turin: Umberto Allemandi & Co., 2004), 168, cat. no. 16, pl. 31.   
101 Vaccaro, Parmigianino, 15: “Parmigianino no doubt hoped that this tour de force, on which he had 
lavished so much attention, would lead to other significant commissions in Rome.  The Sack of 1527, 
however, foiled his ambitious plans.” 
102 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 538-39: “E così inviatolo verso la patria, [Pier Ilario] si rimasse 
egli per alcuni giorni in Roma, dove dipositò la tavola fatta per madonna Maria Bufolina ne’ Frati della 




Finally, intimate paintings like the Madonna of the Rose were not Parmigianino’s 
first pictures after the Sack.  Upon his arrival in Bologna, he initially immersed himself in 
printmaking, primarily etching.  When he again turned to painting, his first production 
was the altarpiece of St. Roch with a Donor (fig. 2.1).103  In it, Parmigianino – a painter 
known for his grace – presents St. Roch as a gigantic figure poised in an awkward stance, 
between standing and genuflecting, with one knee against a rock and the other foot 
perched on its toes for optimal display of his plague sore.  He strikes a tension between 
monumentality and the dynamism of dramatic action through the grand scale of his body 
and his precarious stance.  In part because of this unusual scale and stance, and the 
effusiveness of his facial expression, the St. Roch altarpiece is one of the artist’s most 
radical works.104  In the dark forest setting, a man in a fur-lined mantle kneels next to St. 
Roch and turns toward the light at upper left, and a dog pokes its head out from between 
the saint’s legs to do the same, together creating a swift diagonal pull through the 
composition.  A gust of wind blows St. Roch’s cape into a billow behind him, and a pair 
of elegant antique-style sandals decorate his feet and lower legs, an extraordinary choice 
of footwear for the medieval saint. 
The fourteenth-century St. Roch was the son of a nobleman of Montpellier, and as 
a young man, Roch gave up his wealth to become a pilgrim to Rome.  He discovered that 
he had miraculous power to heal and remained in Rome for three years doing so.  After 
                                                
103 For related drawings, copies, exhibition history, and scholarship on the St. Roch altarpiece, see Vaccaro, 
Parmigianino: The Paintings, 162-63. 
104 See notes 118ff. below.  Cordellier in Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 204, identifies the St. Roch 
altarpiece as the first to break distinctly from his earlier creative production, the first of an artistic mode he 
sustained in Bologna.  Günther Neufeld, “The Evolution of Parmigianino’s St. Roch,” Pantheon 29 (1971): 
326: “It is not perhaps an appealing work, lacking, except in the exquisite, mellow profile of the donor, the 




leaving Rome, he contracted plague outside of Piacenza and was languishing in a forest 
when a dog began to bring him daily bread.  One day the dog’s wealthy owner, Gottardo, 
followed it into the forest and found Roch; Roch was miraculously healed in his slumber 
in the presence of Gottardo, who then renounced his own wealth for poverty.  The Life of 
St. Roch was ubiquitous by the 1520s after the circulation of popular editions, all of 
which derive from the two early sources, the anonymous Acta Breviora (c. 1430) and 
Francesco Diedo’s Vita Sancti Rochi (1478).105  The relics of St. Roch had been 
conserved in Voghera, where the saint was said to have died, until they were taken to 
Venice in 1485; in the same year a new church and scuola of St. Roch was founded, and 
Venice became the center of devotion to St. Roch.106  In Bologna, although the 
Confraternity of San Rocco was founded 1515, the cult of the saint had been established 
in the city by at least the turn of the century, as evidenced by the Bentivoglio family’s 
commission for an altarpiece of St. Roch from Francesco Francia in 1502 (fig. 2.4).107  
Parmigianino filled his painting of the saint with narrative details and thus invited his 
viewers to recall the popular legend through his painting.  Viewers would easily 
recognize the forest setting as the site of Roch’s healing, the dog beneath him as the 
                                                
105 See Angelo Fanelli, Le due più antiche biografie del '400 su san Rocco. Testo latino, traduzione a fronte 
e osservazioni storico-critiche, edited by Tommaso Turi, (Noci: Litografia Carucci, 1996), 3-5.  Acta 
Breviora was written c. 1430 and published several times toward the end of the fifteenth century.  Diedo’s 
text is dated 31 May, 1478, and was published in 1479; it was dedicated to the people of Brescia following 
the plague of 1477 that killed 20 000 in Brescia and 30 000 in Venice.  Legends of the saint vary in details 
but all develop from these two sources.   
106 On the birth and diffusion of the cult of St. Roch, see for example André Vauchez in: Chiara Maggioni, 
ed., Un pellegrino sulla Via Francigena: San Rocco nell’arte, exh. cat. Piacenza (Venice: Mondadori, 
2000), 14ff.  See also the studies in Antonio Rigon and André Vauchez, eds., San Rocco: Genesi e prima 
espansione di un culto. Incontro di studio - Padova 12-13 febbraio, 2004 (Brussels: Societé des 
Bollandistes, 2006). 





animal who miraculously brought him sustenance, and the man at his side, witnessing the 
divine through St. Roch, playing the role of the dog’s owner, the wealthy Gottardo, albeit 
dressed in contemporary clothing.  The appearance of Gottardo in effigies of St. Roch is 
rare.108  More exceptional is the fact that Parmigianino conceived of him as a hybrid 
figure: according to Vasari, this figure is also a portrait of the donor of the altarpiece.109  
His costume leaves no doubt that this is true.  A donor, similarly dressed in a fur-lined 
dark coat, appears in the conventional format in Bartolomeo Bagnacavallo’s 
contemporaneous Madonna and Child with Saints Monica and Francis and Donors (fig. 
2.5).110  Parmigianino inflected the traditional place of the donor in a sacred image, 
slightly isolated, by presenting him in uniform space with his patron saint.  Manipulating 
convention further still, the artist inserted the donor into an active role in the 
hagiographical narrative as the character of Gottardo.111  Thus there are two anachronistic 
passages for Parmigianino’s sixteenth-century audience to register: the intrusion of a 
contemporary man into the enactment of the legendary medieval scene, and the allusion 
                                                
108 Gottardo appears in images like Titian’s St. Roch woodblock print, which includes vignettes of episodes 
from the saint’s life.  See David Rosand and Michelangelo Muraro, Titian and the Venetian Woodcut, exh. 
cat., National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C., Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, and Detroit Institute of Arts 
[1976-77] (Washington: The International Exhibitions Foundation, 1976), 108ff., and Lisa Pon, “A 
Document for Titian's St Roch,” Print Quarterly 19, no. 3 (2002): 275-77. 
109 Varsari-Barocchi, vol. 4, 539.  This was not the first time Parmigianino had combined a donor portrait 
with a sacred figure; for his now lost altarpiece of the Madonna and Child with St. Jerome and the Blessed 
Bernardino da Feltre, Vasari claims (Ibid., vol. 4, 533) that Parmigianino painted the donor’s portrait as 
one of the saints. 
110 Bartolomeo Ramenghi, called Bagnacavallo (1484-1542).  Bagnacavallo’s painting is still in situ.  Carla 
Bernardini, Il Bagancavallo Senior. Bartolomeo Ramenghi, pittore (1484?-1542?): catalogo generale 
(Rimini: Luisè, 1990), 106ff., suggests it to be a mature work of the artist and of the 1530s; the naturalism 
of the donor portraits relates to the picture of the Holy Family with St. Jerome, Parma, Galleria Nazionale, 
inv. no. 214 (Bernardini illus. fig. 29), undated.  The donors in the Misericordia altarpiece have not been 
identified. 
111 On donor portraits see André Chastel, “Le Donateur in abisso dans les pale,” in Fables, Formes, 




to the antique through the Roman-style sandals on St. Roch’s feet, which are neither the 
footwear of a medieval pilgrim nor of a contemporary one.  These two anachronisms are 
of central importance within the context of Parmigianino’s production of the painting in 
Bologna in 1527 and 1528.  They are all the more exceptional considering that 
Parmigianino took great pains to illustrate the text faithfully and with precise detail.  
Along with the forest setting, the attributes of the dog, plague sore, and pilgrim’s staff, 
and Gottardo, he also depicted a radiant cross at the center of the divine burst of light, a 
detail particular to Parmigianino’s painting.112  In contemporary effigies of St. Roch, a 
divine presence appears in corporeal form, as God the Father or an angel.  In pictures like 
Francia’s and in Titian’s famous woodcut (fig. 2.6), the divine presence reminds of St. 
Roch’s role as intercessor between the human and the divine.113  Parmigianino’s cross 
comes directly from the early legends of the saint, which describe that the saint healed 
under the sign of the cross.114  The artist emphasizes the specific form of St. Roch’s 
divine vision by articulating the reflection of light on the corneas of his eyes in the shape 
of two small crosses.  Parmigianino’s faithfulness to the text and his adherence to the 
                                                
112 For a study on St. Roch in art, concentrating primarily on the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries but 
including the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, see Maggioni, ed., San Rocco nell’arte. 
113 Titian, St. Roch, circulated after 1517 to raise funds for building of Scuola San Rocco in Venice.  See 
Rosand and Muraro, Titian and the Venetian Woodcut, 108ff., and Pon, “A Document for Titian’s St. 
Roch,” 275-77. 
114 Sylvie Béguin, “A Propos de deux dessins inédits du Parmesan,” in Studies in Late Medieval and 
Renaissance Painting in Honor of Millard Meiss, ed. Irving Lavin and John Plummer (New York: New 
York University Press, 1977), vol. 1, 58, note 37, first drew attention to Parmigianino’s cross in terms of 
the legend of the saint, although subsequent literature omits the observation.  The crucifix appears in 





devotional function of his altarpiece must be considered alongside his remarkable 
innovations on the subject.115 
Never before had an artist portrayed St. Roch like this: Parmigianino’s saint is 
colossal and ecstatic.  Vasari recognized his expression as that of gratitude per grazia 
ricevuta, St. Roch relieved of his pain.116  Indeed a subtle smear of paint on his upper 
thigh indicates that his plague sore is almost healed.  This is in stark contrast to the 
conventionally solemn depiction of St. Roch, as seen in Francia’s painting, or in Titian’s 
woodcut, in which the saint, receiving benediction, somberly awaits salvation.  In 
Correggio’s Madonna of St. Sebastian (fig. 2.7), which Parmigianino may have seen 
before moving to Rome, St. Roch remains in the slumber from which he will awaken and 
be healed.117  To be sure, Parmigianino adheres to certain aspects of the pictorial tradition 
of St. Roch, but the singularity of his depiction is clear: his St. Roch appears in the 
moment of his salvation, while other figures of the saint await.   
                                                
115 The inclusion of a rock at the back leg is somewhat confusing, as it does not make clear structural sense.  
It puns on the saint’s name as a “pietro” as is familiar with St. Peter, the rock of the church.  The inclusion 
of a rock is not Parmigianino’s invention, of course, and in images like Titian’s woodcut and the Madonna 
and Child with Saints Anthony of Padua and Roch (Madrid, Prado; attributed to the young Titian or to 
Giorgione), the relationship between the rock and the saint is clear: St. Roch steps onto a rock to better 
display the plague sore on his thigh.  In Parmigianino’s altarpiece, the function is unclear.  Does St. Roch 
kneel against it with his back leg, in which case one must imagine the discomfort of human bone against 
stone?  Perhaps it serves a mainly compositional purpose, to give visual stability to the back leg, for the 
rock seems to anchor the weight-bearing back foot, in contrast to the front foot perched on its toes. 
116 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539: “Un San Rocco di molta grandezza... imaginandoselo 
alquanto sollevato dal dolore che gli dava la peste nella coscia, il che dimostra guardando con la testa alta il 
cielo in atto di ringraziarne Dio.”  Béguin, “Deux dessins,” 59, interprets the saint as accepting his suffering 
with the assurance of divine mercy; however, Michael Thimann,“Parmigianinos Rochusaltar. Ein Pestvotiv 
für S. Petronio in Bologna,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 61, no. 3 (1998): 410-19, argues convincingly 
that Parmigianino’s picture was commissioned as an ex voto, given in thanks for relief from the plague of 
1527 and 1528 in Bologna.  Exactly whose salvation the altarpiece commemorates is unclear, perhaps the 
donor’s own, that of his family, or maybe of his neighborhood; Thimann even suggests that it may have 
been donated in thanks for the reception of medicine. 
117 Correggio, Madonna of St. Sebastian, c. 1524, painted in Parma and installed in the cathedral of 




 Scholars have long recognized the formal innovations that make the San Petronio 
altarpiece exceptional within Parmigianino’s own body of work.  They have noted the 
“radical” treatment of space and the picture plane, in which the figure of St. Roch almost 
touches three sides;118 the unusual conception of an unstable, half-kneeling, half-standing 
pose;119 and the emotional intensity of the scene, primarily in the face of St. Roch, which 
sharply conflicts with the subdued, almost impassive faces that appear in earlier works 
like the Circumcision and the Baptism of Christ.120  Scholars have also drawn attention to 
similarities between St. Roch and the figure of St. John the Baptist in the Vision of St. 
Jerome: both hold twisting poses with bent knees and gesticulating arms.121  The precise 
                                                
118 Konrad Oberhuber, in The Age of Correggio and the Carracci: Emilian Painting of the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries, exh. cat., ed. Emanuela Spinsanti, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C., and 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, (Padua: Bertoncello Artigraphice, 1986), 170-72, argues that the 
monumentality of the figure and “sovereign dominance” of the picture plane are so advanced that the St. 
Roch altarpiece must be dated later than the Conversion of St. Paul, despite Vasari’s specific statement of 
the reverse.  Maria Cristina Chiusa, Parmigianino (Milan: Electa, 2001), 144: the St. Roch picture marks a 
“stadio ulteriore” in Parmigianino’s compositional development. Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 50: the saint’s 
dramatic placement to one side of the composition has a “radical” effect for which there are “few direct 
precedents.” 
119 The pose of St. Roch has been a matter of debate.  While S. J. Freedberg, Parmigianino: His Works in 
Painting (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950), 74, considers the intention of St. Roch’s pose as 
“primarily aesthetic,” Béguin, “Deux dessins,” 58, suggests that Parmigianino’s intention was profoundly 
religious, and that the artist illustrated through the figure of St. Roch a moment of extreme physical 
weakness and supreme faith in God, his own acceptance of his suffering with the certitude of divine mercy.  
Béguin notes that the artist invented “une stylisation étonnament hardie.” 
120 On the Baptism in Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, and the Circumcision in the Detroit Institute of Arts, see 
Vaccaro, Parmigianino: The Paintings, cat. nos. 1 and 8.  F. Antal, “Un Capolavoro inedito del 
Parmigianino,” Pinacoteca I (1928): 49-56, was the first to bring the St. Roch painting into twentieth-
century art historical study and suggested that the picture introduced to Italian painting the format of the 
isolated saint expressing sublime interaction with the divine.  Renato Roli, “Dal Raffaellismo alla 
‘maniera’,” in La Basilica di San Petronio in Bologna, ed. Mario Fanti et al. (Bologna: Cassa di Risparmio, 
1984), vol. 2, 204, argued that Parmigianino’s picture, with Raphael’s St. Cecilia, introduced to Bolognese 
painting the theme of “colloquio” between the earth and sky.  The expression of ecstasy in the faces of the 
martyr saints in Correggio’s Martyrdom of Four Saints may have influenced Parmigianino’s conception of 
St. Roch’s face.  Parma, Galleria Nazionale; see Mario Di Giampaolo and Andrea Muzzi, Correggio: 
Catalogo completo dei dipinti (Florence: Cantini, 1993), cat. no. 35. 
121 Freedberg, Parmigianino, 74, observes that “the Saint Roch and the Saint John the Baptist of the Roman 
picture are nearly interchangeable models.”  Davide Gasparotto in Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 
210: St. Roch is the “sviluppo naturale” of the sinous figure of the Baptist.  Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 48, 




relationship between the two figures, however, remains to be clarified.  As is discussed 
below, the artist certainly drew from the model of the Baptist but ultimately pursued a 
different kind of figure for his painting of St. Roch.  If he took something of his earlier 
painting for his conception of St. Roch, he also, in turn, applied the monumental scale, 
exaggerated expression, and dynamism of the San Petronio altarpiece to later works, such 
as the effusive figure of Paul in the Conversion of Paul and the disorienting stature of 
Cupid Sharpening His Bow (figs. 2.8 and 2.9).  Bolognese artists, from Parmigianino’s 
contemporaries to those of the early seventeenth century, studied and emulated the St. 
Roch altarpiece, including Ludovico Carracci, who produced a full-size reproduction of 
Parmigianino’s St. Roch in pastel.122  There is no doubt that Parmigianino’s St. Roch 
marks a critical juncture in the artist’s career and in the history of Bolognese art.  Yet few 
attempts have been made to understand the altarpiece within its specific context of 
production, during the artist’s first months in Bologna as a refugee from Rome.123  I 
                                                                                                                                            
E. Popham, Catalogue of the Drawings of Parmigianino (New Haven: Published for the Pierpont Morgan 
Library by Yale University Press, 1971), vol. 1, 18, suggests that the bent attitude of St. Roch was changed 
so as to not be too resemblant of the Baptist.  St. Roch’s similarities to the figure of Parmigianino’s 
Diogenes have also been observed; see Cordellier in Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 209. 
122 Ludovico’s full-size pastel, now lost, was once in the Palazzo Tanara in Bologna.  See Davide 
Gasparotto in Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 210.  On the immediate influence on Parmigianino’s 
contemporaries in Bologna, see Alessandra Speziali on Girolamo da Treviso, and Anna Maria Fioravanti 
Baraldi on Girolamo da Carpi in Pittura bolognese del’ 500, ed. Vera Fortunati Pietrantonio (Bologna: 
Grafis Edizioni, 1986). This is in opposition to Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 10, who suggests that 
Parmigianino and his contemporary Bolognese artists had no artistic exchange; see note 230 below.  In 
addition to Ludovico Carracci’s reproduction, Francesco Brizio engraved the painting in 1603 (Bologna, 
Pinacoteca Nazionale, Gabinetto dei disegni e delle stampe, illustrated in Maggioni, ed., San Rocco 
nell’Arte, 154, cat. no. 54), and Denis Calvaert reworked the composition in a drawing, here illustrated as 
fig. 2.34.  Calvaert’s graphite drawing reworks the saint’s posture, moves the dog and the divine light, and 
changes the saint’s footwear.  A. O. Quintavalle, Parmigianino (Milan: Istituto Editoriale Italiano, 1948), 
89-90, posits Parmigianino’s St. Roch as the prototype for Bolognese painting from the end of the 
Cinquecento and Seicento, from Ludovico Carracci to Reni.   
123 Exceptions include: Maurizio Fagiolo dell’Arco, Il Parmigianino: un saggio sull’ermetismo nel 
Cinquecento (Rome: Mario Bulzoni, 1970), 96, who considers Parmigianino’s artistic achievement in the 
St. Roch altarpiece in general relation to the “clima della pre-riforma” after the political and religious 
disaster of 1527; Cordellier in Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 209, who broadens the view of 




propose to situate the St. Roch with a Donor altarpiece at the very core of the story of 
Parmigianino and the Sack of Rome.  Consequences of the Sack shaped aspects of 
Parmigianino’s career, his artistic practice, and this painting.  Considering the disturbance 
of the Sack to Parmigianino’s printmaking practice, the artist’s developmment of the 
figure of St. Roch may be better understood.  Parmigianino’s use of anachronism in 
costume points to and must be understood within his conditions in Bologna in 1527-28.  
San Petronio was a site of concentrated artistic activity, and the artist exerted his talent 
and his identity among the highly competitive local artists already established in Bologna 
when Parmigianino arrived.   
 
 
Surrogate City: Parmigianino from Rome to Bologna  
 The young Francesco Mazzoli earned acclaim in his native Parma, in Viadana, 
and in Fontanellato, having produced a number of large- and small-scale paintings and 
fresco decorations.  But Rome was where he aimed for success.  He arrived in 1524 with 
the ambition to secure the patronage of important clients, namely Pope Clement VII, to 
whom the young artist was presented and gave his Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror as a 
sort of calling card.124  On this famous panel, the artist conflates his skill with his own 
                                                                                                                                            
like Girolamo da Carpi.  I have not been able to consult the dissertation of S. Capello, “Il soggiorno 
bolognese del Parmigianino,” thesis, Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofo, Università degli Studi di Bologna, under 
the supervision of Vera Fortunati, 1992-93. 
124 Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum.  According to Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 535, the 
portrait then passed to Pietro Aretino.  Vasari gives two different versions of the episode his 1550 and 1568 
editions.  In the first, Parmgianino sent his Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror to Pope Clement from Parma, 
and the pope summoned the artist to Rome because of it; in the second, after Parmigianino arrived in 
Rome, the Datary (Matteo Giberti) saw his paintings and presented the artist to the pope.  According to 
Vasari, the artist also sent or brought two other pictures with him to the pope in Rome, the Circumcision 
(Detroit Institute of Arts), which Clement kept for himself, and the Holy Family with Angels (Madrid, 




identity; indeed he demonstrates the talent of his “hand” in depicting his own hand, 
exaggeratedly large, as it might really appear reflected in a convex mirror.  He came 
close to obtaining a major papal project, the decoration of the Sala dei Pontefici, but for 
unknown reasons the commission did not materialize.125  He occupied himself with 
producing small-scale paintings for various clients and designs for engravings for Jacopo 
Caraglio.126  His first opportunity to execute a large-scale public painting in Rome came 
in 1526, when Maria Bufalini commissioned him to paint the altarpiece for the Caccialupi 
family chapel, in memory of her late husband, Antonio Caccialupi, in the Roman church 
of San Salvatore in Lauro.127  The Vision of St. Jerome was the largest panel painting he 
had executed to date.  It is the tallest painting of his corpus, and only the San Petronio 
altarpiece exceeds it in surface area.128  Little is known about its intended location in the 
church of San Salvatore in Lauro as it stood in 1526, for the church was gutted in a fire of 
1591, and the building was completely renovated.129  He produced over twenty 
                                                
125 Ibid., vol. 4, 535: “Appresso Sua Santità, dopo avergli fatto molti favori, disse che voleva dare a 
dipingere a Francesco la sala de’ Pontefici, della quale avea già fatto Giovanni da Udine di stucchi e di 
pitture tutte le volte.”   
126 On the problem of Parmigianino’s early pictures in Rome, in light of Vasari’s conflicting accounts, see 
Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 6.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 536-37, describes a number of small 
paintings produced by Parmigianino in Rome that were owned by Ippolito de’ Medici, Luigi Gaddi, and 
Lorenzo Cibo.  On Parmigianino’s work with Caraglio, including designs for the Adoration, Marriage of 
the Virgin, and Diogenes, see David Landau and Peter Parshall, The Renaissance Print (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1994), 146-54. 
127 On the history and documents pertaining to the Bufalini commission, see Mary Vaccaro, “Documents 
for Parmigianino’s ‘Vision of St. Jerome’,” Burlington Magazine 135 (1993): 22-27, and Sandro Corradini, 
“Parmigianino's Contract for the Caccialupi Chapel in S. Salvatore in Lauro,” Burlington Magazine 135 
(Jan. 1993): 27-29.  In the 1550 edition, Vasari identified the patron as Lorenzo Cibo; he corrected this in 
the 1568 edition as “madonna Maria Bufolina da Città di Castello,” which documentary evidence 
corroborates. 
128 Although the London picture (343 x 149 cm) is taller than the Bologna altarpiece (270 x 197 cm), the 
area that Parmigianino had to fill with his composition in the Bologna painting is about two thousand 
square centimeters larger than that of the London painting, roughly the area of the Circumcision painting. 
129 See Corradini, “Parmigianino's Contract for the Caccialupi Chapel,” 28, for the history of the church and 




preparatory drawings for the project, from compositional studies to permutations of 
individual figures and features.130  The Vision of St. Jerome has been considered as a 
document of the artist’s stylistic maturity, his integration of the lessons of Roman art into 
his own personal style.131  Its complexity and accomplishment exceed those of his earlier 
large-scale works, like the Baptism of Christ and the Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine in 
Bardi, in ways that have long been observed: the Vision of St. Jerome showcases the 
talent of the artist through bold figuration and spatial manipulation, sophisticated art 
historical quotations, and elegant abstraction of the human body.  No doubt the painting 
would have secured more public commissions for him in Rome – if the Sack of the city 
had not terminated his Roman career.  
 The immediate consequence of the Sack of Rome for Parmigianino was the 
premature termination of the Caccialupi project.  Vasari writes that the artist was not able 
to bring the work to perfection; given the high finish of the majority of the altarpiece, 
however, Vasari must refer to the decoration of the Caccialupi chapel as a whole, rather 
than the altarpiece itself, as unfinished.132  Parmigianino’s altarpiece was never installed 
in its intended location but instead was hidden for safekeeping in the refectory of Santa 
Maria della Pace, where it remained for three decades.  In 1558, eighteen years after the 
                                                
130 See Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, 90, cat. no. 181, for related drawings, although some of 
these have since been contested. 
131 Freedberg, Parmigianino, 67, for example, hails the picture as documenting Parmigianino’s “full 
emergence to mature and independent artistic personality.”  Alessandro Nova, “Erotismo e spiritualità nella 
pittura romana del Cinquecento,” in Francesco Salviati et la bella maniera: Actes des colloques de Rome et 
de Paris (1998), ed. C. Monbeig Goguel et al. (Rome: École Française de Rome, 2001), 161-64, suggests 
that the Bufalini altarpiece represents a new kind of religious painting. 
132 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 537: “Fece in essa Francesco una Nostra Donna in aria che legge 
et ha un fanciullo fra le gambe, et in terra con straordinaria e bella attitutdine ginocchioni con un piè fece 
un San Giovanni che torcendo il torso accenna Cristo fanciullo, et in terra a giacere in scórto è un San 
Girolamo in penitenza che dorme.  Ma quest’opera non gli lasciò condurre a perfezzione la rovina et il 




death of Parmigianino, it was transferred to Città di Castello and finally installed in the 
family chapel of Maria Bufalini, in the church of Sant’Agostino.133  Berto Alberti, wood 
sculptor of Sansepolcro and nephew of Nero Alberti, recorded the transport and 
installation of the painting in his journal.134  As Parmigianino attempted to establish 
himself in Bologna in 1527, his greatest work of art to date could not be seen, hidden 
deep in the ruined city, as was the fate of many treasures abandoned by those fleeing for 
safety elsewhere.135   
 Bologna served as a kind of second chance for Parmigianino after the dissolution 
of his Roman career, and he was able to transfer his ambitions for Rome to Bologna.  The 
city served as a surrogate for Rome in various ways after the Sack: it was the “second 
city” to Rome in the papal state, since Pope Julius II ended Bentivoglio rule in 1506 and 
brought Bramante to design new edifices after those of Rome.136  San Petronio was the 
largest planned church in the Christian world and would have exceeded the size of St. 
Peter’s if Pope Pius IV had not prevented its completion.137  It is no surprise that the 
                                                
133 This event was, of course, only recorded in Vasari’s second edition.  Ibid., vol. 4, 538-39: “E così 
inviatolo verso la patria, [Pier Ilario] si rimasse egli per alcuni giorni in Roma, dove dipositò la tavola fatta 
per madonna Maria Bufolina ne’ Frati della Pace; nel refettorio de’ quali essendo stata molti anni, fu poi da 
messer Giulio Bufolini condotta nella lor chiesa a Città di Castello.”   
134 Ricordi di artisti della famiglia Alberti, con le segnature, MSS 267-275, Florence, Biblioteca degli 
Uffizi.  MS 267, Codice C, fol. 10r.  On Nero Alberti see Chapter Three. 
135 As, for example, Isabella d’Este’s ancient medals were hiddin in Castel Sant’Angelo by Sebastiano; see 
Chapter Four. 
136 On Bologna as “second city” to Rome and links between Bramante’s Bolognese construction and the 
Vatican, see Naomi Miller, Renaissance Bologna: A Study in Architectural Form and Content (New York: 
Peter Lang, 1989), 47.   
137 The Bull of 8 March 1561, by Pope Pius IV, permitted the building of the Archiginnasio on the site 
where the transept of the church was to be built.  Miller, Renaissance Bologna, 124.  Significantly, San 
Petronio is not the cathedral of the city but was erected as a symbol of civic power outside of the authority 
of the papacy; this was directly challenged by popes like Julius II, who installed his own potrait bust by 
Michelangelo on the façade of the church, which was torn down in 1511 during the brief return of the 
Bentivoglio, and Clement VII, who utilized the site for his assertion of papal power in reconciliation with 




coronation of Charles V by Clement in 1530 took place in Bologna, in San Petronio, as 
Bologna served as a comparable but more politically “neutral” site for the event while 
Rome recovered from the destruction that took place two and a half years earlier.138  
Indeed the decorations for the coronation intended to turn Bologna, temporarily, into 
Rome.139  Here Parmigianino had the chance to encounter some of the figures for whom 
he had hoped to work in Rome, as they came in the post-Sack period: Pope Clement, 
Emperor Charles V, members of the curia, and letterati like Pietro Bembo who 
congregated at the salons of the poet Veronica Gambara.140  But this city, too, suffered 
during the Sack.  The imperial soldiers had stormed Bologna and wrought havoc in the 
contado on their way to Rome,141 plague killed more than twelve thousand by early 
1528,142 and then came famine.143 Bologna had become a pilgrimage site through the 
                                                
138 Bernhard Schimmelpfennig, “The Two Coronations of Charles V at Bologna, 1530,” in Court Festivals 
of the European Renaissance: Art, Politics, and Performace, ed. J. R. Mulryne and Elizabeth Goldring 
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2002), 139, discusses the choice of Bologna over Rome as the site of coronation, 
suggesting that Charles chose Bologna because it was on his route to Germany; thus the two cities were 
interchangeable to the emperor for an event of this magnitude, which had not, in seven centuries, taken 
place outside of Rome.  See Konrad Eisenbichler, “Charles V in Bologna: The Self-Fashioning of a Man 
and a City,” Renaissance Studies 13, no. 4 (1999): 430-39, on the political strategy to unite Clement’s 
forces with the Charles with this event.  See also André Chastel, “Les Entrées de Charles-Quint en Italie,” 
in J. Jacquot, ed., Fêtes et cérémonies au temps de Charles-Quint (Paris: Editions du Centre national de la 
recherche scientifique, 1960). 
139 Eisenbichler, “Charles V in Bologna,” 433.  Schimmelpfennig, “The Two Coronations of Charles V,” 
141, describes the efforts to replicate the interior of St. Peter’s as much as possible. 
140 Veronica Gambara (1485-1550) moved to Bologna in 1528.  See Franco Pignatti in Dizionario 
Biografico degli Italiani (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1960-), vol. 52, 68ff. 
141 “Stettero i soldati di Borbone pochi giorni, ma con grave danno di tutti di Bolognesi, percioche 
abrusciarono tuttle le case, che trovarono, et sacchegiarono il contado, et poi si partirono, et per la via di 
Toscana andarono a Roma.”  Pompeo Vizani, Di Pompeo Vizani Gentil'hvomo Bolognese diece libri delle 
historie della sva Patria (Bologna, 1596), 538. 
142 “Dopo queste cose sarebbe restata assai cheta la Città di Bologna, se non fosse stata gravemente afflitta, 
si com’era tutta Italia dalla gran carestia del vivere, et dalla pestilenza, per la quale morirono in quell’anno 
in Bologna più di dodici milla persone.”  Ibid., 540. 
143 “Mentre che si stava involto in quella tribulatione, si entrò nell’anno Cinquecento vintiotto, nel quale 
attendevano quasi ad altro i cittadini, che à ripararsi dalla fame, et difendersi dalla pestilenza, mentre, che 




fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and as more miracle-working images revealed their 
efficacy, new shrines and confraternities were established; several buildings were 
dedicated as hostels for the influx of pilgrims.144  However, during the disasters of 1527 
and 1528, the streets emptied.  Fewer pilgrims came, and the population dwindled.  In a 
tragic turn, hostels that had been built to house the surge of pilgrims were converted into 
orphanages for the thousands of Bolognese children left without family.145 
 In Parma, the artist surely would have dominated the art market in which he had 
established himself years earlier, especially now with the additional credit of having 
studied in Rome.  But Parmigianino chose instead to go to Bologna and to face a new set 
of challenges and opportunities.  His post-Sack situation was very different from those of 
Sebastiano and Rosso: Sebastiano returned to Rome with papal favor and revived the 
grandest project of his career; Rosso followed a former patron to Sansepolcro, where he 
was seen by some as a celebrity for whom locals were willing to sacrifice to secure a 
commission for him.  Parmigianino entered the Bolognese market as a foreigner with no 
known previous patrons in the city.  Certainly his works on paper publicized his art – and 
his immediate immersion into printmaking confirms his interest in this – but his first 
Bolognese painting bore the burden of a presentation piece, as his Self Portrait had been 
in Rome.   
 He found a network in Bologna: he lodged with a Parmese saddler, and the patron 
of his subsequent painting after St. Roch, the Conversion of St. Paul, was a doctor called 
                                                
144 Nicholas Terpstra, Lay Confraternities and Civic Religion in Renaissance Bologna (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 193ff. 
145 That of the confraternity of S. Maria del Baraccano, the Ospedale degli Esposti, and the Ospedale di S. 




Albio from Parma.146  How he obtained the commission for the San Petronio altarpiece is 
unknown as no documents relating to the project have come to light, and the 
circumstances of the commission remain obscure.  Pietro Lamo’s Graticola di Bologna 
of 1560 and Vasari’s 1568 edition of the Lives give two different names for 
Parmigianino’s patron: Valdisera (Baldissare) da Milano and Fabrizio da Milano.147  The 
discrepancy between the names given by Lamo and Vasari, writing thirty and forty years 
after Parmigianino’s picture was produced, respectively, has yet to be reconciled, and it 
suggests that the Milanese patron was not well known to posterity.148  That the altarpiece 
was commissioned on the occasion of the plague that gripped Bologna in 1527 and 1528 
is clear from the choice of St. Roch as its subject.  Why the patron chose Parmigianino 
over a local painter can only be speculated.  Perhaps his drawings and prints promoted his 
art, from Rome and in Bologna; or his social connections aided him; or he gained 
publicity by having arrived in Bologna under such dramatic circumstances, a refugee 
violently expelled from Rome by war.  The fact that he won this commission over the 
                                                
146 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539: “Arrivato Francesco a Bologna e trattenendosi con molti 
amici, e particolarmente in casa d’un sellaio parmigiano suo amicissimo... Fece poi per l’Albio, medico 
parmigiano, una Conversione di San Paulo.”  On Albio, or Giovann Andrea De’ Bianchi, see Jadranka 
Bentini in Parmigianino e il manierismo europeo, exh. cat., ed. Lucia Fornari Schianchi and Sylvia Ferino-
Pagden, Galleria Nazionale, Parma, and Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (Milan: Silvana Editoriale Spa, 
2003), 53. 
147 Pietro Lamo, Graticola di Bologna. Gli edifici e le opere d’arte della città nel 1560, ed. Marinella 
Pigozzi (Bologna: CLUEB, 1996), 101, and Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539.  Vasari adds that 
Parmigianino’s painting was installed in the former Bonsignori family chapel in San Petronio.  These 
details were only given in the second edition of the Lives. Michelangelo Biondo, Della noblissima pittura, 
et della sue arte... (Venice, 1549), incorrectly located the picture “degno di suprema loda” in San Giovanni 
rather than San Petronio, where it remains in the eigth chapel on the right, still in situ and in original frame. 
Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539, describes that the chapel that houses Parmigianino’s St. Roch 
was dedicated to St. Michael, a conflict acknowledged in a 1573 pastoral visit. Vaccaro, Parmigianino: The 
Paintings, 162-3, note 2, cites the report of the visit (“capella cum altari sub invocatione S. Michaelis licet 
habeat yconamdeauratam cum imaginem S. Rochi”) and notes that anniversary masses were given in honor 
of Cardinal Angelo Capranica, the founder of the chapel. 
148 It is not impossible that Lamo and Vasari referred to two different figures of the same family, as in, 
perhaps, one who initiated the commission but died, and one who followed through with its completion, 




other artists is a significant one.  Vasari emphasized the competition among the local 
artists, including Amico Aspertini, Bartolomeo Bagnacavallo, Girolamo da Carpi, 
Innocenzo da Imola, Biagio Pupini, Girolamo da Cotignaola, Girolamo da Treviso, and 
Giulio and Giacomo Francia.149  These artists were actively engaged in major projects in 
the city through the 1520s, particularly in San Petronio itself.  Several had just 
collaborated on the decoration of the Cappella della Pace with Scenes from the Life of 
Christ and of the Virgin, which was destroyed in the seventeenth century.150  In 1519, 
Aspertini had installed a Pietà in the Marsigli family chapel, third on the right of the nave 
and still in situ (fig. 2.10);151  Girolamo da Treviso produced relief sculptures for the 
porta minore in 1524 and in 1525 executed frescoes in the Saraceni chapel of Scenes of 
the Life of St. Anthony of Padua.152  This recent work added to the earlier decorations in 
                                                
149 Regarding the competition in Bologna, Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 493, first criticizes 
Bagnacavallo, Aspertini, Girolamo da Cotignola, and Innocenzo da Imola for having “il capo pieno di 
superbia e di fumo,” then describes their community: “essendo costoro in Bologna in un medesimo temp, 
s’ebbero l’una all’altro quell’invidia che si può maggiore imaginare; e che è più, la superbia loro e la 
vanagloria, che non era sopra il fondamento della virtù collocata, li deviò dalla via buona, la quale 
all’eternità conduce coloro che più per bene operare che per gara combattono.” 
150 Collaboration between Aspertini, Bagnacavallo, Giacomo Francia, Girolamo da Treviso, and Biagio 
Pupini, probably also with contributions by Innocenzo da Imola.  See Roli, “Dal Raffaellismo alla 
‘Maniera’,” 195. Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 494, in the Life of Bartolomeo Bagnacavallo and 
other artists of the Romagna, mentions the decoration of the chapel, which he notes consisted of scenes 
from the Lives of Christ and Mary in the chapel of the Madonna, first on the right as one enters the church, 
“fra le quali poco differenza di perfezzione si vede dal’una all’altra.” 
151 The picture has been associated with Northern influences as well as with Mannerism, see the discussions 
of the picture in  Francesco Arcangeli, Natura ed espressione nell’arte bolognese-emiliana, exh. cat., 
Palazzo dell’Archiginnasio, Bologna (Bologna: Minerva Soluzioni Editoriali srl, 1970), 38; Vera Fortunati, 
“Vita artistico e dibattito religioso a Bologna all’aprirsi del Cinquecento: La Pietà di Amico Aspertini in 
San Petronio,” in Una Basilica per una città. Sei secoli in San Petronio 1390-1990, ed. Mario Fanti and 
Deanna Lenzi (Bologna: Fabbriceria di San Petronio: Istituto per la storia della chiesa di Bologna, 1994), 
307-09; and Roli, “Dal Raffaellismo alla ‘Maniera’,” 195ff.  Aspertini’s contributions to the decoration of 
San Petronio spanned from 1510 to at least 1531 and included works in both painting and sculpture. 
152 Girolamo da Treviso il giovane (1497?-1544).  The grisaille frescoes resemble sculptural relief.  Vasari-
Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 450.  On the reliefs and frescoes, see Alessandra Speziali in Fortunati 
Pietrantonio, ed., Pittura bolognese del’ 500, 147ff.  Fortunati, “Sguardi sulla pittura a Bologna,” 302, 
interprets these frescoes as “simplified” and reflecting a “reformed” sacred art, free from the 
“complications” of Roman classicism.  Girolamo da Treviso’s work in Bologna was likely limited to 1520-




the church – fresco decoration, gilded altarpieces, and sculpture by artists like Ercole 
Roberti, Francesco del Cossa, and Lorenzo Costa – that established San Petronio as a 
hotbed of artistic invention and exchange.153  Something about Parmigianino struck the 
patron of the St. Roch altarpiece among all of the local talent.  The artist’s recent 
displacement from Rome may have been an important differentiating factor.  Indeed this 
appears to be an aspect of Parmigianino’s artistic identity that he asserts in the altarpiece. 
 Parmigianino’s innovation of the depiction of St. Roch must be seen in light of his 
response to local models.154  Two important sacred pictures in Bologna were critical for 
the development of his theme.  We may safely assume that his altarpiece would have 
been immediately compared with Francia’s St. Roch (1502), and Raphael’s St. Cecilia 
(fig. 2.11), painted in Rome for Bologna’s S. Giovanni in Monte, was perhaps the most 
influential picture in the city upon Parmigianino’s arrival.155  Parmigianino drew from 
both models.  He built directly upon Francia’s altarpiece but transformed that still, iconic 
image into an active, dramatic scene taking place before the viewer’s eyes.  Where 
Francia presented a clear day, Parmigianino chose night, with a radiant figure emerging 
from the darkness; where Francia presented the divine as God the Father and a symbolic 
Trinity, Parmigianino revealed a miraculous vision of the sign of the cross through 
                                                
153 On the Renaissance painting decorations of San Petronio, see Daniele Benati, “La Pittura 
Rinascimentale,” in Fanti, et al., eds., La Basilica di San Petronio, vol. 1, 143-94. 
154 It has been suggested that Parmigianino’s first conception for the San Petronio altarpiece is recorded in a 
study in the Louvre of the Virgin and Child with Saints Sebastian and Roch – or that Parmigianino was 
working on two different plague pictures around the same time.  See Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, 
cat. no. 99, Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 50, and Cordellier in Faeitti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 208.  
The traditional composition of the Louvre study, however, presents the familiar configuration of the Virgin 
and Child at the top, flanked by the two saints on the lower register, and contrasts with the innovative 
altarpiece designs for the Vision of St. Jerome and the St. Roch with a Donor. 
155 On Raphael’s St. Cecilia see for example Marzia Faietti, “‘La bella Cecilia’ di Raffaello arriva in 





parting clouds, symbolically reflected in the eyes of St. Roch.156  Through exploiting the 
dramatic potential of the subject, he exposed Francia’s picture to be old fashioned with 
respect to his modern art.  Parmigianino connected his altarpiece to Raphael’s picture by 
emulating the intimate, mystic correspondence between the saint and the celestial, with 
head and eyes upturned toward a radiant break in the clouds.157  From within San 
Petronio itself, Parmigianino borrowed the construction of light streaming through an 
aperture in a cloud from Aspertini’s Pietà, which is certainly also rooted in Raphael’s 
paintings.158 However, Parmigianino cited Aspertini’s painting, particularly, even more 
closely in the break of light through cloud in the Conversion of Paul.159  The colossal 
scale of Parmigianino’s figure of St. Roch corresponds to a monumental Quattrocento 
figure in San Petronio: the enormous figure of St. Christopher, painted on the pilaster 
between the third and fourth chapels on the left (fig. 2.12).160  Frescoed in the fourteenth 
century by Giovanni da Modena, St. Christopher dominates the nave and dwarfs 
everything around it, and comparison between it and the doorway into the chapel next to 
                                                
156 Francia’s composition is based on an earlier local model, the sculptural relief of Jacopo della Quercia’s 
God Giving Life to Adam on the portal of San Petronio.  On the reliefs of Jacopo della Quercia see Luciano 
Bellosi, “La ‘Porta Magna’ di Jacopo della Quercia,” in La Basilica di San Petronio, 163-212, and fig. 165. 
157 Parmigianino may also have seen Raphael’s St. Catherine of Alexandria, c. 1507 (London, National 
Gallery) for which a close prepartory drawing survives (Paris, Louvre, inv. no. 3871; both illus. Jürg Meyer 
zur Capellen, Raphael: A Critical Catalogue of His Paintings (Postfach: Arcos Verlag, 2001), vol. 1, under 
cat. no. 38).  Correggio’s altarpiece of Four Saints (Peter, Martha, Magdalene, and Leonard) similarly 
presents saints in correspondence with the celestial divine (then in Correggio, San Quirino, now New York, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art).  Illus. Di Giampaolo and Muzzi, Correggio: Catalogo completo dei dipinti, 
cat. no. 16. 
158 The light through clouds is a theme in both the St. Cecilia and the Vision of Ezekiel, Florence, Galleria 
Palatina, inv. 174 (illus. Meyer zur Capellen, Raphael, vol. 2, no. 60).  Vasari mentioned the painting in the 
collection of Count Vincenzo Ercolano in Bologna.   
159 On Apertini’s picture, see Roli, “Dal Raffaellismo alla ‘Maniera’,” 195ff. 




it shows the great disparity between the size of the figure and human proportions.161  
While the size and scale of the figure are suited to an effigy of the giant saint, the figure 
is remarkable in the church.  No other decoration comes close to its visual and spatial 
impact.  For his own artistic contribution to the church, Parmigianino may have been 
inspired by the effect of St. Christopher, the overwhelming scale, the figure exploding 
from its frame, to announce his presence – both that of St. Roch and of the artist himself – 
within the walls of San Petronio. 
 
 
Consequences for St. Roch 
 The essential failure of Parmigianino’s Roman career and his escape to Bologna 
had specific repercussions for the development of the St. Roch altarpiece.  The 
disturbance to his printmaking practice and the fate of the Vision of St. Jerome, in 
particular, were decisive for his conception of the unique figure of St. Roch.  The 
surviving suite of preparatory drawings for the figure of St. Roch shows that its unusual 
form and stance were not the premier pensé of the artist but evolved through a series of 
minute augmentations.162  It has been suggested that Parmigianino drew his conception 
for the figure of St. Roch from specific sculptural sources; however, the evidence of the 
                                                
161 Giovanni di Pietro Falloppi, called Giovanni da Modena (fl 1409; d before 1455).  Carlo Volpe, “La 
pittura gotica: Da Lippo di Dalmasio a Giovanni de Modena,” in La Basilica di San Petronio [213-94] , 
271, tentatively dates the fresco to 1413-1420. 
 
162 Neufeld, “Evolution of Parmigianino’s St. Roch,” 326-28, argues that the appearance of the final 
painting (particularly the “ostentatious pose of the saint”) can be understood as a result of a reaction on 




drawings shows that he arrived at the final figure of St. Roch through explorations and 
experimentations on paper.163  
 The development of the figure of St. Roch may be reconstructed from analyzing 
the surviving preparatory sheets.164  This reconstruction also reveals the extent to which 
the stowing away of the Vision of St. Jerome in Rome directly affected the development 
of St. Roch.  Initially, the artist envisioned St. Roch standing, facing downward, 
gesturing with one arm to the sky and the other to the earth, on the sheet in Besançon (fig. 
2.13).  The upright figure conveys a commanding presence, but the artist enhanced its 
dynamism in the next study, now in Houston, by emulating Raphael’s St. Cecilia and 
                                                
163 Béguin, “Deux dessins,” 6, suggests that Parmigianino was inspired by Lorenzetto’s figure of Jonah in 
his conception of the figure of St. Roch (Rome, Santa Maria del Popolo); Michael Thimann, “A Classical 
Source for a Drawing by Parmigianino: A Note on the History of a Florentine Niobid,” Source: Notes in the 
History of Art 29, no. 1 (Fall 1999): 13-19, suggets an antique source. 
164 The order of the surviving drawings has been a matter of uncertainty, particularly because the set is 
incomplete.  Some idea of the progression may be inferred, as certain aspects, like the positioning of the 
head and hands, approach the final configuration of the painting; however, the sequence presented here is 
by no means definitive, and the artist may well have arrived at his final composition without a strictly linear 
development of the figure.  Béguin, “Deux dessins,” presents the sheets in the same order as the following 
but does not discuss her reasoning.  The Besançon studies, on recto and verso of the same sheet, least 
resemble the finished painting because of the downturned face, raised arms, and major revisions of the 
positioning of the legs; these may be the first of the suriving studies.  The next may be the drawing in the 
Menil Collection, Houston (formerly collection Charles Sterling), in which the saint remains standing 
upright but now features an upturned face, as all subsequent studies show. An engraving by Giulio 
Bonasone supposedly after a lost drawing by Parmigianino also presents the saint standing and looking 
down, but with the identical positioning of the legs of the Sterling sheet (Florence, Biblioteca Marucelliana, 
inv. no. IX, 107; illus. Stefania Massati, Giulio Bonasone (Rome: Edizioni Quasar di Severino Tognon, 
1983), cat. no. 6a).  Bonasone may have drawn from one or more of Parmigianino’s drawings for his 
engraving, and he invented the background details, which do not appear in any of Parmigianino’s studies.  
The Louvre studies of St. Roch likely come next, for the nature of the head and hands is close to the 
painting, even if the saint is here pictured in genuflexion.  The drawing at Chatsworth is the closest to the 
final figure as it appears in the painting. Other drawings related to the St. Roch project include the large 
study of the saint’s face at Oxford, Christ Church (here as fig. 2.19), a drawing of the donor’s face in 
Modena, and a landscape drawing that may prepare the vegetation in the background of the altarpiece, 
Florence, Uffizi.  With respect to lost works, Ireneo Affò, Vita del graziosissimo pittore Francesco 
Mazzola detto il Parmigianino (Parma, 1784), 70, refers to an oil sketch of St. Roch without the donor and 
some drawings in the collection of the Galli brothers in Bologna (see Cordellier in Faeitti, ed., Il 




turning St. Roch’s face upward to the celestial divine (fig. 2.14).165   Evidently 
Parmigianino was dissatisfied with this posing of the figure, and he turned to his earlier 
work in Rome as a model: for his next iteration of St. Roch, on a sheet at the Louvre (fig. 
2.15), he adopted the more dramatic stance of deep genuflexion, which he had first 
worked out for the figure of the Baptist for the Vision of St. Jerome, in a drawing in 
Chantilly (fig. 2.16).166  A comparison between the Chantilly studies for the Baptist and 
the Louvre studies of St. Roch reveals that the artist modeled his Bolognese saint closely 
on his Roman one, as if the Louvre studies of St. Roch constitute the next stage in the 
evolution of the Baptist figure.  St. Roch’s upper body performs different gestures than 
those of the Baptist, which are appropriate to his character.  However, their lower bodies 
are almost identical: both plant a knee firmly on the ground, almost exactly perpendicular 
to it, and the same somewhat clumsy fold of the back foot and ankle appears in both 
sheets.  Among the drawings and other supplies that he was able to bring with him to 
Bologna, it is evident from this resemblance that he had the Chantilly drawing or one like 
it with him.167  His interest in putting the Baptist figure to use in subsequent projects is 
further demonstrated by the fact that he used the same pose again, in reverse, as the basis 
for the figure of Paul in a study for his next picture, the Conversion of Paul (fig. 2.17).168  
                                                
165 This drawing in the Menil Collection, Houston, was first published by Béguin, “Deux dessins,” when it 
was in the collection of Charles Sterling. 
166 The iconographic details of the dog and the cross appear, albeit only sketchily, on both recto and verso 
of the Louvre sheet. 
167 The two figures are close but ultimately distinct: the Baptist is fully supported with one knee on the 
ground, bends forward, curls his arm across his chest to point behind him, and stares forward.  St. Roch 
holds a hand at his chest, turns his face upward and back, and neither fully kneels nor fully stands, but 
hovers between the two. 
168 William Bradford and Helen Braham, Master Drawings from the Courtauld Collections (London: 





Ultimately he developed this figure too away from the Roman model, but the impact of 
the Baptist figure on this second Bolognese picture is unmistakable.169  
 Using the model of the Roman Baptist for St. Roch meant that the artist pushed 
the figure of St. Roch down to the ground in genuflexion.  While this achieved dramatic 
expressiveness, it did so at the cost of monumentality.  Parmigianino attempted to 
compensate for the lost height by inserting a billow of fabric above the head of St. Roch 
on the recto of the Louvre sheet, as an extension of St. Roch’s body.  This too did not 
satisfy the artist, who did not try it again on the verso of the same sheet.  Finally, 
Parmigianino struck a compromise between the monumentality of the upright stance and 
the drama of genuflexion and, probably through other now-lost drawings, arrived at the 
study closest to the painted figure, the sheet at Chatsworth (fig. 2.18).  Here Parmigianino 
attains the tension seen in the painting: a figure that both stands tall and slightly 
genuflects.  He achieves the dynamism of appearing in transition between two positions, 
as if the saint were just about to spring fully to his feet or fall to one knee.  An almost 
full-size study for the face of St. Roch at Christ Church attests to the fact that the artist 
sought a facial expression that matched the drama of the saint’s body (fig. 2.19).170  The 
experiment of reincarnating the Roman Baptist as St. Roch was crucial to the 
development of the Bolognese picture.  And thus out of the tragedy of the Vision of St. 
Jerome came the opportunity to reuse its parts. 
                                                
169 Freedberg, Parmigianino, 76, links the figure of Paul in the Conversion directly to the figure of Roch, 
aligning the three figures, the Baptist, St. Roch, and St. Paul, within a single evolution. 
 
170 It is not impossible that the sheet is a ricordo of the saint’s face, but the searching and casual marks 
appear more inventive than documentary.  Jacqueline Thalmann, keeper of drawings at Christ Church, 
pointed out that the marks that appear to be accidental oil stains around the mouth and beard of the face are, 




 The disturbance to Parmigianino’s printmaking practice also directly affected the 
development of the figure of St. Roch.  The artist lost access to his collaborator in 
printmaking, Gian Jacopo Caraglio, after the Sack.  While Parmigianino escaped to 
Bologna, Caraglio (after remaining in Rome for some time) fled to Venice, and it appears 
that they did not cross paths again.171  In Bologna, without access to the engraver he had 
trusted in Rome, Parmigianino turned to alternate means of circulating his art.172  He 
collaborated with chiaroscuro woodcut printmakers Ugo da Carpi, Antonio da Trento, 
and Niccolò Vicentino.173  He also began to make his own prints using the technique of 
etching, to which he may have been first exposed, perhaps in Rome, through Marcantonio 
                                                
171 On Caraglio, Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 17, and Landau and Parshall, Renaissance Print, 
154ff. 
172 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539, reported that after Parmigianino’s arrival in Bologna, “fece 
intagliare alcune stampe di chiaro scuro, e fra l’altre le Decollazione di San Piero e S. Paulo, et un Diogene 
grande.”  Ibid., 541: in Bologna Parmigianino also associated with an engraver called Girolamo Fagiuoli, 
about which almost nothing is known. “Fece ancora molti disegni, e particolarmente alcuni per Girolamo 
del Lino, et a Girolamo Fagiuoli orefice e intagliatore, che gli cercò per intagliargli in rame.”  Faguoli may 
be the same “Faccioli” that is recorded as the “maestro de conii” at the mint in Bologna in the 1560s; he 
died in Bologna in 1574.  See S. Boorsch, “Salviati and Prints: the Question of Faguoli,” in Francesco 
Salviati e la bella maniera: Actes des colloques de Rome et de Paris (1998), ed. C. Monbeig Goguel, 
(Rome: Ecole française de Rome, 2001), 499-518, on Faguoli and the suggestion that he can be identified 
with the Master FG.  Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 223, points out that it is possible that Fagiuoli or Master 
FG possessed drawings by Parmigianino and made prints after them, as opposed to having been employed 
by or in collaboration with Parmigianino.  
173 See Landau and Parshall, Renaissance Print, 154-59.  Antonio da Trento’s betrayal of Parmigianino is 
well known, and Vasari gives this event and the theft of his designs as one of the reasons why Parmigianino 
was forced to turn his attention away again from printmaking to make money through painting portraits.  
Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 540.   The circumstances around the production of Ugo’s woodcut 
after Parmigianino’s Diogenes – and the relationship to Caraglio's engraving of the same design – are 
unclear, as is the extent of Parmigianino's collaboration with Ugo in Rome and Bologna.  Ekserdjian, 
Parmigianino, 8: in Rome, Parmigianino supplied Ugo with a drawing that was to be the basis of Ugo’s 
only known altarpiece, in St. Peter’s, and almost certainly collaborated in Rome; Manuela Rossi in Ugo. 
Ugo da Carpi, l'opera incisa: xilografie e chiaroscuri da Tiziano, Raffaello e Parmigianino, exh. cat., ed. 
Manuela Rossi, Palazzo dei Pio, Loggia di primo ordine, Carpi (Carpi: Museo civico di Carpi, 2009), 12, 
discusses the question of whether or not Ugo traveled to Bologna after the Sack.  His presence is not 
recorded elsewhere after 1527.  Niccolò Vicentino may have worked from Parmigianino's designs only 




Raimondi, Caraglio’s master.174  Marcantonio’s whereabouts after the Sack are unknown, 
although Vasari suggests that he too fled to his native Bologna.175  If both Marcantonio 
and Ugo ended up in Bologna after the Sack, there would have been a distinct community 
of printmakers with whom Parmigianino could work and learn; this would certainly 
explain in part his extensive experimentation with printmaking techniques in this 
period.176  Parmigianino was the first Italian artist to work extensively in the medium of 
etching, leaving behind at least fifteen etchings by his own hand.177  It appears that 
Parmigianino ceased to create prints after 1530, when he left Bologna for Parma, 
suggesting that his productivity in the print medium was cultured by specific conditions 
he encountered in Bologna. 
                                                
174 Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, 14, was one of the first to suggest that, although there is no 
contemporary record of when exactly Parmigianino began to etch, it may be that the circumstances of the 
Sack of Rome and separation from Caraglio induced him to turn to the chiaroscuro woodcut (through Ugo 
da Carpi and Antonio da Trento) and to take up etching as means to publicize his designs.  Ekserdjian, 
Parmigianino, 223: “the idea that he turned to etching in Bologna because he was no longer able to avail 
himself of the services of Caraglio does not explain why he did not simply seek out another engraver.”  
Michael Cole and Larry Silver, “Fluid Boundaries: Formations of the Painter-Etcher,” in The Early Modern 
Painter-Etcher, exh. cat., ed. Michael Cole, Arthur Ross Gallery, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
and elsewhere (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University, 2006), 8: Parmigianino’s interest 
in etching “may also have been prompted by a further trauma,” Antonio da Trento’s theft of Parmigianino’s 
plates, blocks, and drawings (Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 539ff.).  Gnann, Parmigianino: Die 
Zeichnungen, dates many of Parmigianino's etchings to his time in Rome, on stylistic grounds; however, if 
this were the case, it is not clear why Parmigianino would have worked to develop his own etchings in 
Rome at the same time that he provided designs to Caraglio for engravings. 
175 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 14: “Succedendo il sacco di Roma, divenne Marcantonio poco 
meno che mendico, perché oltra al perdere ogni cosa, se volle uscire delle mani degli Spagnuoli, gli 
bisognò sborsare una buona taglia; il che fatto, si partì di Roma né vi tornò mai poi: là dove poche cose si 
veggiono fatte da lui da quel tempo in qua;” 25: “Il qual Marcantonio, non molto dopo la sua partita di 
Roma, si morì in Bologna.”  Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, 14, and Landau and Parshall, 
Renaissance Print, 266, presume that Marcantonio returned to his native Bologna and probably introduced 
Parmigianino to etching, if he had not done so earlier in Rome.  Marcantonio did not use the etching 
technique frequently in Rome, and he only did so for small-scale prints; see Landau and Parshall, 
Renaissance Print, 264-66. 
176 Vasari is the only source for the presence of Marcantonio and Ugo da Carpi in Bologna after the Sack.  
This in itself should not be reason to doubt the veracity of Vasari’s report, for no evidence suggests the 
presence of either printmaker in any other city.  





 To make an etching, Parmigianino did not require the help of an intaglio artist.178  
To produce an etching requires, essentially, the artist to draw a composition on a prepared 
plate in the opposite direction of the intended print.179  Using a pointed tool, he draws the 
design on a copper plate prepared with a ground of wax or resin, whereby the tool scrapes 
away the ground that protects the copper beneath it with little effort; it is like the act of 
drawing itself.  The plate is then submerged in an acid bath, which bites into the exposed 
copper and thus incises, or etches, the design into the plate.  The etched plate is inked, 
and finally it is run through a press to imprint, on paper, the design in reverse.  The 
linearity of the etching technique, composed of fine lines, did not translate the 
chiaroscuro of his drawings easily into print.  He attempted to remedy this by 
experimenting with the limits of the medium, combining different printmaking 
techniques to attain a wider tonal range.  In the Resurrection of Christ he added drypoint 
to the etched plate, and in the etching after Raphael’s Peter and John Healing the Lame 
he added woodblock to lay a tonal ground.180   
 Working with etching, Parmigianino mastered a new medium to reproduce his 
designs.  At the same time, he refined a skill of draughtsmanship: the ability to invent a 
                                                
178 Although he produced etchings after his own drawings, Parmigianino must have also collaborated with a 
now-unknown etcher in Bologna, as is suggested by the twenty-six small etchings signed “F.P.”  Popham, 
Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, 16, and Landau and Parshall, Renaissance Print, 159. 
179 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 16, described the method in his discussion on Parmigianino, in his 
Life of Marcantonio and other printmakers: “Non è anco stata se non lodevole invenzione l’essere stato 
trovato il modo da intagliare le stampe più facilmente che col bulino, se bene non vengono così nette; cioè 
con l’acqua forte, dando prima in sul rame una coverta di cera o di vernice o colore a olio, e disegnando poi 
con un ferro che abbia la punta sottile, che sgraffi la cera o la vernice o il colore che sia: perché messavi poi 
sopra l’acqua da partire, rode il rame di maniera che lo fa cavo, e vi si può stampare sopra.  E di questa 
sorte fece Francesco Parmigiano molte cose piccole che sono molto graziose, sì come una Natività di 
Cristo, quando è morto e pianto dalle Marie, uno de’ panni di cappella fatti col disegno di Raffaello, e 
molte altre cose.” 
180 On the Resurrection and Peter and John Healing the Lame see Landau and Parshall, The Renaissance 




composition and work with it, fluidly, in the reverse direction.  To produce a printed 
image, for which he presumably first made drawn studies, Parmigianino had to be able to 
execute the design on the etching plate in reverse.  This is very different from his 
collaboration with engravers or woodcut printmakers.  When working with an engraver, 
for instance with Caraglio on the Marriage of the Virgin, Parmigianino developed his 
design in the same orientation as his intended print (fig. 2.20); it was up to Caraglio to 
reverse the design when he engraved the plate, to achieve the original orientation of the 
drawing (fig. 2.21).181  As an etcher, Parmigianino developed the ability to invent a 
composition and then flip it, working with its reverse with equal skill and confidence.  
For the Adoration of the Shepherds, he produced drawings with the Virgin facing right, 
and then, himself, reversed the composition when he drew it on an etching plate, so that 
the etched prints appear in the same direction as his drawings.182  Even if he were to use 
tools like tracing or pricking to transfer the outlines of the design onto a plate, the nature 
of etching required that he utlize his needlepoint with the same effectiveness in stroke 
and hatching as in drawing.  For some of his earliest etchings, like the Sleeping Girl and 
the Annunciation, he did not attempt to reverse the design but merely redrew the 
composition on the etching plate in the same orientation as the preparatory drawing; thus 
these prints appear in reverse to the drawings.183  At a more advanced stage of his etching 
                                                
181 In some instances, such as the Martyrdom of Saints Peter and Paul, Caraglio did not reverse 
Parmigianino’s design and the engraving appears in the opposite direction to the drawing. 
182 Etching of the Adoration illus. in Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, fig. 30.  Compositional 
drawing, Windsor Castle, Royal Library, inv. no. 0535, illus. in Gnann, Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, 
vol. 2, cat. no. 493.  Preparatory drawing for etching, Staatsgalerie, Stuttgart, Graphische Sammlung, inv. 
no. C 1923/6, illus. Ibid., cat. no. 495. 
183 Almost certainly both drawings were not made to prepare etchings, as they are of a larger scale than the 
etchings Parmigianino ultimately produced after them.  Both the drawing and an etching for the Sleeping 
Girl are conserved in London, Courtauld Gallery (illus. Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, figs. 249 and 250); the 




practice, his fluency in reversal was well developed.  This is exemplified in the project 
for the Entombment of Christ: after a mistep that ruined the first plate (fig. 2.22), the 
artist inverted the entire composition and continued to work on the design in the opposite 
direction (fig. 2.23).184  The skill he developed through his etching practice proved to be 
directly contributive to his process of invention for the St. Roch altarpiece.  
 Two sheets, the studies for St. Roch in Besançon and Paris, map different points 
in Parmigianino’s evolution of the figure of St. Roch (see figs. 2.13 and. 2.15).  In both, 
the artist produced an initial figure study in ink, then turned the sheet over and drew a 
second study, based on the outlines of the first drawing, now in reverse, visible through 
the paper.185 This allowed him to develop the figure in minute and precise ways: the 
angle of a joint, the length of a limb, the curve of a gesture.  For example, as seen by 
comparing the recto and verso of the Besançon sheet, the artist used this method to 
lengthen the tibia of St. Roch’s front leg and adjust the angle of the knee to create a more 
elegant limb (fig. 2.24).  This efficient process of working out the details of a figure 
                                                                                                                                            
Parmigianino, exh. cat., National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, and The Frick Collection, New York (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press in association with the National Gallery of Canada, 2003), cat. 
no. 27) with an etching in London, British Library (illus. Franklin, Art of Parmigianino, cat. no. 28).   
184 On the Entombment project see Landau and Parshall, Renaissance Print, 269ff.  Perhaps in an attempt to 
produce darker lines, he may have left the plate in the acid bath for too long, and foul biting occured – 
irregular blotches created by improperly treated ground or excessive immersion in acid – and the plate 
became unusable.  Thus he created a second version of the Entombment, but this time in reverse to the first 
(likely using an off-print from the first version as model, although the dimensions of the first version are 
slighly different than the second).  Gnann, Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, considers the Entombment 
project one of Parmigianino's earliest, produced in Rome, because of the technical problems he 
encountered; however, the ambitiousness of the composition suggests that it is a more advanced etching 
project. 
185 Besançon: it seems that the artist began with the verso study and then worked on the recto side, 
considering the more drastic pentimenti on the verso that contrasts with the cleaner recto.  Popham, 
Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 1, 19, suggested that he began on the verso with a drawing of a man 
walking, and then transformed the figure into a St. Roch on the recto by adding the plague sore on his leg. 
Louvre: the artist began on the recto side, and the verso drawing exaggerates the protrusion of the knee and 




depends on fluency in both directions, and its result is highly studied contours of form, 
the evidence of which is seen in the sinewy limbs and complex pose of the figure of St. 
Roch. 
 Reworking drawings on the other side of the sheet is not, of course, a practice 
invented by Parmigianino.  Leonardo’s studies for the Madonna and Child with St. Anne 
in the British Museum show his development of the composition from recto to verso, 
adjusting the intimate interaction among the three figures.186  Michelangelo, in a later 
sheet, transformed the figure of a prostrate Tityus into the Risen Christ on the other side; 
the same outlines of a single figure acquired an entirely different iconography through 
reversal and through rotation of the paper’s orientation.187  Parmigianino’s method is 
distinct from these.  He explores the nuances of the contours of a single figure and the 
impact of minute augmentations to the expressiveness of the figure’s anatomy and 
gesture.  That he developed this skill through working extensively with etching is 
confirmed by the evidence of earlier drawings, which show a very different approach to 
using the recto and verso of a sheet.  In one, a study for the Vision of St. Jerome in the 
British Museum, he used both sides of the sheet to study the same composition (fig. 
2.25), but rather than build the second drawing on the outlines of the first, he redrew the 
entire composition on the other side, in the same orientation as the first.188  The recto and 
                                                
186 London, British Museum.  See Carmen C. Bambach, ed., Leonardo da Vinci: Master Draftsman, exh. 
cat., Metropolitan Museum, New York (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2003), 525, cat. 
no. 96, with bibliography.  The recto drawing, which is much more worked up, was executed in pen and 
brown ink and wash over black chalk; the much simpler drawing on the verso is composed of black chalk. 
187 Michelangelo, The Punishment of Tityus (recto), Resurrected Christ (verso), Royal Library, Windsor 
Castle.  See Paul Joannides, Michelangelo and His Influence. Drawings from Windsor Castle, exh. cat., 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C., and elsewhere (Washington and London: National Gallery of 
Art and Lund Humphries Publishers, 1997), 64-65, cat. nos. 12 a & b, with bibliography. 
188 Popham, Drawings of Parmigianino, vol. 2, 181 recto and verso, pls. 95 and 96.  The bleeding through 




verso drawings are completely autonomous.  Thus he did not make precise adjustments to 
his figure, drawing, instead, the Virgin and Child in the same general formation as on the 
other side and making major changes to the saints below, the Baptist in a different pose, 
and St. Jerome absent entirely.  To work out the nuances of a figure, in Rome and earlier, 
Parmigianino drew studies for the same figure next to each other on the same sheet, 
conserving a single orientation, as seen in the study for the Vision of St. Jerome in 
Chantilly (see fig. 2.16).  This method allowed him to work out details of the Baptist 
figure by comparing two iterations side-by-side, here altering the rotation of the hip and 
the angle of the knee from one study to the other.189 
 The link between Parmigianino’s explorations in etching and the recto-verso 
studies for St. Roch has been observed; however, Parmigianino did not draw St. Roch in 
reverse solely in order, as has been suggested, to prepare the figure for a print.190  It must 
be stressed that the artist developed the strategy of drawing in reverse as a deliberate 
means to work out nuances in his figure studies.  The recto-verso method was an addition 
                                                                                                                                            
the recto appears in a ghostly outline on the verso, on the other side of the Virgin as if a twin. Recto 
drawing, which likely came first due to the more finished state of the verso drawing, is in red chalk; 
Parmigianino made no attempt to bleed the outlines through to the other side. 
189 A drawing of the Virgin and Child with St. Jerome records another early moment in Parmigianino’s 
figure studies (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional inv. no. 7611; illus. Franklin, Art of Parmigianino, 2003, cat. 
no. 6).  It appears that he first drew the figure of St. Jerome at right, and then folded the sheet over to offset 
the figure in reverse on the left; he then worked up the offset in ink, so that the figure of St. Jerome appears 
twice, on both sides of the Virgin, on the same side of the sheet.  His less adept handling of the figure in 
reverse is suggested in the figure on the left, in which he transgresses the offset outlines, rendering the 
saint’s staff in the same direction as his first study on the right.  The drawing was formerly attributed to 
Palma Giovane and was first linked by Hirst to the now-lost painting of the Virgin and Child with St. 
Jerome and Blessed Bernardino da Feltre, recorded in an engraving by Bonasone.   
190 Philip Pouncey, “Popham’s Parmigianino Corpus,” Master Drawings 14, no. 2 (Summer 1976): 175ff.: 
“surely in this study on the recto we may conclude that the artist was thinking not in terms of painting but 
of woodcut.”  There is no evidence for such a project for a chiaroscuro print.  Also, Cordellier in Faeitti, 
ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 208: “Secondo Vasari, egli aveva consacrato i primi tempi della sua attività 
bolognese all’incisione e quindi, al momento in cui ricevette la commissione del San Rocco, probabilmente 





to his wide repertoire of drawing techniques, on which he continued to rely for the 
remainder of his career.  This method was more efficient and precise: it did not require 
him to redraw a figure but rather allowed him to build upon the contours of the first.  It 
permitted him to measure the slightest shifts against an extant model – in a way, as if he 
were drawing on and modifying a design etched in a print.  The very strokes that 
compose his St. Roch studies in Besançon approach those seen in his etchings, thin lines 
and fluid hatchings, as if the practice of etching evolved his act of mark-making in ink on 
paper.  On the Louvre studies of St. Roch he applied wash in a way that approximates the 
inking and selective wiping of an etching plate to give greater tonal diversity and 
range.191  Parmigianino developed this new technique from his pioneering practice of 
etching, and he showed his excitement and enthusiasm for his new method by employing 
it at least twice for the St. Roch project.  Few of his preparatory drawings survive; how 
often, and for which projects, he used the recto-verso method is impossible to know.  
However, he certainly applied it, years after he had presumably stopped working in 
etching, for the Madonna of the Long Neck.  Two recto-verso studies for this project are 
conserved, in private collections, which explore the intricacies of the Madonna and Child 
in the same method as seen in the studies for St. Roch in Besançon and the Louvre.192  
The full extent to which Parmigianino’s exploration of printmaking techniques affected 
                                                
191 Selective wiping is evident on an impression of the Adoration of the Shepherds, London, British 
Museum.  Landau and Parshall, Renaissance Print, 267, fig. 276, suggest that the artist used his fingers to 
spread ink on darker areas and to wipe it away from lighter ones. 
192 Both private collection.  Gnann, Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, cat. nos. 919r and v, 920r and v.  One 
of the drawings features only the tracing of the Christ Child on the other side, and it is pricked for transfer, 
although these prickings do not follow exactly the contour of the ink drawings (illus. in Ekserdjian, 
Parmigianino, figs. 224 and 225).  It is uncertain by whom and for what purpose these prickings were 
made; Parmigianino may have done this to transfer the design to another sheet, or another artist may have 




his production in other media remains to be clarified.193  What is certain is that, while his 
talent in disegno contributed to his mastering of the etching technique, his explorations in 
printmaking also changed his approach to drawing.  His acquisition of fluency in both 
directions through etching enriched his drawing repertoire for the rest of his career.194  
Parmigianino’s expulsion from Rome launched a second career for him as an etcher, and 




 The invasion of anachronistic elements into sacred images, such as the inclusion 
of a contemporary donor figure marked by modern costume, is a familiar practice in 
sixteenth-century painting.195  Assigning a contemporary figure a role in the sacred 
narrative, however, as Parmigianino implied with his presentation of his donor as 
Gottardo, was not so common.  The implications of Parmigianino’s donor portrait are 
very different from those of the Bagnacavallo picture cited above, in which the donors 
                                                
193 Parmigianino demonstrated the influence of prints on his drawing technique elsewhere.  For example, in 
a study of a Sleeping Woman (London, Courtauld Institute Gallery), he replicated the effect of chiaroscuro 
woodblock printing using colored chalks, white heightening, and toned paper.  He later translated the three 
colors into black and white lines in an etching, as well as possibly adding wash to the print, exploring the 
boundaries of medium. 
194 The dating of sheet of a Woman Carrying a Child (on both recto and verso) in the Szépmûvészeti 
Múzeum, Budapest (inv. no. 1897) must be reconsidered in this context.  Gnann, Parmigianino: Die 
Zeichnungen, cat. no. 385 (following Iván Fenyö, “Su alcuni disegni del Parmigianino nel Museo di Belle 
Arti di Budapest,” Arte Antica e Moderna 22 (1963), 139ff.), dates the drawing to Parmigianino’s Roman 
period, 1524-1526, on the basis of what he sees as a similiarity to a figure on the left in Parmigianino’s 
drawing for a Marriage of the Virgin (Paris, École des Beaux-Arts, inv. no. 223; illus. Gnann, 
Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, cat. no. 390).  However, the drawings are much closer to the handling of 
the St. Roch studies in Besançon, from the hatching work to the rendering of fabric in sharp contours. The 
drawing must be dated after his move to Bologna, in accordance with Popham’s suggestion, Drawings of 
Parmigianino, 53, cat. no. 32. 
195 On anachronistic costume in sacred images see Alexander Nagel, “Fashion and the Now-Time of 




are segregated from the sacred figures through conventional mechanisms of appearing in 
profile and planar organization.  Bagnacavallo’s donors occupy a place between the 
viewer and the sacred, with closer access to the divine than the viewer has on this side of 
the picture plane.  Parmigianino’s donor directly confronts the viewer with his forward-
facing body but retains a profile orientation of his head as he turns toward the apparition.  
This twist embodies the dual nature of his character: one part, as Gottardo, participating 
in the sacred narrative as a key figure and addressing the viewer frontally with his body, 
and the other, as donor, a human witness to the revelation of the divine, with his face in 
profile.  He serves as the pivot point at which the picture slips back and forth in time.  At 
one end, the picture attests to the worthiness of the donor, elevated by his conflation with 
St. Roch’s legendary benefactor; at the other end, it makes a claim for the miraculous 
power of St. Roch at work in the present moment of the patron, in 1527 and 1528.  
Parmigianino merges St. Roch’s fourteenth-century outbreak with the plague of 1527-28, 
implying that the miracles of St. Roch also happen now, in the lives of sixteenth-century 
individuals who pray before the altar and his altarpiece.196 
 The shallow depth, cropped view, and dramatic chiaroscuro insist upon the 
presence, the tangibility, of St. Roch’s body.  The instantaneity of the three active figures 
– the dog and donor who turn, suddenly, to see the divine light, and St. Roch, captured at 
a point between standing and kneeling – suggests that they enact a moment of a specific 
episode, even if it cannot be more precisely identified.197  Indeed, the dog seems to have 
                                                
196 A decade later, Parmigianino again manipulated the traditional inclusion of a donor in his last altarpiece 
of the Virgin and Child with Saints Stephen and John the Baptist, Dresden, Gemäldegalerie, inv. no. 160, 
giving him the unusual placement of his head on the lap of St. Stephen.  See Vaccaro, Parmigianino: The 
Paintings, 190ff., illus. pl. LXXV. 
197 The precise moment that the altarpiece is supposed to depict is unclear.  Possibilities include the point at 




turned so urgently to look that his head is caught awkwardly between the saint’s legs, and 
the donor’s head turns to the left while his body remains forward.  While St. Roch is the 
focus of the composition, these figures direct the viewer to the upper left corner, where 
the divine apparition is revealed.  Thus at the same time that the viewer observes the 
enactment of the legendary scene, Parmigianino also makes the viewer witness to the 
revelation of the divine.  The viewer is made witness to the vision of the sign of the cross 
under which Roch performed his miracles as if a miracle is occuring before his own eyes, 
in his time and place.  Through manipulating conventions of the donor portrait, 
Parmigianino attests to the efficacy of his own effigy.   
 St. Roch’s anachronistic sandals are a different matter (fig. 2.26).  The thong 
sandals, composed of thin straps created by cutwork in the leather, gilded along the top at 
mid-calf, do not make a claim for the efficacy of the altarpiece.198  In fact they have little 
to do with the sacred function of the image.  They do not place St. Roch in his historical 
moment of the fourteenth century, nor in Parmigianino’s sixteenth, but refer instead to a 
third history, that of classical antiquity.199  St. Roch’s sandals have received minimal 
                                                                                                                                            
charity and poverty, or, perhaps, that moment at which St. Roch has been woken from slumber and 
discovered himself healed, hence the expression of gratitude on his face that Vasari interpreted as 
conveying thanks for salvation. 
198 Sandals with complicated network of upper straps created by cutwork – rather than laces weaved 
together – were called krepides in Greece (crepidae in Rome).  See Norma Goldman, “Roman Footwear,” 
in The World of Roman Costume, edited by Judith Lynn Sebesta and Larissa Bonfante (Wisconsin: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1994), 114. 
199 Regarding a “classical” style, Roman costume is deeply intermingled with both antecedent and 
contemporary Greek and Etruscan styles, and a clear distinction among them cannot be made.  The half-
boot, for instance, may have originated in Greece, but it appears more frequently in Roman sculpture.  For 
the context of Parmigianino in the sixteenth century, exposure to and understanding of the classical world 
was made primarily through Roman evidence.  See Katherine Dohan Morrow, Greek Footwear and the 
Dating of Sculpture, (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 140, and Goldman, “Roman 
Footwear,” 101-02.  Roman sandals display a variety of strap and thong arrangements and seem to have 





scholarly attention.200   While the following discussion explores these sandals at length, I 
do not intend to exaggerate the significance of the footwear in the painting, as it is a 
somewhat peripheral detail of costume.  However, the almost complete lack of attention 
in scholarship on this aberrant costume warrants, I propose, a close look and 
consideration.  Such a drastic alteration of convention – and, as will be shown, one that 
took place quite late in the development of the composition – deserves scrutiny, 
particularly as it was presented in a context in which Parmigianino’s painting itself must 
have received great scrutiny, as the work of a refugee in the most important public site in 
Bologna. 
 In their simple and elegant design, which reveals more flesh than it conceals, the 
sandals resemble the footwear of ancient statuary – although, significantly, a specific 
antique source is not immediately obvious.  They contrast starkly with the footwear 
conventionally worn by St. Roch in depictions of the saint, for example the depictions by 
Francia, Titian, and Correggio (see figs. 2.4, 2.6, 2.7): solid leather half-boots, with 
exposed toes for comfort and hygiene, rising to mid-calf; a pair of piloi or socks is worn 
beneath to prevent skin irritation and to provide warmth, often visible as white flaps 
hanging over the top of the boot.201  These were still in use in the sixteenth century, and 
contemporary images show pilgrms wearing boots like this and mendicant sandals, thick 
soles with a single strap across the top.  There are sculptural examples from the early 
                                                
200 Roli, “Dal Raffaellismo alla ‘Maniera’,” 201-06, mentions them in passing as contributing to the heroic 
character of St. Roch. 
201 The ventilation created by uncovering the toes prevented infection.  On the pilos or pellytra see Morrow, 




1530s carved on the sacello of the Santa Casa in Loreto.202  Parmigianino knew the 
conventional boots well.  It is essential to point out that he had initially drawn these boots 
on St. Roch in his preparatory studies for the San Petronio altarpiece, and that he 
incorporated the same type of boots in other versions of the saint, such as a compositional 
design for an altarpiece of the Madonna and Child with Sts. Roch and Sebastian (fig. 
2.27), the drawing of a Young Pilgrim at the Ashmolean, and the oil sketch of St. Roch in 
the Wilderness in a Parmese private collection.203  At a late stage in his development of 
St. Roch, he decided to diverge from this tradtion and substitute the pilgrim’s boots with 
a pair of Roman sandals.  
 This is a notable switch, for the footwear contradicts the rest of the picture.  It 
conflicts with the faithful depiction of narrative details that align his picture with the 
hagiographic text.  They are without a doubt unsuited to the figure of St. Roch.  The thin 
soles are inappropriate for the extensive walking of the pilgrim; the leather cutwork 
offers little protection or warmth; and the gilding and decorative appearance is 
antithetical to the saint’s pledge to poverty upon leaving his noble origins in 
Montpellier.204  Even if they allude to Roch’s wealthy upbringing in their elegant form, 
they have nothing to do with medieval France; and although they draw attention to the 
role of Rome in the legend of the saint – Roch was a pilgrim to Rome and stayed there 
                                                
202 See for example sixteenth-century sculptures of pilgrims to Loreto, in Floriano Grimaldi, Pellegrini e 
pellegrinaggi a Loreto, nei secoli XIV-XVIII (Foligno?: n. p., 2001), pl. XII and pl. XIII fig. 2.  See also 
Giulio Bonasone’s engraving, after Parmigianino, of the Madonna and Child with Saints Jerome and 
Blessed Bernardino da Feltre, in which the thick-soled sandals are clearly rendered (London, British 
Museum; see Franklin, Art of Parmigianino, cat. no. 6.   
203 Young Pilgrim at the Ashmolean Museum, illus. Christopher White, Catherine Whistler, and Colin 
Harrison, Old Master Drawings from the Ashmolean Museum, exh. cat., Palazzo Ruspoli, Rome, and 
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum (Oxford: The Museum in association with Oxford University Press, 1992), 
cat. no. 18, and St. Roch in the Wilderness, illus. Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, fig. 70. 




for three years – he certainly was not a pilgrim to ancient Rome.  The inclusion of 
antique-style sandals may be seen to dislodge the figure of St. Roch from his medieval 
historicity.205  The implications of Parmigianino’s deliberate manipulation of this 
historicity, and the particular appearance of the footwear, must be examined in the 
context of his production at this moment of his career. 
 There was, of course, an artistic context for the sandals.  Footwear was one 
element of the classical repertoire that Raphael and his circle studied and implemented in 
their art.206  Raphael demonstrated, in several projects, his interest in different types of 
antique footwear and in experimenting with pairing these types with various figures.207  
This interest is not manifest in the work of Parmigianino, whose figures rarely wear shoes 
as conspicuous as the sandals in the Bologna St. Roch.208  The enthusiasm of Raphael’s 
                                                
205 Nagel, “Fashion and the Now-Time,” 44 and 51, discusses the use of various types of costume to signify 
the antique: “By the end of the fifteenth century, the array of outmoded, if relatively recent, styles of dress 
available to painters allowed them to open up temporal references through quotation and assemblage.  The 
long and elaborate robes of the international Gothic style of c. 1400, in particular – although only two 
generations old – emerged as powerful signifiers of the antique in painting from Botticelli to Bosch.”  This 
evocation of the antique can be seen to remove an image or figure from a specific time: “the revival of the 
antique and the related interest in the body without trappings – the nude – were motivated not, primarily, by 
an interest in ancient culture for its own sake, but by a belief in the timeless perfection of ancient art and by 
a desire to make the works of modern art participate in that pristine atemporality... The recourse to antique 
forms was an effort to resist the historicity of art, even if in the process it mobilized the instruments of 
historicism, such as archeology and philology.” 
206 See for example Raphael’s study after the colossoal Genius, whose decorative “parade boots” were the 
focus of much study, in Rome by 1508-9, now Naples, Museo Nazionale.  Phyllis Pray Bober and Ruth 
Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), no. 
188 and fig. 188a.  On early Raphael and the antique, see Michael W. Kwakkelstein, “The Model’s Pose: 
Raphael’s Early Use of Antique and Italian Art,” Artibus et historiae 23, no. 46 (2002): 37-60. 
207 For example, in his development of the Baglioni altarpiece, at an earlier stage of design, on the figure 
supporting Christ’s legs, Raphael envisioned a pair of thick piloi tied up with straps; however, for the 
painting, he replaced these with more elegant half-boots with gilded cuffs.  The strapped piloi, in turn, 
ended up on the feet of the figure at Christ’s head, who had been barefoot in the cartoon.  The same 
strapped piloi turn up in a predella panel for the Colonna altarpiece.  Baglioni Entombment, Rome, Galleria 
Borghese, 1507, for the church of San Francesco al Prato, Perugia; cartoon for the Entombment, Florence, 
Uffizi, inv, no. 538 E.  See Meyer zur Capellen, Raphael, vol. 1, no. 31 (illus.). 
208 Two exceptions include a drawing of Apollo and Daphne in which Apollo wears summarily-rendered 




circle for antique costume might be described as archaeological.  Some of these artists, 
perhaps above all Giovanni da Udine, demonstrated keen attention to the components and 
structure of ancient costume, almost always studied from Roman sculpture.  Raphael’s 
own archaeological interest is exemplified by the meticulously designed sandals of 
Sergius Paulus in the tapestry cartoon of the Conversion of the Preconsul, in which the 
artist demonstrates his understanding of the intricate components of this particular kind of 
shoe.209  Giulio Romano, in his study of classical objects, shows that footwear is as 
important as other categories, like architecture and armor, and he displays his fluency in 
the articulation of antique footwear with the same enthusiasm as in his rendering of 
architecture and other aspects of costume.210  In the art of Raphael and his circle, it is 
often easy to identify an antique source.  Without a doubt, the artists embellished their 
classical prototypes, but the connection to an extant antique model is frequently apparent.  
In Raphael’s Holy Family of Francis I (fig. 2.28), for instance, he modeled the Virgin’s 
gently twisting sandaled foot on that of the Apollo Belvedere (fig. 2.29), which was 
                                                                                                                                            
853), and the drawing of the sandaled foot, after the Apollo Belvedere, on a sheet of studies for the 
Madonna of the Long Neck, discussed below (Huntington Library, San Marino). 
209 He constructed a pair of gallicae with full heel cap, a complex network of laces that tie up at the instep 
of the foot, and a lingula, or decorative tongue, that folds down to cover the laces.  Raphael, Conversion of 
the Proconsul, tapestry cartoon, London, Victoria & Albert Museum.  On gallicae see Goldman, “Roman 
Footwear,” 109; on the lingula see Morrow, Greek Footwear, 141. 
210 In the Madonna of the Oak, he presents the Virgin’s thong sandal immediately beside a finely-rendered 
column fragment and relief (also called Raphael and workshop, Madrid, Museo del Prado).  See Meyer zur 
Capellen, Raphael, vol. 2, cat. no. 65.  The fallen column, fragment of the relief, and ruins in the 
background allude to the arrival of Christ and the age sub gratia, but at the same time they display the 
artist’s indulgence in antique forms.  In Venus and Adonis, in the Palazzo Te, Sala di Psiche, he depicts a 
pair of leather crepidae that Adonis took off to bathe with Venus, next to a masterfully painted antique 
helmet, illus. Gérard-Julien Salvy, Giulio Romano. “Un manière extravagante et moderne” (Paris, Lagune, 
1994), 113.  Adonis’ sandals are similar to the simplified crepidae carved on a leg conserved at Villa 




installed in the Cortile del Belvedere since 1503.211  These emulations of the antique are 
not in conflict with the subject matter.  Gods and their lovers as well as the Holy Family 
may be dressed in the costume of ancient Rome without discrepancy. 
 Parmigianino did not demonstrate the same probing interest in the form of ancient 
objects.212  While he certainly studied classical forms intently, from early on he took 
these models as points of departure and invention, as means to express his own style and 
explore his own imagination; Parmigianino’s relationship to the antique was more 
inventive than exact.213  He demonstrated his ability to study from life with precision and 
keen observation – from hanging rags, to animals, and certainly anatomical form214 – but 
the effort to make faithful studies after antique figures and objects is rare in the extensive 
graphic corpus of Parmigianino.  A sheet of studies for the Madonna of the Long Neck 
includes a drawing after the same foot of the Apollo Belvedere that Raphael studied (fig. 
2.30).215  The fact that it prepares a foot of a figure in his last painting project, executed 
in Parma, suggests that he was working from another drawing of the Vatican sculpture or 
                                                
211 Also called Raphael and workshop (Giulio).  Paris, Musée du Louvre.  See Meyer zur Capellen, 
Raphael, vol. 2, cat. no. 62.  On the Apollo Belvedere, see Bober and Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and 
Antique Sculpture, 71, no. 28. 
212 Parmigianino did not indulge in the inclusion of antique forms in the same way that Raphael and Giulio 
did; for example even in composing scenes of ancient Rome, Parmigianino treated aspects of costume, 
particularly footwear, in a cursory way, as seen in the drawings for the Martyrdom of St. Paul (Paris, 
Louvre (Popham 379 and 380); British Museum, London (Popham 190)).  More over, in the Conversion of 
Paul, Parmigianino chose to depict the figure of Paul barefoot, rather than with elegant Roman footwear, as 
would have been appropriate to his character. 
213 On Parmigianino’s “creative copies” after antique statuary see Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 16-20, which 
discusses the handful of Parmigianino’s close studies after antique forms.  Parmigianino did not indulge in 
opportunities to depict classical costume; for example, in the Conversion of Paul he chose to present the 
figure of Paul barefoot, as opposed to wearing elegant footwear, as would have been appropriate to his 
character. 
214 Study of Rags and a Bust, Bayonne, Musée Bonnat, inv. no. 1652, Gnann, Parmigianino: Die 
Zeichnungen, cat. no. 178; studies of animals, cf. Gnann, cat. nos. 804-806; Studies of Arms and Legs, 
Florence, Uffizi, inv, no. 13611 F (recto and verso), Gnann, Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, cat. no. 392.   




from a replica sculpture.  But the sandaled foot, with its recognizable spade-shaped 
thong, only held Parmigianino’s interest for a limited time, for on the same sheet he 
redrew the foot as nude, without the sandal, as the Madonna of the Long Neck would 
ultimately appear.   
 Although he had moved to Rome eager to study the works of the ancient and 
modern masters, above all Michelangelo and Raphael, his surviving studies after Roman 
statuary and modern works show that he made each study his own.  After the Seated 
Venus, he arranged the drapery according to his own preference, while retaining the 
headless and armless torso, as it appeared in the sixteenth century; after the Laocöon, he 
transformed the group into individual expressive heads on separate sheets, enlivening 
each with flowing hair and vibrancy as if drawing from flesh and not stone.216  
Parmigianino’s drawings after Raphael pay homage to their model, but they also, at the 
same time, declare the hand of Parmigianino himself.  His study of the School of Athens, 
for instance, leaves no doubt as to his ability to convey Raphael’s composition, but the 
forms of the figures themselves are entirely of Parmigianino.217  The same can be said of 
his studies of Raphael’s tapestry cartoons, such as the design for the Healing of the Lame 
Men, in which Parmigianino changed even the very architecture that stabilized and 
                                                
216 Denise Allen, “A Beautiful and Gracious Manner: The Art of Parmigianino,” The Frick Collection 
Members’ Magazine (Winter, 2004), 6, identified Parmigianino’s Study of Drapery, which prepared the 
figure of the Virgin in the Vision of St. Jerome, as a study after the Vatican Seated Venus.  On the drawings 
after heads of the Laocöon group, see G. Agosti, Disegni del Rinascimento in Valpadana, exh. cat., 
Gabinetto Disegni e Stampe degli Uffizi, Florence (Florence: L. S. Olschki, 2001), cat. no. 88; Gnann, 
Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, cat. nos. 253-56. 
217 Parmigianino, after Raphael’s School of Athens, Royal Library, Windsor Castle.  Gnann, Parmigianino: 




characterized Raphael’s iconic compositions; he replaced one spiral column of Raphael’s 
design with a simple shaft.218 
 In light of Parmigianino’s complex relationship with antique models, what can be 
said about St. Roch’s sandals in terms of an antique source?  They do not exhibit 
archaeological enthusiasm for and analytic interest in elements of costume.219  St. Roch’s 
sandals, though elegant, are peculiar.  They have no visible fasteners, such as ties, laces, 
or knots; it is unclear how they are to be put on and taken off.  A comparison between the 
left and right sandals reveals that they are not exactly a pair: while on the left foot, the 
portion that runs up the front of the shin is scalloped, on the right, the same section has a 
straight edge.  The angle of the curved top strap is different on each leg.  They do in some 
ways resemble footwear of ancient sources, such as calcei patricii, elegant shoeboots 
composed of thin straps wrapped around the lower leg, seen on the equestrian statue of 
Marcus Aurelius in the Capitoline Museum – which Parmigianino may have studied in a 
drawing220 – and on the flamines on the Ara Pacis.  However, these shoeboots bear 
visible ties along the front, and their engineering is clear.221  Parmigianino’s sandals do 
                                                
218 Two of Parmigianino’s studies after the cartoons survive: a drawing of St. Paul Preaching (Frankfurt, 
Städelsches Kunstinstitut und Städtische Galerie, inv. no. 4313; illus. Franklin, Art of Parmigianino, cat. 
no. 22) and Healing of the Lame Men, which he translated into a print using both etching and woodblock 
(both London, British Museum; illus. Franklin, Parmigianino, cat. no. 26 and under cat. no. 26, fig. 58). In 
the Healing of the Lame, Parmigianino replaced one of the spiral columns with a straight shaft.  
219 This is also true for one of the only other sandals he painted in an altarpiece; in the Vision of St. Jerome, 
he rendered a thong sandal on the foot of the Virgin, but a simple one, without complex strapwork or 
famous antique model, with a simple, solid vamp that covers the top of the foot. 
220 Chatsworth, Devonshire and the Trustees of the Chatsworth Settlement, inv. no. 779.  Gnann, 
Parmigianino: Die Zeichnungen, cat. no. 333. 
221 The calceus patricius was elegant footwear appropritate to individuals of higher status.  On the footwear 




not appear to conform to any known type of antique footwear.222  It may well be that 
Parmigianino invented the sandals of St. Roch, as some ancient sculptors did, distilling 
features of the Roman style to create a sandal made only for painting.223  His 
displacement from Rome and thus from its rich antique sources may have prompted such 
invention.  But he was able to access classical sculpture both before his arrival in Rome, 
in Parma and Fontenallato, and after, again in Parma, likely through sculptural 
reproductions, drawing studies, and prints.224  His invention, based on antique style, was 
apparently deliberate. 
 Seen in this light, the sandals of St. Roch may document Parmigianino’s effort to 
align himself and his art with the modern masters of Rome.  He does not refer to a 
specific antique source – as he had elsewhere – and thus his sandals may be seen to 
allude to the modern usage of the antique style, moreso than to an antique example itself.  
Vasari reported that the young artist had earned the title of Raphael redivivus in Rome.  
The St. Roch altarpiece seems to assert this claim for his identity to his Bolognese 
audience.225  The conventional iconography of St. Roch did not allow such a 
                                                
222 Although there is no rigid categorization of the types of footwear worn in ancient Greece and Rome, 
both Morrow, Greek Footwear, and Goldman, “Roman Footwear,” have established categories based on 
archaeological evidence and depictions in ancient sculpture and painting.  Parmigianino’s sandals may be 
closest to the kind of footwear seen on sculptures on the Hellenistic Pergamon Altar Gigantomachy, in 
which Aphrodite and Doris wear half-boots that are elegant and intricate and cannot be matched to any 
description in literary sources: these were likely imaginary, created for the purpose of the sculpture alone. 
Morrow, Greek Footwear, 138ff., figs. 120a and b, and 122a and b, describes figures in Berlin, Pergamon 
Museum, in which the footwear reveals elements that were clearly the invention of the artist, built upon 
basic types of footwear. 
223 There does not appear to be any other example of Parmigianino inventing footwear for any of his other 
painting projects. 
224 See for example the drawing cited above of Parmigianino’s studies after the foot of the Apollo 
Belvedere. 
225 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 536: “Ma tornando a Fracesco, egli studiando in Roma volle 
vedere tutte le cose antiche e moderne così di scultura come di pittura che erano in quella città; ma in 




proclamation of lineage to be made, but the artist was able to change the iconography to 
do so.  The costume of St. Roch also resembles that of Raphael’s St. Cecilia (fig. 2.31).  
While the legend of St. Roch gives no particular requirements for the costume of the 
saint, Parmigianino chose to dress St. Roch in a bright yellow tunic, like that of St. 
Cecilia (fig. 2.32).  He also decorated it with linear patterning – now only barely visible – 
similar to that seen on Cecilia’s dress, which is suited to this first-century noble woman, 
but has no place on the clothing of a pilgrim who had renounced his wealth.226  He 
created the same slit in the fabric on the left side of St. Roch, which also, as on St. 
Cecilia, blows open to reveal the underlayer worn beneath.  Roch’s slit is gusseted with 
modest stitches, while Cecilia’s is held together by an ornamental button.227  Peeking out 
from under the hem of Cecilia’s dress are a pair of thong sandals, which derive from 
antique sculpture, seen, for example, on a figurine of Minerva now in New York (fig. 
2.33).  Parmigianino may or may not have been aware of the specific classical source of 
Cecilia’s footwear when he composed his own antique-inspired sandals for St. Roch.  He 
broke the rules of convention and historical authenticity, and in doing so, his St. Roch 
appears in costume to be kin to St. Cecilia, and thus, by association, Parmigianino 
himself as kin to Raphael. 
                                                                                                                                            
spirito del qual Raffaelo si diceva poi essr passato nel corpo di Francesco, per vedersi quel giovane 
nell’arte raro e ne’ costumi gentile e grazioso come fu Raffaello, e che è più, sentendosi quanto egli 
s’ingegnava d’immitarlo in tutte le cose, ma sopra tutto nella pittura.” David Ekserdjian, “Parmigianino and 
Michelangelo,” Master Drawings 31, no. 4 (Essays in Honor of Jacob Bean; Winter, 1993): 390-94, 
reminds that Vasari stressed Parmigianino’s interest in studying the art of both the ancients and moderns in 
Rome, and both the works of Michelangelo and Raphael in the passage. 
226 Parmigianino articulated intricate patterning on figures in the Conversion of Paul and the Madonna of 
St. Margaret; an early example of his interest in patterning is the Bardi Mystic Marriage. 
227 In the Vision of St. Jerome, Parmigianino had introduced distressed stitching on the Baptist’s left side; 
however, this runs up the torso of the figure and contributes to the ruggedness of his costume, which 




 But through his choice to manipulate St. Roch’s costume with anachronistic 
elements, he also underlined his own romanità: St. Roch’s antique sandals are, in a way, 
an allusion to Parmigianino himself, his connection to Rome and immersion in its ancient 
and modern art, and his status in Bologna as a refugee from the Eternal City.  This was a 
a major point of differentiation of his art amid the saturated artistic market in Bologna 
and in San Petronio in particular.  Decades later, Denis Calvaert, in his drawing after the 
altarpiece, did not adhere to Parmigianino’s rendering of the classical footwear (fig. 
2.34).228  For Calvaert, the costume of the saint did not carry the same personal relevance 
for him as it did for Parmigianino when he first presented his altarpiece in Bologna in 
1528.  As Calvaert changed other aspects of the composition and made it his own, 
inculding the position of the dog and the demeanor of the saint, he also, to some degree, 
restored St. Roch’s historicity as a medieval saint wearing traditional boots.229 
 Given the activity at San Petronio during the time that Parmigianino worked on 
and installed his altarpiece, as well as the distinct and almost immediate influence his art 
had on local artists, there can be no question of Parmigianino’s notoriety and publicity in 
Bologna.230  And so, Parmigianino’s viewers may have understood the artist’s identity to 
                                                
228 Daniele Benati, Dipinti e disegni emiliani dal manierismo al neoclassico, exh. cat., Galleria Cavour, 
Bologna (Bologna: Graphiche Zanini, 1997), cat. no. 19. 
 
229 This reversion to convention is also seen in copies after Rosso’s Sansepolcro Lamentation.  See Chapter 
Two. 
230 I must contend with Ekserdjian, Parmigianino, 10, on the point of Parmigianino’s influence on his 
contemporaries in Bologna: “there is no sign of his having drawn inspiration from any of his 
contemporaries in Bologna, and indeed although there is ample evidence that his works were eventually to 
have a profound impact upon the local school, it is impossible to find traces of an immediate response... 
Instead, he seems to have slipped into Bologna unnoticed and departed for Parma in similar fashion.”  At 
least two of Parmigianino’s works had immediate impact on his contemporaries: the drawing of the Virgin 
and Child with Saints Roch and Sebastian at the Uffizi, and the painting of the Madonna of St. Margaret, 
Bologna, Pinacoteca Nazionale.  Girolamo da Carpi’s Madonna and Child with Saints Roch, Sebastian, and 
Catherine, in the church of San Salvatore, Bologna, cites two works by Parmigianino: the figure of the 




be entwined in his picture.  Could his figure of St. Roch represent, in some ways, the 
artist himself?  Parmigianino had been, like his protagonist, a pilgrim to Rome, where he 
had also stayed for three years.  He had also been miraculously saved from disaster.  The 
emphasis of the altarpiece on the salvation of St. Roch is unusual and counters the 
conventional depiction of his anticipation of recovery.  The celebration of salvation, 
however, aligns with the artist’s own survival story.  This survival story is the legend of 
Parmigianino’s “salvation by art” that Vasari would immortalize in text years later.  From 
early on, Parmigianino had conflated his own identity with his art; such was the 
conception he had presented to the pope on a convex panel.  He did not have to render his 
own features on the face of St. Roch to encourage his viewers to see a version of himself 
in the painted figure, although, to be sure, comparison between his self portrait and the 
carefully-studied face of St. Roch does not immediately refute the possibility of 
resemblance.  The anachronism of the donor figure plays a part in this.  If the kneeling 
figure is at once the fourteenth-century Gottardo and sixteenth-century patron, then the 
upright pilgrim can be both the fourteenth-century saint and sixteenth-century artist.  He 
can be both St. Roch, intercessor to the divine in the legend, and Parmigianino, 
intercessor to the divine through paint.231   
                                                                                                                                            
altarpiece (Faietti, ed., Il Cinquecento a Bologna, 193, cat. no. 48a, illus. 151; see also Bentini in Fornari 
Schianchi and Ferino-Pagden, eds., Parmigianino e il manierismo europeo, 53). The lower body of St. 
Sebastian is identical to that in Parmigianino’s drawing – but in reverse.  Bagnacavallo’s Madonna and 
Child with Saints Sebastian and Roch, installed in the church of Santa Maria della Purificazione, also 
resembles Parmigianino’s Uffizi drawing, in parts, although details differ, and are in reverse.  The 
configuration of the Christ child’s legs are almost identical to the drawing, and the Virgin is close to the 
drawing, including the hem line of her garment, except that the arm reaching down to hold her garment in 
Parmigianino’s drawing becomes the arms reaching down to support the bottom of the child.  It is possible 
that Parmigianino produced an etching of this composition, and this, in reverse of the drawing, served as 
the model for Bagnacavallo and Girolamo da Carpi.  It is not, however, impossible, that Parmigianino 
produced for or gave drawings like this to his new colleagues. 
231 See Alexander Nagel, The Controversy of Renaissance Art (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 




 The conception of Parmigianino as St. Roch is not explicit in the painting; that 
overt identification could not be expected.  Obvious elevation of himself as intercessor to 
the divine would be inappropriate.  But the picture offers the possibility of identifying the 
artist with the depicted saint at points of intersection between the hagiographic legend 
and Parmigianino’s own biography.  This reading must be differentiated from the case of 
Vincenzo Tamagni, whose nineteenth-century apologizer, Clemente Santi, claimed that 
Vincenzo painted his own portrait in the face of St. Roch in his Assumption of the Virgin.  
It is true that in Vincenzo’s painting, St. Roch is the only one of three saints to look out at 
the viewer; St. Sebastian and St. Thomas both gaze upward at the ascending Virgin.  
However, besides this engagement with the viewer, which is notable but commonplace in 
Renaissance pictures, nothing in the painting calls attention to the face of St. Roch as an 
outstanding or remarkable element.  Not only does it lack the particularized features that 
might mark it as a self portrait, but it is a repetition of a facial type used by Vincenzo in 
other pictures.  Conversely, Parmigianino asserts his agency, and his creative identity, in 
his picture through defiance of convention.  He rejects the traditional depiction of the 
saint in order to highlight, instead, his salvation.  He shatters pictorial time – conflates the 
fourteenth-century episode with the modern moment – by inserting the figure of the 
donor as an active character in the hagiographic narrative, and he rejects the appropriate 
costume of St. Roch in order to emphasize the saint’s, and his own, connection to Rome.  
Like Polidoro and his circular fortress burning in the background of the Souls in 
Purgatory, Parmigianino need not have made his own association with his picture 





 The monumentality, boldness, and classical costume of St. Roch establish his 
heroic character.  Such an image of the “heroic pilgrim” was ironic in the context of 
Bologna in 1527 and 1528, a time of war, plague, and famine, and devastation so severe 
that hostels built to house traveling pilgrims were converted to shelter the children of the 
dead.  With this context of crisis in mind, Parmigianino’s St. Roch altarpiece offers the 
figure of St. Roch as a vision of hope and redemption, the Christian pilgrim triumphant in 
his salvation.  The choice to include the iconography of the vision of the cross 
underscores the theme of triumph further still – and connects in yet another way to 
“romanitas”: it strikes a hagiographic parallel to the emperor Constantine’s victory over 
Maxentius In Hoc Signo – the first Christian emperor’s winning of the rule of Rome 
under the sign of the cross.232  Such a vision may have been meaningful to Emperor 
Charles V when he came to San Petronio for his coronation in 1530. 
 The St. Roch with a Donor fulfilled the needs of Parmigianino’s professional 
career after his displacement from Rome, even as it served its sacred function as a 
powerful effigy of hope and salvation at a time of crisis.  It records the consequences of 
the Sack on Parmigianino’s art production, a new drawing technique the developed from 
his printmaking practice, and the impact of the absconded Roman Baptist.  He drew upon 
works of art around him in the city and within San Petronio to ground his painting within 
a local visual culture, and at the same time what he produced was revolutionary in the art 
of Bologna, in his own production, and in the pictorial tradition of St. Roch.  Through the 
insertion of anachronistic costume, in the figures of the donor-Gottardo and of the saint 
himself, Parmigianino manipulated the sacred image in two distinct ways.  He anchored it 
                                                
232 Parmigianino would have certainly known Giulio Romano’s fresco of the episode of the Battle of the 




in the late 1520s and thus underlined its modern efficacy, using the hybrid figure of 
Gottardo as donor in contemporary costume.  He also asserted his artistic heritage in 
Rome and as kin to Raphael – as Raphael redivivus – by invented antique-style sandals 
for the saint, which, in post-Sack Bologna, drew attention to his own recent migration 
from Rome.  The salvation of St. Roch mirrored the artist’s own legendary salvation from 
the Sack, in a painting that can be seen to be perhaps as much about the artist himself as it 
was about St. Roch. 
 As a presentation piece, the painting was successful, so far as Parmigianino went 
on to have three prolific years in Bologna.  He produced a range of sacred and secular 
works for such figures as Charles V and Clement VII, as well as local patrons.233  But 
Parmigianino never earned the most prestigious artistic posts in Bologna.  When it came 
time to prepare the city for the coronation in the fall of 1529, the important jobs of 
overseeing the design and decoration of emphemera and triumphal arches became 
available.  Parmigianino does not appear to have participated in the production of the 
emphemera; Amico Aspertini was chosen to execute decorations, as was another 
foreigner, Pedro de Campaña.234  Vasari reported that, despite having produced works for 
clients of reputation, like Pietro Aretino, and of high status, like Pope Clement, the artist 
never attained the financial success he had hoped for in Bologna.235  Ill-advised by a 
friend, Vasari writes, who may have intended to mislead him, Parmigianino made poor 
                                                
233 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 540ff.   
234 Ibid., vol. 4, 497.  Pieter Kempeneer, called Pedro de Campaña (c. 1503-80), was from Brussels, and 
from Bologna he settled in Spain. 
235 It appears, from later documents, that Parmigianino was commissioned to decorate a chapel in San 
Petronio dedicated to St. Maurice for the emperor and that he traveled with the Bolognese Ludovico 
Carbonesi to Venice to purchase pigments and Verona to purchase stone some time after February 1530; 
however, the work never appears to have started, and Parmigianino left for Parma soon after.  See 




decisions that undermined his own efforts.236 In 1530, Parmigianino returned to his native 
Parma, and would be displaced again, from personal disaster, ten years later.237
                                                
236 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 542: regarding Parmigianino’s portrait of Charles with a cupid and 
globe, after he showed the painting to Pope Clement, who was very pleased with it, “Francesco, come mal 
consigliato da un suo poco fedele o poco saputo amico, dicendo che non era finita, non la volle lasciare; e 
così Sua Maestà non l’ebbe, et egli non fu, come sarebbe stato senza dubbio, premiato.” 
237 Ibid., vol. 4, 543-44, describes Parmigianino’s degeneration toward the end of his career, during which 
he became obsessed with alchemy and did not complete his decoration of at Steccata, for which he was 
forced to flee Parma for Casalmaggiore: “Intanto cominciò Francesco a dismettere l'opera della Steccata, o 
almeno a fare tanto adagio che si conosceva che v'andava di male gambe; e questo aveniva perché, avendo 
cominciato a studiare le cose dell'alchimia, aveva tralasciato del tutto le cose della pittura, pensando di 
dover tosto aricchire congelando mercurio. Per che stillandosi il cervello non con pensare belle invenzioni 
né con i pennelli o mestiche, perdeva tutto il giorno in tramenare carboni, legne, bocce di vetro et altre 
simili baz[z]icature, che gli facevano spendere più in un giorno che non guadagnava a lavorare una 
settimana alla capella della Stecca[ta]; e non avendo altra entrata, e pur bisognandogli anco vivere, si 
veniva così consumando con questi suoi fornelli a poco a poco. E che fu peggio, gl'uomini della Compagnia 
della Steccata, vedendo che egli avea del tutto tralasciato il lavoro, avendolo per aventura, come si fa, 
soprapagato, gli mossero lite; onde egli per lo migliore si ritirò, fuggendosi una notte con alcuni amici suoi 








 “Povero Rosso” endured a humiliating experience during the Sack: German 
soldiers stripped him and forced him, bareheaded and barefoot, to empty the contents of a 
cheesemonger’s shop.238  Rosso likely told this story to Vasari when Vasari traveled to 
Borgo San Sepolcro, as Sansepolcro was then called, in 1528 to meet him.239  At this 
point, Rosso must have just finished or was just finishing a painting that Vasari would 
write about with praise: the so-called Deposition, still in situ in the former church of S. 
Croce (now S. Lorenzo), commissioned from Rosso in September of 1527 (fig. 3.1).240  
Rosso’s altarpiece, which has been called a Deposition since its creation, depicts the 
scene of the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross, which it will be called in this chapter.  
It presents the Virgin with the dead Christ on her lap surrounded by a crowd of seventeen 
figures in a dark Golgotha.  Vasari, who would emulate Rosso’s composition in his own 
                                                
238 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 481: “Succendo intanto il sacco di Roma, fu il povero Rosso fatto 
prigione de’ Tedeschi e molto mal trattato; per ciò che oltra lo spogliarlo de’ vestimenti, scalzo e senza 
nulla in testa gli fecero portare addosso pesi e sgombrare quasi tutta la bottega d’un pizzicagnolo.”  Rosso 
also appears to have been imprisoned in the mass hostage at the della Valle palace with Parmigianino and 
Jacopo Sansovino.  “Rossus de Rossis pictor” is second on the list of hostages dated May 8, 1527, which 
also includes “Jacobus di S. Savino” and “Franciscus Maria Parmensis” (transcribed in Bonaparte, Sac de 
Rome, 81ff.).  See Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 134, note 53. 
239 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 286: “Cristofano [Doceno, of Sansepolcro], avendo conosciuto 
Giorgio Vasari nel Borgo l’anno 1528 quando andò a vedere colà il Rosso, dove l’avea molto carezzato, si 
risolvé di volere ripararsi con esso lui.”  Vasari and Rosso were in contact also later in 1528 in Arezzo, 
where Rosso aided Vasari with drawings and advice.  Ibid., vol. 6, 370: “la qual pittura [for San Piero 
d’Arezzo de’ frati de’ Servi], vedendola il Rosso, pittore famosissimo, che di que’ giorni venne in Arezzo, 
fu cagione che, conoscendovi qualche cosa di buono cavata dal naturale, mi volle conoscere, e che poi 
m’aiutò di disegni e di consiglio.” 
240 Ibid., vol. 4, 482: “Il Deposto che vi è di croce è cosa molto rara e bella, per avere osservato ne’ colori 





work,241 applauded in particular Rosso’s diligence in execution and the effect of the 
darkness, which illustrates the eclipse that took place at Christ’s death.242  Although 
Rosso’s production throughout his career is diverse and characterized by stylistic 
experimentation, special attention has been paid to the Sansepolcro picture because its 
stylistic singularity is so pronounced.243  Certainly it features remnants of his Roman 
style: the “relief style” composition of the figures pushed up against the picture plane; the 
interest in articulating a sort of teste divine on his female figures; the elongation of 
anatomy, particularly that of Christ’s body.  But these qualities are corrupted, distorted to 
attain very different effects in Sansepolcro.  The tangle of figures in the central group 
creates an effect of multiplicity yet unseen in Rosso’s work; the network (or “relief”) of 
fragmented heads and limbs gives the illusion that there may be more figures present than 
are actually counted.244  The clarity and space of his Volterra Deposition of 1521 
contrasts sharply with the congestion here (fig. 3.2).  In his Florentine Moses Defending 
the Daughters of Jethro, the violent subject of which might better lend itself to a tangled 
composition, Rosso had conserved a planar organization of the figures that he defies in 
                                                
241 Ibid., vol. 6, 383, describes an altarpiece of the Deposition from the Cross he produced in 1547 for the 
Pisa Duomo: “l’Operaio di detto Duomo mi diede a fare un’altra: nella quale, perché aveva andare 
similmente la Nostra Donna, per variare dall’altra, feci essa Madonna con Cristo morto a piè della croce 
posato in grembo a lei, i ladroni in alto sopra le croci, e, con le Marie e Niccodemo che sono intorno, 
accomodati i Santi titolari di quelle cappelle, che tutti fanno componimento e vaga la storia di quella 
tavola.”  The painting is lost but was engraved by Enea Vico and shows influence of Rosso’s Sansepolcro 
painting, including the pose of the Virgin and Christ, the inclusion of the soldier, and the inclusion of a man 
on horseback with a mantle on his head in the background.  The composition is discussed further below. 
242 Matthew 27:45, “Now from the sixth hour there was darkness over all the land until the ninth hour.” 
243 For example, Roberto Paolo Ciardi and Alberto Mugnaini, Rosso Fiorentino: Catalogo completo dei 
dipinti (Florence: Cantini, 1991), 124: the Sansepolcro picture offers “una visione profondamente alterata”; 
Cécile Scailliérez, Rosso: Le Christ mort (Paris: Editions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 2004), 46, 
draws attention to Rosso’s “nouvelle vision.”   
244 Christopher Fulton, “Present at the Inception: Donatello and the Origins of Sixteenth-Century 
Mannerism,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 60, no. 2 (1997): 180ff., discusses the composition as learned 




Sansepolcro.245  The rendering of acconciature and luxurious textiles in the Lamentation 
far exceeds, in detail and finish, any comparable passage in Rosso’s production up to this 
point.  While the figure of Christ is stretched out across the width of the panel, its 
angularity and exaggerated bloating of the thorax classify this body as of a different type 
than those of his Roman works, like that of the Dead Christ with Angels in Boston (fig. 
3.8), whose monumental and fleshy body seems entirely alien to the Christ of 
Sansepolcro, which is dark and seemingly desiccated. 
 Comparison between the Lamentation altarpiece and contemporaneous scenes of 
the same subject underlines the unusual appearance of Rosso’s painting within pictorial 
tradition.246  It opposes the quiet drama that characterizes the Florentine pictures of 
Perugino, Andrea del Sarto, and Fra Bartolommeo – the latter from which Rosso may 
have taken the figure of the crouching Magdalene (fig. 3.3).247  Perino’s drawings of 
compianti scenes produced in Rome offer similar views at the base of the cross but 
convey stillness and solemnity in contrast to Rosso’s picture (fig. 3.4).248  In Sansepolcro, 
Rosso must have seen Luca Signorelli’s Crucifixion standard (fig. 3.5), painted circa 
1505 and used in processions by the confraternity of Sant’Antonio Abate; it depicts a 
                                                
245 Florence, Uffizi.  See Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 109ff. 
 
246 Franklin, Rosso in Italy, discusses Rosso’s picture at length and its visual connections to other scenes of 
the Pietà, such as the Lamentation scenes of Botticelli, Michelangelo’s Pietà in the Vatican, and 
Pontormo’s contemporaneous altarpiece for the Capponi chapel in Florence.  I will not rehearse Franklin’s 
thorough discussion here, and I suggest that Rosso’s reliance on the model of Michelangelo’s sculptural 
group should be acknowledged but not overestimated, for the dispositions of Rosso’s Virgin and Christ are 
very different from Michelangelo’s. 
 
247 Perugino, Lamentation, c. 1495, Florence, Palazzo Pitti; Fra Bartolommeo, 1511-12, Florence, Palazzo 
Pitti; Andrea del Sarto, Lamentation, c. 1520, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum. 
248 Parma Armani, ed., Tra Raffaello e Michelangelo, cat. no. 34.  See also the drawing of the Lamentation 
at the Foot of the Cross with Donor, Vienna, Albertina, inv. no. 537, illus. Parma Armani, ed., Perino del 
Vaga tra Raffaello e Michelangelo, cat. no. 30, which prepares the fresco in Rome, S. Stefano del Cacco; 
Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross with Saints and Donors, red chalk, London, British Museum, inv. no. 




narrative presentation of the Crucifixion and Deposition rather than a Lamentation at the 
Foot of the Cross, but the elegant contemporary costumes of the two Marys supporting 
the Virgin may have informed in some way Rosso’s treatment of costume in his own 
picture.249  Significantly, none of the pictures of the Lamentation by other artists, nor 
Signorelli’s Crucifixion standard, includes the figure of the soldier.    
 The grotesque face of the soldier behind the Virgin has drawn much scholarly 
attention.  Its introduction of a repugnant being in a gathering of otherwise refined figures 
is striking.  The presence of the soldier has perhaps overshadowed the fact that the 
elegance of some of the figures is exceptional in Rosso’s corpus.  For the first time, 
Rosso introduces extremes of elegance and of monstrosity in a single panel.  Several 
figures resemble characters from Rosso’s earlier works: the man covering his face at right 
and the figure on the ladder have cognates in the Volterra Deposition; the thrown-back 
head of the Virgin recalls that of the Dying Cleopatra (fig. 3.9); and the female mourner 
crouching at Christ’s head relates to a figure drawn in Rosso’s Uffizi study for the Virgin 
and Child and Saints.250  But taken together, the components of the composition, even if 
familiar in aspects from earlier work, document an altogether new artistic approach, 
                                                
249 Luca Signorelli, Processional standard, Crucifixion on one side and S. Antonio Abate and S. Eligio with 
Four Members of the Confraternity of S. Antonio Abate on the other, oil on canvas on both sides, 
Sansepolcro, Museo Civico.  See A. M. Maetzke and D. Galoppi Nappini, Il Museo Civico di Sansepolcro 
(Florence: Cassa di Risparmio, 1988), 67. One might also compare Rosso’s altarpiece to Luca Signorelli’s 
Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross, 1520, Cortona, Museo Diocesano, which emphasizes the narrative 
aspect of the Passion scene, includes ornate contemporary costumes, and depicts Roman soldiers in the 
background but not in the central action. 
250 Black chalk, Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi, Gabinetto dei Disegni, illus. Franklin, Rosso in Italy, fig. 
53.  It is unknown which drawings Rosso may have had with him in Sansepolcro.  The fact that he tried to 
recover his belongings in both Rome and in Florence suggests that he had few with him, as does Vasari’s 
account that Lappoli came to bring him supplies in Sansepolcro because Rosso had lost everything.  See 





which contrasts with, more than with anything else in his career to this point, Rosso’s 
Roman production. 
 Modern scholars have interpreted Rosso’s Lamentation as a reflection of the 
traumatized state of the arist after the Sack, citing the “obsessive” meticulousness in 
handling, the darkness, tangled arrangement of figures, and the disfigured face of the 
Roman soldier in the background as indications of Rosso’s personal disturbance 
expressed through his art.251  These claims have been extended to the so-called Christ in 
Glory in Città di Castello.252  Such interpretations provoked, in turn, “corrective” 
responses that insisted on segregating Rosso’s art from his biographical context.  For 
example, the disfigured face of the soldier does not reflect Rosso’s negative feelings 
toward soldiers after the Sack but instead illustrates the Northern convention of including 
an evil persecutor of Christ in a Passion scene; the face of Rosso’s figure is, in turn, 
based specifically on the physiognomic text of Pomponius Gauricus, published in 
1504.253  This chapter confronts the Lamentation at a middle ground between these two 
                                                
251 S. J. Freedberg, Painting in Italy 1500-1600 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971), 201-03: 
“perhaps the consequences of his experiences of the Sack combined with the given subject... to give his 
interpretation a high-pitched passion.”  Chastel, Sack of Rome, 175: Rosso is one of the “more highly 
strung and emotional, if not downright neurotic” artists, who “revealed in the very treatment of their art a 
disturbing irritability and instability;” the Sansepolcro painting and altarpiece in Città di Castello as 
“disjointed and muddled to the point of revealing an uncontrolled nervousness and a strange lack of 
technique.” Ciardi and Mugnaini, Rosso: Catalogo completo, 124-27, discuss the Sansepolcro picture in the 
context of Rosso’s disturbance after the Sack (but see Ciardi in Il Rosso e Volterra, ed. Ciardi and Alberto 
Mugnaini (Venice: Marsilio Editori, 1994), 49, below). Pinelli, “Il Sacco di Roma,” 171: Rosso’s post-Sack 
paintings as “tavole da cui traspare un che di allucinato,” particularly the Deposition, “dove affiorano 
presenze inquietanti in un’atmosfera tenebrosa.”  Although Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 172ff., suggests that 
the face of the soldier may in fact “personify the painter’s attitude toward soldiers at a time following his 
brutal treatment during the Sack of Rome,” he also warns against psycho-biographical interpretation of the 
pictures (207). 
252 For example Chastel, Sack of Rome, 175. 
253 Ciardi in Ciardi and Mugnaini, ed., Il Rosso e Volterra, 49.  He also criticizes the “sbrigliate 
farneticazioni” that the soldier’s face has inspired in scholarship.  Pomponius Gauricus’s De Sculptura was 
first published in 1504, and the third chapter treats “De Physiognomonia.” On Gauricus’s text, see André 




extremes.  The artist’s biographical and historical contexts in the wake of the Sack are 
essential to a full study of the picture.  Rosso’s very authorship of the painting is the 
result of a series of events initiated by the Sack of Rome, and these led him to accepting a 
commission with unusual constraints.  Working within these boundaries, he pushed his 
practice to new levels of refinement and complexity that correspond in several ways with 
local artistic culture that he enountered in Sansepolcro, which is an essential aspect of 
Rosso’s post-Sack production that has so far been underemphasized.  Through his 
appropriation of local art and his extraordinary treatment of the Roman soldier, Rosso 
positions himself and his painting in a certain tension with Rome, acknowledging, in 
doing so, his production of the Lamentation in a specifically post-Sack context.    
   
 
Roman Rosso 
 Rosso’s escape from Rome may be seen to have removed him from a 
degenerating professional situation.254  He transferred to Rome in 1524 with great 
promise, but the situation swiftly moved into decline.255  In Florence, after completing the 
                                                                                                                                            
Rosso’s soldier does not in fact conform very closely to the description in Gauricus’s text: “Oculi magni 
[which Rosso’s soldier’s are not], mobiles lucidique [qui] torvum contueantur, simul et supercilia 
porrigantur; facies trucior, frons aspera quae quasi fossas habeat, aspectus immobilior, palpebraeque rectae, 
supercilia quae attolunt, nasus crassus depressusque, labia quae supra caninos ex rictu attolluntur.”  Chastel 
and Klein, Pomponius Gauricus, 139-49.  Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 207, calls for restraint in interpretations 
of Rosso’s pictures with respect to his experience of the Sack.  Antonio Natali, Rosso Fiorentino: leggiadra 
maniera e terribilità di cose stravaganti (Milan: Silvana Editoriale, 2006), 210, underlines the problems of 
the biographical approach. 
254 Franklin, Rosso in Italy, is the essential source for documents and literature on the career of Rosso until 
his transfer to France; all known documents related to Rosso’s Italian works are transcribed in the 
appendices to Franklin’s text. 
255 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 480, reports that his drawings created great anticipation for his 




altarpiece of the Marriage of the Virgin for Carlo Ginori, in San Lorenzo, the parish 
church of the Medici (fig. 3.6), Rosso arrived in Rome to begin the grandest commission 
of his career to date: the decoration of the Cesi chapel in Santa Maria della Pace (fig. 
3.7).  The contrast between these massive, sprawling figures and those he had just painted 
in the Marriage in Florence is staggering.  The slight and in some ways more naturalistic 
Florentine bodies – for example, he carefully renders the blue veins that run through the 
priest’s hands – are rejected in his Roman painting for monumental anatomies, hulking 
male and female figures, which betray unmistakably the influence of Michelangelo’s art.  
Vasari’s assessment of his frescoes is well known: they were the worst things that Rosso 
ever made.256  Vasari blamed the “air” of Rome that had overwhelmed the artist, who was 
intimidated by the masterpieces in the city, particularly the paintings and sculptures of 
Michelangelo.  Rosso faced the intimidation of painting his frescoes immediately 
adjacent to Raphael’s Sibyls, and while his drawings for the Cesi frescoes demonstrate 
well enough his skill in design, the frescoes themselves are clumsy, composed of large 
areas of unarticulated color, and suggest a lack of control over the fresco medium.257  The 
bad start was exacerbated by conflict with the acting patron of the commission, Antonio 
da San Gallo.258  After a dispute between Rosso and Antonio, Antonio not only 
                                                
256 Ibid., vol. 4, 480, “un’opera, della quale non dipinse mai peggio a’ suoi giorni; né posso imaginare onde 
ciò procedesse, se non da questo, che non pure in lui, ma si è veduto anco in molti altri: e questo – il che 
pare cosa mirabile et occulta di natura – è che chi muta paese o luogo, pare che muti natura, virttù, costumi 
et abito di persona, intantoché talora non pare quel medesimo ma un altro, e tutto strodito e stupefatto.  Il 
che poté intervenire al Rosso nell’aria di Roma, e per le stupende cose che egli vi vide d’architettura e 
sculture, e per le pitture e statue di Michelagnolo, che forse lo cavarono di sé.” 
257 Ibid., vol. 4, 480, incorrectly describes the location of Rosso’s frescoes as “nella Pace, sopra le cose di 
Raffaello.”  Rosso had previously had trouble with executing the Assumption fresco at SS. Annunziata in 
Florence; see note 291 below. 
258 Antonio was probably instrumental in recruiting Rosso, his fellow Florentine, for the Cesi project, and 
the contract makes clear that Antonio acted directly as Rosso’s patron for Angelo di Piero Cesi, having 




terminated Rosso’s work on the project but also aimed to sabotage Rosso’s opportunities 
to earn commissions in Rome.259  This may explain in part why Rosso appears to have 
produced few works in the city, although major public commissions were limited in 
Rome as Pope Clement patronized few artists in this period.  In addition to his trouble 
with Antonio, Rosso also encountered conflict with Michelangelo and his circle.  A letter 
from Rosso in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence dated 6 October 1526 records his 
apology to Michelangelo, disputing rumors that he had criticized Michelangelo’s Sistine 
chapel frescoes: “I could not refrain,” Rosso writes, “from taking the proper steps to 
eliminate whatever sourness might enter your or other people’s feelings toward me.”260  
Evidently Rosso’s social and professional atmosphere had become so toxic as to cause 
him to write to Michelangelo himself in Florence.  Michelangelo’s response, if he gave 
one, is unknown.  
 If Rosso produced any portraits in Rome, none is documented.261  His only known 
patron in the city, besides Antonio for the Cesi project, was Leonardo Tornabuoni, the 
                                                                                                                                            
Rosso in Italy, Appendix E, doc. 1, dated 26 April 1524.  For Cesi (1450-1528) see E. Martinori and G. 
Gabrieli, Genealogia e Cronistoria di una grande famiglia Umbro-Romana. I Cesi (Rome, 1931), 43-47. 
259 No evidence suggests that the conflict had anything to do with the appearance of Rosso’s frescoes, of 
which Rosso only completed the Creation of Eve and the Fall of Man.  According to Benvenuto Cellini, 
Rosso had criticized the art of Raphael and of Antonio, infuriating the followers of Raphael to the point of 
instigating threats of murder.  Cellini boasts that he himself had to protect Rosso from harm and help him 
financially after losing the Cesi commission.  Antonio, being well connected in Rome and evidently 
vindictive, made it his mission to prevent Rosso from earning any other commissions in Rome: “San 
Gallo,” Cellini writes, “used his influence so strongly against him that he must have been brought to the 
verge of starvation.”  Cellini, Life, trans. Addington Symonds, 183. 
260 Carteggio, vol. 3, 235-37. Casa Buonarroti, Archivio Buonarroti, X, 659. Translation from Eugene A. 
Carroll, Rosso Fiorentino: Drawings, Prints, and Decorative Arts, exh. cat., National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, D. C. (Washington, D. C.: National Gallery of Art, 1987), 22-23. 
261 The poor condition of the portraits attributed to Rosso have made dating difficult.  Vasari-Bettarini and 
Barocchi, vol. 4, 476, does not identify an individual portrait by Rosso but mentions that a number by 
Rosso’s hand could be seen in Florentine homes. The only signed portrait generally accepted as authentic is 




bishop of Sansepolcro, for whom he painted the Dead Christ with Angels (fig. 3.8); 
Tornabuoni’s intended location for the painting is uncertain, whether private or public, in 
Rome or in Sansepolcro.262  The Dead Christ documents Rosso’s reconciliation of 
Roman monumentality with the finesse and sensuousness he developed in his later 
Florentine paintings.  The same might be said for the only other painting dated to Rosso’s 
Roman period, the Dying Cleopatra, of which nothing is known of its patron or 
commission (fig. 3.9).263  The impact of antique sculpture, the Sleeping Ariadne, on 
Rosso’s Cleopatra has been noted.264  In the plump and polished body of Cleopatra, 
Rosso seems to bring his marble prototype to life, although, in death this figure and the 
                                                                                                                                            
its signature does not acknowledge his Florentine identity. See Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 211ff., for the state 
of attributions of Rosso’s portraits. 
262 That it was in Rome, in a finished state, when both Rosso and Tornabuoni fled in 1527 suggests that the 
bishop had commissioned it for a Roman location; however, Rosso drafted a document in Sansepolcro on 
29 September 1527 requesting the return of the Dead Christ from the safekeeping of a nun in Rome.  This 
suggests that the painting had remained in Rosso’s possession and not Tornabuoni’s, and thus that Rosso 
had not yet delivered it, perhaps because it was meant for Sansepolcro. See Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 
Appendix F, doc. 5. The size of the Dead Christ (133.5 x 104.1 cm) does not rule out the possibility that it 
was intended as an altarpiece, especially in comparison to Rosso’s contemporaneous painting of the Dying 
Cleopatra, intended for private viewing (88 x75 cm).  John Shearman, “The ‘Dead Christ’ by Rosso 
Fiorentino,” Boston Museum Bulletin 64, no. 338 (1966): 148, suggests that Tornabuoni’s picture was 
intended for private viewing, given the nudity of Christ and the depiction of his pubic hair.  Franklin, Rosso 
in Italy, 142ff., proposes instead that it was meant as an altarpiece, and, because of its subject matter and 
emphasis on the tomb of Christ, it was commissioned by Tornabuoni for an altar in Sansepolcro; 
additionally, the conservative reputations of the patron and the eventual owner of the painting, Leonardo 
Tornabuoni and Giovanni della Casa, testify to the deeply spiritual iconography of the picture and its 
appropriateness as a public altarpiece.  The connection with Giovanni Della Casa is problematic in 
Franklin’s argument, however, given that it was he who famously marveled about the sensuous female 
figures of Titian’s poesie paintings to Cardinal Alessandro Farnese.  Letter of 20 Sept. 1544, transcribed in 
Roberto Zapperi, “Alessandro Farnese, Giovanni della Casa and Titian's Danae in Naples,” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 54 (1991): appendix. 
263 The attribution was made on stylistic grounds by Burton B. Fredericksen, “A New Painting by Rosso 
Fiorentino,” in Scritti di storia dell'arte in onore di Federico Zeri, ed. Francesco Porzio, (Milan: Electa, 
1984), 323-31, and, independently, by Richard Harpath, according to Sabine Jacob, “From Giorgione to 
Cavllino,” Apollo 123, no. 289 (Mar., 1986): 190.  The Dying Cleopatra entered the collection of the 
Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum with an attribution to Titian and was associated with several different artists 
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
264 Fredericksen, “A New Painting,” 323.  The Sleeping Ariadne (Museo Vaticano) entered the papal 




Dead Christ share little with the truly “mortal” figures he had envisioned earlier in 
Florence.  The Florentine figures of the decrepit St. Jerome in the Ripoi altarpiece (fig. 
3.10) and the aging St. Anne in the Los Angeles Holy Family embody the mortality of 
human flesh that Rosso’s Roman figures deny – with one notable exception in his Roman 
work.265   In the absence of painting commissions, Rosso, like Parmigianino, produced 
designs for engravings.  For the majority of these, he collaborated with Il Baviera and 
Jacopo Caraglio, composing drawings of mythological subjects with classicized nudes, 
such as Bacchus for the Gods in Niches series (fig. 3.11).266  These figures, like the Dead 
Christ and Dying Cleopatra, attest to Rosso’s embrace of the monumentality of Roman 
art.  Rosso produced at least thirty-one disegni di stampe in Rome.267  Of these, only the 
so-called Fury (fig. 3.12) explores the opposite of the classical ideal through monstrous 
and grotesque anatomy; this design undermines the artistic values that underlie all of his 
Roman figures.268  Sometime in late 1526 or early 1527, Rosso began a project with 
Baviera and Caraglio for a series of the Loves of the Gods, but, after his third major 
                                                
265 For the Holy Family, Los Angeles County Museum, Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Herbert T. Kalmus, see 
Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 76ff., pl. 55. On the “mortality” of Rosso’s figures, see Stephen Campbell, “’Fare 
una Cosa Morta Parer Viva’: Michelangelo, Rosso, and the (Un)Divinity of Art,” Art Bulletin 84, no. 4 
(Dec., 2002): 599ff. 
266 On Baviero de’ Carocci, called Il Baviera (active c. 1517-after 1527), see Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, 
vol. 5,10-17, and Innis H. Shoemaker, The Engravings of Marcantonio Raimondi, exh. cat. (Kansas: the 
Spencer Museum of Art, 1981), xv.  On Gian Jacopo Caraglio (c. 1500/5-1565), see Henri Zerner, “Su 
Giovanni Jacopo Caraglio,” in Evolution générale et développements régionaux en histoire de l’art. Actes 
du xxiie Congrès International d’Histoire de l’Art (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1969), vol. 1, 691-96; and 
Silvia Bianchi, “Una curiosità biografica relativa al soggiorno in Polonia di Gian Giacomo Caraglio,” 
Grafica d’arte 12, no. 45 (2001): 10-11. 
267 With Baviera and Caraglio, Rosso produced designs for twenty Gods in Niches, six Labors and 
Adventures of Hercules, two Loves of the Gods; he also designed the so-called Fury and the Challenge of 
the Pierides. See Carroll, Drawings, Prints, and Decorative Arts, 37ff.   





conflict in Rome, this time with Baviera, Rosso’s work on this project was terminated.269  
Without Baviera, Rosso began a design for Caraglio to engrave of the Rape of the 
Sabines.  After the invasion and subsequent difficulties of May of 1527, Rosso fled the 
city and left it unfinished.270  
 Rosso fled Rome for Perugia, perhaps unable to return to Florence because of the 
chaos left by the imperial troops, ongoing conflict in the region, or the plague that 
gripped Florence.271  In Perugia, a local artist, Domenico di Paride Alfani, took care of 
the destitute Rosso, and Rosso returned his kindness by producing a drawing for Alfani to 
use for his altarpiece of the Adoration of the Magi, neither of which survives.272  What 
does survive – an eighteenth-century etching and an early twentieth-century photograph 
of the painting, and an engraving by Cherubino Alberti supposedly after Rosso’s drawing 
(figs. 3.13 and 3.14) – shows that Rosso perpetuated the lessons of Roman art in 
Perugia.273  The elegant and muscular figure with his back to the viewer at center and the 
                                                
269 Rosso designed the Pluto and Proserpina and Saturn and Philyra for the series. Vasari-Bettarini and 
Barocchi, vol. 5, 16-17: “Avendo poi il Baviera fatto disegnare al Rosso, per un libro, venti Dei posti in 
certe nicchie con i loro instrumenti, furono da Gian Iacopo Caraglio intagliati con bella grazia e maniera, e 
non molto dopo le loro trasformazioni; ma di queste non fece il disegno il Rosso se non di due, perché 
venuto con Baviera in diferenza, esso Baviera ne fece fare diece a Perino del Vaga.” 
270 Ibid., vol. 5, 17: “Dopo cominciò il Caraglio per il Rosso il ratto delle Sabine, che sarebbe stato cosa 
molto rara; ma sopravenendo il sacco di Roma non si poté finire, perché il Rosso andò via e le stampe tutte 
si perderono: e se bene questa è venuta poi col tempo in mano degli stampatori, è stata cattiva cosa, per 
avere fatto l’intaglio chi non se ne intendeva, e tutto per cavar danari.”  On this project see Carroll, 
Drawings, Prints, and Decorative Arts, cat. no. 47. 
271 The soldiers sacked cities and towns from Northern Italy to Rome, and Florence and its environs 
remained braced for the threat of pillaging soliders, who remained in the regions around Rome and 
Florence well into 1528.  Cellini recounts having returned to Florence after fleeing Rome; he was received 
by his father who urged him to continue onto Mantua in order to the avoid the outbreak in Florence.    
272 Domenico di Paride Alfani (1479/80-1549/57), active in Perugia.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 
481: “Per il che da quelli mal condotto, si condusse appena in Perugia, dove da Domenico di Paris pittore 
fu molto accarezzato e rivestito; et egli disegnò per lui un cartone di una tavola de’ Magi, il quale appresso 
lui si vede, cosa bellissima.”   
273 On Rosso’s drawing and Alfani’s altarpiece, see Carroll, “Lappoli, Alfani, Vasari, and Rosso,” 299ff.  




group of heroic figures atop the architectural structure in the background declare the 
enduring influence of Michelangelo.274  Rosso would abandon this kind of figuration in 
his own subsequent work.  While in Perugia, Rosso heard news that Leonardo 
Tornabuoni had successfully escaped Rome, too, for Sansepolcro.275  Evidently with little 
to keep him in Perugia, Rosso followed Tornabuoni there, a border city to Umbria and 
the Marche, to which it appears that Rosso had never been before. 
 Looking back on Rosso’s Roman career, the number of conflicts he encountered 
with colleagues and patrons is striking, and it may come as no surprise that he did not 
obtain any major commissions after the Cesi chapel disaster.  Despite the dearth of papal 
commissions in the mid-1520s, other artists still managed to secure public projects, for 
example, Giovanni da Udine, who was one of the only artists working for Clement in 
Rome; Parmigianino, who was commissioned to decorate the Caccialupi chapel in San 
Salvatore in Lauro; Polidoro and Maturino, who continued to paint large-scale fresco 
decorations on palace façades; and Sebastiano, who earned the commission to decorate 
the two Chigi chapels in S. Maria del Popolo and S. Maria della Pace.  There is no 
evidence to suggest that Rosso’s conflicts or his inability to secure a major project had 
anything to do with the quality or style of his art.  Indeed Vasari’s accounts suggest the 
opposite, that the conflicts emerged from personal disputes rather than from Rosso’s 
                                                                                                                                            
eighteenth-century etching (l’Etruria pittrice, etc., (Florence, 1791), vol. 1, pl. xxxvi of “Tavola in legno,” 
attrib. to Peruzzi) is illus. Franklin, Rosso in Italy, fig. 122.   
274 In Alfani’s painting, these nudes are dressed.  Classical sculptures in the niches of the architectural 
structure appear only in Alfani’s painting. 
275 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 481: “Né molto restò in tal luogo, perché intendendo ch’al Borgo 






production.  This pattern of conflict must be kept in mind when considering the 
conditions under which Rosso worked in Sansepolcro, where his patrons were, from the 




 Rosso arrived in Sansepolcro sometime before mid-September of 1527.  
According to legend, Borgo San Sepolcro was founded in the eleventh century when two 
pilgrims called Egidio and Arcano brought a fragment of Christ’s tomb from the Holy 
Land and erected a shrine for the relic on the site on which the Sansepolcro Cathedral is 
now found.276  Sansepolcro was a relatively young city, however, as Pope Leo X had only 
recognized it as a city and diocese in 1520.277  Ruled by various powers since its 
founding, it had been under Florentine authority since 1441.278  The Florentine Leonardo 
Tornabuoni was the second bishop of Sansepolcro since 1520 and the first of a long line 
of Tornabuoni bishops of the city.279  The Tornabuoni were aligned with the Medici, and 
                                                
276 Ivano Ricci, Storia di (Borgo) Sansepolcro (Sansepolcro: Boncompagni, 1956), 6.  After Arcano and 
Egidio erected a sacello for their relics in the eleventh century, the Camoldolesi established an abbey; this 
became the Cathedral of S. Giovanni Evangelista in 1520.  For a discussion on the legends of the founding 
of Sansepolcro and their credibility, see Angelo Tafi, Immagine di Borgo San Sepolcro: Guida storico-
artistica della Città di Piero (Cortona: Calosci, 1994), 41ff., and Mario Sensi, “Arcano e Gilio, Santi 
pellegrini fondatori di Sansepolcro,” in Vie di Pellegrinaggio medievale attraverso l’alta valle del Tevere, 
Atti del convegno, Sansepolcro 27-8 settembre 1996, ed. Enzo Mattesini (Città di Castello and Sansepolcro: 
Petruzzi and Comune di Sansepolcro, 1998), 17-58. 
277 Ivano Ricci, Borgo Sansepolcro: Monografia Storico-Artistica (Sansepolcro: Boncompagni, 1932), 
10ff., publishes part of Pope Leo X’s Bull. 
278 Perugia, Milan, Città di Castello, the papacy, and others fought for dominion over Sansepolcro, and in 
1441 Pope Eugenius IV sold it to the signori of Florence.  Francesco Bercordati, Cronaca di Borgo 
Sansepolcro, 16th cent. MS, no. 107.  Biblioteca comunale, Sansepolcro. 
279 Leonardo Tornabuoni (1494?-1540).  The first elected bishop, Galleotto Graziani, died of plague barely 
two years into his term, in 1522.  See Ercole Agnoletti, I vescovi di Sansepolcro: note di archivio 




thus the Medici Pope Clement, which adds a political dimension to the context in which 
Tornabuoni escaped to Sansepolcro after the Sack. 
 After reuniting with Tornabuoni in Sansepolcro, Rosso secured the commission to 
paint the high altarpiece for the church of the confraternity of S. Croce, but he obtained it 
with great difficulty.  The commission for S. Croce’s altarpiece had been assigned to 
Raffaellino del Colle, a local painter, before Rosso’s arrival.  Raffaellino may have met 
Rosso in Rome, where Raffaellino was Giulio Romano’s favored pupil.280  When Rosso 
came to Sansepolcro, destitute and seeking the support of Tornabuoni, Raffaellino elected 
to transfer the S. Croce project to him, in an act of generosity, so that Rosso could leave a 
“reliquia” of himself in the city.281  But the patrons did not approve of the transfer.  
Although they eventually accepted the change, the terms they drafted in the contract 
reveal the extent to which they did not trust this foreign interloper.282  Even with the 
influence of the bishop of Sansepolcro, the confraternity conceded the commission to 
Rosso with unusually strict conditions.  The fee of forty-five ducats was the maximum 
price that would be paid, and this stipulation barred appraisal of the finished picture for a 
                                                
280 On Raffaellino del Colle, see Marco Droghini, Raffaellino del Colle (Sant’Angelo in Vado: 
Tipolitografia Grafica Vadese, 2001), and David Franklin, “Raffaellino del Colle: Painting and Patronage 
in Sansepolcro during the First Half of the Sixteenth Century,” Studi di storia dell'arte 1 (1990): 145-70.  
Raffaellino was a favored pupil of Giulio Romano, and his participation in the decoration of both the 
Vatican Logge and the Farnesina Loggia di Psiche have been suggested on stylistic grounds, although no 
documents confirm either.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 63: “Fra molti discepoli ch’ebbe Giulio 
mentre lavorò queste cose... quegli di cui più familiarmente si serviva fu Giovanni da Lione e Raffaello dal 
Colle del Borgo San Sepolcro.” Giulio’s will left to Raffaellino supplies and incomplete works: “Raffaele 
di Michelangelo dal Colle del Borgo San Sepolcro, garzone dello stesso testatore, ogni e singola opera 
dello stesso testatore cominciata e non compiuta, e gli strumenti e le suppellettili che si riferiscano e siano 
strettamente utili all’esercizio del pittore, eccettuate le antichità marmoree e non marmoree.” Transcribed 
and translated, Droghini, Raffaellino del Colle, 23. 
281 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 481-82: “Era in quel tempo al Borgo Raffaello dal Colle pittore, 
creato di Giulio Romano, che nella sua patria aveva preso a fare per S. Croce, Compagnia di Battuti, una 
tavola per poco prezzo, della quale come amorevole si spogliò e la diede al Rosso, acciò che in quella città 
rimanesse qualche reliquia di suo... la Compagnia si risentì, ma il vescovo gli fece molte comodità.” 




higher price.283  The artist had to complete the work (with specific instructions for its 
content and purpose) according to a payment schedule of about eight months.284   
 Moreover, the contract required that Rosso have three guarantors.285  Two were 
members of the confraternity, Antonio Bernardini and Lattanzio Folli.  The latter, a 
member of the de’ Folli family, which played an active role in the art market of the city, 
must have had some idea of Rosso’s status as an artist.286  The third guarantor was 
Raffaellino himself who, in the event that Rosso failed to deliver, had the option of 
                                                
283 Ibid.: “Dominus rossus promixit et donavit ac amore Dei reliquit et ex nunc dimictit dicte societati illud 
plus quod operam predictam adscenderet ad maiorem pretium dictis ducatis 45.”  
284 The payments were to be made in three installments of fifteen ducats, first in September of 1527, then in 
January of 1528 – presumably the expected midpoint of the work – and the final payment upon completion, 
likely in late spring of 1528.  Ibid.: “Et hoc fecerunt pro pretio florenorum 45 auri largorum, sibi 
solvendorum per dictam societatem hoc modo, videlicet nunc ad eius petitionem, in principio dicti operis 
ducatos quindecim auri, et ducatos quindecim auri hinc et per tempus totius mensis Ianuarii proxime 
venturi, et alios quindecim ducatos auri pro reliquo dicti pretti solvere promixit dictus prior pro dicta 
societate et in eius officio successoribus, finita opera ac laborerio sive tabula predicta.” 
285 Ibid.: “Dominus Antonius Cintius de Bernardinis et Lattantius Iohannisbaptiste de Follis et Rafael olim 
Michelangeli da [C]holle de civitate predicta, sponte etc. per se eorum heredes etc. promiserunt et 
convenerunt suprascripto priori societatis Sancte Crucis, presenti, sponte et legittime recipienti pro 
suprascripta societate etc. casu quo dictus dominus Rossus pictor antedictus non conduceret ad finem ac 
non perficeret dictum laborerium et picturam ac tabulam sibi supra locatam aut quod esset inpedita [sic] in 
complendo eam tunc et eo casu se obligaverunt reddere et restituere dicte societati illas quantitates 
denariorum usque in illo die receptorum ab eadem societati illas quantitates denariorum usque in illo die 
receptorum ab eadem societate per ipsum dominum Rossum, sive ipse Rafael promixit ipsam tabulam et 
misterium in ea pingendum integraliter finire et complere suis sumptibus, quia consensus prestitit 
conductioni predicte et mediator extitit ad eam locandam ac locari faciendum dicto domino Rubeo.” 
286 Members of the de’ Folli family were involved in commissions and appraisals of art.  In addition to 
Lattanzio’s involvement in both the commission and guarantee of Rosso’s altarpiece in September of 1527, 
Antonfrancesco Maria de’ Folli was named as a witness at the assessment of the frame for the S. Croce 
altarpiece on 14 September 1524, (Franklin, Rosso in Italy, Appendix F, doc. 2); Ugucciarello de 
Bartolomeo de’ Folli commissioned a painting by Gerino da Pistoia, the appraisal of which is recorded in a 
document of 17 October 1524 (ASF, Notarile Antecosimiano, not. Pompeo Guelfi, 10690, cc. n.n., 1524 
ottobre 17, transcribed in Cristina Galassi, ed., Sculture 'da vestire': Nero Alberti da Sansepolcro e la 
produzione di manichini lignei in una bottega del Cinquecento, exh. cat., Museo di Santa Croce, Umbertide 
(Milan and Perugia: Electa and Editori umbri associati, 2005), 87 notes 16 and 17).  Around 1550, the Folli 
family commissioned a wood frame from Nero Alberti for the chapel of the Assumption in San Francesco 
(Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 286 note 31).  A document of 29 April 1578, regarding the commission of Berto 
Alberti to produce a new ciborium in the church of San Francesco refers to this chapel as belonging to 
Bartolomeo de’ Folli and his heirs (ASF, Notarile Moderno, 3199, not. Silvio Bilancetti, fols, 145r-146r, 
transcribed by James R. Banker in Machtelt Israëls, ed., Sassetta: The Borgo San Sepolcro Altarpiece 
(Florence and Leiden: Villa I Tatti, the Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance Studies, and 




paying back any funds disbursed with the other two guarantors, or producing the 
altarpiece himself, at no extra cost to the patrons.  To give some idea of the comparative 
value of Rosso’s S. Croce project, in Florence, Rosso was paid at least fifty gold florins 
for the Marriage of the Virgin (florins being of almost equal value to ducats), that is, 
upwards of fifty ducats, with the exact amount above fifty being unknown.287  In Rome, 
for the portion of the Cesi chapel that Rosso frescoed before he was dismissed, he was 
paid fifty-seven ducats as partial payment, and again, the upper limit of how much more 
he was meant to have been paid upon completion is unknown.288  By contrast, the fee for 
the S. Croce commission had an absolute cap of forty-five ducats.   
 Rosso accepted these constraints, adhered to them, and produced a painting of 
high finish and unprecedented detail and complexity for a wage lower than he had earned 
in years.  This is striking when one considers the ease with which he disregarded patrons’ 
demands and abandoned commissions under less dire circumstances.  For example, in 
1528 he abandoned the Città di Castello commission before completing it.  The patrons 
forced him to finish it two years later; he did so but presented a picture filled with 
iconography that deviated wildly from what they had requested.289  More notorious is his 
                                                
287 In the second will of Carlo Ginori, dated 6 June 1516, in the event that Ginori died before the 
completion of his chapel, his heirs were to oversee the commission of the altarpiece, on which they must 
spend at least 50 florins: “Item providde et ordinò il decto testatore che in caso lui havesse provisto in vita 
sua del sito della decta cappella di San Lorenzo della quale di sopra si fa mentione, et non vi havesse facta 
la tavola a decta cappella, che allora et in tal caso i suoi heredi infrascripti siano tenuti infra un anno dal dì 
morte dil testatore far fare una tavola d’altare a decta cappella di mano buon maestro, nella quale si spenda 
almeno fiorini cinquanta d’oro in oro” (Franklin, Rosso in Italy, Appdendix D, doc. 3e).  Payments 
disbursed to Rosso for the Ginori altarpiece are listed in document 6 (20 December 1522 -8 November 
1523), which appear to be partial payment and add up to 22 ducats. 
288 For the contract and payments for the Cesi chapel commission see Ibid., Appendix E, doc. 1.  For a 
breakdown of the relative values of the florin, ducat, and scudo in the sixteenth century see Carlo M. 
Cipolla, Money in Sixteenth-Century Florence (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 1-26. 
289 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 482: “Gli fu dopo fatto in Città di Castello allogazione d’una 
tavola, la quale volendo lavorare, mentre che s’ingessava le ruinò un tetto addosso che l’infranse tutta, et a 




abandonment of the Madonna delle Lacrime chapel project in Arezzo, in 1530, the 
grandest project of his career to date, which Lappoli arranged for him.  The patrons had 
already paid him a portion of the three-hundred scudi promised for the project when 
Rosso decided to quit the unfinished work – leaving Lappoli to answer to the patrons – 
and slip out of Tuscany in the middle of the night to pursue a career in Venice and 
ultimately in France.290  In September of 1527, however, it appears that Rosso could not 
risk displeasing his patrons.  He had first-hand experience of the wrath of unhappy 
patrons earlier in Florence, at SS. Annunziata and in his commission for the Ripoi 
altarpiece.291  He could not afford the risk of failure in the months after the Sack, even if, 
a year later, he evidently could.  This is the light under which Rosso’s execution of the 
                                                                                                                                            
Borgo... Ma l’anno 1530... per che quelli che a Castello gli aveva[n] allogata la tavola volsero che la 
finisse: e per il male che avea avuto a Castello non volle ritornarvi, e così al Borgo finì la tavola loro, né 
mai a essi volse dare allegrezza di poterla vedere; dove figurò un popolo e un Cristo in aria adorato da 
quattro figure, e quivi fece mori, zingani, e le più strane cose del mondo: e da le figure in fuori che di bontà 
son perfette, il componimento attende a ogni altra cosa che all’animo di coloro che gli chiesero tale 
pittura.” See Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 185ff.  It need not be stressed at this point that the Sansepolcro 
Lamentation and the Città di Castello Christ in Glory are products of very different contexts and that 
consequences of the Sack directly affected Rosso in Sansepolcro in ways that would not be felt in Città di 
Castello.  The peculiarities of the Christ in Glory must be understood within the conditions of painting in 
which Rosso first found himself in the summer of 1528, in Città di Castello, and then, those of the 
completion of the painting, by force of his patrons, two years later in Sansepolcro.  No doubt the 
peculiarities of the Christ in Glory painting are better understood within the context of completion by force, 
and the accusation that the trauma of the Sack caused a “strange lack of technique” in the painting can be 
dismissed. 
290 The scudo was worth slightly less than the florin-ducat, at about six percent less in gold content. See 
Cipolla, Money in Sixteenth-Century Florence, 1-26.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 485-86: “finita 
la tavola di Castello, senza curarsi del lavoro d’Arezzo o del danno che faceva a Gioan Antonio suo 
malevadore, avendo avuto più di centocinquanta scudi, si partì di notte, e facendo la via di Pesaro se n’andò 
a Vinezia.”  On the Arezzo commission for the chapel of the Madonna delle Lacrime, see Franklin, Rosso 
in Italy, 229ff. 
291 At SS. Annunziata (1515), the patrons asked Andrea del Sarto to repaint the Assuption of the Virgin 
fresco that Rosso had produced; for some reason he did not do so.  The same patrons then asked Rosso to 
produce a second narrative fresco, stipulating that if it did not surpass the first in quality, he would not be 
paid at all.  See John Shearman, “Rosso, Pontormo, Bandinelli, and Others at SS. Annunziata,” Burlington 
Magazine 102 (April, 1960): 152-56, and Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 18ff.  For the Ripoi commission (1518), 
the executor of Francesca Ripoi’s will, Leoardo Buonafé, ran away screaming from the “devils” he saw in 
Rosso’s half-finished painting and refused to pay the agreed amount; in the end he relegated Rosso’s 
painting to a church outside of Florence rather than install it in the intended location in the church of the 




Sansepolcro picture must be seen.  He not only accepted these terms and wage, but he 
delivered a product of extremely fine handling, saturated with figures, and depictions of 
refinement unparalleled by anything else in his artistic past. 
 
 
Christ and the Holy Cross 
 The patron confraternity was a flagellant group of lay brothers, of moderate 
means, who were dedicated to the Holy Cross.292  Their church was located at the base of 
the Via degli Abbarbagliati (now Via Luca Pacioli), on the Via Santa Croce.293  They 
initiated the project for a new high altar in 1523, when they commissioned the woodwork 
for the altar complex; all of this, including the frame and panel for the altarpiece, was 
completed by 1524.294  The painting of the altarpiece was postponed until the fall of 
1527, even though the woodwork was in place and the commission for the altarpiece of 
the Deposition from the Cross was already assigned – “data a fare” – to an unnamed artist 
by July of 1525.295  It appears that the wooden crucifix then installed at the high altar 
                                                
292 The confraternity of S. Croce was one of seven flagellant confraternities in the city and was probably 
one of the smaller and less affluent goups.  On the confraternity as it developed through the middle ages see 
James Banker, Death in the Community: Memorialization and Confraternities in an Italian Commune in 
the Late Middle Ages (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1988),150ff.  Members were neither of the 
wealthy elite nor of the poor and powerless but were recruited from the middle tier. 
293 On the architectural history of the church, see Tafi, Immagine di Borgo San Sepolcro, 328ff.  The 
interior vaulting and exterior porticoes draw attention to the Cinquecento renovation of the medieval 
building. 
294 The contract for the woodwork of the altar, including the altar itself, choir, frame, and panel, is dated 20 
February 1523 (Franklin, Rosso in Italy, Appendix F, doc. 1).  A document of 14 September 1524 records 
the assessment of the frame and the completion of the other woodwork, including the altarpiece panel 
(Ibid., doc. 2). 
295 This information is given in a document recording the intention of the confraternity to construct a new 
side chapel for the crucifix then installed at the high altar, dated 25 July l525: “al’altare magiore uno 
ornamento dorato assai bellissimo, nel quale entro à essere una taula con la depositione di croci del nostro 




required a new side altar to be constructed before it could be moved and a painting put in 
its place.  Whether or not the lunette installed above Rosso’s painting, God the Father 
with Angels, by Raffaellino dal Colle, was part of the original altar project is unknown.296  
Rosso’s contract for the altarpiece is dated 23 September, 1527.  The instructions 
regarding the subject, function, and form of the painting are relatively straightforward.  
The artist was to depict a scene of the Deposition of the Cross that would honor the body 
of Christ, and the altarpiece was to include all of the figures and elements that are 
expected to appear in this particular mystery of the Passion, painted with fine colors and 
appropriate ornament.297   
 Rosso disobeyed one of the confraternity’s most direct orders: he did not depict 
the scene of the Deposition.  Instead, he compromised the subject in order to 
accommodate the two emphases the patrons outlined in the contract, a portrayal of the 
Deposition from the Cross, and an image that brings honor to the body of Christ.  Rosso’s 
solution was to illustrate the scene of the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross, an episode 
that allows simultaneous presentation of the Holy Cross and the body of Christ, without 
necessarily privileging one over the other.  The scene has no scriptural source and 
illustrates an imagined moment between the Deposition and Entombment.  Rosso’s takes 
place as soon after the Deposition as possible, a proximity he underlines by showing 
                                                
296 The lunette is not mentioned in any of the documents.  A drawing at the Morgan Library & Museum, 
New York, of God the Father Surrounded by Angels, relates to Raffaellino’s lunette and has been attributed 
to both Raffaellino and to Giulio Romano.  See Linda Wolk-Simon, “A New Drawing by Raffaellino del 
Colle and an Old Attribution Reconsidered,” Master Drawings 29, no. 3 (Autumn, 1991): 301-06.  
Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 167, notes that the lunette is about ten centimeters narrower than the altarpiece, 
and if it was commissioned as a companion piece, it must have been cut down. 
297 “In qua quidem tabula et pictura pingere debeat honorifice Corpus sive immago Domini nostri, videlicet 
deposto de Cruce, cum aliis figuris et imaginibus que veniunt et interveniunt in misterio ac depositione 
predicta, et toto misterio esse debeat cum finis coloribus et aliis ornamentis condecentibus.” Franklin, 




figures on the ladders, still tending to the cross.  The Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross 
offers optimal display of the body of Christ as an object of reverence, certainly more so 
than the Deposition.  Having previously executed a Deposition altarpiece, Rosso was well 
aware that showing the body of Christ hanging limply in transit to the ground privileges 
the narrative aspect, while the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross provides an iconic 
presentation of the body for the viewer, while still participating in the Passion narrative.  
This choice in subject more effectively fulfills the patrons’ request for the endowment of 
honor to the Corpus Christi than the subject they had requested.  Rosso’s depiction 
fulfills their request sufficiently, however, to have been called a Deposition since at least 
Vasari’s description of it. 
 The patron confraternity commissioned Rosso’s altarpiece to replace the wooden 
crucifix installed at the high altar.298  In Rosso’s painting, he retains the prominent 
presence of the Cross at center, looming over the figures.  And while he directs focus to 
the body of Christ, he also associates the substance of the Christ figure with the Holy 
Cross itself.  While the color of Christ’s body must relate to the shadow of the eclipse and 
is similiar to the coloring of the Virgin’s flesh, it is distinctly darker in value than Rosso’s 
previous Christ figures.  The uninterrupted form of Christ’s nude body spreads 
horizontally across the field of view as if mirroring the crossbar along the central vertical 
axis.299  Rosso gave the body of Christ an appearance of such solidity that it appears to 
                                                
298 This is described in the document of 25 July 1525, above: “Havendosi a movere el crucifisso el quale 
insino al presente è stato al decto altare per mantenerlo per lo advenire et acresere la devotione antica di 
essa chiesa: hanno ordinato il prefato priore et homini per honore de decta compagnia et di tucta la nostra 
ciptà, al decto crucifisso fare in decta ghiesa una capella ornata et proportionata che mantegna la devotione 
di esso.” 
299 The fact that Christ is nude may have been controversial but did not appear to lead to any acts of 
censorship.  The visit of Angelo Peruzzi, Bishop of Sarsina, in 1583, records the location of Rosso’s 




have been carved of wood; Christ’s leg props up stiffly with only light support from a 
hand below.  The wound is prominently situated on the side of Christ’ body, but it is 
rendered as a linear slit in the hard surface of the torso (fig. 3.15).  There is no blood here 
– nor in any of Rosso’s pictures.  The treatment of the wound demonstrates that this 
conception of the flesh of the Sansepolcro Christ differs profoundly from that of the Dead 
Christ painted for Tornabuoni in Rome, whose skin is so supple that an angel can 
penetrate the wound with his finger.  Indeed Rosso’s Sansepolcro Christ more closely 
resembles in substance the wooden sculptures of the crucified Christ that are ubiquitous 
in Italy, like the Crocifisso in S. Croce, Florence, attributed to Donatello, and, nearer to 
Rosso’s contemporary context, those produced locally in Sansepolcro by the workshop of 
Nero Alberti.300  At the same time, the painted surface of the body itself is faceted, 
resembling in parts like right arm and fingers of the left hand the planar modeling he used 
in the Volterra picture, particularly in the body of Mary Magdalene in red. 
 The apparently ambiguous materiality of Christ’s body may correspond to the 
themes of a local object: the Volto Santo, the eighth- or ninth-century sculpture of Christ 
crucified, which derives from the tradition of the Volto Santo of Lucca that was said to 
have been carved by Nicodemus (fig. 3.16).301  Celebrated for the material of which it 
                                                                                                                                            
the nude Christ.  The painting does not, however, seem to have ever been removed from the church, and it 
was returned to its location at the high altar at a later date.  See E. Agnoletti, Viaggio per le Valli 
Altotiberine Toscane (Sansepolcro, 1979), 196, and Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 164.   
300 The S. Croce Crucifix has movable arms; when the sculpture is dismounted from the cross, its arms fall 
toward its sides.  See below on the Alberti workshop.  Ciardi, in Ciardi and Mugnaini, eds., Rosso e 
Volterra, 49, aligns Rosso’s Sansepolcro Christ with the marble sculpture of Michelangelo. 
301 On the Volto Santo see Anna Maria Maetzke, ed., Il Volto Santo di Sansepolcro: un grande capolavoro 
medievale rivelato dal restauro (Milan: Silvana, 1994), 21ff.  According to Ivano Ricci, L’Abbazia 
Camaldolese e la Cattedrale di S. Sepolcro (Sansepolcro, 1942), 67, the Volto Santo was originally 





was made – a single piece of walnut – the Volto Santo can be seen to conflate the body of 
Christ and the Holy Cross, to parallel flesh and wood.  The walnut is carved to become 
the body of Christ, and, simultaneously, this body takes the form of the Holy Cross.  In a 
sense, wood to flesh to wood.  Such a conception may seem inherent in any wood 
sculpture of the crucified Christ.302  But the significance should not be underestimated in 
the context of this confraternity, which was devoted to the Holy Cross and which also 
demanded that its members “look upon” the body of Christ every Sunday and feast 
day.303  Rosso’s Christ can be seen to have offered a powerful understanding of the body 
of Christ that was deeply significant to the brothers of S. Croce, addressing the dual 
significance of their devotion.  He includes of the figure of Nicodemus, who is, as 
discussed below, likely the old man in the prominent position at Christ’s feet, and his 
hand is the only living hand that touches the body of Christ.  The figure of Nicodemus 
may enrich the scene with the presence of the artist of the Volto Santo, underlining the 
connection between the body of Christ and the material of wood. 
 It may appear that Rosso privileged this artistic and material context over an 
emphasis on the mortification of the flesh that must have been important to a flagellant 
community like S. Croce.  The mingling of wood and flesh may seem to deemphasize the 
corporeality of the figure, and the particular appearance of the wound does not indicate 
the pain of Christ’s physical suffering.  But Rosso designed the body in a way that also 
                                                
302 John T. Paoletti, “Wooden Sculpture in Italy as Sacral Presence,” Artibus et historiae 13, no. 26 (1992): 
88, discusses the significance of wood as material for effigies of Christ.  Virtually no life-size sculptural 
crucifixes exist in media other than wood before the sixteenth century, and the few examples that can be 
cited, such as Donatello’s bronze Crucifix in Padua, are remarkable for their “aberrant” choice of material. 
303 Carlo Falciani, Il Rosso Fiorentino (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, Editore, 1996), 89, note 135, citing the 
revised statutes of the confraternity of 1521, documented in the Archivio della Biblioteca comunale di 




addresses the mortality of the human body.  No doubt Rosso produced countless 
drawings in preparation for the Lamentation, but the only drawing that survives is a study 
for the figure of Christ (fig. 3.17).304  It documents the artist’s analysis of anatomical 
form, of undulations on the surface of the torso, and of the contours of the limbs, 
ligaments, and bones.  Rosso may have studied cadavers in the bishop’s palace during his 
preparations for the Lamentation.305  When it came to translating the study into the 
painted figure, he made the bloating of the thorax, a natural occurence after death, more 
pronounced.  This imitation of human decomposition demonstrates an awareness of 
mortal processes that appeared in his earlier work, like the Ripoi altarpiece, the Los 
Angeles Holy Family, and in Fury, but it is more sophisticated in handling than these 
examples.306  The anatomy of Christ’s body more closely resembles the figure of Fury 
than any of Rosso’s other Roman figures, two of which, the Dead Christ and Cleopatra, 
are presented to be dead or dying.  At the same time, he painted the surface of the 
Sansepolcro Christ’s body with artifice, polished and flawless like the porcelain-like 
                                                
304 The drawing was formerly attributed to Michelangelo.  Kurt Kusenberg, Rosso Fiorentino (Strassburg: 
Heitz & cie, 1931), recognized the relationship between the drawing and the painting. 
305 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 485, “In quel medesimo tempo che tal cosa faceva, disotterrò de’ 
morti nel Vescovado, ove stava, e fece una bellissima notomia.”  Vasari describes this after recounting 
Rosso’s completion of the Città di Castello painting in 1530, but it is unclear if he means that Rosso 
engaged in the study of cadavers specifically after 1530 or sometime during his stay in Sansepolcro.  On 
Rosso and anatomical study see Monique Kornell, “Rosso Fiorentino and the Anatomical Text,” Burlington 
Magazine 131 (Dec., 1989): 842-47. 
306 Scailliérez, Rosso: Le Christ mort, 46: “Rosso en donna alors une nouvelle vision, ostensiblement 
cadavérique, gagnée par la raideur et la décomposition de la mort.” The Holy Family or Virgin and Child 
with Sts John the Baptist and Elizabeth and Two Angels, Los Angeles County Museum, illus. Franklin, 
Rosso in Italy, fig. 35. On the “mortal” figures of Rosso’s earlier production see Campbell, “Michelangelo, 
Rosso, and the (Un)Divinity of Art,” 599ff.  Rosso also depicts the teeth of Christ, the Virgin, and the 
solder, details that insists on the naturalness of his depiction.  Pliny the Elder discussed the painter 
Polygnotus of Thasos, who was the first to give his figures a natural appearance by showing teeth.  An 
inventory of the possessions that Rosso left behind in Italy, dated 12 March 1532 (ancient 1531) lists 
among his belongings a copy of Pliny’s Natural History and a volume of Bagldessar Castiglione’s Il 
Cortegiano.  See Carroll, Drawings, Prints, and Decorative Arts, 25ff. (trans. English), and Franklin, Rosso 




faces of the figures that surround him.  In Rosso’s painting, Christ’s mortal body retains 




 Rosso’s contract stipulated that he include all of the figures and images 
appropriate to the mystery of the Deposition.  He responded with enthusiasm, perhaps 
excessively so, by including seventeen figures crowded in the space beneath the cross.  
Around the Virgin and Christ are the Evangelist in yellow brocade and the Magdalene 
crouching at Christ’s foot.  The figures of Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus are often 
difficult to identify in works of art.307  Joseph, the wealthy man who gave his tomb up for 
Christ, is probably the turbaned man with a beard beside the Virgin, and Nicodemus, who 
is more prominent in the composition, stands at Christ’s feet; the description in the 
Meditations on the Life of Christ, attributed to Bonaventure, reports that Joseph pulls the 
nails from Christ’s right hand and Nicodemus takes them from his left hand and his 
feet.308  The cushion-bearing female figure at front and the two who support the Virgin 
must be identified with the women variously described at the foot of the cross with the 
Virgin and the Magdalene: “Mary the mother of James and Joses, and the mother of 
Zebedees children” (Matthew 27:56); “his mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Cleophas” 
                                                
307 On the problem of identification see for example Wolfgang Stechow, “Joseph of Arimathea or 
Nicodemus?,” in Studien zur toskanischen Kunst: Festschrift für Ludwig Heinrich Heidenreich, ed. 
Wolfgang Lotz and Lise Lotte Moller (Munich: Prestel-Verlag, 1963), 289-302. On the legend of 
Nicodemus as sculptor, see Corine Schleif, “Nicodemus and Sculptors: Self-Reflexivity in Works by Adam 
Kraft and Tilman Reimenschneider,” Art Bulletin 75 (1993): 599-626.  See also Jane Kristof, 
“Michelangelo as Nicodemus: The Florentine Pietà,” Sixteenth Century Journal 20 (1989): 163-82.   
 






(John 19: 25); and “Salome” (Mark 15:40).  A soldier holding a shield and lance stands to 
the right of the cross, just behind the Virgin.  The presence of the soldier at the scene of 
the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross should not go unremarked.  There is no pictorial 
precedent for his inclusion here.309 Rosso’s inclusion may be explained in part by his 
attempt to display an exhaustive collection of characters relevant to the narrative.  
However, Rosso’s treatment of him, giving him a glaringly disfigured face, indicates that 
the soldier plays a more specific and significant role in the picture.  This is discussed 
below.   
 Some of the identities of the figures are uncertain.  In some cases this is 
deliberate, such as the anonymous mourners in the background – one who wrings her 
hands at left and the other who covers his face at right – and the figures who assist with 
the deposition around the cross and ladders.310  In other cases, such as the haloed female 
figure supporting the Virgin, presumably the identities must have been specific; she has 
                                                
309 If there is one, it has not come to my attention and would be extremely rare.  A survey of both Northern 
and Italian depictions of the Lamentation at the Foot of the Cross demonstrates the uniqueness of Rosso’s 
inclusion of the soldier: no soldier appears in, for example, the S. Remigio Pietà of Giottino (c. 1355-70, 
Florence, Uffizi), the Lamentation of Fra Angelico (1436-41, Florence, San Marco), that of Ambrosius 
Benson (c. 1520-25, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art), Gerard David (1515-20, Philadelphia 
Museum of Art), Correggio (1524-5, Parma, Galleria Nazionale), Pontormo (1523-26, Florence, Certosa 
del Galluzzo), and Dürer (Small Passion, 1509-11, London, British Museum).  The only examples of 
Lamentation scenes in which figures of Roman soldiers appear are those in which the crosses of Golgotha 
are pictured in the background, included as a narrative passage in the distance of the devotional scene (e.g. 
Geertgen tot Sint Jans, 1484, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum; Andrea Solario, c. 1509, Paris, Louvre; 
Dürer, Great Passion, 1514, London, British Museum). 
310 Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 174, draws attention to Rosso’s use of stereotypical body language, or Aby 
Warburg’s pathosformel in the two anonymous mourners.  The figure who covers his face is taken from 
Rosso’s Volterra Deposition and exemplifies Alberti’s praise, taken from Pliny the Elder, of Timanthes of 
Cyprus because “when he had made Calchas sad and Ulysses even sadder at the sacrifice of Iphigenia, and 
employed all of his art and skill on the grief-stricken Menelaus, he could find no suitable way to represent 
the expression of her disconsolate father; so he covered his head with a veil, and thus left more for the 
onlooker to imagine about his grief than he could see with the eye.”  Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting, 




been called both Mary, the Wife of Cleophas, and St. Scolastica.311  The man on 
horseback who charges in with an orange garment covering his head, pointing, has not 
yet been identified.312  He may be the prophet Elisha (Eliseus), one of many Old 
Testament characters who prefigure Christ (fig. 3.18).313  Giorgio Vasari included a 
similar figure in the background of his Deposition that emulated Rosso’s scene (figs. 3.19 
and 3.20).314  Elisha’s master Elijah (Elias) had called him to the prophetic life by 
draping a mantle on him (1 Kings 19:19),315 and when the master Elijah is taken by God 
into heaven, he leaves behind his mantle for Elisha, which has miraculous power (2 
                                                
311 Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 171, suggests this haloed figure is Mary, wife of Cleophas, but there is no 
reason to assume it is she rather than any of the other women named present at the crucifixion in the 
Gospels. Falciani, Il Rosso Fiorentino, 91, argues that it is S. Scolastica because of her benedictine habit 
and for the association between the confraternity of S. Croce and the nuns of S. Benedetto, who transferred 
to share the site of S. Croce in 1554. 
312 No identification of this figure has yet been posited, to my knowledge. 
313 In the Gospel of Nicodemus, for example, the story of Elias and Eliseus is compared directly with the 
Ascension of Christ (XIV:3-XV:1):   
 “And all the Jews then came together and were assembled, and considered and discussed what that 
sign might be that had come to pass in the land of Israel.  Annas and Caiphas then said, ‘Surely we 
ought not to believe the soldiers who had to guard the Saviour’s tomb, but it is more likely that His 
disciples came and gave them money and took the Savior’s body away.’ 
 Then Nichodemus stood up, and said as follows: ‘Know that you speak correctly concerning the 
children of Israel.  You heard well what the three men said who came from Galilee, when they said 
that they saw the Saviour on the Mount of Olives speaking with His disciples, and saw Him ascending 
into heaven.’  Then the Jews asked where the prophet Elias was, and said as follows: ‘Where is our 
father Elias?’  Eliseus answered them and said: ‘He has been taken up.’  Then some of those who stood 
there among the people, who were sons of the prophets said: ‘But perhaps he is taken up in spirit and 
set upon the mountains of Israel.  So let us choose men and go about the mountains; perhaps we can 
find him.  The people then asked Eliseus and the very men who had thus spoken to do so; and they 
immediately travelled throughout the mountains for the space of three days, but they could not find 
him anywhere.”  J. E. Cross, ed., Two Old English Apochrypha and Their Manuscript Source: The 
Gospel of Nichodemus and the Avenging of the Saviour (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1996), 181ff. 
 
314 Vasari, in his Entombment of 1532, also included a figure very similar to Rosso’s, on horseback – 
without the mantle on his head – at the far right corner, pointing with his right arm into the scene, now in 
the Casa Vasari, Arezzo.  Illus. Patricia Lee Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1995), fig. 37. 
315 “So Elijah went from there and found Elisha son of Shaphat.  He was plowing with twelve yoke of oxen, 




Kings 2:1-15).316  This is the mantle Rosso pictures draped over Eliseus’s head.  Vasari 
depicted the prophet Elisha in the same way, with the mantle over his head, in his fresco 
decoration in the Chapel of the Sacrament, S. Pietro, Perugia (fig. 3.21).  The story of 
Elijah and Elisha has been used as a means to distinguish the singularity of Christ’s 
Resurrection, for while Elias was taken into heaven but left his cloak on earth, Christ 
simulaneously and miraculously left his flesh on earth and fully ascended into heaven.317  
In Vasari’s altarpiece composition, his peculiar addition of a second head on the hooded 
figure further confirms the identification of this figure as Elisha: Elisha had asked Elijah 
if, after Elijah’s death, Elisha could inherit “a double portion” of his spirit (referring to 
the double share of inheritance given to the first-born in Jewish law); the prophets of 
Jericho noted that “the spirit of Elijah is resting on Elisha” (2 Kings 2:15).  For this 
inheritance of Elijah’s spirit, or prophecy, Elisha is sometimes represented with a two-
headed bird.318  Such esoteric iconography is not out of place in Rosso’s oeuvre, as the 
                                                
316 2 Kings 2:12, “And Elisha saw it, and he cried, My father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the 
horsemen thereof. And he saw him no more: and he took hold of his own clothes, and rent them in two 
pieces.”  
317 Several aspects of the stories of Elisha and Elijah are used to prefigure different aspects of Christ’s life. 
In the medieval Speculum Humanae Salvationis, for example, Christ’s baptism is illustrated in tandem with 
the story of the leper Naaman, who was told by Elisha to bathe seven times in the Jordan river and was 
cured.  See Albert C. Labriola and John W. Smeltz, trans., The Mirror of Salvation (Pittsburgh: Duquesne 
University Press, 2002), 40-41.  The Speculum Humanae Salvationis does not, however, bring together 
Christ’s resurrection with the ascension of Elijah and his leaving of the mantle for Elisha, comparing the 
resurrection instead to Samson carrying off the gates of Gaza, the emergence of Jonas from the whale’s 
stomach, and the story of the rejected block that is made the cornerstone (Ibid., 72-73).  The distinction 
between Christ’s singular resurrection and Elijah’s ascension is evoked in a later sixteenth-century English 
Protestant text, John Fox, Fox’s Book of Martyrs: The Acts and Monuments of the Church (London: George 
Virtue, 1851), vol. 2, 1054.  Fox stresses this mystery of Christ’s flesh as one that is difficult to understand, 
and which the comparison with Eliseus and Elias makes clearer: “But Christ left a far greater grace than 
Elias: for he could not both leave his cloak and take it with him; Christ doth both in his flesh... Christ 
performed a greater matter.  He carried up, and left behind.  You understand not the comparison.  The 
comparison is this, That Elias left his mantle, and carried it not with him: Christ left his flesh behind him, 
and carried it with him also.”  The text of John Fox (1517-1587), an English church historian, was first 
published in 1563 as a Protestant perspective on church history and with an emphasis on Protestant martyrs.   
318 For example, Rev. F. C. Husenbeth, Emblems of the Saints, by which they are distinguished in Works of 




artist had treated relatively obscure subjects in the past.319  The pointing gesture of Elisha 
may then be seen as indicating the body of Christ and thus emphasizing the mystery of 
Christ’s flesh, as a “greater gift” than Elijah’s mantle on his head.  Such a concept was 
central to the confraternity members and to the dedication of the altarpiece.  Through the 
unusual and anachronistic inclusion of Elisha at the scene of the Lamentation, Rosso 
underlines the special significance of his dead Christ for the brothers of S. Croce in 
another sophisticated way. 
  
 
Figures da vestire 
 Some of the most refined passages of Rosso’s entire corpus appear in the 
Sansepolcro Lamentation: the Evangelist’s brocade and the heads of the two female 
figures at Christ’s head and foot, the cushion-bearer and Mary Magdalene.  These 
passages can be seen to reveal Rosso’s encounter with local artistic culture.  The intricate 
embroidery of the Evangelist’s brocade surpasses every comparable example of surface 
detailing in Rosso’s previous production, including the lining of the priest’s garment in 
the Marriage of the Virgin, the patterned vestment of the angel at right in the Dead Christ 
with Angels, and the decorative cushion under the arm of the Dying Cleopatra.320  The 
contrast between the Evangelist’s costume in the Sansepolcro painting and that which he 
                                                
319 Rosso depicted the subjects of Moses Defending the Daughters of Jethro and Rebecca and Eliezer at the 
Well to portray in easel paintings while in Florence. 
320 It may best be compared with the fabrics Rosso painted in his portraits, although the Evangelist’s 
embroidery still stands out among the luxurious fabrics shown in these.  For example the black sleeves in 
the Portrait of a Man Holding a Letter (London, formerly Colnaghi, whereabouts unknown; illus. Franklin, 
Rosso in Italy, fig. 170) and the patterned fabric on which the figure sits in the Portrait of a Young Man 




had painted in the Volterra Deposition is striking: in Volterra, a study of light and shadow 
on a volume that might be seen to express the emotion of the figure it clothes; in 
Sansepolcro, a demonstration of skill in creating the dazzling illusion of precious 
material.   
 Despite the fact that Sansepolcro had no court and was a city of moderate wealth, 
the appearance of such luxurious fabric on a saint attending the Lamentation was not out 
of place in the city.  Luca Signorelli’s Crucifixion standard was cited above as an 
example of elegant contemporary dress in scenes of sacred narrative in Sansepolcro.  A 
painting of the Madonna del Soccorso by Gerino da Pistoia (c. 1502; figs. 3.22 and 3.23) 
documents the local taste for finery in sacred pictures, even of seemingly inelegant 
subjects like that depicted by Gerino.321  The picture, originally installed in S. Agostino, 
depicts the legend of the Madonna del Soccorso, in which a mother tells a disobedient 
child to go to the devil, the devil comes to take the child away, and the mother appeals to 
the Virgin to save the child.322  The intricately gilded dress of the Virgin gives a sense of 
what Gerino’s patrons desired for their Madonna.  The contrast between the Virgin’s 
costume and the animal-like devil at her side also serves as a local model of extremes of 
elegance and crudeness combined in a single panel.  Such a juxtaposition may have 
informed Rosso’s own tension between the beautiful and the grotesque in his 
Lamentation.323  The confraternity of S. Croce insisted on a preference for a local artist, 
                                                
321 Maetzke and Galoppi Nappini, Il Museo Civico di Sansepolcro, 70ff. 
322 See also A. M. Maetzke, Art nell’Aretino. Dipinti e sculture dal XII al XVIII secolo, Il mostra di restauri 
ad Arezzo (Florence: Edam, 1979), 60ff.  
323 Rosso had explored the poles of beauty and ugliness in his earlier work, for instance in the drawing of 
Judith and Her Maidservant, in which the youthful nude figure of Judith is juxtaposed with the withered 




and it appears that Rosso made efforts to integrate local artistic language into his 
picture.324 
 The laborious imitation of gilded or embroidered fabrics might have been 
considered something of a “provincial” taste.  This kind of production is absent in the art 
of Raphael, Michelangelo, and Rosso and his contemporaries in the artistic centers of 
Rome and Florence.  In the major cities, instead, the painterly effects of cangiantismo 
declare the sophistication of artists.  As popularized by the model of Michelangelo in the 
Sistine chapel ceiling frescoes, irridescent fabrics show off the artist’s mastery of using 
changes in hues rather than strictly value to model volume.325  In Rosso’s Lamentation, 
he exhibits his ability to produce both effects: the ornate embroidery of the Evangelist is 
complemented by the clothing of the figure on the ladder, whose lower body is covered 
by fabric in cangiantismo effect, green and orange that mirror the main colors of the 
central group.  In this way Rosso engages in local culture while simultaneously 
demonstrating – to those who would be able to recognize, like Raffaellino dal Colle, 
some of his artistically-minded patrons, and Tornabuoni, his former client – his fluency 
and heritage in the trends of the artistic centers of Rome and Florence. 
 The elaborate and highly polished acconciature of the Magdalene (fig. 3.24) and 
the mourner bearing the cushion (fig. 3.25), in particular, demonstrate Rosso’s 
engagement with an innovative artistic production in Sansepolcro in 1527, that of 
                                                
324 The confraternity appears to have been somewhat insular.  Its members were forbidden to join any other 
compagnia, and no foreigners were allowed to enter the sede of the confraternity.  See Tafi, Immagine di 
Borgo San Sepolcro, 326. 
325 Effects of cangiantismo were used by artists before Michelangelo’s Sistine frescoes, of course, for 
instance, by Perugino in his Assumption of the Virgin, 1502, Florence, SS. Annunziata.  Linda Caron, “The 
Use of Color by Rosso Fiorentino,” The Sixteenth Century Journal 19, no. 3 (Autumn, 1988): 355-378, 
discusses his use of color in the Sansepolcro picture as well as throughout his Italian career, although Caron 
gives a limited discussion on the different methods of coloring apparent in the Lamentation; she fails, for 




Romano Alberti, called Il Nero.  On Rosso’s painted heads, each strand of hair is tightly 
plaited into elaborate braids and coils, all of which appear fused into place.  The shiny 
surface of the plaited hair and the controlled forms evoke the qualities of polished metal 
more than of human hair.  Comparison between these two heads and the decorative heads 
of Rosso’s earlier works leaves no doubt that Rosso presents something quite different in 
Sansepolcro.  The soft volumes of gathered hair in the Marriage of the Virgin (fig. 3.26) 
and the bouffants and tendrils seen in Moses Defending the Daughters of Jethro (fig. 
3.27) are rejected for an arrangement that is decidedly sculptural.326  And yet, like the 
cangiantismo on the figure on the ladder, Rosso does not abandon entirely his aptitude 
for painting more naturalistic hair.  On the head of the Evangelist and the figure at right 
who covers his face, Rosso paints corkscrew curls.  The woman wringing her hands at 
left shows off locks of hair that stream behind her as she runs.  But Rosso selected the 
two figures closest to the picture plane to display and emphasize his new vision of the 
decorative head. 
 When Rosso came in search of Bishop Tornabuoni in the summer of 1527, Nero 
Alberti, a native of Sansepolcro, had just begun to produce an innovative kind of 
sculpture: a type of so-called “sculture da vestire,” almost life-size figures composed 
mainly of wood, produced unclothed, with the intention that their patrons would dress 
them (figs. 3.28 and 3.29).327  Artisans of different specialties worked together in Nero’s 
                                                
326 One might also compare his studies on paper of ideal heads, including the Ideal Bust of a Woman in 
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, in which the hair is arranged fancifully in shapes of shells; and 
the Ideal Head in Cambridge, Fogg Art Museum, which shows a loose and organic arrangement.  Franklin, 
Rosso in Italy, figs. 109 and 154. 
327 The study of Nero Alberti (d. 1568) and his workshop is largely the work of Cristina Galassi, based on 
the foundational research by Erica Neri Lusanna.  Neri Lusanna first identified a group of sculptures 
scattered in the Umbria-Marche region as being part of a single corpus, “Tra arte e devozione: la tradizione 




workshop to sculpt the body and paint its undergarments, including socks and stockings, 
on the lower bodies of both male and female mannequins.  The upper bodies of both male 
and female figures remained bare.  Patrons commissioned fine and luxurious costumes – 
tailored in the Alberti studio or elsewhere – in which to dress the mannequins, as well as 
jewellery and other accessories, particularly for the female figures, whose earlobes are 
pierced for earrings.  The idea was to decorate the figure with materials and finery to 
celebrate its sacred status.  Nero’s studio produced figures of Christ, St. Roch, and other 
male saints, as well as the Virgin (sometimes with the Christ child), female saints, and in 
a rare case, a female citizen who was not sainted but revered locally.328 
 “Sculture da vestire” asserted “life-likeness” – not in terms of resembling 
everyday human beings, for they certainly represent ideals of beauty, but in imitation of 
physical human presence, to dissolve the boundaries between the fictive and the real.329  
The figures were installed for display on elevated bases, niches, or altars.  Their faces and 
hands were painted with attention to detail, and the made-up faces of the female figures 
reveal the patrons’ taste for doll-like features.  The sculptures were dressed in real 
clothing, tangible fabrics that glistened in sun and candlelight, that moved with gusts of 
                                                                                                                                            
arredo in legno fra Marche e Umbria, ed. Giovan Battista Fidanza (Pergola: Quattroemme, 1999), 23-30.  
This initial group consisted of five figures, two Madonnas and three St. Rochs, and was identified as the 
production of a single workshop on the basis of style, function, and construction.  Neri Lusanna called the 
unknown master of the workshop the “Master of Magione,” after Antria in Magione, in which two of the 
sculptures were found. Cristina Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” identified the 
Master of Magione as Romano Alberti, called Il Nero, of Sansepolcro; Galassi expanded the corpus 
collected by Neri Lusanna to include twelve other figures, including figures of Christ and other saints.  
Technical analysis of the sculptures brought together for Galassi’s exhibition in 2005 confirms the 
consistency of techniques and materials.  See the technical notes in Galassi, ed., Sculture ‘da vestire’ by 
Simone Mancini and Lucia Fabbro, 125-40. 
328 The female sculpture known as Carubina de Mence is inscribed with, “Questa la fatta fare donna 
Giuliana in memori[a] de donna Carubina de Mence 1559,” Turin, Museo Civico d’arte antica (illus. fig. 
27, detail).  Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” 54, discovered records in the 
Sansepoclro archives that suggest that this Carubina was a resident of Sansepolcro. 




wind, and that followed fashion.  These outfits were probably changed in accordance 
with feast days, and they had to be replaced periodically as they decayed and 
disintegrated over time.330  No original costume is known to survive, but presumably the 
vestments looked like those that appear in the paintings of Rosso, Gerino da Pistoia, and 
Luca Signorelli. 
 But in fact these are qualities that Nero’s sculptures share with other types of 
“sculture da vestire.”  What was special about Nero’s figures is that they are constructed 
with articulated anatomies beneath their clothes.  By comparison, sculptures produced in 
the Veneto, for example, were not carved with fully articulated bodies (fig. 3.30).  
Indeed, as the costume was a major component of the sculptural display, few people, if 
any of the public, would see beneath the clothing.  The “bodies” of these Venetian 
examples, under the vestments, served as armatures, and they appear in forms appropriate 
to this purpose.  In the example of the Madonna della Cintura, the armature beneath the 
dress is composed of abstracted shapes that deviate wildly from the form of human 
anatomy to better support the billowing gowns and heavy layers that patrons placed upon 
it.331   
 Nero’s mannequins reveal an entirely different conception of the sculptural work 
of art.  In Nero’s studio, every part of the mannequin is articulated.  The torsos of the 
                                                
330 A report from a 1869 pastoral visit describes the silk costume that once adorned the St. Roch mannequin 
in Pergola as well as how quickly such fine fabrics disintegrate and have to be replaced.  See Benedetta 
Montevecchi in Benedetta Montevecchi, ed., Scultura e arredo in legno fra Marche e Umbria. Atti del 
primo Convegno. Documenti I. I legni di Pergola (Fano: Grapho 5 Litografia, 1997), 126.  Montevecchi 
admits that the state of the last costume tailored for the mannequin is in such a state of decompose that the 
figure is best displayed without it. 
331 See for example in Riccarda Pagnozzato, ed., Madonne della Laguna: simulacri “da vestire” dei secoli 
XIV-XIX (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1993), the Madonna di Loreto, Venice, Museo 
Diocesano, fig. 15a; Madonna dei Sette Dolori, Venice, church of S. Alvise, fig. 8c, and Madonna del 




male figures, like those of St. Roch, display the skill of wood carvers who were well 
versed in the musculature and anatomy of the male body.332  The intricacy of the carving 
is astounding considering how infrequently, and by what a limited audience, it would be 
seen.  Artisans in Nero’s studio painted the color of the St. Roch figures’ skin with 
attention to quotidian human experience: darker on the hands and face, which are more 
often exposed to the sun, and paler under the clothing.  The variety is striking in the 
different kinds of shorts, footwear, and the figure of the dog that serves as St. Roch’s 
attribute.  The hair and beard of St. Roch were also an arena for creative expression, each 
sculpted first out of gesso and canvas, then painted with appropriate coloring.  Although 
the figures are clearly based on a studio prototype, each has a unique quality, 
individualized within the serial production. 
 On the female figures, sculptors formed small, round breasts on the torsos, 
without nipples.  That this was a deliberate act of censorship is confirmed by the fact that 
they carved subtle navels into the bellies of the female torsos, even though these too 
would not be visible to the public.  The censorship of the nipples was at once decorous – 
suppressing the vulgarities of sexuality – and meaningful: the iconography of the 
undeveloped female anatomy asserted the purity of the Virgin (even after the birth of 
Christ), saint, or citizen represented.333  Interestingly, the sculptors chose not to paint or 
sculpt permanent underwear to cover the pubic areas of the female mannequins, painting 
                                                
332 The bottega produced figures of Christ as well, but these figures were not meant to be dressed and had 
permanent garmets covering the groin.  See the entries for the Christ figures in Galassi, ed., Sculture ‘da 
vestire’. 
333 See E. Niero, “Le Madone ‘vestite’ nella storia della pietà populare,” in Pagnozzato, ed., Madonne della 




only stockings that reach up to mid-thigh.  As one might expect, the uncovered genital 
area is not articulated with anatomical detail or hair.     
 The acconciature of the female heads constituted a separate department in the 
workshop production (figs. 3.31 and 3.32).  Like the male mannequins, while the bodies 
are constructed primarily of wood (at times supported internally with metal pieces), the 
hair of the female figures is composed of gesso and canvas sculpted by specialized 
artisans into highly complex patterns of braids and plaits.334  Sculptors molded the 
intricate forms of the hair; others painted and gilded it.  These heads are striking in effect 
and impressive for their complexity and variation.  They offer a context in which to 
understand the highly finished heads in Rosso’s picture and his fastidious modeling that 
imitates the appearance of sculpture perhaps more than of nature.335  With Nero’s figures 
in mind, the female head that emerges from beneath the Virgin’s body in Rosso’s 
Lamentation (fig. 3.33) can be better understood.  The coils that crown her head are thick, 
gilded plaits, exaggerations of their presumed sculptural model. 
 Nero’s workshop began to produce the mannequins sometime in the early 
1520s.336  Around the time of Rosso’s arrival in Sansepolcro, there was a boom in 
                                                
334 On specialization within the Alberti studio see Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” 
75. 
335 Rosso’s imitation of sculptural heads rather than human heads might be seen as a further breakdown of 
the integrity of the sacred image, in light of the chastizing of “secularization” of sacred images expressed 
by the archbishop of Thessalonica, the Byzantine prelate Symeon, in 1420, as discussed by Nagel, “Fashion 
and the Now-Time of Renaissance Art,” 35ff.: “Symeon’s diatribe... offers a penetrating piece of early art 
criticism: ‘In place of painted hair and garments they paint human hair and clothes, which is not the image 
of hair and vestments but the hair and vestments of a man.’  Painters introduced the actual hair and clothes 
that they saw around them, elements of the world around them – in particular elements of fashion – that 
advertised the moment of the artifact’s production.  Symeon mentions not only the portrait icons but also 
narrative subjects – ‘all that is reported in the evangelical histories and in the rest of sacred Scripture, as 
well as in other writings’ – and there too the loading of paintings with time-sensitive details of costume and 
setting would, in Symeon’s view, have disrupted the ‘figural’ function they were meant to serve.” 
336 The earliest document of Nero’s production of freestanding figures is a contract of 11 January 1523, for 




commissions.  Most of the surviving mannequins date from this early period of 
production in 1527 to 1530; almost all are effigies of St. Roch, which is a testament to the 
plague that gripped the area at this time.337  Nero was a prominent artist in Sansepolcro 
and the surrounding area, and his family workshop may have been the sole supplier for 
this kind of sculpture for most of the sixteenth century.338  But his workshop also 
produced a range of conventional woodwork, including altars, choirs, and altarpiece 
frames and panels.339  Indeed in 1523, it was Nero to whom the confraternity of S. Croce 
entrusted the production of the woodwork for their altar.  Nero Alberti, with another local 
woodworker, Schiatto Schiatti, carved the altar, frame, and panel on which Rosso’s 
Lamentation altarpiece would later be painted and installed.340  In addition to his work as 
an artist, Nero played an advisorial role in the city.  In one document, patrons of a picture 
by Gerino da Pistoia ask Nero to participate in an appraisal of the finished work.341  
                                                                                                                                            
Berti Iohannis Alberti de terra sive civitate Burgi Sancti Sepulcri... facere ac construere simulacrum divi 
Antonii de Padua magnitudinis et prout et sicut vulgariter dicendo de altezza de piedi quattro a mesura del 
comune de Peroscia.”  The sculpture has not been identified and is likely no longer extant.  See Galassi, 
“Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” 23. 
337 One St. Roch in Umbertide, church of S. Croce, bears the inscription “MDXXVIII” on its base; the other 
St. Roch figures are conserved in churches and collections in Pergola, Antria di Magione, Umbertide, 
Pergola, Bastia Umbria, and a private Italian collection.  See Galassi, ed., Sculture ‘da vestire’, cat. nos. 1-
5.  Galassi owes the scarcity of surviving sculptures to the fact that they were used regularly, and that, 
because of this, they were not conserved in the same way “high” art might have been. 
338 Nero’s residence in Sansepolcro, a border city to Umbria and the Marche, was crucial for access to 
patrons in these regions, where most of the extant sculptures are found.  Documents securely place Nero in 
cities in Umbria and the Marche, particularly at points between 1527 and 1530, during outbreaks of plague 
and the period to which several St. Roch mannequins are dated.  See Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega 
di Nero Alberti,” 21, and Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 286 note 31. 
339 See Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” 74. 
340 “Romano [called Il Nero] quondam Berti Alberti et Schiatto quondam Angeli Schiatti” are the 
“magistris lignaminis” named in the original commission for the woodwork dated 20 February 1523 
(Franklin, Rosso in Italy, Appendix F, doc. 1) and in the assessment of the completed woodwork dated 14 
September 1524 (Ibid., doc. 2). 
341 Nero was one of three artists called upon to appraise a painting commissioned by Uguiccello 
Bartolomeo de’ Folli from Gerino da Pistoia; Gerino hoped for ten ducats, and they appraised his work for 




(Such a practice is likely what Rosso’s own patrons hoped to avoid when they established 
a maximum fee for his painting).  The Alberti workshop was well situated for Rosso to 
see and study its production.  It was located at the top of the Via degli Abbarbagliati, 
meters away from the church of S. Croce, in which Rosso’s Lamentation was to be 
installed.342 
 Rosso’s apparent interest in Nero’s sculptures may also explain an unusual 
passage in the Lamentation.  Just under Christ’s raised leg, the dress of the Magdalene 
becomes transparent and exposes the bulging musculature of her lower back, which 
contradicts the elegance of her upper body (fig. 3.34).  This passage is unlike any of 
Rosso’s previous female figures: the Nude with her arm above her head (fig. 3.35), 
which celebrates the curves and volumes of a female body that does not conform to 
classical ideals; the Dying Cleopatra, which retains the soft substance of female flesh 
despite its monumentality; and St. Apollonia, sitting at bottom right in the Marriage of 
the Virgin, whose “wet fabric” clings to her nipples and navel very differently than how 
the Sansepolcro Magdalene’s dress exposes her musculature.  Rather than celebrating the 
sensual femininity of the Magdalene, the passage in the Lamentation declares the mortal 
body beneath her porcelain face, luxurious fabrics, and polished acconciatura.  It exposes 
the crude anatomy of her figure – that which is deliberately suppressed in Nero’s 
sculptures.  It also proclaims the distinction between Rosso’s painted figures and Nero’s 
wood mannequins.  In the face of Nero’s figures that stand stiffly in place, Rosso’s 
bodies contort and bend; the Magdalene’s dramatic pose and anatomy express the pain of 
her emotion.  Rosso appears to have both emulated and challenged Nero’s sculptures in 
                                                
342 Galassi, “Arte e serialità nella bottega di Nero Alberti,” 73, cites a document of 29 December 1535 that 




his painting.343  The finely sculpted male torsos may have, moreover, contributed to 
Rosso’s conception of his dead Christ, whose duality of emphasized mortality and artifice 
– the body painted with a faceted surface – reveals a new approach to sculpting, as it 
were, the human body in paint.  The impact of sculpture on Rosso’s pictorial imagination 
has been observed.  As Vasari recounted the staggering effect of Michelangelo’s 
paintings and sculptures on Rosso in Rome, so too did Nero’s mannequins inform 
Rosso’s creative production in Sansepolcro.  Rosso’s flight to Sansepolcro, seeking the 
help of another survivor, Bishop Tornabuoni, brought him to discover a new local 
cultural production, the refinement of which not only affected the way he painted in 
Sansepolcro but surely also informed his decorations at the court of Francis I. 
 
 
The Roman Soldier 
 Rosso makes clear that the Roman soldier plays an important role in his 
Lamentation (fig. 3.36).  The artist highlights the soldier’s eyes with glints of white on 
his corneas, the only eyes to catch the light that falls on the body of Christ.  He is the only 
one to look out at the viewer and does so as the single figure of all seventeen to face fully 
frontally, in maestà.344  In the Volterra Deposition, Rosso had elected one of the Marys to 
                                                
343 Galassi and Tommaso Mozzati in Galassi, ed.,  Sculture ‘da vestire’, cat. nos. 1-5, have observed the 
influence of Rosso’s art in Sansepolcro on Nero’s figures of St. Roch, citing the increasingly “mannered” 
poses of the figures dated between 1527 and 1530.  However, the reverse influence is also evident, and the 
association between Rosso and Nero’s workshop must be acknowledged as bilateral exchange. 
344 Alberti wrote of the benefit of such a figure that looks out to engage the viewer, that acts as an entryway 
into the painted scene. “I like there to be someone in the ‘historia’ who tells the spectators what is going on, 
and either beckons them with his hand to look, or with ferocious expression and forbidding glance 
challenges them not to come near, as if he wished their business to be secret, or point to some danger or 
remarkable thing in the picture, or by his gestures invites you to laugh or weep with them.”  Alberti, On 





serve in this role, and she looks askance to engage the viewer while she attends to the 
crumpling Virgin.  Rosso marks the soldier in the Sansepolcro picture as special, as 
exceptional, by giving him an extraordinary appearance: a dark face, narrow eyes with 
furrowed brow, a shrunken and turned-up nose, protruding mouth with lips that bare 
teeth, and a weak chin.345   He constrasts starkly with the porcelain-like faces that 
surround him.  His hair is dissheveled and blows in the wind.  He holds a lance, the blade 
of which cannot be seen behind him, and a shield that is battered and distressed; he wears 
a fragment of clothing that leaves his only visible arm bare.346 
 The figure has drawn much attention in scholarship.  This has been to some 
degree cursory, as, for example, scholars unanimously accept the face as a representation 
of evil, but the unusual presence of such a soldier at the scene of the Lamentation has yet 
to be raised as an issue, nor has the role of the figure – with his remarkable visage – 
within the altarpiece as a whole.347  One scholar tentatively suggested that the figure 
                                                
345 The face has been described as animal-like in Garfagnini, ed., Giorgio Vasari, no. 3, “guerriero-
scimmia”; Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 172, “simian”; Falciani, Il Rosso, 92, “natura bestiale”.  On the tradition 
of differentiating apes from humans in the Renaissnace, see Kenneth Gouwens, “Erasmus, ‘Apes of 
Cicero,’ and Conceptual Blending,” Journal of the History of Ideas 71, no. 4 (Oct., 2010): 523-45. It may 
be interesting to note that Rosso had a pet barbary ape whom he cherished and treated like a human 
companion.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 478: “si pigliava piacere d’un bertuccione, il quale 
aveva spirto [sic] più d’uomo che d’animale.”  Rosso’s particular distortion of the human features can be 
related to Leonardo’s manipulations of the human face, in profile, in his visi mostruosi. On Leonardo’s 
grotesque heads, see, most recently, Bambach, ed., Leonardo da Vinci, cat. nos. 69ff. 
346 In contrast to other Italian Renaissance depictions of soldiers at the Crucifixion (see below), Rosso’s 
soldier is deprived of the uniform that conventionally connects him to ancient Rome, and thus with the 
“atemporality” of classicism discussed by Nagel, “Fashion and the Now-Time in Renaissance Art,” 44 and 
51. 
 
347 Ciardi in Ciardi and Mugnaini, eds., Rosso e Volterra, 49, reads the face as an emblematic 
representation of the perfidy of deicide.  Laura Conti and Margaret Daly Davis, eds., Giorgio Vasari. 
Principi, letterati e artisti nelle carte di Giorgio Vasari, Casa Vasari: pittura vasariana dal 1532 al 1554, 
exh. cat., Sottochiesa di San Francesco, Arezzo (Florence: Edam, 1981), cat. no. 3: “Il dramma sacro si 
trasforma così in una allegoria delle tragedie umane, dominate dalle forze del male qui rappresentate dal 
ghigno grottesco di quel volto di guerriero-scimmia a destra nel fondo;” Natali, Rosso Fiorentino, 210: “Ma 
le fattezze mostruose del personaggio di Sansepolcro rispondono all’esigenza d’effigiare il male (per quello 
che di satanico si supponeva ci fosse nel cuore dei manigoldi che avevano crocifisso Cristo).”  Kusenberg, 




represents Rosso’s personal feelings toward soldiers after the abuses the Sack.348  
Otherwise, the predominant understanding of the soldier is that he embodies the vilified 
tormentors of Christ, as seen in contemporary Northern art, such as the print images of 
Albrecht Dürer and Lucas Cranach the Elder.349  In Dürer’s woodcut of Christ Crowned 
with Thorns (fig. 3.37), as one example, the figure kneeling at center placing a mocking 
staff in Christ’s hand is pictured as raggedly dressed, barefoot, with a caricatured face 
and dissheveled beard; Cranach presents a similarly repulsive figure in his woodcut of the 
same subject (fig. 3.38).  The Andachtsbilder of Hieronymous Bosch may be the most 
famous example of the grotesque tormentors in Northern paintings. 
 Such passages of monstrous caricatures are for the most part absent in sixteenth-
century Italian scenes of the Passion, in which figures of Roman soldiers are often 
utilized as vehicles through which artists express classical ideals.  One can cite, among 
many cases, the Crucifixion of Andrea Mantegna (fig. 3.39), in which the heroic bodies 
and uniforms of the Roman soldiers enrich the scene with classical passages, or the 
Deposition of Sodoma (fig. 3.40), in which two soldiers display their elegant figures from 
the back and side, and the front of one of them is also made visible through Sodoma’s 
rendering of his reflection in a helmet on the ground.  In Rosso’s Deposition in Volterra, 
                                                                                                                                            
Eric Darragon, Maniérisme en crise: le Christ en gloire de Rosso Fiorentino à Città di Castello (1528-
1530) (Rome: Edizioni dell'Elefante, 1983), 43, discuss the influence of Northern prints on Rosso’s art. 
348 Franklin, Rosso in Italy, 172ff. 
 
349 Ciardi in Ciardi and Mugnaini, eds., Rosso e Volterra, 49: “si tratta della ripresa, comune nelle stampe 
nordiche e presente, del resto, anche nella Deposizione Volterrana, della raffigurazione di uno o due 
armigeri, emblematicamente rappresentativi della perfidia del deicidio.”  Ciardi cites in particular Dürer’s 
Entombment from the Large Passion series and the prints of Lucas Cranach the Elder as cognates for 
Rosso’s painting, although he does not identify a specific Northern image in which a soldier at the scene of 
the Passion is presented with grotesque features. It is with this characterization of the soldier as persecutor 
of Christ that the text of Pomponius Gauricus was cited as Rosso’s physiognomic inspiration.  Ciardi seems 
to suggest that the very inclusion of soldier figures in scenes of the Passion is a representation of the evil 
that inspired the deicide of Christ; however, as will be discussed with regard to the character of the 




he included a group of soldiers retreating in the background (fig. 3.41).  While they are 
not the heroic forms that Rosso would adopt in his Roman production, these soldiers are 
elegantly dressed and carry large, ornate shields.  Rosso’s earlier Roman soldiers give no 
hint of the repugnant appearance of his figure in Sansepolcro. 
 In the Lamentation, Rosso’s presentation of the soldier veers away from Italian 
Renaissance conventions.  When Vasari composed his Deposition for the Duomo in Pisa, 
he borrowed several details from Rosso’s Lamentation, but he rejected Rosso’s 
conception of the soldier, reverting to the custom of celebrating the figure’s heroic 
appearance, and adding an ornate antique helmet and costume (see fig. 3.19).350  But 
Rosso does not exactly engage with the conventions of his Northern counterparts either.  
Neither Dürer nor Cranach includes a figure of a soldier in their images of the 
Lamentation over the Dead Christ.351  They reserve images of the grotesque tormentors 
for scenes of Jesus’s suffering, as in the event of Christ Bearing the Cross, or the Ecce 
Homo, Flagellation, Crucifixion.  Rosso’s figure is extraordinary for its inclusion in the 
scene and for its countenance as an animal-like creature among the individuals attending 
the Lamentation.  Its presence is decisively shocking, particularly in comparison with the 
placid face of the Virgin adjacent to it.  It disturbs the scene.  Like other mysterious 
aspects in Rosso’s art, this figure may be ultimately irreducible, made available for 
                                                
350 He also composed the figure of the soldier in classical costume in his Deposition in SS. Annunziata, 
Arezzo.  Illus. Rubin, Giorgio Vasari, fig. 41. 
351 Dürer’s Lamentation, woodcut, c. 1497-1500, illus. Giulia Bartrum, Albrecht Dürer and His Legacy: 
The Graphic Work of a Renaissance Artist, exh. cat., British Museum, London (Princeton and London: 
Princeton University Press and British Museum Press, 2002), cat. no. 118j.  Cranach’s Lamentation, 
woodcut, illus. F. W. H. Hollstein, German Engravings, Etchings, and Woodcuts, ca. 1400-1700, ed. K. G. 





interpretation through scripture, theology, and pictorial history only to a limit.352  This 
section proposes one way of approaching its meaning, as it intersects with the 
development of a character in Christian pictorial tradition, but clarification of its 
intersection with iconographic tradition leaves the figure no less exceptional and 
mysterious.   
 The Gospels and apochrypha name one soldier in particular in the episode of 
Christ’s death: the centurion Longinus, who pierced the side of Christ with his spear, 
letting out blood and water (John 19:34); he is named in the apochryphal Gospel of 
Nicodemus353  A centurion, in military rank, commanded a group of a hundred 
soldiers.354  Longinus is a celebrated character in the Gospels as a figure of conversion.  
After witnessing the events that occured at Christ’s death, including the eclipse, the 
earthquake that disinterred corpses from their graves, and the renting of the veil of the 
temple in two, and after the shower of blood and water that may be seen as his baptism, 
he declared his conversion of faith in Christ with the words, “Truly this was the son of 
God” (Mark 15:39; John 19:35; Luke 23:47; Matthew 27:54).355  Pontius Pilate had asked 
the centurion to confirm his witness of the death of Christ, before he released the body to 
                                                
352 One could cite, for instance, the meaning of his design of Fury, the complex message of the Dead Christ 
with Angels, or the iconography of the group of figures collected in the lower tier of the Città di Castello 
altarpiece as defying straightforward interpretations through artistic convention. 
 
353 The Gospel of Nicodemus gives the name of the centurion, the lance-bearing Longinus, and the names 
of the two thieves, Dismas (the good thief) and Gestas (the bad); see in Cross, ed., The Gospel of 
Nichodemus, IX:5. 
354 The figure of the centurion is also revered elsewhere in the Gospels in the so-called Miracle of Christ 
and the Centurion.  Matthew 7:5-13 and Luke 7:7-10 describe the episode, in which a centurion requested 
Christ’s help to heal a sick servant, and the servant was healed.  See Philipp Fehl, “Questions of Identity in 
Veronese’s Christ and the Centurion,” Art Bulletin 39, no. 4 (Dec., 1957): 301-2. 
 
355 In some accounts, Longinus was blinded and had his vision restored upon the letting of blood and water 
from Christ’s side, as illustrated in Simone Martini’s Orsini Crucifixion discussed below, in which the 




Joseph of Arimathea, who would lay it to rest in his own tomb (Mark 15:44-45).356  The 
Gospel of John describes Christ’s body in a way that connects the viewer and the 
centurion in the flesh of Christ: “They shall look upon him whom they pierced” (John 
19:37).  
  In telling the story of Christ’s Passion, the Gospel writers distinguish between the 
Roman soldiers who mock, torture, and gamble for the garment of Christ, and the 
centurion Longinus.  In art, while other soldiers may be pictured with grotesque features 
as tormentors of Christ, such as those who torture him and draw lots for his garments, the 
centurion Longinus is differentiated from and elevated above the rest.  As a figure of 
conversion, Longinus is celebrated in sacred imagery, often pictured at the liturgical right 
side of the crucified Christ, with hands clasped to denote his conversion to Christian 
faith.  Two well-known examples in Renaissance Sansepolcro, and which would have 
been known to Rosso, were the Crucifixion predella panels of both Matteo di Giovanni’s 
Altarpiece of Saints Peter and Paul (c. 1460-65), now in the Museo Civico di 
Sansepolcro, and Piero della Francesca’s S. Agostino altarpiece (c. 1450-60?), now in 
The Frick Collection, New York, both of which include the centurion on horseback with 
hands clasped in the moment of conversion, at the liturgical right side of Christ.357  In 
Northern art, Cranach makes the point clear in his painting of the Crucifixion with the 
Converted Centurion (fig. 3.42), in which he grants sole access to the scene of the 
Crucifixion to the centurion, whom he embellishes with elegant armor.  Longinus’s 
                                                                                                                                            
 
356 “And Pilate marvelled if he were already dead: and calling unto him the centurion, he asked him 
whether he had been any while dead.  And when he knew it from the centurion, he gave the body to 
Joseph.” 




words testify to the veracity of Christ, inscribed flowing from his lips: “Warlich disser 
mensch ist Gotes son gewest.”358 
 Rosso’s soldier is not, of course, Longinus.  Positioned on the liturgical left, or 
sinister, side of the cross, his lance lacks the blade that would have pierced the side of 
Christ, and his monstrous face contradicts the persona of Longinus.  But his identity and 
his treatment is connected to the figure of Longinus, and to the development of the 
character in texts and images through the Middle Ages and early Renaissance.   
 The Gospels describe one other significant figure at the moment of Christ’s death.   
A man, who later came to be known as Stephaton, gave Christ a sponge soaked in vinegar 
to drink.  The episode is described variously in scripture:  
 
About the ninth hour, Jesus cried out in a loud voice, “Eli, Eli, lama sabachtani?”, 
that is, “My God, my God, why have You deserted me?”  When some of those 
who stood there heard this, they said, “This man is calling on Elijah.”  After this, 
Jesus knew that everything had now been completed, and to fulfill the Scripture 
perfectly he said, “I am thirsty.”  A jar full of vinegar stood there.   
 
And one of them quickly ran to get a sponge which he dipped in vinegar, and 
putting it on a reed, gave it him to drink.  “Wait,” said the rest of them, “and see if 
Elijah will come to save him.”  After Jesus had taken the vinegar he said, “It is 
accomplished;” and bowing his head he gave up his spirit.359 
 
Because the Gospels recount the event with slightly conflicting details, the episode of the 
sponge-bearer has been seen ambiguously, and over the centuries it has been interpreted 
                                                
358 Dated 1538.  Also inscribed above Christ: Vater in dein hent befil ich mein gaist.  See Max J. 
Friedländer and Jakob Rosenberg, The Paintings of Lucas Cranach, revised ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1978 [1932]), cat. no. 378. 
359 This description is taken from William Chester Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ: An Image of the 
Jew in Ancient and Medieval Exegesis, Art, and Drama,” The Jewish Quarterly Review (New Series) 78, 
no. 1/2 (Jul.-Oct., 1987): 21, which is one reconstruction of the Crucifixion by modern scholars assembled 






in different ways.360  The origin of the name “Stephaton” for the sponge-bearer is 
unknown, and he is not given a name in the Gospels, nor in the Gospel of Nicodemus; the 
earliest examples of him being named as such appear in eleventh-century manuscript 
illustrations of the Crucifixion.361  On one hand, the act of giving the vinegar has been 
seen as an act of mercy by the sponge-bearer in the face of Christ’s tormentors, as his act 
fulfills scripture (Psalm 68:22: “In my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink”).362  But it 
has also been considered the last torment of Christ, the cruel act of giving the dying man 
vinegar to drink when he complained of thirst.  This ambivalence in interpretation is vital 
for the understanding of Rosso’s figure. 
 The figure of Stephaton rarely appears in Italian Renaissance paintings of Passion 
scenes, particularly in comparison to the figure of Longinus.  For example, in Signorelli’s 
Crucifixion of c. 1504 (fig. 3.43), the sponge-bearer does not appear in the crowd of 
soldiers and civilians gathered beneath the cross, even if both the figure of Longinus – 
captured in the moment of piercing Christ’s side – and soldiers who draw lots for the 
garment are illustrated clearly.  Fra Angelico’s Crucifixion with the Virgin, Mary 
Magdalene, and St. Dominic (c. 1440-45; fig. 3.44) is one rare example from the previous 
century in which the figure of Stephaton is prioritized, isolated on the liturgical left-hand 
                                                
360 Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ,” provides a survey of the development of this figure in Christian 
literature, theater, and art with particular emphasis on the Medieval interpretation of the figure as a Jew. 
 
361 Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ,” 28: two rival theories for the naming of the sponge-bearer as 
Stephaton are, first, that it is a misnomer probably taken from an illuminated manuscript of the Crucifixion 
in which the Greek word for “crown” was written to the right of the crown of thorns, directly above the 
sponge-bearer, and, second, the dominant interpretation (considered “absurd” by Jordan), that “stephaton” 
is a corruption of the Greek word for sponge.  See William Chester Jordan, “Stephaton: The Origin of the 
Name,” Classical Folia 33 (1979): 83-86.   
 
362 Another positive interpretation of the event is rooted in the confusion of the term “vinegar,” which may 






side of Christ with the sponge at the end of his reed, dressed as a civilian, holding the 
bucket of vinegar in his left hand.363  The word “SITIO” is inscribed on Christ’s chest, as 
his declaration of his thirst; thus the artist emphasizes the suffering of Jesus, both his 
experience of thirst and then the taking of unpalatable vinegar to drink.  Jesus gazes 
directly at Stephaton, while the Virgin and Mary Magdalene weep at left.  Fra Angelico 
gives Stephaton a particularized profile (fig. 3.45).  A strong contour delineates his 
rounded, hooked nose, which contrasts with the straight bridges seen in the profiles of 
other figures, including St. Dominic in this painting, and the figure of the centurion 
Longinus in another Crucifixion scene at San Marco (fig. 3.46).364  Such treatment 
suggests that the artist participates in the anti-Semitic stereotyping of the figure, which 
prevailed through the Middle Ages.365  But while this composition casts Stephaton in a 
negative light, Fra Angelico does not consistently vilify the figure in his work.  In his 
Crucifixion from the Silver Treasury of SS. Annunziata (fig. 3.47), for instance, the artist 
pictures the sponge-bearer with a neutral appearance, as a civilian, at the liturgical right 
side of Christ.366  If Stephaton is considered to be a negative figure, the artist is not 
                                                
363 Painted in cell 41 of the convent of San Marco. Cells 36, 37, 40-44 were intended for guests at the 
convent and were probably painted after Fra Angelico’s designs by Benozzo Gozzoli.  The emphasis on the 
tormentors of Christ in the cells might be seen in terms of the impression of discipline intended to be given 
to guests of the convent.  See Paolo Morachiello, Fra Angelico: The San Marco Frescoes, trans. Eleanor 
Daunt (New York: Thames & Hudson, 1996), 296ff. 
 
364 On this fresco, in cell 42 of the convent, see Morachiello, Fra Angelico, 296ff., and John T. Spike, Fra 
Angelico (New York: Abbeville Press, 1996), 162. 
 
365 Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ,” especially 25ff. 
 
366 On Fra Angelico’s scenes for the Silver Treasury see Spike, Fra Angelico, 186ff.  While all of the 
scenes were designed by Fra Angelico, it appears that some, including perhaps the Crucifixion, were 





adamant in this characterization.367  Stephaton also appears as a soldier.  In one of 
Cranach’s woodcuts of the Crucifixion, inscribed with the date 1502 (fig. 3.48), the artist 
envisions Stephaton at the liturgical right of Christ, with his back turned, dressed as a 
soldier in ornate armor and holding a reed with a sponge on its end, while he stands 
proudly with his right arm akimbo.368 
 The ambivalent and inconsistent depiction of Stephaton in such Renaissance 
works represents a late stage in the development of the character through centuries of 
Passion literature, theater, and art.  The sponge-bearer underwent major transformations 
in texts, plays, and images of the Passion from the early Middle Ages to the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries.369  If the Renaissance images reveal a subtle vilification of the 
sponge-bearer, Medieval conceptions of him had been decidedly condemning: Stephaton 
was imagined as a vile figure, who administered the last torture of Christ in offering 
vinegar to a man who thirsted on the verge of death.370  Augustine, among many authors, 
                                                
367 Other Italian examples in which Stephaton appears at the scene of the Crucifixion but is not particularly 
vilified or differentiated outside of his attribute of the reed and sponge include Andrea Solario’s 
Crucifixion, Paris, Musée du Louvre; Jacopo Bellini, Crucifixion, Venice, Museo Corner; and Bernardino 
Gatti (attributed), Crucifixion, Parma, Palazzo Comunale. 
 
368 Cranach produced several versions of the scene of the Crucifixion in painting, drawing, and print, in 
which the sponge-bearer appears to be represented as a soldier, but the hand that actually grasps the reed 
and sponge is obscured either by other figures or the cross itself, assigning no clear agency to a single 
figure.  See Dieter Koepplin and Tilman Falk, Lukas Cranach. Gemälde, Zeichnungen, Druckgraphik 
(Basel and Stuttgart: Birkhäuser Verlag, 1974), cat. nos. 62 (the woodcut dated 1502), 320 (woodcut, dated 
c. 1509), and 332 (figs. 263-64, a drawing and painting).  In one unique woodcut in Berlin, the sponge-
bearer is pictured at far left with a caricatured face, dressed as a civilian.  Hollstein, German Engravings, 
Etchings, and Woodcuts, 24. 
 
369 See William Chester Jordan, “The Erosion of the Stereotype of the Last Tormentor of Christ,” The 
Jewish Quarterly Review (New Series) 81, no. 1/2 (Jul.-Oct., 1990): 13-44. 
 
370 Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ,” 25 note 15, discusses two rare exceptions of Medieval praise 
for the figure of the sponge-bearer, which celebrate the figure as doing God’s work and picture him with a 
halo.  Jordan conducted a survey of approximately three hundred Medieval objects in the Index of Christian 
Art and concluded that “no other participant in the drama of the crucifixion was so consistently 





identified him explicitly as a Jew, and influential texts like his were decisive for 
disseminating the characterization in Passion plays and in art.371  In images, he was 
envisioned as an animal-like and grotesque creature – like Rosso’s soldier – dark and 
unkempt, often barefoot and scarcely clothed, with a twisted, deformed body.  In one 
fourteenth-century Psalter, for instance, the sponge-bearer appears with a darkened face, 
with distorted, bestial features and dissheveled hair at the sinister side of Christ on the 
Cross (fig. 3.49).372  Meanwhile, Longinus appears opposite him on the other side of the 
cross.  Longinus is depicted as a soldier with clear, human features, and he holds his 
lance while pointing to his own eye, signalling the reversal of his blindness upon the 
shower of blood and water from Christ’s side and his bearing witness to Christ’s veracity.  
Stephaton’s role in these images is clear: he represents the foil of Longinus, the balance 
of good and evil, just as the good thief and the bad thief take positions on either side of 
Christ, or as Ecclesia and Sinagoga do.  The construction persists in late-thirteenth- and 
early-fourteenth-century painting, although in a less schematic opposition.373  Simone 
Martini’s Crucifixion, for example, from the Orsini polyptych of the Passion (fig. 3.50), 
includes Stephaton at far left next to Longinus, who is made to pierce the side of Christ 
                                                
371 On Augustine and Stephaton as a Jew see Jordan, “The Last Tormentor of Christ,” 26 note 20.  On the 
sponge-bearer as Jewish in art see also G. Millet, Recherches sur l’iconographie de l’Évangile aux XIV, 
XV, et XVI siècles, d’après les monuments de Mistra, de la Macédonie, et du Mont-Athos, 2nd ed. (Paris: E. 
De Boccard, 1960), 427, and Ruth Mellinkoff, Outcasts: Signs of Otherness in Northern European Art of 
the Late Middle Ages (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), vol. 1, 132-33. 
 
372 One early fourteenth-century Miniature Cycle Illustrating the Life of Christ, a Psalter conserved at the 
Bodleian Library, Oxford, contains an image of the Crucifixion (fol. 61r) in which the sponge-bearer has 
winged headgear and whose body is twisted so that his feet face in the opposite direction to his face.  The 
Missal of Abbot Nicholas Lytlington at Westminster Abbey (ms. 37, fol. 157v), depicts a Crucifixion in 
which Stephaton’s body is so contorted that his head is upside down and faces fully frontally to the viewer. 
 
373 In a thirteenth-century painting of the Crucifixion by an unknown Umbrian artist, Stephaton appears on 
the liturgical left side of Christ, hairy and dissheveled, in profile with a sharp nose and receding chin; on 
the other side of the cross is his counterpart, Longinus, dressed as a knight.  See Donatella Pegazzano, Il 





by the hands of another figure; this interloper, who visually takes responsibility for the 
wounding of Christ, together with Stephaton bear caricatured profiles of hooked noses 
and pronounced brows, which Longinus and the other attendants do not.374  Tormentors 
of Christ are marked by derisive or repugnant physiognomies, and Stephaton was often 
underlined as the worst among them.375 
 At some point in the early fifteenth century, the figure of Stephaton began to 
change.  William Chester Jordan ascribed this to reforms in the Church that censured the 
ridiculous depictions of the figure as frivolties and thus as distractions in scenes of 
Christ’s Passion, particularly in response to Protestant criticism.376  Stephaton began to be 
rehumanized as images of the Crucifixion became “purified,” and his role as the 
antithesis of Longinus began to erode.  The interpretation of his act as a merciful 
fulfillment of scripture at the moment of Christ’s death became more popular.  Passion 
plays and images rehabilitated Stephaton from an evil and monstrous Jew, to a Jew of 
high social class, and finally to a Roman soldier who could be seen to act mercifully to 
                                                
374 On the Orsini polyptych see Pierluigi Leone de Castris, Simone Martini (Milan: F. Motta Editore, 2003), 
300ff. 
 
375 James Marrow, “Circumdederunt me canes multi: Christ’s Tormentors in Northern European Art of the 
Late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance,” Art Bulletin 59, no. 2 (Jun., 1977): 167-81, outlines the 
development of Christ’s tormentors as animal-like creatures and as symbolized by the inclusion of dogs in 
scenes of the Passion.  His larger study on Passion iconography, Passion Iconography in Northern 
European Art of the Late Middle Ages and Early Renaissance: A Study of the Transformation of Sacred 
Metaphor into Descriptive Narrative (Kortrijk, Belgium: Van Ghemmert Pub. Co., 1979), traces the 
flourishing of creative expression in scenes of the Passion outside of the Crucifixion and complements 
Jordan’s analysis of the disappearance of the figure of the sponge-bearer.  Jordan, “The Erosion of the 
Stereotype of the Last Tormentor of Christ,” 24, aligns his work with Marrow: “Demands for restrained 
devotion to the relics of the crucifixion and for restrained artistic treatment of the torments at the 
crucifixion therefore went hand in hand, though not without criticism, with a deepening commitment 
among certain artists to display their creativity in the extracrucifixional scenes of the passion story where 
they could.” 
 
376 On the forbidding of Passion plays and dramas with biblical characters in Protestant regions see for 
example James A. Parente, Religious Drama and the Humanist Tradition: Christian Theater in Germany 





Christ.377  In a fourteenth-century Augostinian gradual now at the Morgan Library (fig. 
3.51), the sponge-bearer appears among a group of soldiers, no longer the antithesis of 
Longinus but as his peer.  Stephaton’s strictly malevalent role diminished.  By the 
sixteenth century, he is an ambivalent figure.  Cranach pictures him as an ornately 
armored soldier in the woodcut of 1502 cited above, and later, in a painting produced in 
Wittenburg (c. 1510-15; fig. 3.52), he reverts to the characterization of Stephaton as the 
foil of Longinus, but does so by presenting him as a young man who sticks out his tongue 
in mockery of Christ.378   
 Rosso’s soldier must be seen with respect to this evolution.  He likely represents 
Stephaton, but the artist has manipulated the figure to combine the Medieval and the 
Renaissance conceptions of him, as a bestial creature and as a Roman soldier.  The fact 
that his lance has no visible blade makes sense for a sponge-bearer, who would have 
placed the sponge at the end of this shaft, as seen in other depictions of Stephaton; 
however, it is significant that the artist did not illustrate the sponge itself.  The artist does 
not make his identity and role in the scene obvious through the inclusion of a 
straightforward attribute.  Without the grotesque face, the soldier might be identified as a 
                                                
377 Jordan, “The Erosion of the Stereotype of the Last Tormentor of Christ,” 17: “Loyal to the scriptural 
texts that insisted on the role of a sponge-bearer at the crucifixion yet aware of the ambivalence of the texts 
on his identity, authors responded, though by no means universally, to the new properties by occasionally 
transforming the sponge-bearer into a more dignified character; if a Jew, then a Jew of obviously high 
status; if not a Jew, then a Roman soldier.  In some German plays of the fifteenth century, moreover, the 
offer of the vinegar was entrusted to a soldier, and it was represented as a charitable attempt to shorten the 
agony of Christ.”  The text attributed to Bonaventure underwent a dramatic sanitizing between its medieval 
version and that of the second half of the sixteenth century; where the sponge-bearer had been identified as 
a sadistic Jew in earlier version, in the 1587 version, he is referred to as miles, or a knight/soldier. 
 
378 Bodo Brinkmann, ed., Cranach, exh. cat., Städel Museum, Frankfurt am Main, and Royal Academy of 
Arts, London (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2007), cat. no. 26, notes: “Cranach’s most striking innovation 
was to introduce the figure of a long-haired young man in the role of Stephaton, who puts out his tongue to 
mock Christ... we can see how far Cranach had extended his horizons in the first decade of the sixteenth 
century: the bizarre, sullen, late-Gothic figure is replaced by a casual youth whose simplicity is almost 




generic Roman soldier, or Longinus himself.  But Rosso adopts the Medieval conception 
of Stephaton as a repulsive creature, with animal-like features, dark skin, a mass of 
dissheveled hair, and ragged clothing.  Rosso created a hybrid character drawn from 
different points in the evolution of the figure of Stephaton.  While he presents the 
rehabilitated identity of the Roman soldier, he simultaneously counters this by reverting 
to the medieval version of him as a reviled and groteseque creature. 
 What does this figure contribute to the painting as a whole?  Did Rosso see or 
read a Medieval image, text, or Passion play in Sansepolcro that inspired him to 
manipulate the conventions of the figure in this way?  His archaizing might be seen as a 
sort of reverse reform: whereas scenes of the Passion had been “purified” to edit out such 
distracting figures, Rosso’s insertion of this model of Stephaton re-emphasized the 
presence of evil in the “cleansed” scene.  It opposed the ornament, fashion, and beauty 
conventional in Renaissance images of the Crucifixion, such as in Signorelli’s standard 
and in Rosso’s picture, and exposes these elements, in turn, as distractions from devotion 
to the body of Christ.  The soldier is a peripheral element, hidden in the shadow behind 
the central group.  But for the altarpiece as a whole, which focuses primarily on the body 
of Christ and the suffering he endured, the grotesque Stephaton adds an emphasis on the 
tormentor of Christ.  This underlining of the work of evil, the action of the enemy against 
Christ as opposed to the mere fact of Christ’s suffering, represents a reminder to viewers 
of the actions of evil and thus their own actions, and it might have been particularly 
poignant to members of the flagellant confraternity as a caution about their own acts.   
 Stephaton’s conspicuous presence relates to Rosso’s conception of the desiccated 




just before his death, which prompted Stephaton to dispense the sponge.  This was 
emphasized in the Meditations on the Life of Christ attributed to Bonaventure: 
The fifth [word] was when he said, “I am thirsty,” in which word there was great 
compassion of the mother and her companions, and of John, and the great 
pleasure of those wicked men.  Now one could show that he was thirsty for the 
salvation of souls; yet in truth he thirsted because he was inwardly drained by loss 
of blood, and was dried out.  And when those wretches were unable to think how 
they could injure him further, they found a new manner of ill-treating him and 
gave him vinegar mixed with gall to drink.379   
 
In one way, the physical state of Christ’s flesh operates similarly to the inscription, 
“SITIO,” on Fra Angelico’s Crucifixion with the Virgin, Mary Magdalene, and St. 
Dominic; the appearance of the body expresses the thirst he suffered.   
 But do these effects – a reminder of one’s own actions against Christ, and an 
underscoring of man’s actions and Christ’s suffering – justify the extreme disparity 
between this figure’s face and the rest of the picture?  In Gerino’s painting of the 
Madonna del Soccorso, the Virgin’s beauty and the fineness of her costume are enhanced 
by the juxtaposition to the devil creature at her side, and so too in Rosso’s Lamentation, 
the fineness of the figures are exaggerated in comparison to the grotesque face that stares 
out from among them.  Perhaps Rosso’s soldier serves, in part, in this way as an artistic 
device.  To take it further, the figure of Stephaton embodies Rosso’s rejection of his own 
Roman style.  He brings the figure of a Roman soldier into his painting, indeed imposing 
it on the subject, only to directly oppose the elements that might constitute the figure’s 
“Romanitas.”  These were elements that Rosso had previously embraced in Rome: in 
contrast to the hulking, heroic bodies of the Gods in Niches, Rosso presents the 
Sansepolcro soldier as a scrawny being that cowers behind a shield; he wears scarce 
                                                




clothing in place of classical armor; and his repugnant form displaces the Renaissance 
ideals of beauty that normally accompany the character of the Roman soldier in Italian 
Renaissance art.  Rosso’s version of Stephaton might be seen to occupy a similar place as 
the design of Fury in tension with his Roman vocabulary, a figure that undermines the 
values and ideals of Rosso’s classicism.  That Rosso performs a direct inversion of his 
Roman style might be established by the nature of the shield that Stephaton carries.  
Previously, in the Volterra Deposition, the elegant Roman soldiers carried large, 
decorative shields.  In Sansepolcro, Stephaton carries a smaller, round one, which appears 
identical to that which the figure of Mars holds in Rosso’s Roman design for an 
engraving (fig. 3.53).  Now in Stephaton’s hand, however, the shield is tattered and 
scarred.  No longer an iconographic prop for a mythical god, it is the evidence of real 
violence endured by the soldier.  The appearance of this shield betrays recent battle.  But 
which war is he supposed to have fought? 
 When Rosso began the project for the Lamentation in September of 1527, 
imperial soldiers occupied Rome, and Pope Clement was imprisoned in Castel 
Sant’Angelo.  By the time of the second scheduled payment for his work on the 
altarpiece, in January 1528, Rome was still occupied, and Clement was now in exile in 
Orvieto.  War was still on, and it would continue to plague the areas around Rome and 
Florence for another few years; indeed the earliest memory recorded in the diary of Berto 
Alberti is the vision of artillery on which his father worked in 1529.380  It was under these 
                                                
380 The earliest memory recorded in the diary of Berto Alberti, nephew of Il Nero, is in the year 1529, when 
he recalls witnessing the his father’s production of artillery: “Memoria come a di . . . 1529 Givanni di Berto 
mio padre feci e colo è forme di l’arteliaria ch’era l’asedio che mai avi’vesto tal cosa.”  From Ricordi di 
artisti della famiglia Alberti, con le segnature, MS 267, codice A, fol. 5v (Florence, Biblioteca degli 
Uffizi).  The ongoing military conflicts in the area around Sansepolcro are described in detail in the 




circumstances that Rosso introduced the figure of a Roman soldier incongruously and 
conspicuously into his first public painting in exile.  His inversion of the ideal Roman 
soldier for its antithesis was concurrent with the fall of Rome and military disaster.  The 
soldier appears to embody Rosso’s manipulation of a figure of Christian history in a way 
that was poignant in his present moment, and, at the same time, in a way that was 
coherent with the needs of his patron.   
 Rosso’s abandonment of his Roman style – in the stringent and angular figure of 
Christ, the tangled figural composition, and the exaggerated refinement – together with 
the figure of the soldier, coalesce to declare his distance from Rome, both geographic and 
artistic.  The figure of Stephaton in particular implies that the altarpiece does not 
represent a passive moving away from his former production, but that the artist actively 
and expressly opposes “Roman Rosso” in it.  This somewhat self-reflexive aspect of the 
Lamentation must be seen in light of the artist’s celebrity in the city, which drew other 
artists, including Vasari and Lappoli, to seek him in Sansepolcro, which involved 
numerous local figures and artistic patrons in his commission, and which he shared with 
the city’s bishop and his own former patron of his Roman painting.  
 The severity of his exaggeration in this figure, the extreme to which he ruptured 
the devotional scene with this intrusion, remains, perhaps, ultimately beyond stylistic and 
iconographic explication.  Understanding how the artist has manipulated the character of 
Stephaton may illuminate the figure to some extent, as does recognizing how the figure 
embodies the artist’s rejection of his former Roman qualities.  But this does not resolve 
the figure.  What in the artist’s experience inspired this face, or motivated such a violent 




disturbance of the artist after the Sack.  Such is a thesis that, as discussed, many have 
already put forward upon first glance of the painting.  These investigations of his identity 
as a character in Christian history and of his use of the figure as an artistic device only 
further confirm the profound strangeness of this figure, and of this painting. 
 Rosso’s depiction of the soldier may relate to some degree to his own violent 
experience, but he makes no overt claim for an association between himself and the 
soldier.  For an insertion of his own identity in the painting, he selected the figure of the 
dead Christ, on whom he painted a curly red beard – the coloring for which Rosso, of 
course, was named and identified.  Certainly this cannot be taken as a sincere conflation 
of the artist with Christ for its glaring and unacceptable audacity.381  It is, however, 
evidence of the artist’s personalization of his picture, embedding something of himself in 
it.  The Lamentation may be seen to have satisfied Raffaellino’s intention for Rosso to 
leave a “reliquia” of himself in Sansepolcro, a memory of him, his hand, and of this 
extraordinary moment of his career. 
 
 Sometime in 1528, Lappoli traveled to Sansepolcro in search of Rosso, who may 
have been finishing or had just finished the Lamentation altarpiece.  Lappoli brought 
supplies, and in exchange, Rosso produced a drawing, or perhaps a number of drawings, 
for Lappoli’s commission of an Adoration of the Magi (fig. 1.10) for the church of S. 
Francesco in Arezzo.  Like Rosso’s drawings for Alfani, which he had composed 
immediately after the Sack in Perugia, these sheets for Lappoli do not survive, although 
Lappoli’s Adoration altarpiece offers some insight into the content and appearance of 
                                                
381 As Michael Cole brought to my attention, Rosso was thirty-three years of age at the time that he painted 




Rosso’s design.  It has already been noted that Lappoli’s Adoration shares a number of 
aspects with Rosso’s Sansepolcro Lamentation, including the crowding of the radial 
composition and the inclusion of ornate costumes; evidently Rosso transposed some of 
his artistic ideas for his own painting onto his design for Lappoli.  It is also apparent that 
Rosso did not include distinctly Roman iconography or forms in the design for Lappoli, 
unlike the design he had given to Alfani the previous year (fig. 3.13 and 3.14).  For 
Alfani, Rosso had constructed a scene in which the central action of the Adoration was 
set against a backdrop of classical architecture, a niched structure into which Alfani 
inserted antique sculptures, on top of which was an unusual group of twisting, 
Michelangelesque figures.  Thus the three projects, the composition for Alfani, Rosso’s 
own Lamentation, and the designs for Lappoli, even in the fragmentary evidence they 
offer about Rosso’s creative production, map Rosso’s turn away from Roman forms in 
his art after the Sack.  The first, for another artist, proclaimed the enduring influence of 
Roman art, even in the very wake of his traumatic displacement from the city.  His 
second, that of his own public altarpiece, appropriated local culture and directly inverted 
Roman ideals, although by directly opposing the qualities of Roman art, he underscored 
his connection to them.  Finally, his design for Lappoli appears to have further distanced 
his production from these qualities, turning away from Roman iconography and heroic 
forms. 
 Rosso constructed the Lamentation altarpiece as an image that had profound and 
specific meaning for the patron confraternity.  This was made possible by Rosso’s 
openness to local culture.  His new vision of the body of Christ at once acknowledged the 




conceptions of the substances of flesh and wood.  His inclusion of the figure of Eliseus 
emphasized the mystery of Christ’s flesh further still.  Engaging with the production of 
Nero Alberti’s workshop, Rosso both integrated the most modern local innovations into 
his picture and challenged them, all the while immersing his altarpiece in local artistic 
language and thus connecting directly with his Sansepolcro audience.  His inclusion and 
unique treatment of the figure of Stephaton complicates his emulation of the art around 
him.  This figure embodies the rejection of Rosso’s former artistic practice: Rosso used 
this figure to conspicuously oppose the lessons and ideals of Rome and his own 
romanità.  His treatment of the soldier, while ultimately an irreducible passage, called 
attention to the extraordinary context in which he painted, in the shadow of the Sack.  Its 
topical significance did not carry over to Vasari nor to Rosso’s copyist (fig. 3.54), who, 
in reproducing the Lamentation, softened the features of the grotesque face with which 









Sebastiano’s Nativity and the Relic of Rome 
 
 In May of 1527, Sebastiano Luciani witnessed the most powerful man in the 
Catholic Church suffering helplessly, under siege in his own fortress.382  The situation in 
Rome became so desperate during the imperial occupation that the occupying soldiers 
themselves began to leave the city, their own men dying from plague, hunger, and 
violence.  Almost all of the landsknechte and Spaniards left by late autumn, partly urged 
by their commanders, partly because there was hardly anything left in Rome.  Thousands 
of residents had fled, and the pope and his court slipped away to Orvieto in December.  
Sebastiano eventually left too, traveling to his native Venice and then to Orvieto to join 
the papal court, but he returned to Rome in 1529.383  It was a different Rome, in which 
rubble lay where palaces once stood, and Sebastiano, too, was a different man.  He said 
as much to Michelangelo in their first correspondence after the Sack.384   
 Scholars have sought to find a pictorial equivalent to Sebastiano’s words in his 
art.385  His portraits of Pope Clement before and after the Sack seem to represent the kind 
of change Sebastiano mentions in his letter: the Clement of 1526 bears a youthful and 
                                                
382 From Sebastiano’s letter to Aretino, dated 15 May 1527: “Son doi giorni, che papa Clemente, 
mangiando in Castello più presto pan de dolori, che vivande magnifiche.” Biagi, Memorie storico-critiche 
intorno alla vita ed alle opere di F. Sebastiano Luciano, 40. 
383 See Michael Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981), 158-59, Appendix C, 
Sebastiano’s Movements after the Sack of Rome, for some problems in tracing Sebastiano’s travels.  The 
post-Sack itinerary is discussed below. 
384 Letter of 24 February 1531, cited earlier.  Sebastiano in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence: “Ancora 
non mi par esser quel Bastiano che io era inanti el sacco; non posso tornar in cervello ancora et cet.” 
(Carteggio, vol. 3, 299). 




arrogant air; the post-Sack Clement is a withered, aged man marked by the beard of his 
post-Sack persona (figs. 4.2 and 4.3).386  But the portraits are part of the propaganda that 
asserted the new image of a “penitent” papacy after the Sack, part of the campaign of the 
Catholic Reformation.  Sebastiano’s portraits were used as prototypes for artists like 
Giuliano Bugiardini to replicate and distribute the Medici pope’s image in Florence.387  
Scholars have suggested that the paintings of Christ Carrying the Cross that Sebastiano 
produced in the 1530s (fig. 4.4) and the solemn Pietà in Viterbo (fig. 4.5) better reflect 
the melancholy of his words.388  But the Pietà and the first of the Cristo portacroce 
pictures (fig. 4.6) were painted before 1527.  The prototype of the Christ pictures was in a 
                                                
386 On the portraits see Strinati and Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano del Piombo, cat. nos. 47 and 64. 
387 Sebastiano describes having to produce a number of these portraits in a letter to Michelangelo dated 3 
October 1531: “circha el retratto del Papa.  Io lo havea facto et fornito, et stava bene et somigliava, et per 
mala mia desgratia el ducca d’Albania lo vide et halo voluto; de modo che ‘l Papa me l’ha facto dare, che 
senza sua comissione non l’averia facto.  Et pezo era che ancora messer Bartholomeo Valori lo voleva, et 
m’è stato forza fargene un altro” (Carteggio, vol. 3, 332).  See for example the portrait of Clement by 
Giuliano Bugiardini, c. 1532, Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum, illus. David Franklin, ed., From 
Raphael to Carracci: The Art of Papal Rome, exh. cat. Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa: 
National Gallery of Canada, 2009), 177 (see also entry by Sheryl Reiss, 175ff.).  Giuliano Bugiardini is 
mentioned in several letters in relation to the portraits by Sebastiano, such as one written a few days after 
the letter just cited, from Giovan Battista Mini to Bartolommeo Valori in Rome, dated 8 October 1531: 
“Circha a Bastiano viniziano, ebi da Michelagniolo la lettera e la mandai in una de’ Rondinelo.  Non ò auto 
risposta, ch’al fermo dito Bastiano no li mancharà di mandare e’ ritrato di Nostro Signiore.  E al Rondinelo 
anche ne schrivo m’avisi del seguito, e, posendo, chon voi ne porterete dito ritrato, o si laci la chosa in 
buona forma che ‘l Bugiardino posi finire, che sono cierto vi chontenterete di lui” (Carteggio, vol. 3, 334). 
388 Chastel, Sack of Rome, 174: “The ‘trauma’ of 1527 should therefore be taken into consideration when 
judging the inclination to inertia and apathy that so astounded Sebastiano’s contemporaries... it is precisely 
those somber, pathetic, starkly treated works – such as Jesus Bearing the Cross, in its numerous versions – 
that raise so many questions;” Arasse, “Il sacco di Roma,” 48: “Sebastiano del Piombo, è stato, anche lui 
traumatizzato dall’avvenimento; il suo stile conosce allora una svolta decisiva, attestata dalla Pietà di 
Viterbo e dalle versioni del Cristo portacroce e confermata dalla sua famosa lettera scritta nel 1531;” 
Gouwens, Humanist Narratives of the Sack of Rome, 170, points to the parallel story of the impact of the 
Sack upon the outlook of artists and refers in particular to the “mood of despairing quietism” in 
Sebastiano’s art after the Sack (although this may be a misreading of Hirst, Sebastiano, 112); Pinelli, “Il 
sacco di Roma,” 174-75: “Se però vogliamo trovare un corrispettivo artistico del clima di penitenza che si 
respirava a Roma in questi ultimi anni clementini ancora traumatizzati dalla violenza dello shock subìto, 
non possiamo che rivolgerci alla serie infinita di dolenti Cristi portacroce, dipinti da Sebastiano del Piombo 
in quegli anni.”  Roberto Contini in Strinati and Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano del Piombo, 248: “Del 
lentissimo procedere, o meglio dell’includenza, del Luciani, un vero abito mentale fattosi più acuto dopo i 




Spanish inventory by 1521, and the Pietà was in Viterbo by 1517.389  If they reflect his 
sullen state, he had felt this way long before the Sack of Rome.   
 Another painting by Sebastiano may better serve as a “pictorial equivalent” to his 
words – that is, serve to embody the changes wrought by the events of the Sack: the 
Nativity of the Virgin in the Chigi chapel of Santa Maria del Popolo (fig. 4.1).  Founded 
by Agostino Chigi in 1507 and dedicated to the Blessed Virgin of Loreto, the chapel is 
one of a pair of Chigi chapels, the other in Santa Maria della Pace, the decoration of 
which had also been commissioned to Sebastiano.  The Popolo chapel houses the 
enormous altarpiece on which Sebastiano had just begun to work when the imperial 
forces invaded Rome.390  He fled the city, returned less than two years later, and revived 
the Chigi chapel project, of which it appears he brought only the altarpiece of the Nativity 
near completion.  There are fragments of his decoration of the Pace chapel in England.391  
The impact of the Sack on this interrupted project is undeniable.  But the Nativity 
altarpiece has been ignored in studies of the Sack and art.  Perhaps this is not surprising, 
given that it does not convey melancholy – as do the Cristo portacroce pictures – so 
                                                
389 A copy of the Viterbo Pietà by a local painter in Viterbo, Costantino di Jacopo Zelli, dated 10 April 
1517, gives a terminus ante quem for Sebastiano’s painting.  The Christ Carrying the Cross by Sebastiano 
now at the Prado was listed in the inventory of the possessions of Jerónimo Vich y Valterra, Spanish 
ambassador in Rome for both Ferdinand the Catholic and Charles V, in Rome from 1507 to 1519, and in 
Valencia by June 1521.  See F. Benito Domenech, “Sobre la influencia de Sebastiano del Piombo en 
España: A proposito de dos cuadros suyos en el Museo del Prado,” Boletin del Museo del Prado 9 (Jan.-
Dec. 1988): 5-28.  Piers Baker-Bates, “A Re-discovered Drawing by Sebastiano del Piombo and the Dating 
of His ‘Christ Carrying the Cross’,” Paragone/Arte 56, no. 64 (Nov., 2005): 63-7, argues for the early date 
of 1513. 
390 The painting, which has been in the process of restoration for several years, has dimensions of 5.75 x 
3.50 m. 
391 Oil painting fragments of a Visitation painted by Sebastiano on the wall of the Chigi chapel in Santa 
Maria della Pace were transferred to canvas and are in the collection at Alnwick Castle, Duke of 
Northumberland, see Strinati and Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano del Piombo, cat. no. 65.  Although Vasari 
described the Pace paintings to have been left incomplete at an advanced state, only three very damaged 




much as sweet domesticity.  In it, women prepare the bath of the newborn, St. Anne rests 
in bed, God the Father descends on a throne of angels and cloud, while other women 
perform domestic tasks.  Two figures are seen through a portal, the one on the right 
almost certainly Joachim.  All of this is conventional, for the most part.   What is 
immediately striking about the picture, however – and what signals a significant change 
in Sebastiano’s art at this point – is the Nativity’s setting: a stepped and tiled floor, the 
orthogonals of which converge at center toward a view of brilliant classical architecture 
(fig. 4.7).  A vaulted passage composed of Doric pilasters opens to a wall, also decorated 
with pilasters of the Doric order and triglyphs above a niche in which a classical 
sculpture of a female figure is installed, holding what appears to be a tablet or book 
against her leg with her left hand.  This resembles nothing in the artist’s corpus.  Rather, 
the overall setting recalls the art of Raphael, in particular the School of Athens (fig. 4.8).  
Sebastiano’s setting (see fig. 4.1) shares with Raphael’s fresco a centralized perspective 
with a stepped floor, patterned in tiles; the focus on a vaulted aperture that frames two 
figures; the use of Doric elements with sculpture in niches; and the monumentality of the 
space that holds groups of figures on distinct planes.  Sebastiano’s emulation of 
Raphael’s painting has been observed, although the implications of this have yet to be 
explored.392  The artist and Raphael had of course been rivals in Rome – and publicly so, 
a rivalry that continued even after Raphael’s death through his pupils.  What, then, is the 
significance of Sebastiano’s allusion to the art of Raphael in the Nativity? 
 The consequences of the Sack of Rome profoundly affected the production of 
Sebastiano’s Nativity, and the appearance of the altarpiece reflects these consequences.  
Sebastiano’s art underwent a dramatic shift after 1527, particularly with regard to his 
                                                




relationship to the art of Raphael.  The Nativity serves as a document of post-Sack Rome 
by attesting to the changes in Sebastiano’s art as well as to the historical moment in 
which he painted.  Clarifying the specific context in which the Nativity was produced will 





 In 1510, the twenty-five-year-old Sebastiano Luciani met Agostino Chigi, while 
Chigi was on an extended business trip in Venice.393  When it came time for Agostino, 
the wealthy banker of Julius II, to leave Venice and return to Rome, he convinced the 
young Sebastiano to leave his homeland for Rome.  Now that Giorgione was dead and 
Giovanni Bellini was an octogenarian, Sebastiano left Titian to dominate Venice while he 
took his Venetian colorito to Rome.394  The artist remembered his patria to Agostino in 
the painting of the Death of Adonis (fig. 4.9), in which he inserted the cityscape into the 
background of the mythological scene.395  The Death of Adonis is “Venetian” in both 
content and style.  Venus, one personification of the city, and her company are situated 
                                                
393 See Felix Gilbert, The Pope, His Banker, and Venice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980), 
68ff., on Agostino’s business in Venice.  His aim was to win Venetian alliance with Pope Julius II in the 
tangle of powers of the League of Cambrai, through an elaborate scheme of lending and market 
monopolization that would provide Venice with immediately needed funds and, later, Agostino with much 
more. 
394 Agostino also brought Francesca Ordeaschi to Rome with him, the future mother of his five children and 
whom he married in 1519. 
395 Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi, inv. 1890, n. 916.  Roberto Bartalini, “Due episodi del mecenatismo di 
Agostino Chigi e le antichità della Farnesina,” Prospettiva 67 (July, 1992): 18, identifies the Death of 
Adonis as the “tavola picta grande con figure de più donne nude et belle” listed in the November-December 




across the water from the famous Venetian cityscape; the fleshy figures and atmospheric 
landscape are painted with the Venetian colorito that would distinguish Sebastiano in 
Rome.396  In this passage of the famous cityscape, Sebastiano captured a specific moment 
in the history of Venice, with which Agostino had been acquainted on his trip, by 
picturing the campanile of San Marco in its state before the spire was rebuilt in 1513.397   
 In Rome, Sebastiano was immediately thrust into competition with Raphael.  
They became artistic rivals, first at Chigi’s Villa Farnesina, where Sebastiano painted his 
fresco of Polyphemus next to Raphael’s celebrated Galatea,398 and famously in the 
altarpiece contest for Cardinal Giulio de’ Medici, the future Pope Clement VII, in which 
Sebastiano’s Raising of Lazarus was judged against Raphael’s Transfiguration of 
Christ.399  Raphael’s painting was left incomplete at his death in 1520 and was finished 
by Giulio Romano; it was preferred over Sebastiano’s altarpiece.400  The Venetian 
                                                
396 For instance at the Villa Farnesina.  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 87: “Andatosene dunque a 
Roma, Agostino lo mise in opera; e la prima cosa che gli facesse fare, furono gl’archetti che sono in su la 
loggia, la quale risponde in sul giardino, dove Baldassarre Sanese aveva nel palazzo d’Agostino in 
Trastevere tutta la volta dipinta: nei quali archetti Sebastiano fece alcune poesie di quella maniera ch’aveva 
recato da Vinegia, molto disforme da quella che usavano in Roma i valenti pittori di que’ tempi.”  
397 Gino Fogolari, “Ricordi nella pittura veneziana del vecchio campanile di S. Marco,” Rassegna d’arte 4-
5 (Apr.-May, 1912): 51, was the first to point this out.  The spire was rebuilt in 1513 after being destroyed 
by fire in 1489 and further damaged in the earthquake of 1511. 
398 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 87: “avendo Raffaello fatto in quel medesimo luogo una storia di 
Galatea, vi fece Bastiano, come volle Agostino, un Polifemo in fresco allato a quella, nel quale, comunche 
gli riuscisse, cercò d’avanzarsi più che poteva, spronato dalla concorrenza di Baldassare Sanese e poi di 
Raffaello.” 
399 Transfiguration in the Vatican, Pinacoteca, and Raising of Lazarus, London, National Gallery. 
400 Ibid., vol. 5, 91: “Dopo, facendo Raffaello per lo cardinale de’ Medici, per mandarla in Francia, quella 
tavola che dopo la morte sua fu posta all’altare principale di San Piero a Montorio, dentrovi la 
Trasfigurazione di Cristo, Sebastiano in quel medesimo tempo fece anch’egli, in un’altra tavola della 
medesima grandezza, quasi a concorrenza di Raffaello, un Lazaro quattriduano e la sua resurrazione; la 
quale fu contrafatta e dipinta con diligenza grandissima, sotto ordine e disegno in alcune parti di 
Michelagnolo.  Le quali tavole finite, furono amendue publicamente in Concistoro poste in paragone, e 
l’una e l’altra lodata infinitamente... L’una di queste mandò Giulio cardinale de’ Medici in Francia a 
Nerbona al suo vescovado, e l’altra fu posta nella Cancelleria, dove stette infino a che fu portata a San 




continued to compete with Raphael’s pupils after Raphael’s death.401  But Sebastiano had 
help.  For his most important commissions, Michelangelo, in Florence, sent drawings on 
which Sebastiano based his paintings.402  Thus there are drawings by Michelangelo for 
Sebastiano’s Lazarus, the Pietà in Viterbo, the Flagellation at San Pietro in Montorio, 
and the Pietà in Ubeda – but not, significantly, for the Nativity.403  Michelangelo’s 
disegno, combined with Sebastiano’s Venetian coloring, proved to be a successful 
collaboration for which there was specific demand.  For example, in 1519, just after 
                                                                                                                                            
Gallery, 1967); Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, 66-69; and Christa Gardner von Teuffel, “Sebastiano del 
Piombo, Raphael, and Narbonne: New Evidence,” Burlington Magazine 126 (Dec., 1984): 764-766.   
401 Sebastiano competed against Raphael’s pupils for the commission to decorate the Sala dei Pontefici.  In 
a letter to Michelangelo dated 12 April 1520, Sebastiano writes: “Hora brevemente vi aviso come el si ha a 
depingere la salla de’ pontefici, del che e’ garzone de Rafaello bravano molto, et voleno depingerla a olio.  
Vi prego vogliate arecordarvi de me et recomandarmi a monsignor reverendissimo; et se io son bono a 
simel imprese, vogliate metermi in opera.”  However, Sebastiano reports in a letter of 3 July 1520: “che ‘l 
Papa havea datto la salla de’ pontefici a li garzoni de Raphaello, et che costoro havea facto una mostra de 
una figura a olio in muro che era una bella cossa, de sorta che persona alcuna non guarderia più le camere 
che ha facto Raphaello” (Carteggio, vol. 3, 227 and 233).  Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 92, reports 
that after Raphael’s death, Sebastiano was the leading painter in Rome.  
402 Ibid., vol. 5, 88: “se egli usasse l’aiuto del disegno in Sebastiano, si potrebbe con questo mezzo, senza 
che egli operasse, battere coloro che avevano sì fatta openione, et egli, sotto ombra di terzo, giudic[ar]e 
quale di loro fusse meglio.”  On the collaboration between Michelangelo and Sebastiano see: Luitpold 
Dussler, Sebastiano del Piombo (Basel: Holbein-verlag, 1942), 51ff.; Charles de Tolnay, Michelangelo. 
Vol. 3: The Medici Chapel (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1948), 17ff.; S. J. Freedberg, “’Drawings 
for Sebastiano’ or ‘Drawings by Sebastiano’: The Problem Reconsidered,” Art Bulletin 45, no. 3 (Sept., 
1963): 253-58; and Costanza Barbieri, ed., Notturno sublime: Sebastiano e Michelangelo nella Pietà di 
Viterbo, exh. cat. Viterbo, Museo Civico (Rome: Viviani, 2004). 
403 For the Raising of Lazarus: two studies at the British Museum, inv. nos. 1860-7-14-2 and 1860-7-14-1; a 
sheet of studies at Bayonne, Musée Bonnat, inv. 682.  For the Viterbo Pietà: on the verso of a sheet are 
studies for the wringing hands of the Virgin, Graphische Sammlung Albertina, inv. no. 120.  For the 
Borgherini Flagellation: two sheets conserved at the British Museum, inv. nos. 1895-9-15-900 and 1895-9-
14-813; a drawing after Michelangelo by Giulio Clovio records a lost drawing by Michelangelo, Windsor 
Castle, RL 0418.  For the Ubeda Pietà: studies for the figure of Christ are conserved at the Casa 
Buonarroti, inv. no. 69F, and the Louvre, Département des Arts Graphiques, inv. no. 716; a drawing by 
Raffaello da Montelupo records a lost drawing by Michelangelo, whereabouts unknown, sold at Christie’s, 
New York, January 30, 1997, lot 1.  For the Nativity: in a letter to Michelangelo of 25 May 1532, 
Sebastiano requested Michelangelo’s help with a drawing for his Nativity of the Virgin: “Cussì ancora 
grandissimo apiacere me faresti de un pocco de lume de la istoria de la Natività de Nostra Donna, con un 
Dio Padre de sopra con agnoletti intorno” (Carteggio, vol. 3, 405ff.).  However, this is now almost two 
years after Sebastiano signed the new contract for the Chigi project, for which he had already produced a 




Sebastiano had painted the Raising of Lazarus, Gian Pietro Caravaggio wrote to 
Michelangelo requesting a painting drawn by him but painted by Sebastiano.404  
 It is well known that Pope Clement VII commissioned few projects in Rome 
during his reign.405  In this drought of patronage, Sebastiano was able to secure a position 
as the pope’s portraitist.  This link to the pontiff and his court would benefit him with a 
network of clients as well as with the lucrative post of the Piombatore after the Sack, 
although acquiring this position depended on the artist’s return to Rome after his exile in 
the wake of the disaster.  Sebastiano’s famous 1526 portrait of Clement, “che allora non 
portava barba,” represents the access that the artist had to his pontiff, whom he 
immortalized with an air of arrogance that would become so regrettable just a year 
later.406   
 
 
The Chigi Chapel 
 Sebastiano’s Nativity altarpiece is still in situ in the Chigi Chapel of Santa Maria 
del Popolo in Rome.  It is painted on an enormous slab of slate installed in the chapel 
                                                
404 Of course Sebastiano’s hand was only requested in the case that Michelangelo did not have time to paint 
it himself.  Letter from Gian Pietro Caravaggio in Bologna to Michelangelo in Florence dated 19 June, 
1519: “quando si dignasse etiam far el quadro perfecto, lodaria summamente; ma se quella non puotesse 
collorire, comme esse mi disse a bocha, almeno vorebe che Sebastiano vostro lo colorisse” (Carteggio, vol. 
3, 272). 
405 Clement’s projects in Rome included the completion of the Sala di Costantino and the decoration of the 
stufeta of Castel Sant’Angelo.  On Clement’s patronage in Rome and the related problem of designating the 
art of this period under Chastel’s category of the “Clementine style” see Linda Wolk-Simon, “Review: 
Perin del Vaga, l'anello mancante: Studi sul manierismo, by Elena Parma Armani,” The Art Bulletin 71, 
no. 3 (Sept. 1989): 518, and see a number of relevant essays on the patronage of Clement in Sheryl E. Reiss 
and Kenneth Gouwens, eds., The Pontificate of Clement VII: History, Politics, Culture (Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate, 2005). 





wall.  He had been commissioned to complete the entire decorative programs of this and 
the Chigi chapel of Santa Maria della Pace, and preparatory drawings survive for parts of 
both chapels.407  It is unclear to what extent he had worked on the Visitation painting in 
the Pace, on account of its loss.  This chapter concentrates on his work at the Popolo 
chapel, particularly its altarpiece, but his production at the Pace is an important aspect of 
his career through the 1530s.  For one, it disproves the notion of his “laziness” after the 
Sack, put forth by Vasari, as the Pace decoration was one of several projects executed by 
Sebastiano after his return to Rome.408   
 The history of the Chigi chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo is well known. 409  
However, its relationship to the sanctuary of Loreto is an aspect of the chapel’s history 
                                                
407 Sebastiano’s only surviving contract for the two Chigi chapel projects is dated 1 August 1530 and is 
published in Michael Hirst, “The Chigi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 24, no. 3/4 (Jul.-Dec., 1961): 183ff.  Drawings for the other parts of the Popolo chapel 
decoration include a drawing of the Creation of the Sun and Moon on the verso of a sheet, and a drawing 
for God the Father Separating Darkness and Light, both conserved at Paris, Musée du Louvre, 
Département des Arts Graphiques, inv. 5053 and RF34504.  See Strinati and Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano 
del Piombo, cat. nos. 92 (verso) and 93.  For the Nativity altarpiece, two compositional studies are 
conserved at Berlin, Staatliche Museen, Kupferstichkabinett, KdZ. 5055, and Paris, Musée du Louvre, 
Département des Arts Graphiques, inv. 5050 (here illus. as figs. 4.11 and 4.12); a study for the figure of 
God the Father is conserved at Windsor Castle, The Royal Library, inv. RL4815; and a study for the head 
of one of the female figures in the foreground is conserved in Paris, Musée du Louvre, Département des 
Arts Graphiques, inv. RF53025.  See Ibid., cat. nos. 88, 91, 89, and 90.  For the Pace Visitation, a drawing 
for the head of the Virgin and a study of the Virgin and St. Elizabeth are conserved at the Louvre (inv. nos. 
10957 and 5051; Ibid., cat. nos. 96 and 97), and a study for a group of women is at the British Museum, 
inv. no. 1935-7-17-2; Ibid., cat. no. 98. 
408 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 92, on the Chigi chapel in particular: “il che non fece, o come 
stanco dalle fatiche dell’arte, o come troppo involto nelle commodità et in piaceri;” and Ibid., 96, on his 
laziness to work in general after receiving the post of the Piombatore: “Laonde Sebastiano prese l’abito del 
frate, e sùbito per quello si sentì variare l’animo; perché vedendosi avere il modo di potere sodisfare alle 
sue voglie, senza colpo di pennello se ne stava riposando, e le male spese notti et i giorni affaticati ristorava 
con gli agi e con l’entrate; e quando pure aveva a fare una cosa, si riduceva al lavoro con una passione che 
pareva andasse alla morte.”  Hirst, “Chigi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace,” 122ff., on the late years of 
Sebastiano’s career, traces the numerous and large projects with which he engaged after his return to Rome 
in 1529.  For example, the fragmentary Visitation from the Pace chapel confirms that he had also work on 
this large-scalle project in the 1530s, although very little is known about his execution of these paintings. 
409 On the Chigi chapel see John Shearman, “The Chigi Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo,” Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 24, no. 3/4 (Jul.-Dec. 1961): 129-60; Ingrid D. Rowland, “Render unto 
Caesar the Things which Are Caesar's: Humanism and the Arts in the Patronage of Agostino Chigi,” 




that needs to be emphasized, for this connection was fundamental to the conception of the 
chapel and became crucial for Sebastiano when he returned to the Nativity project after 
the Sack.  Loreto is the famous site of the Santa Casa, the ancient structure in which the 
Virgin Mary was said to have been born, received the Annunciation, and lived with the 
young Christ and her husband, Joseph.410  According to legend, the house was 
miraculously translated by angels from Nazareth to Loreto at the end of the thirteenth 
century, and in the fifteenth century a basilica was constructed around it.411  The Santa 
Casa is situated under the crossing.  In 1507, Julius incorporated Loreto into the papal 
state and put it under the direct authority of the Holy See, initiating the process of 
officially recognizing the sanctuary as a pilgrimage site that he, popes before him, and lay 
pilgrims had revered since its miraculous arrival.412  Julius directed his attention to the 
transformation of the city of Loreto and rewrote the constitution of the city almost 
                                                                                                                                            
Raphael's Chigi Chapel in S. Maria del Popolo,” in Raffaello a Roma. Il convegno di 1983 (Rome: Edizioni 
dell'Elefante, 1986), 127-58; Antonio Pinelli, “La cappella della tombe scambiate. Novità sulla Cappella 
Chigi in Santa Maria del Popolo,” in Francesco Salviati et la bella maniera. Actes des colloques de Rome 
et de Paris (1998), ed. Catherine Monbeig Goguel, Philippe Costamagna, and Michel Hochmann (Rome: 
Ecole française de Rome, 2001), 253-85; and the recent studies in Ilaria Miarelli Mariani and Maria 
Richiello, eds., Santa Maria del Popolo: storia e restauri (Rome: Istituto poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 
Libreria dello Stato, 2009). 
410 The ancient structure itself consists of three walls of sandstone bricks, with an interior area of about 9.5 
x 4 m.  On the structure see Floriano Grimaldi, “Il sacello della Santa Casa di Loreto,” in Floriano 
Grimaldi, ed., Il sacello della Santa Casa (Loreto: Tecnostampa di Loreto, 1991), 13-72. 
411 On the sources on the Miraculous Translation of the Santa Casa see Grimaldi, “Il sacello della Santa 
Casa,” 13.  The house is said to have first been moved from Nazareth to Trsat, Croatia, in March of 1291, 
and then to two sites near Loreto in 1294 and 1295, and finally to Loreto in December of 1295. 
412 Until this point, Loreto had been under the jurisdiction of nearby Recanati.  According to Kathleen 
Weil-Garris, The Santa Casa di Loreto: Problems in Cinquecento Sculpture (New York and London: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., 1977), vol. 1, 12 note 1, the date of the Bull is 21 October 1507 (this date is taken 
from J. A. Vogel, Miscellanea Lauretana (Ms), vol. 1, 48).  The incorporation of Loreto may be seen in 
light of Julius’s ambitions of expanding the papal state, having taken Bologna and Perugia in 1506.  
Nicholas V, Pius II, and Paul II (before elevation to the papacy) visited the sanctuary before Julius II (Weil-




immediately.413  He enlisted his architect in Rome, Donato Bramante, who had just begun 
plans for the new St. Peter’s, to attend to the reinforcement and decoration of the Loretan 
basilica, the building of the Palazzo Apostolico, and, in a dramatic transformation of the 
exterior appearance of the Santa Casa, the design of a rivestimento, or sacello, a classical 
marble sheath for the ancient brick structure of the Santa Casa, carved with Scenes from 
the Life of the Virgin.414  Bramante’s plans and models were complete by 1511, and other 
architects were assigned to carry out construction while he returned to work on the design 
for St. Peter’s and other projects in Rome.415  The rivestimento was erected according to 
Bramante’s plans, decades later, and the extensive sculptural decoration was finished in 
1537.416  By this point the sacello of the Santa Casa had become the collaborative work 
of many architects and sculptors, but the project was executed faithfully to the design of 
Bramante. 
 Once it was integrated into the papal state, Loreto became an extension of Rome.  
Architectural monuments commemorated Loreto’s elevation in status, in Rome itself.  In 
the same year of Loreto’s integration, Julius authorized the founding of a church in Rome 
dedicated to Santa Maria di Loreto, near Trajan’s Column; it was designed by Antonio da 
                                                
413 Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, 6. 
414 On Bramante’s plans and models for the Loretan project, see Ibid., vol.1, 12ff. 
415 Gian Cristoforo Romano was enlisted to oversee the Loretan construction first in 1511, and Andrea 
Sansovino the Younger took over in 1513.  See Ibid., vol., 1, 17ff., for the work at Loreto in the second 
decade of the sixteenth century.  Bramante is documented to have visited Loreto with Julius at least once on 
June 11, 1511, but it is likely that he had visited the site much earlier.  Luigi Frati, ed., Le due spedizioni 
militari di Giulio II: tratte del diario di Paride Grassi Bolognese (Bologna: Regia tipografia, 1886), 286-
87: “Die Mercurij XI. Iunij Pontifex ab Ancona solvit per mare ad sanctam Mariam de Laureto cum 
aliquibus Cardinalibus secum vectis; reliqui terra, et prandio facto apud portum Laureti, vesperi ad 
Lauretum perveniens ibidem pernoctavit, mansitque usque in horam XX. dei Iovis, interim contemplando 
ruinas et aedifitia, quae per eius architectum moliebantur nomine Bramantem.” 
416 Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, i, points to this uniqueness of the rivestimento as a building 




San Gallo.417  It was also in 1507 that Julius authorized Agostino Chigi to augment and 
re-dedicate the chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo as his own funerary chapel.  The old 
Mellini family chapel was re-dedicated to Saints Augustine and Sebastian, and to the 
Blessed Virgin of Loreto, to whom Agostino, like Julius, was particularly devoted.418  
Agostino had visited the Loretan sanctuary before it was integrated into the papal state in 
1507, and in his will he requested that a mass be performed in his funerary chapel on the 
feast day of the Birth of the Virgin, September 8, annually.419 Agostino hired Raphael, 
who arrived in Rome in the summer of 1508, to design and decorate his new chapel with 
a complex iconographic program that integrated architecture, sculpture, mosaics, and 
painting. 
 From beginning to end, the pictorial decoration of the Popolo chapel spanned 
almost half a century, starting with Raphael and ending with Francesco Salviati in 1554.  
The architectural and sculptural work spanned an even longer period and was only 
completed in the 1660s by Gian Lorenzo Bernini.  In its finished state it is difficult to 
imagine the multiple phases of decorative work.  Luigi di Pace completed the mosaics of 
                                                
417 Vasari identifies Antonio da Sangallo the Younger as the architect of the church.  Vasari-Bettarini and 
Barocchi, vol. 5, 30: “In questo tempo al Macello de’ Corbi a Roma, vicino alla colonna Traiana, 
fabbricandosi una chiesa col titolo di Santa Maria da Loreto, ella da Antonio fu ridotta a perfezzione con 
ornamento bellissimo.”  See also Gustavo Giovannoni, Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane (Rome: Tipografia 
regionale, 1959), 206, who claims that the original Bull is conserved in the church.  Antonio would, in 
1525, be sent to Loreto to oversee the construction of the rivestimento (Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, 
vol. 1, 65ff.).  On the church, see Rita Bertucci, “S. Maria di Loreto al Foro Traiano: un confronto tra 
edificio realizzato progetti in relazione agli interessi ed all'attività di Antonio il Giovane intorno al 1520,” 
in Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane, ed. Gianfranco Spagnesi (Rome: Tipografia Regionale, 1986), 265-76.  
418 The chapel of the Mellini family was dedicated to Sts. Sigismondo, Sebastiano, and Rocco. The 1507 
Bull conceding the chapel to Agostino is published in Cugnoni, Archivio della Società Romana di Storia 
Patria, III (1880), 441.  The dedication to the Madonna di Loreto is inscribed on the entablature above 
Sebastiano’s altarpiece. The reason for Agostino’s particular devotion to the Blessed Virgin of Loreto is 
uncertain, although it may be related to his origins in Siena, which was dedicated to the Virgin. 
419 The fundamental text for the life of Agostino Chigi is Giuseppe Cugnoni, Agostino Chigi Il Magnifico 





God the Father and the Planets in the cupola after Raphael’s designs around 1516.420  
The decoration of the chapel slowed and came to a halt after the deaths of Raphael and 
Agostino in April of 1520, one week apart.  Sculptures commissioned to Lorenzetto for 
the niches in the chapel were partially complete in the early 1520s, but at this point none 
had been installed.421   
 Sebastiano was hired to continue work on the decoration before 1527, but he only 
began to paint the altarpiece in 1530.  He left it unfinished, at an advanced state, and 
covered by scaffolding at his death in 1547.422  The altarpiece is painted in oil on 
peperino stone, or slate, a technique about which more will be said below.  Whether the 
choice of material was made by Sebastiano or the patron is unclear from the contract, 
which merely states that the painting will be produced using this technique, but the 
selection of slate support is an interesting complement to the mosaic used in the cupola, a 
medium that is durable in the same way that slate is, but which is expensive and rare 
enough in sixteenth-century chapel decoration.  It appears that Raphael himself selected 
mosaic as medium.423  In 1554, Salviati completed the eight Scenes of the Creation and 
four tondi of the Seasons, as well as contributing finishing touches to Sebastiano’s 
                                                
420 Luigi di Pace inscribed “LV.D.P.V.F. 1516” in the cupola in mosaic. While this has been accepted as the 
date at which Luigi completed the decorations in the cupola, scholars (for example Pinelli, “Tombe 
scambiate,” 268ff.) have suggested that this may be the date of the completion of the cupola itself, thus the 
beginning date of the cupola decorations.  See Vincenzo Golzio, Raffaello: nei documenti, nelle 
testemonianze dei contemporanei e nella letteratura del suo secolo (Spoleto: S. a. arti grafiche Panetto & 
Petrelli, 1936), 41. 
421 See Pinelli, “Tombe scambiate,” 268ff., on the architectural and sculptural progress in the chapel. 
422 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 92: “Agostin Chigi, che con ordine di Raffaello faceva fare la sua 
sepoltura e cappella in Santa Maria del Popolo, convenne con Bastiano che egli tutta gliela dipignesse. E 
così fatta la turata, si stette coperta, senza che mai fusse veduta, insino all'anno 1554.” 
423 Shearman, “Chigi Chapel in S. Maria del Popolo,” 131.  A contract of 31 May 1520 states that Raphael 
had intended the tondi in the spandrels and the spaces between the windows to be executed in mosaic as 




altarpiece.424  Exactly to what extent Salviati contributed to the altarpiece remains a 
matter of some debate, although scholars agree that Salviati’s intervention was limited, 
and that his contribution to the chapel decoration was concentrated primarily in the 
paintings in the spandrels and between the windows.  In any event, it is clear that in 
whatever his contributions were to the Nativity, Salviati followed the design laid out in 
Sebastiano’s drawings and adapted his handling to conform to that of Sebastiano.  
  The subject of Sebastiano’s altarpiece, the Birth of the Virgin, is an appropriate 
choice for a chapel dedicated to the Madonna of Loreto.  According to apocryphal texts, 
the event of the Virgin’s birth took place in the Santa Casa.  This is a familiar narrative 
scene from the life of the Virgin, but it is highly unusual as the subject of a monumental 
altarpiece.  John Shearman’s hypothesis that the original subject had been the 
Assumption of the Virgin rather than the Nativity of the Virgin took into account the fact 
that drawings for an Assumption exist in the corpora of both Raphael and Sebastiano.425  
                                                
424 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 92: “si stette coperta, senza che mai fusse veduta, insino all’anno 
1554; nel qual tempo si risolvette Luigi, figliuolo d’Agostino, poi che il padre non l’aveva potuta veder 
finita, voler vederla egli.  E così allogata a Francesco Salviati la tavola e la cappella, egli la condusse in 
poco tempo a quella perfezzione che mai non le poté dare la tardità e l’irresoluzione di Sebastiano.” Vasari 
may have made an error in his description of Sebastiano’s commission: he writes that Agostino himself 
enlisted Sebastiano to decorate the chapel after Raphael’s death, but Agostino died just days after Raphael.  
It is much more likely that the heirs of Agostino approached Sebastiano in 1526, although it is not 
impossible that Vasari refers to a verbal assignment of the project to Sebastiano by Agostino, in the days 
between Raphael’s death and his own. 
 That most of the figures in the painting are already included in the preparatory drawings suggests 
that Salviati’s contributions were limited.  Pinelli, “Tombe scambiate,” 255 note 2, points out that to 
whatever extent Salviati contributed to the altarpiece, he did so with deliberate imitation of Sebastiano’s 
style.  Early sources, for example Gaspare Celio, Memorie de’ nomi degli artefici (Naples, 1638), 19, 
suggest figures in the foreground, specifically the woman with the bundle and the woman with the vase at 
left, to be by Salviati; A. Muñoz, “Nelle chiese di Roma, Ritrovamenti e restauri,” in Bollettino d’Arte 6 
(1912): 383-95, suggested the angels surrounding God the Father.  Luisa Mortari, Francesco Salviati 
(Rome: Leonardo–De Luca, 1992), 123ff., argues that Salviati’s contributions must have been based on 
Sebastiano’s designs, and that Salviati’s completion may have been limited to the refinement of several 
features throughout the composition rather than individual figures in their entirety. 
 
425 The drawing by Raphael is conserved at Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, illustrated in Shearman, “Chigi 
Chapel in S. Maria del Popolo,” pl. 24d.  Sebastiano’s drawing is conserved in Amsterdam, 




Shearman argued that the subject of the Assumption is better suited to the themes of 
Resurrection and Redemption appropriate to the program and function of Agostino’s 
burial chapel, and that the subject was changed to a Nativity at some point before or in 
1530.  Sebastiano’s highly-finished drawing of the Assumption (fig. 4.10) cannot be 
related to any other known commission, and its monumental scale and rounded top suit 
the format of the Chigi altarpiece.  Shearman’s hypothesis raised the critical questions of 
why and when the subject of the Nativity was chosen.426  Was the unusual altarpiece 
subject selected after the Sack because of its significance as a theme of renewal in the 
wake of disaster, or had Agostino planned to celebrate his personal devotion to the 
Loretan subject by choosing this scene from the very beginning?  The questions remain 
unresolved and are complicated by the fact that, not mentioned by Shearman, there were 
three previous agreements with Sebastiano before the contract of 1 August, 1530.427  But 
the 1530 document is the only one that survives and states that it annuls all of the 
                                                
426 Shearman does not attempt to explain the reason for the change in subject but suggests it may have had 
something to do with Agostino’s request that the Feast of the Birth of the Virgin be celebrated in the chapel 
annually.  He does not give a specific date for the change in subject but that it must have taken place after 
1526 and before 1530. 
427 Presumably these three acknowledged by Filippo Sergardi are the only previous agreements made 
between Sebastiano and the Chigi patrons relating to the project.  The first dealt with the altarpiece only 
and was made between Sebastiano and both Sigismondo Chigi and Filippo Sergardi, executor of Agostino’s 
will; this must have been drawn between April 1520, when Raphael and Agostino died, and March of 1526, 
when a second contract was drawn.  The second regards again the altarpiece only and was agreed upon by 
Sebastiano and Filippo alone, in Zagarolo, on 12 March 1526.  It is unclear why Sigismondo was not 
involved in this second contract; he was very ill by the time he died in November of 1526, and he may have 
passed the responsibility of the chapel commission to Filippo early in the year.  A third was drawn between 
Sebastiano and Filippo regarding the eight Creation scenes and four Seasons; this could have taken place at 
any point between April of 1520 and the Sack in May 1527, or between Sebastiano’s return to Rome in 
March 1529 and August 1530.  The fourth and only surviving contract of 1 August 1 1530, drafted in 
Rome, addresses both the altarpiece of the Nativity and the Creation and Seasons for the Popolo chapel, as 
well as the decorations in the Pace chapel.  Filippo allotted three years for Sebastiano to complete his work 
on the chapel decoration.  See Pinelli, “Tombe Scambiate,” for a discussion of the documents related to the 




previous three.428  Since Sebastiano had already submitted a design for the Nativity to 
Sergardi, the subject had been established as a Nativity prior to August 1530.  No further 
clarity is given by the fact that the unusual subject of the Virgin’s birth is perfectly suited 
to both the original dedication of the chapel to the Madonna of Loreto in 1507, and to the 
context of Rome in the early 1530s.429 
 If Sebastiano’s drawing for an Assumption was indeed the original design for his 
altarpiece, it would have established a pictorial conversation between the Virgin in his 
altarpiece and Raphael’s God the Father in the cupola above.430  Sebastiano did not 
depict the presence of God the Father at the upper tier of his design for the Assumption, 
                                                
428 The contract, transcribed in Hirst, “Chigi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace,” 183ff., was made between 
Sebastiano and the executor of the Chigi heirs, Filippo Sergardi: “Essendo altra volta stipulato un Contracto 
per mano de messer Ioanne de niza Infra il Reverendo signor messer Philippo du siena Decano de la 
Camera apostolica et il magnifico messer gismondo ghisi [the brother of Agostino, d. 1526] bona memoria 
come Tutori delle herede del Magnifico messer augustino chisi et sebastiano de Lucianis pictore venetiano 
sopra il depingere la Tavola de la Cappella del populo del detto magnifico messer augustino chisi con patti 
et condittioni che In quello se contiene Et essendosi dapoi fatta nove conventione sopra tal tavola Infra el 
sopranominato Reverendo mess Philippo come principale Tutore et solo administratore di messer lorentio 
chisi unico herede de sopranominato magnifico messer Augustino Chisi et il sopradetto sebastiano coma 
per una scritta fatta in zagarola appare sotto di 12 di Marzo 1526  Et havendo di poy il prefato Reverendo 
Messer Philippo da siena sotto detto nome allogato al detto sebastiano a depingere octo quadri et quattro 
Tondi qual sono nella detta Cappella designati et murati per prezo et patti quali Infra di loro appare per una 
scripta o ver contratto fatto per man del sopranominato Messer giovani de Niza qualo sporadetto tre scritte 
o contratti per la ruina di Roma seguita et per altri Justi Impedimenti per Ciascuna delle parte no li sono 
possuto in tutto ne in Tempo adimpire Et per levare via ogni lite et controversia che per quelli Infra di loro 
ne potessin avenire il prefato Reverendo Messer Philippo sotto detoo nome Et il detto sebastiano sono di 
nuovo convenuti insieme a la apresso conventione et patti Et vogliano per vigor di questa nova scripta le 
sopradetti tre sciripte siano annichilate et Casse Come si proprio Infra di loro mai fusse stati fatti 
promettendo luno a laltro mai per vigor di quella poter Convenire et adimandarne la observanza in loco 
alcuno ma che solo s’habbi stare a la Conventioni di questa promettendo loservanza In ampliori forma.” 
 
429 The plausible scenarios are that the subject had been a Nativity from the beginning, or at least from the 
point that Sebastiano became involved; that the Nativity was decided in the March 1526 contract; that the 
Nativity was decided in a now-lost and unmentioned contract; or by verbal agreement, between March 
1526 and May 1527, or between Sebastiano’s return to Rome in March 1529 and August 1530.  The fact 
that a second contract regarding the altarpiece alone was drawn on 12 March 1526 (mentioned in 1 August 
1530 contract), suggests that some significant change such as a shift in subject matter did occur; it likely 
also addressed the material on which Sebastiano was to paint.   
430 In Shearman’s hypothesis, Raphael had planned to create such a conversation between the figures in the 
cupola above and altarpiece below, with his God the Father and his presumably intended, according to 




and thus Raphael’s God would have received Sebastiano’s Virgin into heaven, the apex 
of the cupola, transcending the boundaries of the architecture and frames.  The two 
figures would have confronted each other directly and perpetuated, in a way, Sebastiano’s 
artistic rivalry with Raphael.  But in May of the next year, the soldiers came, and 




 Sebastiano’s experience of the Sack is well documented.  He sought protection at 
the pope’s side in Castel Sant’Angelo, in which he wrote two letters to Pietro Aretino in 
Venice about the despairing state of Clement.431  At some point before 6 October, 1527, 
the artist fled Rome for his native Venice, where Aretino wrote about him to Federico 
Gonzaga.432  The artist continued to Orvieto by March of 1528 to join the papal court, 
                                                
431 The first, dated 15 May, 1527, and the second, dated only 1527, in Biagi, Memorie storico-critiche 
intorno alla vita ed alle opere di F. Sebastiano Luciano, 40. The artist’s itinerant wandering after leaving 
Rome has received sufficient attention in Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, appendix; the following intends to 
supplement the Appendix compiled by Hirst with additional details of Sebastiano’s whereabouts between 
May 1527 and March 1529. 
432 Aretino, in his letter from Venice to Federico Gonzaga, dated 6 October 1527, recounts that he has 
spoken to Sebastiano about a painting for Federico: “Ho detto a Sebastiano, pittor miracoloso, che il 
desiderio vostro è che vi faccia un quadro de la invenzione che gli piace, purché non ci sien su ipocrisie né 
stigmati né chiodi.  Egli ha giurato di dipingervi cose stupende: il quando mo si riserba in petto de la 
fantasticaria, la qual gareggia spesso spesso con i pari suoi.  Io sollecitarò, bravarò e sforzarò, onde ho 
speranza che se ne verrà a fine,” in Ettore Camesasca ed., Lettere sull’arte di Pietro Aretino (Milan: 
Edizioni del milione, 1957-60), 17.  Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, appendix, draws attention to the fact that 
the authenticity of this letter as a document of Sebastiano’s presence in Venice has been doubted, on the 
basis that it repeats the message of a portion of a letter that Federico had written to Baldessar Castiglione 
dated 3 May 1524: “Voressimo anche che ne facesti fare a Sebastiano Venetiano pittore un quadro di 
pittura a vostro modo, non siano cose di sancti, ma qualche picture vaghe et belle de vedere,” in Alessandro 
Luzio, La Galleria dei Gonzaga venduta all’Inghilterra nel 1627-28 (Milan: Casa Editrice L. F. Cogliati, 
1913), 28.  Aretino’s letter of October 1527 is the only evidence for Sebastiano’s presence in Venice at that 
time, but there is no reason to doubt its veracity; it is not impossible that Aretino would repeat Federico’s 




where he met Cardinal Ercole Gonzaga.433  On June 26 of the same year, he is 
documented again in Venice, where he stayed to witness the marriage of his sister, 
Adriana, on August 11.434  His next known location in February of 1529 is still in Venice, 
where he wrote to Isabella d’Este in Mantua that he intended to arrive in Rome by the 
end of the month.435  He returned to Rome by 23 March 1529.436  Sebastiano’s double 
portrait drawing of Pope Clement VII and Emperor Charles V, pictured at their 
reconciliation and crowning in Bologna, in the church of San Petronio on 1 January, 
1530, suggests that the artist was in Bologna with the papal court during this period;437 
however, the contrived staging of the composition, with figures in the background that 
appear more caricatured than drawn from life, makes it unclear whether or not it was 
drawn from first-hand witness.  The fact that Sebastiano had been with the papal court in 
Orvieto makes it likely that he would have traveled from Rome to Bologna with the 
                                                
433 Ercole, in Orvieto, writes to his mother Isabella d’Este in Mantua about Sebastiano’s arrival and his 
desire for his portrait to be painted by Sebastiano after hearing his mother’s praises, dated 25 March 1528: 
“Già alcuni giorni M.ro Sebastiano pittore tanto eccellente quanto è la fama sua, vene in questa terra, e mi 
fu a fare reverentia; io lo pregai che mi volessi ritrarre, perchè mi pareva haver in memoria che V. Ex già 
quando ero in Mantua mi disse ch’egli molto naturalmente retrahea, lui mi ha promesso farlo subito che li 
siano venuti alcuni colori; come si fatta questa figura la mandarò alla Ex. V,” in Alessandro Luzio, Isabella 
d’Este e il Sacco di Roma (Milan: Tipografia Editrice L. F. Cogliati, 1908), 134 note 1.  There is no 
evidence that Sebastiano executed a portrait of Ercole.  A letter from Isabella in Mantua to Pandolfo Pico 
della Mirandola in Rome, dated 19 May 1528, suggests that Sebastiano stayed in Orvieto at least until May 
19: “Hora cel ditto m.ro Sebastiano si trova ad Orvieto presso il R.mo Mons. Nostro figliolo,” in Dussler, 
Sebastiano del Piombo, 208. 
434 “Ser Sebastianus de Luciani pictor q.m ser Luciani” appears on a document dated 26 June 1528, and his 
witness of the marriage on 11 August 1528, is recorded in the “Contractus matrimonialis” published in 
Gustav Ludwig, “Neue Funde im Staatsarchiv zu Venedig,” Jahrbuch der königlich preussischen 
Kunstsammlungen 24 (1903): 112ff. 
435 Dated 15 February 1529: “fra zorni XV spero in dio di retrouarmi in Roma,” in A. Bertolotti, Artisti in 
relazione coi Gonzaga Duchi di Mantova nei secoli XVI e XVII (Bolgona: Forni Editore, 1885), 152. 
436 A letter from Francesco Gonzaga in Rome to Isabella in Mantua, dated 23 March 1529: “Maestro 
Sebastiano che se ritrova in Roma da qualche giorni in qua,” in Clifford M. Brown, “Documents on 
Renaissance Artists,” Burlington Magazine 115, no. 841 (Apr., 1973): 253. 





court, but it should be noted that no textual document records his presence in Bologna in 
late 1529 or early 1530; his presence there has been presumed on account of the double 
portrait.  In any event, the portrait drawing establishes that he was actively involved in 
some capacity with the activities of the papal court, as in commemorating this political 
reconciliation, before his official acceptance of the post of the Piombatore in 1531.  
Sebastiano was certainly in Rome again sometime before 1 August 1530, when he signed 
the new contract for the Chigi project.   
 Much of the documentation of Sebastiano’s travels comes from correspondence 
with the Gonzaga family.  Sebastiano was of primary importance to the family around the 
time of the Sack, particularly to Isabella d’Este, who was at first protected during the 
Sack – as her son Ferrante was a commander of the imperial forces – but eventually she 
too had to flee.438  Letters reveal that, although Sebastiano fled the city in 1527, he had 
the intention to return to Rome.  He accepted a task that entrusted him with the 
safekeeping of a set of ancient medals acquired for Isabella during the upheavals, hiding 
them in a coffer in Castel Sant’Angelo.439  Some of the correspondence between 
members of the Gonzaga family and Sebastiano refer explicitly to his intention to return 
                                                
438 The palace of Sant’Apostoli was Isabella’s temporary residence; it was thought to be a safehaven during 
the Sack, but eventually ransomers came.  Isabella took 1200 ladies and 1000 citizens as refugees. She left 
for Ostia on 18 May 1527, and the palace was sacked almost immediately. Hook, Sack of Rome, 171.  See 
also Luzio, Isabella d'Este e il sacco di Roma. 
439 Letter from Sebastiano in Venice to Isabella d’Este in Mantua, dated 15 February 1529: “Dapoi le humil 
commendatione mie hauendo receputo lettera di V. Illustre signoria et reuerenter uisto quanto la mi 
comanda circha alle medaglie di metallo che per lo Ill.mo Signor Don Ferrante fu comesso a Mes.r 
Pandulpho mi consegnasse et cusi in executione di suo comandamento mi forno consignate il numero 
certamente al presente non mi souien alla memoria, cercha il che a V. S. dicco non mi atrouar meco esse 
medaglie per hauere lassate in Roma quale sono in saluo in casa del Mastro di casa di nostro signore in 
Castel Sant’Angelo in uno mio forciero: si che duolmi non poter exeguir al presente quanto V. S. per me 
m’impone, ma fra zorni XV spero in dio di retrouarmi in Roma, quella si degnera di comandar a chi li piace 
habia a consegnar le perdute medaglie, che subito sarà exeguito il uoler di V. S. alla gratia de la qual per 




to Rome and to retrieve the medals from the fortress.  Upon his return in 1529, he 
successfully recovered them and facilitated their transport to a grateful Isabella, who had 
lost many treasures during the Sack.440  These medals have not yet been identified in 
Isabella’s inventories. 
 It is significant that Sebastiano was traveling with the papal court by 1528, when 
he sojourned in Orvieto.  He demonstrated his loyalty to Clement by being at his side in 
Castel Sant’Angelo and, more importantly, by ultimately returning to Rome after exile.  
Clement rewarded him with the papal post and with his protection and friendship.  The 
Venetian acted as intercessor between Michelangelo and Clement during their post-Sack 
conflicts in the early 1530s.  Sebastiano also became the official portraitist of Clement 
after the Sack.  The double portrait drawing of the reconciliation in Bologna affirms the 
painter’s status in the papal court in commemorating its official events.  It should be 
noted however that Sebastiano’s allegiance to the pope did not preclude his association 
with individuals who had directly opposed Clement during the conflicts of 1527; before 
and after the Sack he corresponded with the marchese Federico Gonzaga and his brother 
Ferrante – both sons of Isabella who had fought for the imperial forces.  Another of 
Isabella’s sons, Ercole, was, of course, part of Clement’s court as a cardinal.  All three – 
                                                
440 It appears that Sebastiano was cautious about getting the medals to Isabella.  A letter from Francesco 
Gonzaga in Rome to Isabella in Mantua, dated 23 March 1529, reports that Francesco had met with 
Sebastiano, who would not entrust the medals to Francesco without assurance that they would arrive to 
Isabella safely: “havereli io ditto quanto mi è parso in proposito et fattoli constar che l’officio suo e de 
subito fugere perché pò ben essere certo che le ditte medaglie sonno sicurissime apresso me maxime 
vedendone il testimonio de la voluntà de Vostra Signoria Illustrissima, si è riscioluto de darle,” in Brown, 
“Documents,” 253.  Isabella writes to Sebastiano on 2 March 1529, that he is to give the medals to 
Francesco, “Magnifico nostro Oratore residente presso la Santità,” in G. Gaye, Carteggio inedito d’artisti 
dei secoli XIV, XV, XVI, Florence, 1840 (reprinted Turin, Bottega d’Erasmo, 1968), vol. 2, 178-79.  A letter 
from Federico Gonzaga to Isabella dated 18 May 1529, states that he has received the medals: 
“Ricevessimo questi dì passati le medaglie che per Pandolfo [Pico della Mirandola] all partita nostra da 





Federico, Ercole and Ferrante – had requested works of art from Sebastiano.441  It appears 
that of these three Sebastiano produced only a painting of the Pietà for Ferrante, in the 




 The repercussions of the Sack of Rome for Rome and its culture were certainly 
complex.  In many ways the city became a different place after the disaster – physically 
and otherwise – but the political recovery of Rome, at least, was swift.   The unified 
forces of Clement and Charles V brought down the Last Republic of Florence on 12 
August 1530, restoring Medici power.  For Sebastiano and the Nativity altarpiece there 
were three main consequences: a change in the nature of the Chigi commission, a 
disruption of his relationships to the art of other artists, and the transformations at Loreto, 
which were directly relevant for the subject of the Nativity.    
 First, the project was revived with the contract of August 1530 with an explicitly 
post-Sack perspective.  Acknowledging that the project had been interrupted by the 
“ruina di Roma,” the contract annulls previous agreements and thus differentiated this 
current phase of work from that which had ended in 1527.443  The contract demanded that 
Sebastiano’s altarpiece, now named specifically as a Nativity of the Virgin, compete with 
                                                
441 Federico had requested a secular picture from Sebastiano by at least 1524, and Ercole wanted his portrait 
painted when Sebastiano joined the court in Orvieto. 
442 In deposit in Madrid, Museo del Prado, collection of Fundación Casa Ducal de Medinaceli, Seville.  
Ferrante requested the painting from Sebastiano in 1533 as a future gift to the chancellor of Charles V, 
Francisco de los Cobos.  It is unclear when he began the picture, but it was completed, on slate, in 1539, 
and it arrived in Spain the following year.  See Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, 128, 130-31, and Strinati and 
Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano del Piombo, cat. no. 61. 




all of the great works painted in Rome before the Sack, particularly the painting of 
Raphael in San Pietro in Montorio – the Transfiguration against which Sebastiano’s 
Lazarus had been compared a decade earlier.444  The contract states that by this point 
Sebastiano had presented his composition for the Nativity to Sergardi as a drawing, and 
Sergardi had approved it.  There is uncertainty as to when his activity at the Popolo 
chapel took place.  That he left it unfinished at his death by no means confirms that he 
worked on it continuously from 1530 until 1547.  His engagement with the project after 
the Sack was likely limited to a few years, beginning sometime before 1530, when he had 
already supplied a drawing to Sergardi by August of that year, and ending at some point 
around 1533, as the contract stipulated that he was to work on the project – and be paid – 
for a period of three years.445  He had also begun to work on other paintings by this point 
in 1533.446  Although he had requested “un pocco di lume” from Michelangelo for the 
Nativity in a letter of May 1532, this does not preclude that parts of the composition were 
already established and that he was already painting in situ in the Popolo chapel.447  His 
drawings show that he had a clear idea of the contents of the lower tier of the 
                                                
 444Hirst, “Chigi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace,” 184: “Con ogni suo Ingegno et sapere darli quella 
perfetione qual per lui sia possibile di fare et che la possi stare a parangone de ogni altra Tavola di roma et 
precipue con quella di rafaelo da Urbino in sancto Pietro Montorio nelle qual Tavola di pietra ha da esser 
depinto la Nativita de la maria Vergina con quelle figure et circunstantie che si aspectano a tal historia de la 
qual ne fece gia ung disegno el quale satisfecie al detto Reverendo Messer philippo.” 
445 “La tavola granda de pietra de peperino et li octo quadri conli quattro tondi gia fatti di mattoni finiti et 
condotti In termine de Anni Tre.”  Ibid., 184ff. 
446 These works include the Portrait of a Woman with a Laurel Branch (London, Private Collection), the 
Madonna del Velo (Naples, Capodimonte), and possibly the decoration of the Pace chapel. 
447 This letter is cited above in note 395.  Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, 142ff., argues that the sculptural 
figures, in addition to the metallic quality of fabrics, “slow” gestures, and emphasis on verticality suggest a 
renewed contact with the art of Michelangelo, and that the Louvre compositional drawing for the Nativity 
may have been inspired by the Last Judgment, implying a later dating to the Louvre drawing to after 1530-





composition before determining the appearance of the upper tier illustrating the divine, as 
he left the upper portion blank in the Berlin drawing.  The upper part in the Paris drawing 
was evidently produced at a different time from the lower portion, for the scale and 
handling of the upper area is very different from that below.  He may have delayed the 
completion of the upper portion of the composition in anticipation of Michelangelo’s 
help.  His letter to Michelangelo describes the composition specifically as comprised of 
two parts, the Nativity below, and God the Father above.  
 The revival of the Chigi project can be seen as part of a general effort in Rome to 
restore the city and its monuments, and Sebastiano participated in this in other ways.  
During the occupation, German soldiers had vandalized, among other things, frescoes in 
the Vatican Stanze and in Agostino Chigi’s Villa Farnesina.  Well-preserved Lutheran 
graffiti carved into the wall of the Sala delle Vedute remind of the militant occupants 
who once took over Agostino’s treasured palace.448  Carved-out eyes, anti-papist graffiti, 
smoke damage, and scratches and holes made by swords and bullets desecrated Raphael’s 
frescoes in the Stanza della Segnatura.449  Ironically, after the Sack, Sebastiano was 
chosen to restore Raphael’s frescoes, to repair the iconic work of his former rival.  
Ludovico Dolce claimed that Sebastiano failed in his attempt to return them to the quality 
of their original condition.450 
                                                
448 See the recent photographs in Stephan T. A. M. Mols and Eric M. Moormann, Villa Farnesina: le 
pitture (Milan: Electa, 2008). 
449 On the extent of the 1527 damage revealed by restoration of the frescoes in the twentieth century see 
Arnold Nesselrath, Raphael's School of Athens (Vatican City: Edizioni Musei Vaticani, 1996), 13ff., esp. 
figs. 12, 13, 14.  See also Chastel, Sack of Rome, 92ff., esp. note 5. 
450 “Titiano... che mi disse, che nel tempo, che Roma fu saccheggiata da soldati di Borbone, havendo alcuni 
Tedeschi, da quali era stato occupato il palagio del Papa, acceso con poco rispetto il fuoco per uso loro in 
una delle camere dipinte da Rafaello: avenne, che’l fumo o la mano de gli’istessi guastò alcune teste.  E 
partiti i soldati, e ritornatovi Papa Clemente, dispiacendogli, che cosi belle teste rimanessero guaste, le fece 




 A second consequence of the Sack for Sebastiano was that he lost contact with 
Michelangelo, who, after the invasion of Rome and the fall of the Medici pope, oversaw 
fortifications during the defense of the Last Republic in Florence.  Their correspondence 
was suspended from just before the Sack until February of 1531, six months after 
Sebastiano signed the new contract for the Nativity altarpiece and the decoration of the 
two Chigi chapels.451  Even though this was Sebastiano’s grandest project to date, he 
received no drawings from Michelangelo.452  On his own, Sebastiano turned to the art of 
another artist, Albrecht Dürer.  One of Sebastiano’s first designs for the altarpiece (fig. 
4.11) is based on a woodcut by the German artist from about 1504 (fig. 4.12).453  The 
connection between Sebastiano’s composition for the altarpiece in Berlin and Dürer’s 
woodcut of the Birth of the Virgin is recognizable in the intrusion of a divine presence on 
a cloud in the upper tier (in Sebastiano’s drawing this area about the cloud is left mostly 
blank); the position and almost identical curtaining of the bed of St. Anne at right, 
including the appearance of the figures that attend her; and the group of women tending 
                                                                                                                                            
compagnia di Bastiano, fiso col pensiero e con gliocchi in riguardar le Pitture di Rafaello, che da lui non 
erano stato piu vedute, giunto a quelle parte, dove havea rifatte le teste Bastiano, gli dimandò, chi era stato 
quel presontuoso et ignorante, che haveva imbrattati quei volti, non sapendo però, che Bastiano gli havesse 
riformati.”  Mark Roskill, Dolce’s Aretino and Venetian Art Theory of the Cinquecento (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2000 [1967]), 94. 
451 Their known correspondence ends with a letter dated 19 April 1525, from Sebastiano to Michelangelo in 
Florence, and begins again six years later with the well-known letter of 24 February 1531.   
452 See the letter of 25 May 1532, cited above (Carteggio, vol. 3, 405ff.) for Sebastiano’s request for “un 
pocco di lume” for this Nativity of the Virgin with God the Father.  Sebastiano requested a drawing for an 
altarpiece he had already been working on for almost two and a half years, for which, according to the 1530 
contract, he had already provided compositional drawings.  An interesting passage of the 1532 letter is 
Sebastiano’s warning to Michelangelo that, if he does send a drawing, to ensure that it can be sent safely 
and will not fall into the hands of anyone other than Sebastiano: “et se non havete messo più che fidato, non 
le mandate;” he would rather wait for Michelangelo to come to Rome himself and bring it safely to 
Sebastiano then.  Carteggio, vol. 3, 405-06. 
453 Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, inv. no. KdZ. 5055. See for example Costanza Barbieri in Strinati and 




to the bath of the newborn in the foreground, although this is conventional in scenes of 
nativities, and in Dürer’s print this is situated toward the right, while Sebastiano’s is at 
center.  The orthogonal line that delineates the corner of the ground and wall at left in 
Sebastiano’s drawing imitates almost exactly that in Dürer’s scene, and the horizon line 
in both drawing and print is tipped up to give a full view of the floor.  Sebastiano has 
already inserted an aperture in the back wall through which figures can be seen; however, 
it is off-center and is hidden in part by the bedpost and curtain and the descending cloud.  
He would convert the arched doorway to a rectangular portal in later stages of design, as 
seen in the second compositional drawing for the Nativity (fig. 4.13).  Basing his 
composition on a modestly-sized graphic model, Sebastiano had to adapt Dürer’s design 
to the requirements of a monumental altarpiece.  Indeed Sebastiano’s drawing is already 
larger than Dürer’s print, which is about three-quarters the size of Sebastiano’s Berlin 
sheet.454  Sebastiano’s early conception for his altarpiece, based on the German print, is 
striking in light of the highly classicizing composition of his final painting. 
 The third, and perhaps most important, consequence for Sebastiano’s painting 
were the changes at Loreto initiated by the Sack.  Sebastiano’s project was bound to 
Loreto and the Santa Casa because the Chigi chapel was dedicated to the Blessed Virgin 
of Loreto, and because the subject of the altarpiece, the Nativity of the Virgin, required 
that Sebastiano paint a scene that took place inside the Santa Casa.  During the 1520s, the 
construction of the sacello had waned, and none of its four walls had yet been erected.  
During the occupation of Rome in 1527 and early 1528, in desperate need of money to 
                                                




pay off the occupying soldiers,455 Pope Clement borrowed funds from the treasury of 
Loreto.456  Afterwards, in the early 1530s, Clement declared Loreto a savior of Rome, 
dedicated himself to repaying his debt to the sanctuary, and did so by returning funds and 
initiating the completion of construction projects at Loreto.  According to Orazio 
Torsellino’s history of Loreto: 
For the Cittie of Rome being taken by fraud and guile of the enemie, he retyred 
himselfe into the Castle of Adrians Forte; where the Imperialls besieging him, till 
he was able to withstand their forces no longer, he implored the help of the B. 
Virgin of Loreto, not onely by vow, but also by letters.  Which was to good effect: 
for not long after, he escaped from amidst the enemies bullets with safetie; & 
being in great want, was relieved with three thousand Crownes of the gold and 
silver of Loreto.  So that by double benefit of the B. Virgin of Loreto, Clement 
escaped present danger and necessitie, and at last dashing the imminent storme of 
war, brought peace and repose to his people.  Being delivered from danger of life, 
and from feare of war, he thought good, not onely to give thanks to the B. Virgin 
of Loreto, but also (as much as lay in mans power) to requite it.  Having therfore 
invested Charles the V. with the Imperial Crowne at Bologna, and returning backe 
againe to Rome, he came to the House of Loreto, to salute his Patronesse and 
deliveresse: and performing his vow to God and the B. Virgin with harty thanks 
(that the grace of so many merits towards him might not be forgotten) he resolved 
with himselfe by all meanes to hasten on the building of Loreto.... To dispatch 
these workes, he repayed the money which he received in loane from the B. 
Virgin, whereby in his Popedome, both the Bishops Pallace at Loreto was 
                                                
455 See Hook, Sack of Rome, 210ff., on the pope’s ransoms and loans.  In June 1527 Clement’s ransom was 
set at 400 000 ducats; this was impossible to pay despite Cellini having melted down papal tiaras (with the 
exception of Julius II’s), Church property sold, and loans taken from anyone who would give them, 
primarily Genoese bankers. 
456 The exact amount that Clement took from the sanctuary is uncertain.  According to the text of Orazio 
Torsellino (Horatio Torsellinus, 1545–1599), The History of our B. Lady of Loreto. Translated out of 
Latyn, into English ([Saint-Omer]: Imprinted with licence [at the English College Press], 1608), 207ff. 
(available only in English translation), Clement took “three thousand Crownes” of gold and silver from 
Loreto (“crowns” used as the English for “scudi;” see for example Cellini, Vita, 86, versus Cellini, Life, 
trans. Addington Symonds, 72).  According to Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, 66, the amount 
recorded in the Libro Mastro L, f. 261, in the Loretan Archive, was “F. 20 958.8” in coinage and metal.  
Weil-Garris’s transcription of account details does not include a legend to the notations, and while “F” 
likely denotes “florin,” it is unclear why descriptions of expenses in the account books are given in ducats, 
but the amount at the bottom of each description is given as “F. xx”, or why sometimes an upper-case “F” 
is used while a lower-case “f” is used elsewhere.   It is also not clear what system is being used to convey 
the amount of currency, for at times the transcription gives an amount that includes two decimals, e.g. “F. 
16899.7.8” (Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, fol. 188a, n. 698).  Torsellino may have been referring to 
the amount that Clement returned to the sanctuary in 1530, which was 3000 scudi, cf. Morrovalle, I Papi, 




speedily forewarded, and also a roof put on the Church... Meanewhile it was not 
Clements least care to finish that worthy Craft of the carved worke, which (as the 
beginnings made shew) was not unlikely to be the most curious worke of the 
whole world.457 
 
Clement’s enthusiasm for the sanctuary elevated the status of Loreto in the papal state, 
and this, by association, raised the status of the Chigi chapel.458  But Clement also 
changed the external appearance of the Santa Casa.  He revived the project to build and 
carve the rivestimento for the Santa Casa – the “carved worke” to which Torsellino 
referred.459  The revival of Bramante’s rivestimento project by Clement in 1530 may be 
seen as a means to give thanks to Loreto and also as a way to restore the papacy’s image 
through monuments.  In a way, the building of Bramante’s sheath in Loreto represented 
the rebuilding of Rome, by proxy.  The sacello was a much smaller and thus more easily 
realized project than, for instance, the revival of construction of the new St. Peter’s, 
which Clement certainly wanted to do, but it would be years before the work on the new 
St. Peter’s could be seriously resumed.  Sculptors in Loreto in the early 1530s 
transformed the ancient brick Santa Casa (fig. 4.14) by encasing it in a classical marble 
sheath (fig. 4.15).460  This was immediately relevant to Sebastiano in Rome, who was 
painting his altarpiece at exactly the same time. 
                                                
457 Torsellino, History of our B. Lady of Loreto, 207ff.   
458 Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, 67, report that Clement visited Loreto in 1530 on his way 
back from Bologna, and again in 1533.  Between his two visits, work on the rivestimento underwent its 
final and most active phase under Antonio’s direction. 
459 It appears that the work at Loreto did not stop immediately after the Sack of Rome in May but slowed 
down and stopped only after October of 1527, after Clement’s withdrawal of funds from the sanctuary’s 
treasury.  Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, 66ff. 
460 On the construction of the sacello see the studies included in Grimaldi, ed., Il sacello della Santa Casa; 
for high quality photographs of the interior of the Santa Casa and of the sculpture on the rivestimento, see 
the photographs by Luciano Romano in Floriano Grimaldi, Gianni Guadalupi, and Stefano Papetti, Loreto e 




 The Nativity is the first painting Sebastiano executed on a monumental scale in oil 
on slate, a technique with which he is credited with inventing.  The contract between 
Sebastiano and Filippo Sergardi of August 1530 states that at this point the slate had 
already been installed and stresses the novelty of the technique and its invention by 
Sebastiano.461  This choice in support required an enormous slab of peperino stone to be 
installed, which was a substantial architectural augmentation to the chapel.462  The natural 
stone color provided the dark ground the artist had favored throughout his career.  Vittore 
Soranzo, writing to Pietro Bembo in 1530, praised Sebastiano’s new technique for its 
imperviousness; Sebastiano had found a secret to painting that made the image almost 
eternal.463  Vasari applauded its immunity to fire and infestation – and also pointed out 
that it made his paintings almost impossible to transport.464  After seeing one of 
Sebastiano’s portraits of him painted on canvas, Pope Clement requested that the artist 
                                                                                                                                            
ed., Il Santuario di Loreto: Sette secoli di storia arte devozione (Milan: Amilcare Pizzi SpA Arti Grafiche, 
1994). 
461 Hirst, “Chigi Chapel in S. Maria della Pace,” 184: “Imprimis sonno daccordo che il sopranominato 
sebastiano debba depingere la detta Tavola in detta Cappella quale e hogi di pietra de peperino murata et ha 
da essere depinta a olio in quel novo modo et Inventione che lui per sua lunga fatica et esperienza ha 
acquistato.” 
462 See the illustration of the exterior of the chapel wall in Hirst, Sebastiano del Piombo, fig. 134. 
463 Letter of Vittore Soranzo in Rome to Pietro Bembo, dated 8 June 1530: “Dovete sapere che 
Sebastianello nostro Venetiano ha trovato un secreto di pingere in marmo a olio bellissimo, ilquale far à la 
pittura poco meno che eterna.  I colori subito che sono asciutti, si uniscono col marmo di maniera che quasi 
impetriscono, et ha fatto ogni prova et è durevole,” in Daria Perocco, ed., Lettere da diversi re e principi e 
cardinali e altri uomini dotti a Mons. Pietro Bembo scritte (Ristampa anastatica dell’ed. Sansovino, 1560 
(Bologna: Arnaldo Forni Editore, 1985), 110 verso, no. V, 45.  
464 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 97ff.: “Avendo poi cominciato questo pittore un nuovo modo di 
colorire in pietra, ciò piaceva molto a’ popoli, parendo che in quel modo le pitture diventassero eterne, e 
che né il fuoco né i tarli potessero lor nuocere.  Onde cominciò a fare in queste pietre molte pitture, 
ricignendole con ornamenti d’altre pietre mischie, che, fatte lustranti, facevano accompagnatura bellissima.  
Ben è vero che, finite, non si potevano né le pitture né l’ornamento, per lo troppo peso, né muovere né 




paint another on stone.465  Perhaps Clement too wished for the permanence of his image 
that the stone support provided.  An “eternal” image may have been desirable, in some 
ways appropriate, in the wake of 1527, after so many works of art had been displaced and 
destroyed.  Once it was installed in the chapel, Sebastiano was forced to paint in situ, in 




Conventions of the Altarpiece 
 Sebastiano tells the story of the Virgin’s birth, the sources for which are the 
Golden Legend, the apocryphal Gospel of St. James, and, of course, pictorial tradition.466  
He separates St. Anne from her newborn, who was cared for, according to the Gospel of 
James, by servants until Anne had completed her period of purification after childbirth.467  
The elderly Joachim enters the room, accompanied by a younger male.  The billowing 
                                                
465 Letter of Sebastiano in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence, dated 22 July 1531: “Perdonateme che non vi 
ho mandato la testa del Papa: io l’ò facto s’una tella, collorito, dal Papa proprio, et el Papa vuole che io ne 
faci un altro da quello, sopra una pietra” (Carteggio, vol. 3, 318). 
466 The iconographic interpretation given in Weil-Garris Brandt, “Cosmological Patterns,” 146ff., is well 
known and has neither been challenged nor revised.  It is rehearsed by Tullia Carratù in Strinati and 
Lindemann, eds., Sebastiano del Piombo, 226ff.  Weil-Garris Brandt suggested that the sculpture in the 
niche in the background is the Tiburtine sibyl, who predicted Christ’s birth to the Emperor Augustus at the 
Ara Coeli; that the male with Joachim in the doorway is Joseph, Mary’s future husband, congratulating 
Joachim and bearing a gift; that the old woman at the right foreground is the Prophetess Anna, the figure of 
Synagogue, who foretells the infant’s future as the vessel of the Incarnation; that the female at left bearing 
the cradle is Synagogue’s counterpart and represents the Church.  She gives no explanation for the two 
“unusual portrait-like children” (one behind the woman holding Mary and the other carrying ointment jars 
toward the right).  The two books in the upper section are the New and Old Dispensation, and God the 
Father favors the New, to his right, halving the altarpiece into New, at left, the liturgical right, and the Old, 
at liturgical left. 
467 The Proevangelion, or Infancy Gospel of James, 5:6-9: “And when nine months were fulfilled to Anna, 
she brought forth, and said to the midwife, What have I brought forth?  And she told her, A girl. Then Anna 
said, the Lord has this day magnified my soul; and she laid her in bed.  And when the days of her 




cape of the younger figure mirrors that of God the Father above, suggesting a divine 
identity for the young man.  Sebastiano’s angels, like those of Michelangelo, have no 
wings; the unclothed figures around God in the upper tier of the Nativity signify their 
angelic nature with their nudity, and their privileged position in close proximity to the 
divine.  Sebastiano marks the youth in the doorway with billowing fabric as if he is the 
angelic messenger who announced Anne’s pregnancy to Joachim.468  The identification 
of the angel may explain the brilliance of the scene through the portal: the Golden 
Legend describes Joachim’s angel as “surrounded with dazzling light.”469  An 
annunciation to Joachim in the doorway of the Santa Casa prefigures Gabriel’s 
annunciation to Mary through the Window of the Annunciation.  The figure carries 
something covered with a white cloth and locks eyes with Joachim.  With some 
familiarity Joachim places a hand on the figure’s shoulder as he steps into the interior 
space.470   
 It has been pointed out that the figure of God resembles Michelangelo’s God the 
Father in the Convocation of the Waters on the Sistine ceiling.471  He motions toward the 
liturgical right side of the altarpiece, toward St. Anne in bed below and in the direction of 
                                                
468 If so, Sebastiano has collapsed time in his picture, for the annunciation to Joachim takes place at the 
beginning of Anne’s pregnancy and not, as it appears in the painting, almost at the same time as Mary’s 
birth. 
469 Granger Ryan and Helmut Ripperger, trans., The Golden Legend of Jacobus de Voragine (New York: 
Arno Press, 1969), 522. 
470 This was not how Sebastiano had envisioned the two figures in the Paris drawing, illus. here as fig. 4.13.  
In this drawing, lacking the blowing cape and covered gift, the figure with Joachim raises his left hand in 
gesture toward Joachim. Joachim’s right arm is not articulated in the drawing, but given the position of the 
younger male’s right hand it may be that the two grasp each other’s right hands, mimicking the gesture 
between St. Anne and another female at left.  In Sebastiano’s design stage, it appears that he imagined the 
figure with Joachim not as an angelic messenger, as he seems to be in the painting, but as a generic earthly 
figure.  In the Berlin drawing, which precedes the Paris sheet, a roughly articulated group of figures is 
pictured in the doorway. 




one of two books painted in the upper tier, the New Testament, counterpart to the Old 
Testament on the other side.472  Most of the main features of the painting appear in one or 
both known preparatory drawings but have been modified.  The old woman in the front at 
right appears in both drawings, but it is only in the painting that her right hand is shown 
pointing at the newborn and thus suggests a prophetic identity, such as the Prophetess 
Anna who told of the coming of Christ.473  There are an equal number of figures in the 
smaller upper tier as there are in the large space below, eighteen in each, with an 
additional infant Mary in the lower level.  Including so many figures in the heavenly 
sphere both balances the upper section with the heavy figures of the foreground below 
and creates a celebratory commotion appropriate to the event of the birth of Christ’s 
vessel on earth.  The display of so many figures in diverse poses and gestures also 
balances the strong emphasis on the architectural construction of the composition. 
 For the most part, figures in both upper and lower sections lack specific identities, 
serving to represent angelic and divine characters above, and domestic servants below.  A 
small girl and boy are included in the foreground group in both the Paris drawing and the 
altarpiece.  The girl, next to the old woman at right, has a seemingly particularized face; 
the boy, who peers over the woman holding Mary, appears both out of place and out of 
scale with the women around him.  In the painting, Sebastiano assigns to the girl the task 
of carrying jars of ointment for the newborn, while the boy, staring intently over the 
                                                
472 On other examples of the Old and New Testaments in images, see Weil-Garris Brandt, “Cosmological 
Patterns,” 145 note 80. 
473 Luke 2:36-38: “Now there was one, Anna, a prophetess, the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher. 
She was of a great age, and had lived with a husband seven years from her virginity; and this woman was a 
widow of about eighty-four years,who did not depart from the temple, but served God with fastings and 
prayers night and day.  And coming in that instant she gave thanks to the Lord, and spoke of Him to all 




shoulder of the woman bearing Mary, either grasps an object in front of him or clasps his 
hands.  The portrait-like quality of the faces of these two has been noted.474  Their 
inclusion in the Paris drawing confirms that they were not additions by Salviati.  These 
heads are distinct from those of the women around them, whose broadly-planed faces 
resemble women in other paintings by Sebastiano.  None of the related documents 
mentions the inclusion of portraits or donor figures in Sebastiano’s painting, but it is not 
impossible that Sebastiano included one or two of Agostino’s younger children in the 
Nativity in the early 1530s.475   
 
 
The Classical Background 
 Sebastiano composed two paintings with classical settings before he painted the 
Nativity, in Venice and in Rome: the Judgment of Solomon (fig. 4.16) and the 
Flagellation of Christ (fig. 4.17) in S. Pietro in Montorio.  In both, he utilized the 
elements of the Corinthian order.  The slim columns and curls of acanthus leaves allowed 
him to indulge in painterly decoration while he depicted scenes of violence.  In the first, 
left unfinished, he envisioned a complex architectural setting with a multitude of closely-
spaced columns receding into the background.  This dynamic construction complements 
the violent action in the foreground, as the executioner swings his arm to sever the child – 
                                                
474 Weil-Garris Brandt, “Cosmological Patterns,” 146, for example, notes the “unusual portrait-like 
children” but does not pursue the particular renderings of these faces. 
475 Agostino had five children with Francesca Ordeaschi, four of whom were legitimized in 1519 when he 
and Francesca wed: two boys, Lorenzo Leone and Alessandro Giovanni, and two girls, Margherita and 
Camilla; a fifth, Agostino Postumo, was born after Chigi’s death in April 1520.  See Dante, “Agostino 
Chigi,” 735ff.; also Ingrid Rowland, “Some Panegyrics to Agostino Chigi,” Journal of the Warburg and 




yet unpainted – into two.  In the Flagellation, which is also a mural on a chapel wall like 
the Nativity but on a concave surface, the setting is a dense colonnade.  The compact 
space focuses attention on the body of Chirst.  The artist articulated the veins of the 
marble in a way that may be seen to mirror the lacerations inflicted on Christ’s flesh at 
the central column.  In both the Judgment of Solomon and the Flagellation, the artist 
appears to have heightened the dramatic content of the scenes with architectural 
elaboration. 
 The austere lines of the Nativity of the Virgin contrast with these earlier works.  
The interior appears bare, obscured by darkness, with large geometric tiles as the single 
architectural articulation of the space.  For the radiant focus of the composition, the 
passage seen through the doorway in the background, the artist selected the sober and 
simple elements of the Doric order to set off his depiction of the Virgin’s birth.  There is 
no definitive rule for applying one order or another to a given building – and certainly not 
to a painted subject – but Sebastiano might have selected the more feminine and 
decorative Corinthian order to complement his scene.476  In fact the origin story of the 
Corinthian order resonates with the legend of the Virgin’s birth: Callimachus invented the 
Corinthian capital after discovering the form of a basket overgrown with acanthus upon 
                                                
476 The major treatises on classical architecture available at the time that Sebastiano began the Nativity, 
around 1530, were Leon Battista Alberti’s De Re Aedificatoria (c. 1450) and the text of Vitruvius in many 
editions and translations; Sebastiano Serlio would begin to publish his volumes of Architettura in 1537.  
See John Onians, Bearers of Meaning: The Classical Orders in Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the 
Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), esp. 225ff.  By the first decade of the sixteenth 
century, the architectural writings of Francesca Colonna and Luca Pacioli were also available, which in 
some parts discussed the emphatic use of a single order for a building in relation to musical modes; these 
texts can be connected with Bramante’s contemporaneous use of a single order for some buildings in 
Rome, like the Tempietto, as opposed to combining elements from different orders, which he did in others, 





the grave of a virgin.477  Instead, the artist chose the language of the Doric, that which 
constitutes the architecture of fortified buildings, the lowest level of multi-story edifices, 
the masculine order.478  It is the most “primitive” of the three, evolving directly, 
according to Vitruvius, from simple wood construction.479  This perhaps may have been 
                                                
477 Vitruvius, On Architecture, trans. Richard Schofield (London and New York: Penguin Classics, 2009), 
92, Book IV, Chapter 1, 8-10: “The third order, in fact, called Corinthian, imitates the elegance of a virgin, 
because virgins, who are endowed with more graceful limbs because of their tender age, achieve more 
elegant effects in their ornament... The initial discovery of this type of capital is said to have been made 
like this: a virgin and citizen of Corinth, already of marriageable age, died as a result of illness.  After her 
funeral the nurse collected and arranged in a basket her loving cups, which had great sentimantal value for 
the girl when she was alive; she carried them to the tomb and put them on top and, so that the cups would 
last much longer in the open, covered them with a tile.  This basket happened to have been plaed on top of 
an acanthus root.  In time the acanthus root, pressed down in the middle by the weight, sent out leaves in 
the spring, as well as stalks, which, growing up the sides of the basket, and restricted at the corners by the 
weight of the tile, were forced to form the sprials of volutes at the ends.  Then Callimachus... because of the 
refinement and delicacy of his skill in working marble, walked by the tomb and saw the basket with the 
tender young leaves growing around it: delighted by the style and novelty of the form, he built some 
columns at Corinth following this example and developed a modular system, as a result of which he 
evolved the rules for the completion of buildings in the Corinthian order.”  The origin of the Ionic order is 
related to the figures of married Ionian women.  Ibid., 91-92, Book IV, Chapter 1, 7: “Some time later they 
built a Temple of Diana; searching for a look for the order, they used the same plans [for the Doric], 
adapting them to feminine gracefulness... on the capital they placed volutes at right and left like graceful 
curls hanging down from the hair; they decorated the fronts with convex mouldings and runs of fruit 
arranged like hair, and sent flutes down the whole trunk like the folds in the robes traditionally worn by 
married women.  And that is how they developed two different types of column: one which looked naked, 
undecorated and virile, the other characterized by feminine delicacy, decoration and modularity...the latter, 
which the Ionians built first, is therefore called the Ionic.” 
 
478 Bramante applied this hierarchy in his design of the cloister at S. Maria della Pace.  See Onians, Bearers 
of Meaning, 225ff., fig. 228. 
 
479 Vitruvius, On Architecture, 95-97, Book IV, Chapter II, 2-3, on the origins of Doric elements: “And so 
every element has its own location, type and order of position.  Starting from these components and this 
kind of carpentry, builders adapted them for the relief work of the stone and marble structures of sacred 
buildings, convinced that such inventions should be copied.  And so ancient carpenters, building in some 
place or other, put in place joists projecting from the interior walls to the outside, then built masonry 
between the joists, and decorated the cornices and gables above them with carpentry of great elegance; then 
they cut off the projections of the joists flush with the vertical planes of the walls; but when this looked 
clumsy to them, they fixed wooden boards, shaped in the same way that triglyphs are now made, on the 
faces of the cut-off joists, and painted them with blue wax so that the cut-off ends, now covered, would not 
be unpleasant to look at: so it was that in Doric buildings the separation of the joists faced by an 
arrangement of triglyphs began to provide space for the metopes between them... Therefore, in general, the 
scheme of triglyphs and mutules in Doric buildings derives from this imitation [of timber buildings].”  The 
name of the Doric order, according to Vitruvius, 90-91, Book IV, Chapter 1, 3-5: “Thus, a third 
architectural order used in buildings was evolved from the other two by the insertion of a [different] capital; 
for the names of the three orders, Doric, Ionic and Corinthian, were derived from the designs of their 
columns, of which the first to evolve, long ago, was the Doric.  
 “For Dorus, son of Hellen and the nymph Orseis, ruled Achaea and all the Peloponnese, and he 




key to Sebastiano’s selection.  For the illustration of the Birth of the Virgin, the Doric 
represents an origin, the first of the classical orders, a new beginning.480 
 Sebastiano’s composition acknowledges the situation of his altarpiece within 
Raphael’s chapel architecture.  The altarpiece breaks the entablature of the chapel, but the 
artist bridges the entablature in paint with the cloud bed that separates the upper tier from 
the scene of the birth below.  He integrates his painting into Raphael’s construction.  His 
fictive Doric passage contrasts with the Corinthian decoration of the chapel itself, 
constituting a much simpler world in the painted realm than that of the chapel, which is 
ornamented theatrically in colored marble and mosaic.  Sebastiano establishes his 
contribution as simultaneously disparate from and cohesive with Raphael’s production.  
The same can be said for the arrangement of figures and architecture in the Nativity.  The 
elevated interior space and the Doric passage pay homage to one of Raphael’s great 
works of Julian Rome, the School of Athens, part of the fresco cycle that Sebastiano 
himself had been assigned to repair in the Stanza della Segnatura after the damage of the 
Sack.  At the same time, it is Sebastiano’s characteristically robust and corpulent bodies 
that dominate the foreground and assert his presence and style in the painting. 
 The artist deviates from the legend of the Virgin’s birth, and from pictorial 
tradition of the subject, in emulating the painted architecture of Raphael.  The Birth was 
                                                                                                                                            
of this order, and then others of the same order in the Achaean cities, at a time when the system of 
proportions had not yet been created... After the Carians and Lelegans had been driven away, the 
inhabitants of these cities named that part of the world Ionia after their leader Ion, and, setting up temples 
for the immortal gods there, began to build sanctuaries; first they built a temple to Apollo Panionios like the 
ones they had seen in Achaea; they called it Doric because they had originally seen temples of this type in 
the Dorian cities.” 
 
480 The Doric’s connotation of the beginning and the Corinthian’s representation of advance are illustrated 
in a set of organ shutters in Loreto, by Antonio Liberi, which depict the Annunciation: on the left panel, in 
which the angel Gabriel is pictured, the background is decorated in Doric architecture; on the right, in 
which the Virgin is pictured reading, the architecture is composed of elaborate Corinthian elements, 




supposed to have taken place in the home of St. Anne and Joachim in Palestine, in the 
brick house that had been miraculously transported to Italy in the thirteenth century.  By 
no means is Sebastiano unique in depicting a setting other than that of the brick house in 
Nazareth; the transportation of the episode to contemporary domestic settings was 
common enough in both paintings and prints.  Sebastiano may have seen Vittore 
Carpaccio’s Nativity of the Virgin in Venice (fig. 4.18), when it was installed in the 
Scuola degl’Albanesi, and Carpaccio’s picture offers a view of quotidian domestic life, 
full with furnishings.  The influence of Dürer’s woodcut of the subject, set in a small 
room, is clear.  But Sebastiano chose instead to picture his scene in a monumental space, 
rather than an interior in which objects of everyday life enrich the illustration with 
comfortable elements.  It is unclear exactly how large Sebastiano’s painted space is, for 
he crops the containing walls on either side.  He emphasizes the space of the scene and 
not its domestic contents.  Bathed in darkness, the only furnishings that are visible are St. 
Anne’s bed and table, and what appears to be a green wall-hanging behind her.  The 
darkness frames the architectural vista in the distance, and the overt focus on this passage 
suggests that the exterior appearance of this darkened room, too, might be articulated 
with classical elements.  Steps leading up to the main level both in the foreground and 
background mark the elevation as a special one.   
 This setting suits the function of the painting as a monumental altarpiece.  
Whereas cosy domestic scenes are fit for images of the Nativity that form part of a series 
of scenes of the life of the Virgin, Sebastiano’s commission required decidedly grander 
proportions and visual impact.  Thus from paper to slate his composition transformed.  




Paris drawing, he moved the bed of St. Anne to appear on the liturgical right side of God 
the Father; he also increased the scale of the figures within the composition to give them 
more substantial presence and moved the doorway closer to the center of the 
composition.  Painting in situ in the chapel, Sebastiano achieved the dramatic effect in the 
painting that takes into account the viewer’s approach into the chapel, where he 
encounters a perfect geometric perspective into pictorial space.  Although the setting 
appears to conflict with the legend of the Virgin’s birth, Sebastiano’s manipulation of 
architecture is well suited to the altarpiece’s function.   
 It is also apt in the context of post-Sack Rome.  Sebastiano’s Nativity 
acknowledges the transformation of the Santa Casa in Loreto, catalyzed by Clement’s 
recognition of Loreto as the savior of Rome.  He presents the Birth of the Virgin in the 
Santa Casa as if it were taking place in the building as it was in the early 1530s, in the 
process of being encased by Bramante’s sacello.  He illustrates the interior as a grand, 
darkly obscured space that is elevated and accessed by steps on either side, as is the Santa 
Casa at the crossing of the basilica.  He appears to acknowledge the Bramantesque sheath 
that was being constructed around it by focusing the view of the interior space on a 
brilliant classical passage.  The rivestimento was a modern architectural tabernacle for the 
relic of the Santa Casa.  Although it encases the ancient structure and appears to assume 
its external appearance, the sheath is ultimately distinct from its relic and declares itself 
so by the pronounced contrast of its Renaissance design in white marble.481  Sebastiano 
                                                
481 Alexander Nagel and Christopher S. Wood, Anachronic Renaissance (New York: Zone Books, 2010), 
214, suggest a more complex relationship among the Santa Casa, the rivestimento, and the basilica itself: 
“The basilica at Loreto is the true reliquary, for the marble sheath – the shifter that is contained by the 
basilica itself but itself contains the house – in fact performs a more complex function.  The sheath with its 
splendid classicizing reliefs, impossible to confuse for a humble relic from Palestine, was nevertheless still 




acknowledges this tension but reverses the container and contained: the dark back wall 
frames a bright Doric passage, presenting two disparate entities fused into a single 
structure in paint.  In addition, his emphasis on the grandeur of the space, while suited to 
the site and function of the painting, also addresses the heightened status of the sanctuary 
of Loreto in the aftermath of the Sack and of Clement’s praise. 
 The transformation of the Santa Casa was exactly contemporaneous with the 
production of Sebastiano’s painting.  The painter signed his new contract for the 
altarpiece with the Chigi executor, Sergardi, on 1 August, 1530; the director of the 
Loretan project, Raniero da Pisa, recruited scarpellini from Rome two weeks later.482  
The artist may have accompanied Clement on one or both of his visits to Loreto in 1530 
and 1533.  Sebastiano had access to the activities of the papal court, and he was 
associated with overseeing, if not directly involved in, the construction at Loreto.  In a 
letter to Michelangelo written in July of 1532, he suggested that if Michelangelo needed 
help with his sculptural work in Florence (Julius’s tomb), he, Sebastiano, could, with the 
authorization of Pope Clement, remove sculptors from the Loretan project and send them 
to Michelangelo.483  This letter is dated just two months after Sebastiano had written to 
the Florentine requesting some help with his Nativity.484  The close chronology of these 
                                                                                                                                            
merely a container.  The sheath invokes a different, unrealized approach to the house, the substitutional 
approach: the option of simply rebuilding or replacing it.” 
482 A passage in the Loretan Libro di dare ed avere del Tesoriere: 1530, dated 17 August 1530, records “F. 
cinquanta dati per commissione del S.R. Gobernatore a m. Ranieri scarpellino per condurre da Roma gli 
scarpellini per far l’ornamento della Cappella.” Weil-Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 2, D. 158, n. 1268. 
483 Letter from Sebastiano in Rome to Michelangelo in Florence, dated 25 July 1533, Carteggio, vol. 4, 22: 
“Circha de que’ zoveni da Loretto, Sua Sanctità dice, se volete, che ‘l manderà per loro, o veramente el farà 
levar l’opera, che non si lavori più a Loretto, et veranno da sé.” 




letters attests to the fact that both the project at Loreto and his Nativity in Rome were on 
Sebastiano’s mind at this time. 
 The extent to which there may have been artistic exchange between the painter 
and the sculptors at Loreto, if any, appears to have been limited.  Among those who 
carved reliefs for the sacello was Raffaello da Montelupo, who had been imprisoned with 
Sebastiano during the Sack.  The relief of the Nativity of the Virgin on the north wall of 
the Santa Casa, begun by Baccio Bandinelli and completed by Raffaello, conforms to the 
conventional setting of the scene in a small domestic space (fig. 4.19).485  However, the 
rivestimento and Sebastiano’s painting share at least one striking element: both the west 
wall of the Santa Casa, that seen from the entrance of the church down the nave, and the 
Popolo altarpiece are punctured by an aperture at center.  The iron grate on the marble 
façade marks the Window of the Annunciation through which Gabriel is said to have 
traveled to announce Mary’s pregnancy with Christ.  The brilliant portal in Sebastiano’s 
painting marks the spot where Mary’s father, Joachim, enters the Santa Casa, met at the 
door by a figure who is likely the angelic messenger who announced Anne’s miraculous 
pregnancy.  Both the sacello and the painting are centered on a threshold through which 
miraculous transformations took place, through which word was made flesh: in the first, 
the Christ child, and in the second, the Virgin Mary. 
 Sebastiano alludes to the changes taking place at the Santa Casa in the wake of 
the Sack.  He does not, of course, illustrate the Santa Casa with exactitude.486  One 
                                                
485 Left unfinished by Baccio Bandinelli, the relief was finished by Raffaello da Montelupo; Weil-Garris, 
Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, 82, suggests that Bandinelli had begun work on the left side of the relief.   In 
contrast to the condensed setting of the Nativity, the relief of the Marriage of the Virgin, next to it on the 
North wall, presents a much more monumental setting with Doric architecture. 
 
486 The sanctuary of Loreto was well known in its general features throughout Italy, but particularly in 




important quality of the architectural relic with which the artist does not engage is its 
skewed position along the axis of the basilica.  When the church was built around the 
Santa Casa, the architects positioned the house at the crossing but preserved the skewed 
alignment of the ancient structure.  The church may be oriented to the east, but the Santa 
Casa is several degrees off, signalling the special place to which the angels had 
miraculously translated it and differentiating the relic from the modern structure that 
protects it.  When sculptors erected the walls of the rivestimento in the early 1530s, they 
preserved this orientation, although they lined up the sacello more closely with the axis 
of the basilica.  A sixteenth-century groundplan shows the misalignment of the Santa 
Casa within the sacello (fig. 4.20).487  In Sebastiano’s painting, the tiles of the floor align 
perfectly with the portal, which lines up precisely with the Doric building seen behind it. 
 Sebastiano does not use the Corinthian language of the sacello in his depiction of 
the “new” Santa Casa.  This disparity prompts further consideration of his selection of the 
Doric, particularly within the context of the early 1530s.  The very fact of his connection 
to the Santa Casa through his commission to paint the Nativity – and the classical 
language he chose for his painted architecture – brings his painting into tension with a 
complex network of architectural works and ideas.  Sebastiano’s setting implicates his 
picture into a larger context involving the production of Raphael and Bramante, and of 
their buildings that were painted, built, and planned. 
                                                                                                                                            
and models, for example, were completed by 1511 and traveled between Rome and Loreto.  See also Weil-
Garris, Santa Casa di Loreto, vol. 1, on the succession of architects working at Loreto and their movements 
between Rome and Loreto. 
 
487 See Mario Luni, “Le fasi edilizie del sacello della Santa Casa,” in Il sacello della Santa Casa, ed. 
Floriano Grimaldi (Loreto: Cassa di risparmio di Loreto, 1991), 75ff., in which is illustrated another plan of 
the sacello within the cupola piers, conserved in Florence, Uffizi (inv. no. 1380). This plan shows that 
although the sacello more closely approaches the axis of the basilica than does the Santa Casa itself, it too 




 The Sack may be seen to have had two related consequences with regard to 
Sebastiano’s artistic connections: it at once separated him from his usual collaborator, 
Michelangelo, and brought him closer to his former opponent, Raphael.  In the Nativity, 
Sebastiano engaged with a specific moment in Raphael’s art, that of the classicism of the 
School of Athens and the era of Julian Rome, which had reached a climax when the 
Venetian first arrived in Rome as Agostino Chigi’s new recruit.  The rapport between 
Agostino and Pope Julius II had been profound, and such an homage to this period is 
poignant for Sebastiano’s decoration of Agostino’s funerary chapel.488  His 1530 contract 
demanded that he compete directly with Raphael’s (relatively) late Transfiguration, and 
he responded to this challenge by integrating the language of an earlier moment in 
Raphael’s own art.489  It is significant that after years of competing against and opposing 
Raphael, his pupils, and their art, Sebastiano embraced the art of Raphael.  This change 
and the specific allusion to the Vatican fresco may have been one consequence of his 
restorations of the Stanze frescoes after the Sack. 
                                                
488 Agostino was the pope’s banker and personal friend.  Julius adopted both Agostino and his brother 
Sigismondo into the Della Rovere family in 1509, and it was in Julian Rome, with the permission and 
counsel of Julius, that Agostino had conceived of his greatest artistic commissions, the Farnesina and his 
funerary chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo.  On the adoption see F. Dante, “Chigi, Agostino,” in Dizionario 
Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 24 (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, 1980), 735, and Rowland, 
“Patronage of Agostino Chigi,” 685 note 51.  On the association between Pope Julius II and Agostino 
Chigi, see Rowland, Ibid., 685 and 694. 
489 Sebastiano might be seen to show through his composition that the era of Raphael is of the past and that 
his decoration, despite emulating Raphael, is retrospective rather than continuous.  In the Nativity, he 
includes the figure of God the Father descending on a pedestal of cloud, and this presence alienates 
Raphael’s God the Father in the cupola.  This is in contrast to his earlier design of the Assumption, which 
may have been intended to converse directly with Raphael’s God the Father in the cupola above.  The 
Nativity is autonomous, cuts off conversation with Raphael’s painting, and isolates it as a relic of a past 
time.  However, although the contract did not call for the inclusion of God the Father, Sebastiano’s 





 Raphael’s School of Athens, with its rounded arches, presents an anachronistic 
setting for the Greek philosophers.490  Raphael signals through this discrepancy that he 
did not strive to document antiquity precisely but rather to present the aspirations of 
modern Rome: his inclusion of portraits of himself and his contemporaries conflates the 
achievements of ancient Greece with modern Rome, and the painted architecture realizes 
in paint the plan of Bramante for Rome’s new St. Peter’s.491  The painted building of 
Raphael’s fresco might be seen to represent, in a way, the dream of Julian Rome.  That is, 
while the painter “erected” Bramante’s plan for St. Peter’s in paint in 1508, the physical 
construction of the building was a long and difficult struggle through the century and 
beyond.  The drawings of Martin van Heemskerck (fig. 4.21) remind of the stages of 
construction, destruction, and stagnant ruin that make up the history of the new St. 
Peter’s – and that, in the early 1530s, the site of St. Peter’s was a blend of ancient and 
modern ruin.492  The Sack of Rome had halted construction indefinitely, as it had 
                                                
490 Raphael first established the order – “ordine” – in place of the Vitruvian genus as the means of 
organizing Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian architectural elements, in collaboration with Angelo Colocci, from 
the Vitruvian text. Pope Leo X charged Raphael to “draw ancient Rome,” and this prompted Raphael to 
pursue two major architectural projects: an edition of Vitruvius in the vulgate, and a collection of drawings 
of the buildings of ancient Rome.  See Ingrid Rowland, “Raphael, Angelo Colocci, and the Genesis of the 
Architectural Orders,” Art Bulletin 76, no. 1 (Mar., 1994): 81-104. 
 
491 Bramante’s impact on Raphael’s painted architecture was described by Vasari in his Life of Bramante: 
“Insegno molte cose d’architettura a Raffaello da Urbino, e così gli ordinò i casamenti che poi tirò di 
prospettiva nella camera del Papa, dov’è il monte di Parnaso, nella qual camera Raffaello ritrasse Bramante 
che misura con certe seste,” in Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 80).  Scholars have aimed to clarify 
and scrutinize the exact relationship between Bramante’s architectural plans and Raphael’s School of 
Athens, cf. Konrad Oberhuber and Lamberto Vitali, Raffaello. Il cartone per la Scuola di Atene (Milan: 
Silvana Editoriale d’Arte, 1972), 36ff., and Ralph E. Lieberman, “The Architectural Background,” in 
Raphael’s “School of Athens”, ed. Marcia Hall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 64-85.  
The Raphael Project conducted by Columbia University in 2001 showed that the architecture of the School 
of Athens fits perfectly with Bramante’s earliest plan for St. Peter’s (Uffizi A1).  See Raphael’s Fresco of 
the School of Athens in the Stanza della Segnatura of the Vatican Palace, Video produced by the Media 
Center for Art History, Columbia University, © 2001 Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New 
York. 
492 On the Sack of Rome and the site of St. Peter’s see Christof Thoenes, “St. Peter’s as Ruins,” in 




interrupted the progress of Sebastiano’s first phase of work on the Chigi chapel projects.  
As it was eventually constructed, St. Peter’s was not, as Raphael had pictured in his 
fresco, a Doric structure, but a Corinthian one.493  Heemskerck’s drawings capture the 
elaborate detailing of the Corinthian capitals at the crossing, even in the dilapidated state 
of the site. 
 The drawings also document a structure that is connected to the Santa Casa of 
Loreto: the tiburio, or tegurio, which is, in fact, known primarily through Heemskerck’s 
drawings.494  The tiburio was Bramante’s last work, designed to protect the tomb of St. 
Peter, the altar above it, and papal mass services performed at the site, while the 
construction of the new St. Peter’s basilica was in progress.495  It was constructed out of 
peperino stone – the same inexpensive material on which Sebastiano painted his Nativity 
– and it was built quickly as a temporary structure between 1513 and 1514.496  Its Doric 
                                                
493 Raphael’s choice of the Doric may well have had little to do with Bramante’s plan for the architectural 
order of St. Peter’s or with the basilica at all; the Doric elements complement the sober intellectualism of 
the characters depicted in the fresco. 
 
494 The structure was three bays long and one bay wide.  Heemskerck’s two drawings of the structure 
record its length and width: View of St. Peter’s and the Tiburio Seen from the East, Sketchbook I, fol. 52, 
Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett, and View of the Tiburio Seen from the North, Stockholm, Statens 
Konstmuseer, Ankarvaerd collection, no. 637, illus. Franco Borsi, Bramante (Milan: Electa, 1989), 330-31.  
Other related images include two studies of the Doric elements in the Codice Coner, fols. 58v and 62, 
London, Soane’s Musem (repr. Borsi, Bramante, 332).  John Shearman, “Il ‘Tiburio’ di Bramante,” in 
Studi Bramanteschi: Atti del Congresso Internazionale. Milano, Urbino, Roma (Rome: De Luca, 1974), fig. 
2, reproduces a Giulio coin of Pope Leo X, 1513-14, London, British Museum, which he argues represents 
a schematic design of the tiburio. 
495 On the tiburio see Shearman, “Tiburio,” 567-73, and Borsi, Bramante, 330-34.  The two early sources 
for the tiburio are Karl Frey, ed., Codice Magliabechiano cl. XVII. 17: contenente notizie sopra l'arte degli 
antichi e quella de' fiorentini da Cimabue a Michelangelo Buonarroti, scritte da anonimo fiorentino 
(Farnborough, UK: Gregg, 1969 [1892]), 126: “E in detto San Pietro v’è anchora uno hornamento all’altare 
maggiore, fatto dal detto Bramante di peperigio, tutta opera Dorica;” and Vasari’s second edition Life of 
Bramante, Vasari- Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 84: “Salvò solo lo altare di San Pietro e la tribuna vecchia 
et a torno vi fece uno ornamento di ordine dorico bellissimo, tutto di pietra di perperigno, acciò quando il 
papa viene in san Pietro a dir la messa via possa stare con tutta la corte e gl’imbasciatori de’ principi 
cristiani, la quale non finì affatto per la morte; e Baldassare sanese gli dette poi la perfezzione.” 
496 See Shearman, “Tiburio,” 567ff., on the dating.  Baldessare Peruzzi completed and added to the 




elements appear coherent with its function.  It is simple, unadorned, and presented not as 
a buuilding to be celebrated itself but as a functional transition between the beginning and 
the end of the construction of the basilica.497   
 Bramante’s tiburio was the Roman iteration of his sacello in Loreto.498  Their 
form and history were certainly disparate.499  The tiburio was a Doric structure made of 
cheaper peperino, while the rivestimento was marble, heavily decorated with Corinthian 
elements, high relief carving, and colored stone.  The tiburio was erected as a temporary 
structure, built primarily over the course of a year, to protect the altar of St. Peter during a 
time of architectural transition.  Meanwhile the Loretan sheath was a permanent structure, 
and its construction spanned over several years and involved different architects and 
sculptors; it was built with the intention to decorate and protect the relic of the Santa 
Casa, which was already contained within and sheltered by the basilica of Santa Maria di 
Loreto.  Of course, although the tiburio was intended to be temporary, it may have 
seemed permanent in the early 1530s, as the construction of the new St. Peter’s had 
halted, and it appeared, according to Vasari, as if Bramante’s church would never be 
                                                                                                                                            
4, 323: “Nella creazione poi di Papa Clemente Settimo l’anno 1524 [=1523], fece l’apparato della 
coronzaione e finì in San Pietro la facciata della cappella maggiore di peperigni, già stata cominciata da 
Bramante.” 
497 Borsi, Bramante, 334, suggests that the Doric order has a symbolic meaning and that its austerity 
represents the steadfastness of the martyred saints.   
498 Nagel and Wood, Anachronic Renaissance, 313ff., draw attention to the simliar conceptions of 
Bramante’s tiburio in Rome and his sacello in Loreto in terms of the “primitive hut” that signaled 
continuity with an origin, in tension with the “new” architecture of the Renaissance structures.   
499 Onians, Bearers of Meaning, 235, contrasts the orders and functions of the two buildings.   Regarding 
the tiburio, “like the Tempietto, it both matched and expressed the character of the Prince of Apostles in its 
strong and simple forms... In Vitruvian terms, the architecture [of the sacello of the Santa Casa, in 




completed.500  Indeed the tiburio was still in place at Sebastiano’s death in 1547, 
dismantled only after the dome of St. Peter’s was finished in 1592.501 
 Bramante’s temporary structure represented continuity amid the ruins of St. 
Peter’s.  Its protection of the altar guaranteed that the mass could still be given and that 
the relics of the saints remained secure.502  The presence of the tiburio was a sort of 
promise that this state of incompletion was indeed just a phase, that the simple building in 
inexpensive material was only temporary.  Such a message is conveyed by the 
construction of the structure in the Doric order, as opposed to more elaborate 
architectural language that would imply its permanence.  The structure sustained the 
vision of Julian Rome during times of less optimistic outlooks.503 
 Sebastiano’s Nativity might be seen in relation to this network of buildings.  
Raphael’s painted architecture and Bramante’s tiburio represented a vision of Rome, 
hopeful references to the completion of the new St. Peter’s.  The tiburio declared itself as 
just the beginning, a structure of the simplest order, in anticipation of the full realization 
                                                
500 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 4, 83: “Apparve smisurato il concetto di Bramante.”   
501 It is possible that Sebastiano did not travel to Loreto after the rivestimento of the Santa Casa was 
erected, and therefore never saw Bramante’s project in its finished state; did Sebastiano assume that it 
would look like its Roman counterpart at St. Peter’s? 
 
502 Nagel and Wood, Anachronic Renaissance, 314, address the symbolic function of the tiburio as 
representing a phase, that which bridges the destruction of the old St. Peter’s and the completion of the 
new: “Like the sheath Bramante designed to house the Holy House of Loreto, or his Tempietto on the 
Gianicolo, the tegurio at St. Peter’s has an intermediary status, hovering between full-scale architecture and 
micro-architecture.  It is at once real architecture and an image of architecture.  The tegurio functioned both 
as a model of the new architecture going up and at the same time as a stand-in for what was being 
replaced.” 
503 Onians, Bearers of Meaning, 235, links the Doric specifically to Julius II: “The order is linked with the 
pope’s name in a whole group of works by both Bramante and Giuliano da Sangallo.  Julius’ name is 
inscribed in large letters on Giuliano’s design for a Doric loggia for the papal trumpeters of 1505 and on the 
grand loggia on the Castel S. Angelo, overlooking the Tiber, of the same year.  Also Doric were the cupola 
added to the Torre Borgia about 1510 by either Giuliano or Bramante, and Bramante’s ‘Serlian’ windows 
both in the Sala Regia and in the choir of S. Maria del Popolo, all of which are prominently marked with 




of Rome’s basilica.  In his painted depiction of the Santa Casa, Sebastiano’s architecture 
may represent a similar aspiration in the wake of the Sack.  His pared-down but radiant 
Doric passage alludes to the construction of the Loretan sacello that was taking place in 
the early 1530s, and, like Bramante’s tiburio, Sebastiano’s architecture is composed of 
the simplest classical language as if in anticipation of the realization of the finished 
sacello – which, in the wake of the Sack, signified Clement’s restoration of Rome, by 
satellite.  In a way, Sebastiano’s architecture represented a hopeful vision of the 
rebuilding of post-Sack Rome, beginning with the Loretan project.  Like the tiburio, 
Sebastiano’s painting mediated the past, present, and future.  His fictive architecture 
addressed the present construction at Loreto, which was the first project of the decades-
long restoration of Rome after the Sack.  At the same time, the construction at the Santa 
Casa was the revival of a past project of Julius’s Rome.  Thus Sebastiano’s painting 
captured the duality of being at once hopeful and nostalgic, as was the sentiment 
expressed by Sebastiano’s patron for his painting.  
 Sebastiano’s picture is allusive and not illustrative of the site of Loreto.  The 
reference to the construction at Loreto is one important reading of the picture that the 
artist makes available; however, he does not constrain the significance of his picture to 
one sole interpretation.  The range of sources on which he drew and the complexity of 
ideas with which his painting engages opens up his picture to a multiplicity of meaning.  
He pushed his Doric architectural passage into the depth of his painting.  It is the farthest 
point from the viewer in pictorial space, receding like a distant vision, a memory, in the 
nostalgia following the Sack.  Agostino had been buried in the Chigi chapel in 1520, 




in situ in Agostino’s funerary chapel, he was in a way reunited with Agostino, who was 
the one who brought Sebastiano to Rome in the first place.  Decades earlier, in his 
painting of the Death of Adonis Sebastiano had remembered Venice to Agostino through 
the anachronistic insertion of the Venetian cityscape.  Perhaps, in the Nativity, Sebastiano 
remembered Rome eternally to Agostino in a similar way, a memory of a specifically 
Julian Rome, in which Agostino had flourished and that Sebastiano, after the Sack, 
lamented.504 
 The Nativity of the Virgin documents a specific moment in Sebastiano’s artistic 
production.  But it also fulfills the decorative and narrative functions of an altarpiece and 
supports the liturgical purpose of its altar.  Sebastiano imbues his felicitous subject with 
solemnity.  This gravity and the monumental classical setting elevates the domestic scene 
to something of great seriousness, raising what other artists had pictured with quotidian 
casualness to the level of a momentous event. 
 The centralized composition of the painting is striking in comparison to the 
skewed perspectives of both known compositional drawings.  For the painting, 
Sebastiano adjusted the location of the newborn Mary so that the infant body lies along 
the central axis.  The infant Virgin aligns with an axis that comes forward through the 
center of the altarpiece, originating in the sculpture in the niche, which may be the 
                                                
504 Sebastiano Serlio offers a similar nostalgia for the architecture of Bramante.  In his Third Book of 
Architecture, published in 1540 with frontispiece, “ROMA QUANTA FUIT IPSA RUINA DOCET,” he 
includes among drawings of antique buildings four contemporary plans for the new St. Peter’s, Raphael’s, 
Peruzzi’s, and two of Bramante’s; he also dedicates four pages to drawings of Bramante’s Tempietto.  On 
the Third Book see for example Hans-Christoph Dittscheid, “Serlio, Roma e Vitruvio,” in Sebastiano 





Tiburtine Sybil.505  This axis creates a transformation of material, from the stone of the 
altarpiece support itself, to the painted sculpture of the Sybil, forward to the painted 
figure of the infant Virgin, and finally, outside of the picture plane, to the physical world 
in which the body of Christ is raised above the altar.  Standing in front of the altarpiece, 
the priest who performed mass would face the painting and raise the Eucharist in blessing 
– raising the wafer up the central vertical axis of the painting toward the body of the 
infant Virgin.  To a viewer facing the altar, the raised wafer would be visually encased by 
the painted body of the infant Virgin.  Thus the body of Christ would appear contained by 
the vessel of Mary.  Sebastiano placed the body of the Virgin at a point of its greatest 
liturgical meaning: Mary as the tabernacle of Christ’s body, which is blessed and broken 
at the altar.   
 The theme of the vessel, of Mary as the tabernacle of Christ, comes to life in 
Sebastiano’s painting, enacted literally by his painted infant Virgin and the host raised in 
front of it.  This theme may be another way of understanding Sebastiano’s architectural 
composition.  The Doric passage serves as a picture contained within a picture.  It 
represents Julian Rome as a vignette, framed by a fictive portal.  In this way, Sebastiano’s 
painting resembles the form of the Bildtabernakel, the sacred picture that encases a relic 
image.506  The two components of the Bildtabernakel, the containing image and the 
contained, come necessarily from different times, the modern image embracing the relic 
of the past.  Sebastiano’s composition can be interpreted in this way.  He remembers 
                                                
505 Weil-Garris Brandt, “Cosmological Patterns,” 146, connected the sculpture, as the Tiburtine Sibyl, with 
Agostino’s villa on the bank of the Tiber. 
506 On the Bildtabernakel see Martin Warnke, “Italienische Bildtabernakel bis zum Frühbarock,” Münchner 




Julian Rome in the vignette of classical architecture, holding the memory of an earlier 
Rome like a relic within the altarpiece. 
 Sebastiano’s setting is simple in design, but it attains a multiplicity of meaning 
pertinent to the painting’s context in Rome in the early 1530s.  It is at once legible in its 
acknowledgement of the “new” Loreto and to the fate of Bramante’s buildings in Rome.  
Sebastiano achieves, simultaneously, topical significance as well as a collapse of time – a 
remembrance of Julian Rome that was itself a rebirth of ancient Rome, and whose 
remnants, like the tiburio and the new St. Peter’s, were transitions between a past and a 
future in the urban landscape of Rome.  Seen in light of his famous words to 
Michelangelo about his state after the Sack, the painting and the letter address his context 
of transition in the early 1530s: “As of yet I do not seem to myself to be the same 
Bastiano that I was before the Sack; I am still not able to regain my mind.”507  His use of 
“ancora” indicates that he, like the city of Rome, will return to a former state; that he, 
after the fall of Rome, might return to a prelapsarian condition.  To some extent his 
production of the Cristo portacroce pictures in the 1530s may resonate with this, as he 
turned a prototype of his former artistic production, a model created ten years before 
1527, into the basis of much of his devotional painting in the decade after the Sack of 
Rome. 
                                                






Departures from the Sack of Rome 
  
 This project brought together three situations to demonstrate their coherence as a 
group.  Despite differences in appearance, subject, site, and conditions of patronage, the 
paintings of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano together serve to show that the 
displacement caused by the Sack of Rome instigated changes to the artistic practices of 
these artists, prompting stylistic innovation and extraordinary instances of iconographic 
manipulation.  In the pictures, the manifest changes appear to address, in diverse ways, 
the post-Sack contexts in which the three artists painted.  Parmigianino emphasized at 
once his individual style and his lineage to the art of Rome, while Rosso conveyed an 
intent to distance himself from the ideals of Roman art.  Sebastiano paid homage to pre-
Sack Rome and at the same time acknowledged a concurrent project initiated by the 
recovering papacy.  Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano drew attention to the tensions 
between their artistic production and the art of Rome in contexts in which such 
connections were poignant; that they did so almost exactly contemporaneously in their 
first public works after dispersal shows that the experience that scattered them provoked 
a common artistic response, and that this response transcended, to some extent, the 
particularities of their individual styles and circumstances.  The disturbance to their 
practices had implications for subsequent artistic production by other painters through to 
the end of the century.  Sebastiano’s altarpiece must be taken into account in the 




and the lasting legacies of Rosso in Sansepolcro and Parmigianino in Bologna for local 
artists are founded on the paintings studied here. 
 I have argued that the altarpieces of the Lamentation, St. Roch, and the Nativity 
carried specific meaning in the immediate post-Sack period.  The limits of this 
“immediate” period were necessarily different in each case as new factors and conditions 
continually reshaped the individual contexts of the artists in Sansepolcro, Bologna, and 
Rome.  The disruption of the Sack and its diaspora introduced a swift change in 
circumstances for the artists, and it is impossible, of course, to draw a line at where these 
conditions ended. Conventional texts and imagery do not fully explain the aberrant 
iconographical details in these paintings.  Building context, exploring the situation in 
which the work of art was created, was essential to approaching the peculiarities of the 
pictures.  As each chapter study explored, however, the status of being a refugee from 
Rome and the experience of the displacement itself were significant forces, but these 
were not the only factors that shaped the production of these paintings.  The biographical 
elements are essential components within the complex conditions in which each artist 
painted, which included exposure to new kinds of art and experimentation in different 
media – some experiences that were also, in turn, generated by the disturbance of the 
Sack.  One main goal of this project was to bring the biographical elements, and their role 
in these contexts of production, to light. 
 In each case, the artists included iconographical elements that rupture their images 
in some way.  In Parmigianino’s case, his manipulation of classical costume has little to 
do with the sacred meaning of his picture.  Rosso’s inclusion and inversion of the Roman 




meaning of their subjects.  The chapters explored the ways in which the religious 
message and an acknowledgement of the painter’s post-Sack state are not mutually 
exclusive.  The iconographic passages disrupt the conventional depiction of the subject, 
but they can be seen to both contribute to the sacred meaning of the picture and address 
the topical, at once in different ways.  These passages may not be fully understood 
through either religious or biographical interpretations.  I have proposed ways of 
approaching the meanings of these aberrations in the three pictures and acknowledge, at 
the same time, that these remarkable passages may be ultimately irreducible. 
 The scope of this project is limited in order to distinguish these works of the 
diaspora as a discrete set for study.  How do the issues raised and material presented here 
contribute to bringing these paintings back into dialogue with the other artistic creations 
of the diaspora, for example, the decorations of Perino at the Palazzo del Principe and of 
Giovanni da Udine in Castel Sant’Angelo?  It may be worthwhile to discuss the 
altarpieces and the decorative productions together, keeping in mind their categorical 
distinctions of being produced for private versus papal and imperial patrons.  One way to 
do this might be to isolate the changes in practice evident in the work of each artist, as, 
for instance, Perino’s figural style underwent a visible transformation between his Roman 
decorations and his Genoese paintings.  The conspicuously altered painting styles of 
Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano – as well as the styles of their counterparts, 
Polidoro, Lappoli, and Tamagni – offer points of comparison for the modification of 
practice that took place under imperial directives. 
 The material of this project relates to larger themes beyond the Sack of Rome and 




of translation and migration, as these artists left Rome for elsewhere.  But the Sack offers 
a specific kind of geo-artistic situation, for, unlike cases of migration in which the artist is 
motivated to move or settle in a new city, in terms of the Sack, both the displaced artists 
and the cities that received them were affected in some way by the events of 1527.  In a 
way, the cities of exile might be said to have anticipated the arrival of the artists, and the 
migration of an artist was associated with a wider context of conflict and change.  In 
terms of the copyists after Rosso and Parmigianino, they may be seen to enact an erasure 
of memory; where Rosso and Parmigianino had marked the moment of 1527 and 1528 in 
their paintings through stylistic and iconographic disruption, their copyists effaced these 
aberrations and reverted to convention.  Finally, the cases studied here have a place 
within a larger view of art after disaster, and the regeneration of culture after disturbance.  
Study of the Sack may be enriched by comparison with art that was generated after other 
disasters, and the closest example might be that which followed in Florence, indeed as a 




  The Siege of Florence by the joint forces of the papacy and the emperor, from 
October 1529 to August 1530, provides a potent extension of the material raised in this 
study.508  Recalling that sculptors for the construction at Loreto were recruited from 
Rome in mid-August of 1530, just days after the fall of the Florentine Republic on the 
                                                
508 The young Medici princes Ippolito and Alessandro, with the Cardinal of Cortona, fled Florence on 17 
May 1527, and a popular government was set up in Florence.  The Treaty of Barcelona was signed by the 
emperor Charles V and Pope Clement in June of 1529 to take down the Republic of Florence.  On the Siege 
of Florence see, for example, John M. Najemy, “The Last Republic and the Medici Duchy,” in A History of 




twelfth, it seems that the timing of the pontiff’s decision to revive the project at Loreto 
was linked in some way to his victory at Florence, which was the closing episode of 
Clement’s great conflicts.  There is no question that the magnitude of the Sack vastly 
overshadows the toppling of the Last Republic, and the devastation of Rome was far 
greater than that inflicted on Florence and its environs.  There certainly was no mass 
exodus from Florence that can be compared to what happened in Rome.  However, the 
relationship between this event and art production might be given closer study in light of 
the situation of the Sack and art.   
 Michelangelo, for one, was directly involved in the Siege, as director of the city’s 
fortifications.509  At one point in 1529 the artist was threatened by the Signory of 
Florence for his defection to Venice, but by 1533 he was summoned back to papal service 
and began the execution of the Last Judgment.510  In what ways did his experience with 
the violent takeover of Florence and his troubled political relationships with the Medici 
and their supporters, including Pope Clement, intersect with his production of art?  He 
had engaged in a number of artistic projects during and after the Siege despite his 
commitment to the fortifications.511  The interpretations of these works in painting and 
                                                
509 On Michelangelo and his movements during the Siege of Florence see John Addington Symonds, The 
Life of Michelangelo Buonarroti (Philadelphia: University of Philadelphia Press, 2002), 396ff., and 
William E. Wallace, Michelangelo: The Artist, the Man, and His Times (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010), 154ff.  In Sebastiano's letter to Michelangelo of 24 February 1531, discussed in Chapter Four, 
he empathizes with Michelangelo and laments both of their experiences of the violence in Rome and 
Florence in the past few years. 
510 The artist had escaped Florence in September 1529 for Venice, en route to France, but was convinced to 
return with “safe conduct” despite other defectors being threatened with extreme penalties.  Addington 
Symonds, Michelangelo, 426ff. 
511 He produced the Leda and the Swan at the request of Duke Alfonso d’Este, and immediately after the 
fall of the Republic, he produced a design for a palace and the unfinished so-called David/Apollo, for the 
interim governor Baccio Valori.  Addington Symonds, Michelangelo, 441ff.  See William E. Wallace, 
“Michelangelo’s Leda: The Dipolomatic Context,” Renaissance Studies 15, no. 4 (Dec., 2001): 473-99.  On 
the fragments related to the Leda (and drawings for fortifications) see Pina Ragionieri, ed., Michelangelo. 




sculpture, such as the Leda and the David/Apollo, might be inflected by further study 
within the contexts of the wake of the Sack and of the struggles of the Last Republic.   
 Jacopo Pontormo was in the process of completing the Capponi chapel 
decorations in Florence when Rome was sacked.  He remained in Florence when the 
papal-imperial forces surrounded the city.  It was during this period, indeed possibly 
during the Siege itself, that he produced the portrait of the so-called Halberdier, the 
Virgin and Child with St. Anne and Other Saints, in which the servants of the Florentine 
Signoria are depicted on a fictive tablet at the base of the painting, and the Martyrdom of 
the Ten Thousand in the Palazzo Pitti.512  His student, Agnolo Bronzino, produced a 
version of the Martyrdom almost immediately after; however, Bronzino appears to have 
pictured a Renaissance city in the background of his violent scene.513  What ties, if any, 
do these pictures of military subjects and mass violence have to do with the 
contemporaneous conflicts in Florence?  In what ways does the relationship between 
works like these and their historical context in Florence compare with that in the 
aftermath of the Sack?   
 
Michelangelo and Sebastiano in Post-Sack Rome 
                                                                                                                                            
Rheinisches LandesMuseum, Bonn (Milan: Silvana Editoriale Spa, 2007).  On the David-Apollo in 
Florence, Museo Nazionale del Bargello, see recently Marco Chiarini, Alan P. Darr, and Larry J. Feinberg, 
eds., The Medici, Michelangelo, and the Art of Late Renaissance Florence, exh. cat., Palazzo Strozzi, 
Florence; Art Institute of Chicago; and Detroit Institute of Arts (New Haven and Lonon: Yale University 
Press in association with The Detroit Institute of Arts, 2002), cat. no. 80. 
512 Portrait of a Halberdier (Francesco Guardi?), Los Angeles, Getty Museum.  See Elizabeth Cropper, 
Pontormo: Portrait of a Halberdier (Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 1997).  Virgin and Child with St. 
Anne and Other Saints, Paris, Musée du Louvre.  The Martyrdom, also called Martyrdom of St. Maurice 
and the Theban Legion, see ibid., 54ff., illus. fig. 22, and Carlo Falciani and Antonio Natali, eds., 
Bronzino: Artist and Poet a the Court of the Medici, exh. cat., Palazzo Strozzi, Florence (Florence: 
Mandragora, 2010), cat. no. I.13. 





 The paintings studied in my thesis might be said to share little with the 
monumental projects often held to represent the consequences of the Sack for art, such as 
Michelangelo’s Last Judgment and Perino’s decoration of the Sala Paolina.  The 
production of these is far from the “immediate” context of the wake of the Sack that 
binds the cases of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano.  But Michelangelo’s project, at 
least, intersects in some ways with Sebastiano’s post-Sack work.  Of the three painters 
studied in this project, only Sebastiano remained in his city of displacement after the 
Sack.  By 1530, as he was beginning to work on the Chigi chapel projects again, Rosso 
and Parmigianino had either left or were about to leave their cities of exile for elsewhere, 
Rosso to Venice and France and Parmigianino back to his patria.  Before Sebastiano’s 
death, he witnessed, or at least heard by word of mouth of, the completion of the sacello 
of the Santa Casa in 1537.  Rome had been “restored” sufficiently to host the emperor for 
his triumphal entry in 1536.  In 1534, Michelangelo began to paint his Last Judgment in 
the Sistine Chapel, the papacy’s first monumental painting commission after the Sack.514  
But before Michelangelo started, perhaps in late 1533, he called on Sebastiano to prepare 
the altar wall of the Sistine chapel for his painting.  Sebastiano did so, but he prepared the 
wall to be painted in oil rather than in fresco, a technique that he had used previously in 
the Borgherini chapel.  His favor of oil as a medium for mural painting relates to his 
debut of the technique of oil on stone in his Nativity altarpiece.   
 The ensuing conflict is well known: Michelangelo arrived in Rome and was 
infuriated at Sebastiano’s action, deriding Sebastiano and his oil technique as lazy and 
                                                
514 On Michelangelo’s movements between Florence and Rome between 1532 and 1534, see Addington 




effeminate.515  The dispute was enough to end the friendship.  Michelangelo had the wall 
prepared again for fresco painting, the “masculine” medium that suited the heaving 
bodies and aggressive dynamism of his Last Judgment, which introduced a new face of 
the Church, powerful though penitent.  This revolutionary image of Rome starkly 
contrasts with Sebastiano’s Nativity, whose feminine and sentimental forms, domesticity, 
and nostalgic emulation of Raphael offer an entirely disparate image of “Rome.”  
Sebastiano’s conception had been fitting in the early 1530s, as Clement recovered, as the 
construction of the sacello gave physical form to Clement’s salvation, and as Sebastiano 
himself lamented the loss of a former self and city.  But it was no longer apt, in light of 
the new image of the papacy that Michelangelo presented in his mural.  Could 
Michelangelo’s derision, and his startling vision of Rome in the Last Judgment, have had 
anything to do with the incompletion of Sebastiano’s Nativity, or the choice – either his 
or his patron’s – to keep the painting hidden from view until after the artist’s death?516  
 Michelangelo likely saw Sebastiano’s Nativity when he came to Rome.  The 
Venetian had, after all, previously discussed the project with him in a letter.  If the 
Florentine saw Sebastiano’s altarpiece with disdain, he was also seeing it outside of the 
context in which it had originated, and in which Sebastiano had conceived of its meaning.  
                                                
515 Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi, vol. 5, 101-02: “Fu, come si è detto, Bastiano molto amato da 
Michelagnolo. Ma è ben vero che, avendosi a dipigner la faccia della cappella del Papa, dove oggi è il 
Giudizio di esso Buonarroto, fu fra loro alquanto disdegno, avendo persuaso fra' Sebastiano al Papa che la 
facesse fare a Michelagnolo a olio, là dove esso non voleva farla se non a fresco. Non dicendo dunque 
Michelagnolo né sì né no, et acconciandosi la faccia a modo di fra' Sebastiano, si stette così Michelagnolo 
senza metter mano all'opera alcuni mesi; ma essendo pur sollecitato, egli finalmente disse che non voleva 
farla se non a fresco, e che il  colorire a olio era arte da donna e da persone agiate et infingarde, come fra' 
Bastiano; e così gettata a terra l'incrostratura fatta con ordine del frate, e fatto arricciare ogni cosa in modo 
da poter lavorare a fresco, Michelagnolo mise mano all'opera, non si scordando però l'ingiuria che gli 
pareva avere ricevuta da fra' Sebastiano, col quale tenne odio quasi fin alla morte di lui.” 
516 On Michelangelo’s Last Judgment and the post-Sack image of Rome and the papacy, see the works cited 




Sebastiano’s “post-Sack moment” was, perhaps, over.  The very fact of Michelangelo’s 
presence in Rome in late 1533 and 1534, summoned to do the pope’s work, meant that 
Rome had won, over its tragedy, over the uprising in Florence, over the humiliating 
toppling of the papacy.  Rome, in a sense, was back.  For in the wake of the Sack, Rome 
too had been displaced – to Orvieto, where the papacy fled for exile, to Loreto, where the 
building of Bramante’s sacello was the rebuilding of Rome by surrogate, and through 
paintings, like those of Parmigianino, Rosso, and Sebastiano, who brought Rome into 
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Artists Displaced by the Sack of Rome 
 
The following artists were of sufficient reputation to have been addressed by Vasari in his 
Lives, either in a dedicated biography or within a Life of another artist or group.  Artists 
whose source is marked with an asterisk (*) are mentioned in Vasari’s Lives, but their 
experiences of the Sack are not.  Additional documents for an artist’s experience or 
whereabouts during and immediately after the Sack are included where relevant.  Artists 
are ordered according to approximate birth year. 
Citations from Vasari-Bettarini and Barocchi are abbreviated as “Vasari.” 
 
Artist Experience Source 
Marcantonio 
Raimondi 
(?) Argini, nr Bologna 
c. 1470-82–1527-37 
Bologna (?) 
Forced to disburse large ransom 
to Spanish soldiers; fled to 
Bologna, where he died soon after 
Vasari, Life of Marc’Antonio 
Bolognese, and Others, vol. 5, 
15.  Mentioned in the past tense 
and thus presumed deceased in 
1534 version of Pietro Aretino’s 
La Cortigiana, 3:7. 
 
Baldassare Peruzzi 
Ancaiano, nr Siena 
1481–1536 Rome 
Imprisoned by Spanish soldiers; 
heavily taxed when mistaken for 
nobleman; made to paint a 
posthumus portrait of Duke of 
Bourbon.  Escaped to Siena 
before July 1527 
Vasari, Life of Baldassare 
Peruzzi, vol. 4, 323-24.  Siena: 
statement of appointment as 
architect to Republic of Siena, 9 
July 1527 (see Frommel, 
Baldessare Peruzzi als Maler 
und Zeichner, 18) 
 
Sebastiano del Piombo 
(Sebastiano Luciani) 
(?) Venice 1485-86–
1547  Rome 
Besieged with Pope Clement in 
Castel Sant’Angelo.  In Venice by 
6 Oct. 1527; in Orvieto with the 
papal court by Mar. 1528; in 
Venice again by June 1528, 
remaining there until Feb. 1529; 
and back in Rome by Mar. 1529 
*Venice: letter of Aretino to 
Federico Gonzaga (Camesasca, 
ed., Lettere di Aretino, 17). 
Orvieto: letters between Cardinal 
Ercole Gonzaga and Isabella 
d’Este (Luzio, Isabella e il 
Sacco, 134 note 1; Dussler, 
Sebastiano del Piombo, 208). 
Venice: Civic documents 
(Ludwig, “Neue Funde im 
Staatsarchiv, 112ff.). Venice: 
letter from Sebastiano to Isabella 
d’Este (Bertolotti, Artisti in 
relazione, 152). Rome: letter 












May have been imprisoned in the 
della Valle palace with Rosso and 
Parmigianino.  Fled to Venice 
Vasari, Life of Jacopo 
Sansovino, vol. 6, 185.  
Bonaparte, trans., Sac de Rome 
écrit en 1527, 88ff. (for 
imprisonment).  Arrival in 
Venice recorded in letters of 
Lorenzo Lotto, 5 and 12 Aug. 
1527; see Chiodi, Lettere inedite 
di Lorenzo Lotto, 47-48 
 




Sack interrupted (with Perino) 
decoration of vault of Hall of 
Pontiffs; returned to Udine, but 
was summoned back to Rome by 
Clement 
Vasari, Life of Giovanni da 
Udine, vol. 5, 453-54.  The 
artist’s Libro dei conti records 
work for Clement on 30 Oct. 
1528 (Dacos and Furlan, 






Sack interrupted completion of a 
presentation painting for Pope 
Clement; attempted to escape 
with the painting and with papal 
secretary, Paolo Valdambrini, but 
Valdambrini was killed, the 
painting lost, and Lappoli taken 
prisoner by Spanish soldiers.  
Fled to Arezzo 
 
Vasari, Life of Giovan Antonio 
Lappoli, vol. 5, 182 
Vincenzo Tamagni 
San Gimignano 1492–c. 
1530 San Gimignano 
Fled to patria, San Gimignano Vasari, Life of Vincenzo da San 
Gimignano [Tamagni] and 
Timoteo da Urbino [della Vite], 
vol. 4, 265 
 
Rosso Fiorentino 




Enslaved and imprisoned by 
German soldiers; may have been 
imprisoned in the della Valle 
palace with Parmagianino and 
Jacopo Sansovino.  Escaped to 
Perugia, then sought Bishop 
Leonardo Tornabuoni in 
Sansepolcro, arriving by 23 Sep. 
1527 
 
Vasari, Life of Rosso Fiorentino, 
vol. 4, 481. Bonaparte, trans., 
Sac de Rome écrit en 1527, 88ff. 
(for imprisonment).  Contract for 
Sansepolcro Lamentation, 23 
Sep. 1527 (Franklin, Rosso in 





Sack interrupted project to study 
all the works of Michelangelo in 
Rome; imprisoned by Spanish 
soldiers and vowed to enter a 
monstery if he survived.  Escaped 
to Mantua and entered monastery 
Vasari, Life of Don Giulio 









Caravaggio c. 1499–c. 
1543 Messina 
 
Sack separated Polidoro from 
Maturino.  Escaped to Naples 
Vasari, Life of Polidoro da 
Caravaggio and Maturino da 




Enlisted in defense of Castel 
Sant’Angelo during siege with 
Raffaello da Montelupo.  Fled to 
Florence, then fled plague in 
Florence for Mantua; returned to 
Rome after 1530 
 
*Cellini’s autobiography 
(Cellini, Vita, 76ff.) 
Giovanni Jacopo 
Caraglio 
Verona or Parma c. 
1500-05–1565 Kraków 
(?) 
Remained in Rome with Perino 
and Baviera working on the Loves 
of the Gods.  Fled to Venice by 
1533-34 
Vasari, Life of Perino del Vaga, 
vol. 5, 136.  Presence in Venice 
evidenced by prints after Titian, 
portrait of Aretino, and Aretino’s 
mentioning of Caraglio in La 
Cortigiana and in a letter of 
1539 (see Cirillo Archer, The 
Illustrated Bartsch, vol. 28 
(Commentary), 73ff., with bib.) 
 




Forced to produce paintings for 
Spanish soldiers.  Remained in 
Rome with Jacopo Caraglio and 
Baviera working on the Loves of 
the Gods; taken by Niccola 
Viniziano to Genoa and entered 
service of Andrea Doria 
 
Vasari, Life of Perino del Vaga, 






German soldiers invaded his 
studio but allowed him to 
continue painting; demanded 
drawings in wash and pen as 
ransom.  Accosted by a second 
group of soldiers and may have 
been imprisoned in the della 
Valle palace with Rosso and 
Jacopo Sansovino.  Uncle Pier 
Ilario sent him back to Parma, but 
Parmigianino settled in Bologna 
 
Vasari, Life of Parmigianino, 
vol. 4, 538. Bonaparte, trans., 








Sack interrupted work on a Young 
Hercules; enlisted as bombardier 
at Castel Sant’Angelo with 
Cellini 
*Raffaello’s autobiography 





Ugo da Carpi 
Active 1502–1532 




(Baviero de’ Carocci) 
active c. 1515–after 
1527 
Remained in Rome for some 
months working with Perino and 
Caraglio on the Loves of the 
Gods; subsequent whereabouts 
unknown 
 
Vasari, Life of Perino del Vaga, 
vol. 5, 136 
Marco Dente 
(Marco da Ravenna) 
Ravenna ?–1527 Rome 
(?) 
Died during the Sack *Don. Pietro Zani, Fidentino, 
Enciclopedia metodica critico-
ragionata delle belle arti 
(Parma, 1817-24), cites funeral 
oration given by Vincenzo 
Carrari in honour of Luca 
Longhi, painter of Ravenna, d. 
1580, in which he mentions the 
death of Marco Dente during 
Sack (Fisher, Introduction, 462) 
 
Maturino da Firenze 
Florence ?–1527 Rome 
Died of plague in Rome; may 
have been buried in S. Eustachio 
Vasari, Life of Polidoro da 
Caravaggio and Maturino da 
Firenze, vol. 4, 466 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
